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(ABSTRACT)\Ei

Milk surplus ir1 the U.S. dairy industry has been increasing substantially since the beginning of the

1980s. In order to analyze the surplus production situation, an interregional dairy trade model based

on a spatial equilibrium framework was developed. The model included disaggregate manufactured

milk markets and utilized separable programming as the solution technique.

The objective of the interregional dairy trade model was to maximize the sum of producers’ and

consumers’ surplus subject to the various institutional constraints incorporating unregulated and

regulated market situations. Under the regulated market situation, the institutional constraints were

based on the federal imilk marketing order and dairy price support programs. Utilizing the

interregional dairy trade model, a comparison of simulated market results and net economic effects

between unregulated and regulated markets was drawn first. Results of the simulations for market

results and welfare effects under pricing policy options with regard to changes in the support and

purchase prices were also analyzed. Finally, a comparison of the results of simulations for

simultaneous market clearing situations III butter and nonfat dry milk markets with no government

purchases of these commodities under the 1982 market situation and an increasing quota sytem

was considered.

It was found that without considering the supply effect induced by price stabilizing regulations, the

competitive manufactured milk market price would be lower than the 1982 support price level. The

butter and nonfat dry milk markets would move toward a market clearing situation if the support

price level was decreased by $1.00 per cwt for butter and by $2.00 per cwt for nonfat dry milk when



cross price elasticity effects were included. Due to cross price elasticity effects, the butter market

would clear at a higher price level (in terms of the support price) than the nonfat dry milk market.

Simulations of simultaneous market clearing situations suggested that the 1982 butter price would
be lower and the nonfat dry milk price would be higher than market clearing prices. Increases in

import quotas would drop_butter and cheese market clearing prices and raise the nonfat dry milk

price relative to the actual 1982 case.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

I
I.I. Introduction

The United States (U.S.) dairy industry in the 1980s faces several problems associated with
a new economic and technological environment. Today’s technology provides high productivity

per cow, efficient long distance fluid milk transportation, and an efficient communication and
i information system. The economic environment is dominated by long established government I

dairy programs. The U.S. dairy industry has been directly affected by two major federal dairy

programs: the federal marketing order program in the fluid milk market, and the price support

program in the manufactured milk product market. The market power of today’s processors is
weakened and widely dispersed over a greater number of processors than the oligopolistic or
monopolistic structure of the l930s. Dairy producers have been encouraged by law to act together
in order to gain bargaining power against processors.

The current U.S. support price level in the domestic manufactured milk market exceeds the

world milk market price. The blend price for Grade A milk in the federal milk marketing order

system is directly affected by the level of manufactured milk price support. The two price system

of the federal order program allows the average revenue and the marginal revenue of producers to

differ. This has led to overproduction of Grade A milk at the aggregate level, and thus society bears

the cost of this resource misallocation. High levels of regulated manufactured and fluid milk prices

contribute to excess supplies in the manufactured market resulting in increased net market removals
and expenditures under the support program.

The overproduction problem of the U.S. dairy industry in the late l970s and early 1980s can

not be attributed solely to the high market prices maintained by federal programs. Highly developed

technologies are available to today’s dairy producers. The effect of biotechnology and other
developments has genetically increased the milk production potential of cows and improved animal
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nutritional efficiency. Improved farm management systems enhance the profitability of the new
teclmology. The long·run effect of these technologies on the dairy industry has been an outward
shift in the dairy supply curve. An improved economic environment for dairy producers has been
provided by dairy programs which have reduced price variations, increased expected prices in the
dairy market and, provided an unlimited demand. This enviromnent has led dairy producers to
increase their output levels in the short run because of reduced risk involving operating costs and
to overinvest in long·run capital from society’s view point.

Another issue is that the nonfat dry milk market has been far more protected by dairy
programs since 1980. Increasing government purchases of nonfat dry milk at a high domestic price
has resulted in increasing casein imports. The amount of casein imports in the 19806 reached
almost a half of the amount of nonfat dry milk purchased by the govemment.

lt is possible that the dairy industry will be less regulated in the near future. Excessive
spending on surplus dairy products has resulted in political pressures to alter the level of support,
and possibly to change the regulatory environment. A free market may be used as a benchmark
for comparison purposes. Whether a free market would provide politically feasible quantities,
consumer prices and producer incomes remains to be seen.

Many dairy economists have estimated welfare effects and/or administration costs of these
govemment dairy programs employing consumer and producer surplus and other program cost
measures (Ippolito and Masson; Dahlgran, 1980; and McDoweH, 1982). They have claimed that
the welfare impacts of the dairy programs are not favorable to a continuation of the regulated dairy
market. Hence, in a limited sense, the economic problem of the government’s dairy pricing
programs is to determine at what level and by what method milk prices should be set. One
objective, consistent with pure competition, is to optimize net social surplus of the participating
economic agents including producers, consumers, and processors of dairy products as well as
taxpayers who ultimately bear the burden of the programs.

This study will analyze the effects of the dairy programs on the market results, producer and
consumer surpluses, on a regional and national basis, and direct price support program costs on a
national basis, using a model that explicitly considers the national market for manufactured milk

2



_ products and the fluid milk markets on an interregional trade basis. Milk supply and fluid demand

markets will be divided into nine regions while butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese markets will be
treated as a national market. Market results and welfare effects on regional Grade A and B milk
supply, fluid demand, and national manufactured product demand will be analyzed based on several

policy options. Policy options will be implemented in terms of changes in the support and purchase

prices under the dairy support program, and increases in import quotas of dairy products.

I.2. Objectives of This Study

The purpose of this study is to estirnate the impacts of existing and potential federal milk

market regulatory programs and import quotas on national and regional prices and quantities,

geographical price pattems,_ transportation pattems and income distribution by region and among
i

producers and consumers. An economic model with disaggregate manufactured milk product

markets will be developed for estimating values of the above mentioned economic variables under

regulatory programs.

1.2.1. Contribution to the Literature

The economic effects of regulating the U.S. dairy industry on the differentials among regional

prices, quantities and income distribution have been analyzed in several studies. Studies by Blakley

and Riley, and Riley and Blakley were concemed with Grade A and fluid milk markets only. The

markets were divided into six regions. They found that the establishment of uniform Class I price

(flat differentials) at $7.36 per cwtl would have reduced producer surplus in the Grade A milk

market by $18.6 million and enhanced consumer surplus in this market by $21.6 million resulting

in net social benefit of $3.0 million in 1973.

1 Cwt. is equivalent to hundredweight in milk equivalems terms.
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Similar analyses of the impact of the federal marketing order program in more disaggregated
regions have been conducted by Babb et al. (1977) and Hallberg et al. To create a policy simulation
model for forty-five federal marketing orders, Babb et al. developed a cost minirnizing objective
function to simulate the actual market situation utilizing a traditional linear programming method.
The objective of the study by Babb et al. was to provide the theoretical and empirical basis of the
model and to suggest potential applications.

Hallberg et al. extended the work of Riley and Blakley by disaggregating the U.S. dairy

market into twenty-eight producing regions and thirty-nine consuming regions. They maximized

the social net payoff function subject to market price equilibrium constraints. An initial blend price

was estimated by using a current Class I utilization ratio, and iterated upon until the blend price

alignment was stabilized at equilibrium. They also constrained regional market equilibrium prices

such that their only difference was transportation costs. They found that the U.S. dairy industry

in 1975 should be based on three basing points (Northeast, Southeast, and Upper Midwest) instead

of a single basing point (Upper Midwest: Eau Clair, Wisconsin) based on distributional impacts

among various participants in the dairy industry? They also found that high levels of current Class

I differentials cause an overproduction of Grade A milk and place fluid consumers in a

disadvantageous position while benefiting Grade A producers.3 According to Hallberg et al.,

consumers in the Com Belt, Lake States, Northeast, South Atlantic, and South Central regions

would lose while producers in the South Atlantic, South Central, and Com Belt regions would gain

if Class I differentials were increased. ·

McDowell (1982) furthered the analysis of Babb et al. and Hallberg et al. by using a nonlinear

blend price constraint with a net social payoff objective function. His study included the

3 Under the current federal marketing order program, the minimum Class I price for fluid milk is set by
an order in terms of the manufacturing milk price, transportation cost of fluid milk, and other additional
costs. The transportation cost of fluid milk is determined by the distance from the base point, Eau Claire,
Wisconsin, to the specific consumption point assuming that the Upper Midwest is the major surplus area
of Grade A milk supply.

3 Class 1 differentials are set by an order to reflect the transportation cost and other additional costs of
providing Grade A milk for fluid purposes. Detailed discussion of this calculation follows in the next
chapter.
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manufactured demand and the Grade B supply sectors in an interregional dairy model. His overall
conclusion was similar to Blakley and Riley, and Hallberg et al.

U

As Christ pointed out, previous studies have not reflected the real production behaviour of u

Grade A milk producers under govemment regulations. He argued that the natural result of
producers’ shipments to more attractive markets will not be a structure of fluid or manufactured
milk prices, but of blend prices that reflect differences in transportation costs from supply areas to
demand areas.

This study will contribute to the literature in three ways. First, extending the work of
McDowell (1982; 1986c), an interregional dairy model with disaggregate manufactured milk product
markets, which has not been considered in earlier studies, will be specified. In so doing, the study
will be able to analyze the effects of changes in purchase prices for disaggregate milk products and
changes in import quotas on the market results. Second, the interregional dairy trade model under
current federal programs in this study will reflect the producers’ shipments of Grade A milk based
on regional blend prices. Milk shipments in the previous models were based either on fluid prices
or not allowed. Third, cross-price elasticity effects among manufactured milk products will be

considered. The scope of this study includes the Grade A and the Grade B milk supplies, and the
fluid and the manufactured milk demands. The manufactured milk demand is disaggregated into
three major products: butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese. The U.S. dairy markets are divided into
nine regions.

I.2.2. Contribution to Policy Analysis
‘ This study will empirical methods to assist dairy policy decision makers. Results drawn from

the simulations for the competitive market and regulated markets under several policy options will
aid in the evaluation of policy altematives providing estimated equilibrium prices and quantities,
and welfare impacts.

I.2.3. Modeling Procedure
The Study Will extend an interregional dairy trade model developed by McDowell (1982;

5



1986c) based on a partial equilibrium framework which maximizes consumer and producer surplus
in the dairy industry. A partial equilibrium model of the U.S. dairy industry, developed as an
interregional trade model, consisting of demand for fluid and manufactured milk products, and
Grade A and Grade B milk supply will be developed. The interrelationships among disaggregated
manufactured milk products, butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese, and with the fluid milk market
and the supply of Grade A and Grade B milk will be evaluated. The effects of the price support
programs and import quotas on each manufactured milk product market will be considered. As a
result, it will be possible to address current problems (for example over-protection of the nonfat
dry milk market relative to markets for other products) that have not been considered in previous

V

studies. The interregional trade model will provide market equilibrium prices and quantities in
each region and optimal trade flows among regions. The model will also provide estimations of
producer and consumer surpluses by region.

Simulations of an interregional trade model utilizing separable programming will be
conducted to evaluate the effects of potential changes in federal milk policy. The results from the

l

simulations under various policy options will provide estimates of equilibrium prices and quantities,
trade flows, income distribution and direct program costs.

Policy options to be considered first are changes in raw milk support price levels. Pricing
policy options of changing the support price levels will be a stepwise reduction from $12.60 per cwt
to $9.60 per cwt by $1.00 per cwt decrements combined with split ratios for allocating the price
decrease between butter and nonfat dry milk of 0 to 1.0 (Option 1), 0.5 to 0.5 (Option 2), and 0.16
to 0.84 (Option 3). These options will be applied to dairy markets under the 1982 federal milk
marketing order system (1982 system) and under the 1985 federal milk marketing order system
representing a new Class I differential system established by dairy provisions of the 1985 Farm Bill

(1985 Farm Bill system)! The purpose of the stepwise decrease in the support and purchase price

levels associated with the three options of splitting a $1.00 decrease in the support price between

butter and nonfat dry milk is to induce the dairy industry to move toward a market clearing

‘ For a detailed discussion, see the section 2.2 in Chapter I1.

1
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situation. This study will also sirnulate the market clearing situation with a zero level of CCC
purchases of nonfat dry milk and butter under the 1982 federal dairy programs and quota system,
and under the option that quota levels are increased by ten percent of the 1982 commercial demands
for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese.

l

In the analysis, the regulatory institutions are reflected in constraints upon the objective
function of the model. Changes in policy parameters such as support price levels, Class I
differentials, or quotas result in changes in constraint parameters faced by the industry. Therefore,
changes in policy in the dairy industry will be modeled by changing the parameters of the
constraints.

I.3. Structure of This Dissertation

In order to analyze the effects of regulatory policies, these policies need to be understood.
Chapter lI describes dairy programs and discusses the effects of two major federal programs, the
federal marketing order and price support programs, with a graphical analysis. A description of
recent dairy market performance through 1985 follows. Then, recent literature concerning dairy
market structure is reviewed.

Chapter III contains the economic irnplications of the U.S. interregional trade model with
disaggregation among manufactured milk products. Market demand and supply functions, supply
aggregation conditions, classified and blend prices, and prices for manufactured dairy products are
discussed in the context of an interregional dairy trade model. At the end of Chapter III, a
mathematical comparative static analysis of the effects of changes in the support and purchase
prices, and import quotas on the dairy market is presented.

Chapter IV conveys the structure of the empirical analysis of this study. This chapter
introduces the spatial equilibrium framework of an interregional dairy trade model maximizing the
total area of consumer and producer surplus subject to the institutional constraints. Utilizing the
separable linear programming technique, the means of solving the problem, linear programming

7



specifications of the model and economic implications of the optimal conditions are also presented
in this chapter.

i

In Chapter V, simulation results concerning unregulated and current markets are first
presented. Treating the unregulated market equilibrium as a norm, comparisons are drawn between
unregulated and regulated markets in terms of changes in national and regional prices, quantities,
and welfare gains and losses. Then simulation results concerning regulated markets with various
policy options are also presented. Effects of changes in the CCC support and purchase prices, and
import quotas, on national and regional prices, quantities, producer and consumer surplus, and
direct program costs are evaluated. The final chapter, Chapter VI, includes a summary,
conclusions, and limitations of the study. ·

A theoretical review of consumer and producer’s surplus, and an application of the review to
. the dairy industry is discussed in Appendix A. In Appendix B, full specification of the mathematical

problem of the interregional dairy trade model and economic implications of the Kuhn·Tucker
optimality conditions are presented. Development of the model parameters including regional
supply and demand functions and data collection is described in Appendix C. Simulated market
results under various pricing policy options are displayed in Appendix D. Finally, matrix generating
FORTRAN program, input and output (MPS input) files for the 1982 system simulation are
displayed in Appendix E.

8



CHAPTER II _
CURRENT GO VERNMENT DAIR Y REGULA TOR Y PROGRAMS

AND MARKET INSTITUTIONS

lI.1. Introduction

The U.S. dairy industry is affected by many federal government regulations and policies. In
the broad sense, monetary and macro-economic policies, including intemational trade policies, also _

have a significant influence on the dairy industry. In this chapter, however, the focus is only on the
principal policies that directly affect the dairy industry. Other policies that may affect the dairy
sector are beyond the scope of the discussion.

The chapter begins with a description of the dairy price support program and the federal milk
marketing order program. The dairy market under the price suppport and marketing order is then
graphically illustrated within the context of an average regional fluid market and an aggegated
national manufactured milk market. In order to link the discussion of the dairy industry under
current government programs to the following modeling chapters, several aspects of recent national
and regional market performance are reviewed. This is followed by a discussion about processing
raw milk into butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese, and of calculation of CCC purchase prices for

these products. Selected literature concerning the dairy market structure is reviewed at the end of
the chapter.

II.2. Major Dairy Programs

II.2.l. Dairy Price Support Program

The dairy price support program is authorized by the Agricultural Act of 1949 and
administered by the Cormnodity Credit Corporation (CCC). The CCC stands ready to purchase

9



butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese in the manufactured milk market mainly to support farm level
milk prices at announced levels. The support program has three major objectives: (1) to assure an
adequate supply of milk to consumers, (2) to reflect changes in the cost of production and, (3) to
assure a level of farm income to maintain productive capacity sufficient to meet future needs
(USDA, ASCS, Commodity Fact Sheet, March 1986; p. 1).

The Secretary of Agriculture is directed by law to establish a support price for manufactured
milk products only and to seek to achieve the specified national average milk price (usually in milk
equivalents) by offering to purchase surplus cheddar cheese, butter, and nonfat dry milk at
announced prices! Since the CCC purchases the final manufactured products in the market at the
support price level, the prices actually paid by milk processors to dairy producers are not directly
regulated by the program!

The effects of the price support program became prominent in the 1980s. Prior to 1980, the
net expenditure on the dairy support and related programs peaked at about $721 million during the
1976-1977 marketing year, with a net market removal of approximately 7 billion pounds in milk
equivalents (m.e.) as shown in table 11-1. The percentage of the net removal to total milk
production ranged from 0.6 percent (1973-74) to 6.0 percent (1970-71). Since 1980, the net
removal and the net expenditure of the price support program has expanded dramatically. Net
removals reached 13 billion pounds (m.e.) during the 1980-1981 marketing year through an

expenditure of approximately $2 billion to purchase 9.8 percent of the total milk produced. The
CCC purchased more than ten percent of the total milk produced during 1981-1983 (table 11-1).
During the 1981-1982 marketing year, the net expenditure was $2.28 billion followed by $2.72
billion during 1982-1983. Provisions to reduce the support prices established by two recent laws,
the Dairy Production Stabilization Act of 1983 and the dairy title of the Food Security Act of 1985,
are expected to play a major role in reducing CCC purchase levels, and reducing the govemment

6 These prices will be called purchase prices in this study. Since manufactured milk products are processed
from the raw milk, prices for these products can be expressed in terms of their own units or milk
equivalents.

6 The national average of support price level, however, is indirectly associated with the minimum prices of
the federal milk-marketing order program. See the next section for a detailed explanation.
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Table II.1. Average Support Price, Total Milk Production,
Market Removals, and Net Government Purchase
Expenditures, 1970-1985

Average Total ·-Market Net
U

Support . PurchaseYear Price P’°°“°“°“ R°“‘°"a1S Expeaairuree($/awt) (bu lbs) (bu lbs) ($ mil)
1970-71 4.66 117.4 7.1 383.5

‘ 1971-72 4.93 119.4 6.6 385.1
1972-73a 5.11 119.1 4.9 158.2
1973-74 5.45 114.9 0.7 26.7
1974-75 6.91 115.6 2.4 475.7
1975·76 7.48 116.4 0.9 176.8
1976-77b 8.63 122.2 6.9 720.8
1977-78 9.22 121.7 3.2 444.9 _
1978-79 10.32 122.5 1.1 246.7
1979-8o 11.93 127.3 8.2 1262.4 -
1980-81 13.10 131.7 12.7 1990.7
1981-82 13.10 135.0 13.8 2282.4
1982-83 13.10 139.0 16.6 2716.0
1983-84 12.68 136.1 10.3 1982.6
1984-85 12.23 140.5 11.5 1819.7_

a From 1972-73 forward, the program provided for mid-year
adjustment. Figures are simple averages for years.

· b From 1976, the marketing year began in October 1 instead
of April 1.

Source. USDA, ASCS. Commodity Fact Sheet. April 1986,
l

Tables 1 and 9. - °
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expenditure. Decreased average support prices and net expenditures during 1983- 1985 reflected thei
desired role of the government in the dairy market, that of less involvement.

On December 25, 1985, the Food Security Act of 1985 (1985 Farm Bill) was signed. lt
consisted of a compromise of conflicting interests among dairy, other agricultural and
non-agricultural interest groups. In the dairy title of the 1985 Farm Bill, provisions to adjust the
support prices were established along with other provisions] The bill required that the support price
be $11.60 per cwt by the end of 1986 and that the support price be reduced to $11.10 per cwt by
October 1, 1987. Then the support price may be adjusted up or down by $0.50 annually in the
1988, 1989 and 1990 calendar years. lf the projected annual government purchases exceed 5 billion
pounds in calendar year 1988, 1989, or 1990, the bill requires the Secretary of Agriculture to lower ·
the support price by $0.50. lf the projected purchases, however, are less than 2.5 billion pounds
during the same period calendar years, the Secretary may increase the price by $0.50.

II.2.2. Federal Milk Marketing Order Program
The current federal milk marketing order program has its roots in the Agricultural Adjustment

Act of 1933, and is authorized by the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937, as arnended.
The federal marketing order program was established by these laws in order to help milk producers
equalize bargaining power with processors and to reduce the inherent instability in the milk market
which existed prior to 1930. The federal order program is administered by the Agricultural
Marketing Service, and each order employs a market administrator appointed by the Secretary of
Agriculture.

. _ The federal order program is primarily a stabilizing tool for fluid milk markets and, hence, is
applied to milk produced under more stringent sanitary conditions for sale in fluid use. The federal
order, howe_ver, regulates milk handlers, who are defined as persons who handle Grade A milk from
dairy producers for distribution in the marketing area. The regulated milk handlers under the order
must pay at least the minimum prices for specific uses of purchased Grade A milk. However, the

7 Other provisions included the establishment of the Milk Termination Program and changes in the"‘ “‘° '°°‘°'“‘
"""‘

"‘“"‘°““g °"’°’
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order does not regulate from whom, among regulated Grade A milk producers, the handlers shall

buy, or to whom or for what prices they may sell the milk.

Babb et al. (1983; p. 165) summarized the objectives of the federal program which have been

used to administer the order program as followsz

1. Promote "orderly ma.rketing" in fluid milk markets.

2. Stabilize milk prices and improve the income situation of dairy farmers.

3. Supervise the terms of trade in milk markets in such a manner as to achieve
more equality of bargaining between producers and milk processors.

, 4. Assure consumers of "adequate supplies" of good-quality milk at reasonable
A

prices. _

Buxton (1979; pp.4-5) defmes the terms of "orderly marketing" and "adequate supply" as follows:

The term "orderly marketing" is usually associated with stabilizing fluid milk
prices, providing secure and dependable markets for individual Grade A dairy
producers providing milk primarily for the fluid market, and promoting
constructive competition by improving the balance of market power between
farmers and handlers. "Adequate supply" is usually associated with maintaining a
reserve of Grade A milk on a seasonal, weekly, and daily basis that can be drawn
from when the Grade A milk supply is tight relative to fluid demand. Such a
reserve would eliminate unusually high prices and possible shortage. ‘

To ca.rry out these objectives, federal milk marketing orders undertake four principal activities:

classifying, pricing, auditing, and pooling. Under all marketing orders, milk is classified based on

its use and a handler must pay a specific price for the milk which varies with the use the handlers

make of the milk. Class 1 milk is the Grade A milk used to produce fluid milk products such as

whole milk, low-fat milk, chocolate milk, butter milk, etc. Class II milk is Grade A milk used to

produce "soft" manufactured products, generally including fluid cream, ice cream, cottage cheese,

and yogurt. Class III milk is Grade A milk used to produce "hard" manufactured products.

Cheddar cheese, butter, nonfat dry milk, and carmed milk are included in Class lll milk.8

8 As of 1984, 38 out of 45 orders use a three—class system and the remaining 7 orders use a two—class system
where all Grade A milk used in manufacturing is Class ll, and priced accordingly (USDA, 1984a). Due
to the complexity ol" calculating Class ll and Class lll prices, all Grade A milk used in manufacturing
will be classified as Class ll milk in this analysis.

13



The Minnesota-Wisconsin (M·W) manufacturing price9 is used as a basic formula price by

all orders. The minimum Class III price in the three-class system orders and the minimum Class —

II price in the five orders with the two-class system are equivalent to the M-W price. The minimum

Class II price in forty orders (including two orders with two-class system) is calculated by adding

a small differential to the M·W price. The differential ranges from 5 to 25 cents per cwt, and

averages around 10 or 15 cents per cwt (USDA, AMS, 1984a; pp. 93-5).

The rninirnum Class l price is the M-W price plus a Class I differential. Four factors are

considered to establish the Class I differentials: (1) additional costs incurred for sanitary

requirements, (2) transportation costs, (3) additional costs ofproducing milk in a given supply area, 4
and (4) supply and demand conditions for milk, including the cost of alternative supplies (USDA,

AMS, 1981; p. 25). Generally 90 cents per cwt was paid for Class I milk in consideration of factors

(1), (3) and (4). The transportation cost is reflected by a pricing surface that approximates an

increase of 15 cents per cwt per hundred miles from Eau Clair, Wisconsin. This is consistent with

_ the assumption that the Upper Midwest was the major surplus area of Grade A milk supply.

Under the 1985 Farm Bill, minimum Class I differentials were increased in 35 federal

marketing orders temporarily for two years effective May 1, 1986. Class I differentials in the South

Atlantic, East South Central and West South Central regions will be increased relatively more than

other regions (table II-2). Class I differentials will be increased more than $.90 per cwt ir1 the

Tampa Bay and Southeastem Florida orders in the South Atlantic region, and in the Texas and

New Or1eans·Mississippi orders in the West South Central region. After the temporary two·year

period, the differentials will be subject to modification through the normal hearing procedure

(McDowell, 1986a; p. 5).*9

9 The M-W price is calculated by surveying on a monthly basis 110 cheese, butter and nonfat dry milk
manufacturing plants in Minnesota and Wisconsin to determine the average price they paid producers for
manufacturing milk. The prices paid by these plants are unregulated and are believed to be competitively
determined and representative of supply and demand conditions for milk used in manufacturing (Babb
et al., 1983; p. 166).

*° The Class 1 differential, especially transportation cost, is generally less systematic in orders West of the
Rocky Mountains. Furthermore the California milk market is regulated by the state.

14
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Table II.2. New Minimm Class I Differentials in 35Federal(1985
Fam Bill)

lhrketing Orders New Differential Increase

·· dollars per hundredweight -— _
North Atlantic

New England 3.24 .24. New YOIk—l@W JEISEY 3.14 .30Miälé AClaI'ICiC 3_03 •25
South Atlantic
Georgia 3.08 .78
Alabama-W. Florida 3.08 ( .78
Upper Florida 3.58 .73
Taupa Bay 3.88 .93
Southeastern Florida 4.18 1.03

Fast North Central
Southern Michigan 1.75 .15Eastern Ohio-W. Penn. 1.95 _ .10
üxio Valley 2.04 .34 ‘
Indiana 2.00 .47
Chicago Regional 1.40 .14
Central Illiois 1.61 .22
Southern Illiois 1.92 .39
Louis.—Lex.-·Evans. 2.11 .41

West North Central .‘ Upper Midwest 1.20 .08Eastern South Dakota M50 ,10Bleekbllls 2.05 .10I¤~¤ 1.55 .1s
Nebrska·W. Ian 1,75 ,15
Greater Kansas City 1,92 ,13

Fast South Gentral
Tennessee Valley 2.77 .83
Nashiville 2.52 .67
Paducah 2.39 .69
Mazphis 2.77 .83

West South Central _
Central Arkansas 2.77 .83
Forth Smith 2.77 .82
Southwest Plains 2.77 .79
Texas Panhandle 2.49 .24
Lubbock—Plainview 2.49 .07
Teams 3.28 .96
Grater Iousiana 3.28 .81
New Orleans-Miss. 3.85 1.00

Mountain
ä8C¢II'I@].¤I'ä 2.73 .43 · 0

Source: Mcücwell, 1986a
n
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Under the order system, each handler is required to report purchasing information about
volumes, prices, and sources and processing information about usage and classification on the
monthly basis to the local order authority. Handler’s reports can be corrected based on audits.

Under all orders, dairy producers are paid a weighted average price. The weighted average
price is often called blend price or uniform price. Under the pooling system, each handler pays the
specific price for milk used in each classification into a poo1.“ The blend price is calculated by
dividing the total payments for all classified milk used by the total quantity of milk purchased.
Under a two·class system order, for instance, the blend price is formulated in the following way.

Blend Price (P3) = (Il — 1)

where PI is the minimum Class I price of Grade A milk; PII is the minimum Class II price of Grade

A milk; XI is the total quantity of Grade A milk classified into Class I milk; Xll is the total quantity
of Grade A milk classified into Class II milk; XA is the total quantity of Grade A milk used in all
classes of milk, the sum of XI and XII.

Processors with a greater portion of Class I milk use than the order market average pay into
a settlement fund of the pool and those with a lesser portion withdraw an equal amount of money
from the pool. In this way, milk producers may be ensured that they are paid the same price for
milk even though an individual’s milk may be used at variance to the marketwide average.

As of 1985, there were 44 federal milk order marketing areas as shown in table II·3. During
that year, 116,750 dairy producers delivered approximately 98 million pounds of milk to handlers
regulated under the 44 federal milk orders. Almost 80 percent of all Grade A-milk was under federal
order regulation. This was equivalent to 70 per cent of all the milk marketed in the United States.

P Producer deliveries used in Class I milk amounted to 42.2 billion pounds. Equivalently the Class

ll There are two types of pools, market~wide and individual·handler. With individual·handler pooling, a
blend price is computed for each pool handler, based on that handler’s utilization and classified prices.
With this system, each handler pays his dairy producers the full amount of the obligation computed for
that handler. Consequently, producers shipping to different handlers receive different blend prices. The
market—wide system is introduced in the text. Currently, three of the orders provide for individual-handler
pooling rather than market-wide pooling.
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I utilization rate (percentage of producer deliveries used in Class I milk) was 43.2 percent (table
II-3).

l

Measures of the growth in federal milk order markets during 1947- 1985 are listed in table II-3.
As indicated in this table, the federal ma.rketing order has been changing in its structure in three
aspects over the period. The average size of the federal order has expanded more than four times
in terms of the average volume of producer deliveries and the average population of the federal milk
marketing area. Numbers of handlers and producers have significantly declined since 1961, by 62
percent and 40 percent respectively. Over the same period, producer deliveries doubled from 49
billion pounds to 98 billion pounds. And, finally, the Class 1 utilization rate has dropped from 61
percent to 43 percent. This is because of increasing Grade A milk production as a percentage of ‘

total milk produced and declining fluid milk consumption.

II.2.3. Effects of Federal Dairy Programs
As shown in figure lI·l, Grade A milk may be used in fluid milk or manufactured milk while

Grade B milk is used in manufactured milk only. The federal milk marketing order program affects
Grade A milk market. The dairy price support program and import quotas affect manufactured
milk market. The two major federal programs affect classified prices, M·W price, and blend price
in the interrelated fluid and manufactured dairy markets as shown in figure II·2. An average
regional fluid market is illustrated in panel (a) and an aggregated national manufactured market in
panel (b).

1

Definitions of notation in figure II-2 are as follows: SA, the aggregated Grade A milk supply
curve of a region; X1, the aggregated Grade A milk supply in fluid use (Class I milk) in the region;
XII, the aggregated Grade A milk supply in manufactured use (Class II milk) in the region; XSB ,
the aggregated national Grade B milk supply curve; XXII , the national aggregated quantity of
Class Il milk supplied; YF, the regional fluid milk demand curve; AR, the blend price curve based
on the formula for pooling in the region; YM, the national manufactured milk product demand
curve; Ym, the quantity of commercial demand for manufactured milk; Q3; the quantity of
manufactured milk purchased by the government under the support price program; XXB , the total
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Supply Side : Process : Demand Side
( Raw Milk ) { { (Daipy Product)

I II IGrade A miik {I (°IaSS I) IE Fiuia miik
I I

- classified E Eprlclng { {_ I I” p°°llng E class II) E
I I '

Federal Market { {
Order Program { { .

I I I , ,: { Dairy Price
{ { Support Program
E E
{ _ { - gov't purchase‘ I I .
: :

— support prlcé
I II IE EGrade B Milk {I { Manufactured Milk
I I - butter
{ { - ¤¤uät<h3rmdlk
{ { - cheese
I II I

Import Quotas

I
Figure II.1. Product Flows in the Dairy Industry
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quantity of Grade B milk supplied; PI, the minimum Class I price; PII, the minimum Class II price;
üb , the expected blend price defined in equation (II-1); Pg° , the government support price level;
and D, the minimum Class I differential. The demand and supply curves are at the farm level.
All prices are then converted into one measurement unit of milk equivalents.

The CCC intervenes in the market by purchasing Qg in the national manufactured milk
market at its announced support price level, Pg° . Hence the manufactured market is cleared at the
support price level, Pg°. The total quantity demanded for the manufactured milk by the private
sector, Ym, and the government sector, Qg, is equal to the total quantity supplied by the Grade B
milk producers, ZXB, and Grade A milk producers, XXII , throughout the nation. Since the M-W
manufactured dairy market is an important part of the national manufactured dairy market, the
M-W price is closely related to the CCC support price level, Pg° .

Since the Class II minimum price, PII, is equivalent to the M-W price for all practical
purposes, the PII in figure Il-2(a) is at the same level as Pm° in figure II-2(b). The Class I
minimum price, PI, is equal to PII plus the Class I differential, D. The Class I minimum price, set
by the federal order, has two irnportarrt economic irnplications. Since PI is the mimirnum price,I
it limits fluid consumers to no more than XI along the demand function. Increased consumption
will not take place unless the support price level and/or the Class I differential are reduced. The
dairy producers produce XI+ XII amount of total Grade A milk under the assumption that they
will be paid the blend price, Pb, calculated by the pooling forrnula. If there is no interregional trade
of fluid milk, then some of the Grade A milk produced, XI or Class I milk, is used for fluid milk
and the remaining Grade A milk, XII or Class II milk, is processed into manufactured dairy
products.

Given that the number of dairy producers in an order area is relatively large)? it can

reasonably be assumed that the individual farmer is a price taker rather than a price controller.
Since the producer cooperatives cannot control individual producers’s production levels
(Manchester, 1983; p. 247) and the blend price is directly related to the aggregated production level

12 The average number of producers in a market order in 1985 was 2,464.
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of Grade A milk, the blend price may be assumed to be competitively determined within the federal
order institutional arrangements. Provided with various market services and information by
cooperatives, the individual producers face a near perfectly competitive market situation.‘°

V

Given that individual dairy producers are price takers,they simply consider the blend price
level, Pb, as a marginal revenue (MR) and optimize their profits where the marginal revenue (MR),
or the blend price level, matches the marginal cost (MC) of milk production. The long-run
equilibrium condition for the individual farmer with zero excess profits is shown in figure II-3(a).
Figure II-3(b) is a replica of figure Il-2(a). The two·price system under current dairy programs has
somewhat distorted the industry by signaling an inefficient price, for society as a whole, to dairy
producers. Suppose figure Il-3(b) represents an average regional fluid milk demand and Grade A
milk supply market. Under the classified pricing regime, Class II Grade A milk is sold at PII in the
market. However since the marginal cost of producing Grade A milk is increasing, the marginal
cost to society exceeds the marginal revenue of society when the total Grade A milk production

level is beyond point "a" in figure II-3(b).

Given that there are no controls over production decisions, the individual producer considers

Rb as the marginal revenue and tries to maximize his profit producing "xa" where üb = MR =
MC (figure II-3(a)). However the marginal revenue of the individual producer is the average
revenue, not the marginal revenue, of the society. Nevertheless, the aggregated Grade A milk, is
produced where the marginal cost is equal to Pb. Since the marginal revenue of society is still at
PII, due to the classified pricing system, the triangle "abc" is the net social cost which results in
resource misallocation and inefficiency in the economy (Kessel, p. 59).

*3 Perfect competition requires four principal assumptions: homogenous commodity; numerous economic
agencies; full information; and free entry and exit in the long run (Henderson and Quandt, pp. 104-5).
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II.3. Recent Market Performance

II.3.1. Raw Milk Market —

Prices and quantities generated by the U.S. dairy industry for the last two decades are shown
in table 11-4.1* Total milk production in the U.S. varied from 115 billion pounds (1975) to 144
billion pounds (1985). Milk production has steadily increased since 1975. The consumption pattem
shows some interesting trends: fluid milk use fell from 1965 through 1983 and then increased in
1984 and 1985. Manufactured milk use has increased by about 40 percent over the period. This
increase in manufactured milk use is attributed to both an increase in the commercial use (60
percent) and an increase in CCC purchases (40 percent). Milk prices reached a peak in 1983 and
declined after that time. These trends imply that the supply of milk has gradually shifted outward
in the first half of the 1980s.

The outward shift of milk supply is partially explained by the increasing milk productivity
per cow. During the past two decades, total milk production increased 20 billion pounds while total
cow numbers declined from 15 million to ll million. This implies an increase of milk productivity
per cow of about 60 percent over the period.

In table II-5, the annual average Grade A (Class I and blend) and Grade B (manufactured)
milk prices during the period 1965-1985 are shown. Major trends are an increase in the difference
between the Class I and Grade B milk prices, and a decrease in the difference between the blend
and Grade B milk prices. In absolute terms the Class I differential (column iv) increased from $1.89
per cwt in 1965 to $2.83 per cwt in 1985. However, the ratio of the difference to the Grade B price
(column (iv)/(iii)) declined from .57 in 1965 to .24 in 1985. The difference in the blend price and
the Grade B price (column vi) was reduced from $1.29 to $1.16 per cwt over the period. The ratio

of the difference to the Grade B price (column (vi)/(iii)) dropped from .39 to .10 over the period.
The declining trend of the relative Class I differential (column v) was drastic during the period

of 1965-1980 while it has stabilized since 1980. This implies that supply variations decreased

1* The discussion in this section draws largely on McDowe11 (1982; pp. 34-41).
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hang ELA. Dairy Production, Consumption, Factors, and
Prices, 1965-1985 ·

1965 1975 1980 1983 1984 1985

Pgoduction
amConsum tion

Zbil, lbs, m,e,)

Production 124,2
~

115,4 126,5 139,7 135,4 143,7
Farm Use 6,0 3,1 2,3 2,4 3,0 2,5
Marketings 118,2 112,3 124,2 137,3 132,4 141,2 ·

Fluid Products 55,4 51,1 50,9 49,7 50,6 52,0Mfd, Products
Commercial 57,1 59,2 64,5 70.8 73,2 76,0

Production
Factors

Cow Numbers 14,953 11,140 10,779 11,098 10,840 11,025
l

1000
Production per 8,305 10,352 11,875 _12,585 12,495 13,031Cow (lbs/year)
Milk/äeed Price 1,18 1,31 1,48 1,45 1,41 1,51Ratio

Prices ($/cwt)b
Support 3,71 7,24 12,33 13,06 12,60 11,73Mfd, Milk 3,34 7,63 12,00 12,63 12,47 11,72
Blend (Grade A) 4,63 9,02 13,20 13,72 13,58 12,88 .

E Pounds of 16% ration equal in value to one pound of milk,. Prices at national average milk fat test,
Sources: USDA, ERS, Daigy Outlook and Situation, 1982, 1985

and 1986,
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gradually from 1965 until 1980 and stabilized after that. Another important trend is that the
support price level has stabilized from 1980 until 1983 and it has fallen after 1983 (table 11-1). The
fact that the difference between the blend price and the Grade B price has steadily deteriorated may
be viewed partially as a result of the rational behavior of profit maxirnizing dairy producers. lf the
difference between the blend price and the Grade B price was greater than the additional cost of
meeting the sanitary conditions for the Grade A milk production over time, then Grade B milk
producers would be expected to convert to Grade A milk producers. This would lower Class I
utilization ratios and create a higher percentage of the Grade A milk production to all milk
marketed. This behavior is reflected in the last two columns in table 11-6. The Class 1 utilization ”

rate was 63.4 percent in 1965. Since 1965, the rate has declined to 42.9 percent in 1983. This means ‘

that since 1980 more than half of the fluid eligible (Grade A) milk has been transferred to and
marketed in the manufactured milk market. The domiance of the Grade A milk is represented by
high percentages of the Grade A milk to all milk marketed, which has been over 85 percent since
1980.

Regional production trends during 1970-1985 are shown in table 11-6. In only two regions,
the Pacific and Mountains, did production increase over all periods. Two other regions, the Delta
and Northern Plains, showed decreases over aH periods. The decrease over the last period in these
regions was 0.5 and 6.7 percent, respectively. From 1980 to 1985, all regions but the two above
plus the Appalachian and Southeast regions showed increases in production.

The average price information for these regions is shown in table 11-7. Over·tirne regional
prices tend to diverge less from the national average. This is illustrated by examining regional prices
as proportions of the national average price. In 1970, the range of these proportions was from .84
in the Northern Plains to 1.27 in the Southeast. In 1985, the distribution of these proportions was
closer to 1.0. The lowest rate was .95 in the Northern Plains and the highest was 1.22 in the
Southeast. This means that the regional average price surface across the nation has become much
flatter. Two reasons for this trend are decreasing fluid utilization of the Grade A milk and
decreasing Class 1 differentials relative to the manufactured milk prices over time, both driving the
average price towards the manufactured milk price.

l
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Table 11.6. ·PI‘¤p0rtional·-C'mangeSyby°Regi¤¤1,
1

1970-19 5

Production {mil. lbs} ‘ Progortional Changes
Region 1970 1975 1980 1985 70-75 75-80 80-85

Northeast 20,220 23,515 26,139 28,733 --029 +,112 +,099
L8-ké 32,673 32,257 36,885 01 ,520 --013 +-103 +-126
Corn Belt 17,330 15,602 15,990 17,096 -,098 +,023 +,069
Northern 5,900 5,309 5,253 5,603 --101 --010 --067
Plains
Appalachian 8 ,202 7 ,906 8 ,015 8 ,620 - • 031 +- 059 - - 02*+
Southeast 0,151 0,353 0,506 0,050 +-009 +-000 -- 020
Delta 2,823 2,637 2,570 2,586 -.066 -.020 -.005
Southern 0,315 0,286 0,735 5,172 --011 +-109 +-092

1 ° Plains
Mountains 0,662 5,081 6,131 7,902 +-090 +-207 +-289
Pacific 12,518 1*+,165 17,688 22,286 +,1*+0 +.2*+9 +.259

U.S. 116,962 115,33*+ 128,525 103,667 -,01*+ +,11*+ +,118

Sources: USDA , SRS , Milk Production, Disgosition, and Income ,
Various Years.
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Tablc II.7. Cash Receiptsaand Average Pricesbby Region,1970-1985

Prcpcrtlcu of
7

National Averages 9
Region 1970 1975 1980 1985 19"70 1975 198-0-1985
Northeast 1516.7 2053.7 3338.2 3718-1

Lake 1619.3 2543.2 4574.8 5005-6
4.96 7.88 12.40 12.06 ,89 ,94 ,98 ,96

Corn Belt 918.4 1280.2 2015.1 2106.0
5.30 8.18 12.60 12•32 .95 .98 1.00 .98

N6z··c1·.+=+m 277 . 7 393 .8 640 . 8 668 - 9
Plains 4.70 7.42 12.20 4 11•9u .84 .89 .97 -95

Appalachian 458.6 684.4 1079.2 1126.3
5.59 8.61 12.82 13-07 1.00 1.03 1.01 1.04

southeast 295.0 1+1+7.0 661.2 685.1
7.11 10.27 14.54 15-38 1.27 1.23 1.15 1.22

Southern 278.4 382.5 636.9 701.1
Plaihs 6.45 8.96 13.45 13.56 1.16 1.07 1.06 1.07
Delta 172.4 240.1 341.9 358.6

6.11 9.11 13.28 13.87 1.09 1.09 1.05 1.10
Mountains 262.1 410.3 746.9 996.4

5.62 8.08 12.18 12.61 1.01 .96 .96 1.00
Pacific 711.2 1205.9 2187.0 2736.4

5.68 8.51 12.36 12.29 1.02 1.02 .98 .97

U.S. 6525.2 9664.3 16251.0 18135.2
ß

5.58 8.38 12.64 12.62 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

a _ Cash receipts are figures at the top of each row of the region
mil•)•

b Average rices are figures at the bottom of each row of the
_ region (8 per hundred weight). a

i
Sources: USIÄQ, ERS, Daigg Outloog ang Situation, 1974, 1981 and

19 O
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The use of federally regulated Grade A milk in fluid products changed from 61.2 percent in
1973 to 43.2 percent in 1985 for all marketing orders (table II-8). On a regional basis, the Class I
utilization rate decreased over time in all regions except the New Orleans-Mississippi and Nashville
orders. The largest decrease was 29.1 percent in the Iowa order. The largest increase was 16.3
percent in the Nashville order. Given fixed or decreasing minimum fluid prices, increased Grade
A milk moving into manufacturted use results in the blend price approaching the manufactured
milk price.

_ II.3.2. Manufactured Milk Markets
In this section, product flows of processed dairy products and the relationships among the

support price and purchase prices are described first. A discussion of the recent market performance
of the manufactured milk products follows.

II.3.2.1. Processed Manufäctured Milk Products
The manufactured milk market may be divided into three major product markets: butter,

cheese, and nonfat dry milk. Butter is produced either in butter-powder or cheese plants. In a
butter-powder plant, butter is manufactured as a joint product with nonfat dry milk. In a cheese
plant, butter is made from whey cream which is a by-product of the cheese. Since whey butter is
a by-product, net milk equivalent butter statistics do not usually include this amount. Butter
produced in the cheese plant is therefore not considered in this study.

A simplified product flow in a cheese plant is illustrated in figure II-4. Both Grade A and
Grade B milk may be received at the cheese processing plant. Some milk may be shipped to other
plants, with the remaining milk going into the manufacturing process. Some cheese plants also
receive condensed skim milk to mix with raw milk, which raises the solid content of the milk. The
by-product of cheese making is whey. Some plants simply dump the whey. Other plants pasteurize
the whey, then dry it into whey powder and package it. Still others condense the whey and ship
it out of the plant for further processing. Whey fat may be separated and shipped out or chumed
into whey butter (Ling, p. 3).
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Table II.8. Class I Utilization for Selected Federal Milk
Marketing Orders, East of the Rockies, ·
1973 ana 1985

Class I Utilizationfß} _ Change
Market 1973 1985 73 - 85

New Englanda 66.6 51.7 -14.9
. New York-New Jersey 53.4 39.9 -13.5‘ Mid Atlantic 64.5 46.0 -18.5

Upper Florida 96.3 86.9 - 9.4
Georgia a 89.5 81.0 - 8.5‘ Tennessee Valley 81.7 73.0 - 8.7
Tampa Bay 93.5 88.1 ‘

- 5.4
S.E. Florida 93.2 88.6 - 4.6
Chicago Regional 42.0 19.4 -22.6
Ohio Valley 67.4 53.8 -13.6
E. Ohio-W. gennsylvania 66.3 52.6 -13.7
S. Michigan 65.5 41.7 -23.8
Louisville-Lexington-Evanavilie 72*9 69*9 ° 9*6
Central Illinois 59.4 56.5 - 2.9
St. Louis-Ozarks 65.3 52.8 -12.4
Greater Kansas City 58.0 48.9 - 9.1
Uppeä Midwest 38.6 13.5 -25.1
Iowa a 58.6 29.5 . -29.1 '
New Orleans-Miss.a 62.9 69.8 + 6.9
Greater Louisiana 85.4 81.7 - 3.7
Memphis 80.3 73.7 - 6.6
Nashville 73.8 90.1 +16.3

_ Paducah 88.8 76.9 -11.9
Oklahoma Metro b 69.8 49.9 -19.9
Cent. Ark.-Ft. Smith 87.5 80.5 - 7.0
Lubboäk-Plainview 92.3 90.3 - 2.0
Texas 75.2 67.7 - 7.5
Texas Panhandle 85.8 72.6 -13.2
E. Colorado 74.5 64.3 -10.2
All Marketing Orders 61.2 43.2 -18.0

6 Markets are defined differently in 1973 and 1985.
Utilization rates are calculated using similar marketing
area definitions.

9 Combined markets.
Sources. USDA, AMS, Federal Milk Order Market Statistics,

1975 and 1986.
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A simplified product flow in a butter·powder (nonfat dry milk) plant is illustrated in figure
II-5. Milk receiving and shipping operations ir1 the plant are the same

as,
in a cheese plant. Milk

is then moved into the first step in the manufacturing process, that of being separated into skim
milk and cream. A plant also may ship and receive some skim milk and cream from other plants.
Sldm milk is condensed and sent through the dryer to be made into powder. The powder may be
packaged in bags to be sold to the CCC or in commercial sale units. Cream is chumed into butter.
Butter may be bulk-packaged in containers to be sold to the CCC or in commercial cardboard
boxes. Buttermilk, the residue from butter chuming, may be put through a condenser and dryer
for buttemiilk powder and sold commercially (Ling, p. 4).

11.3.2.2. Relationship Among the Support Price and Purchase Prices
Calculation of CCC purchase prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese is illustrated in

table 11-9. In 1982, the farm-level support price was $12.60 per cwt milk equivalent. The CCC
manufacturing allowance for converting 100 pounds of whole milk into cheese and whey was $1.37
per cwt. Hence the value of the cheese and whey per hundred pounds of milk was $13.97 per cwt
with a farm·level support price of $12.60. The value of whey was $.37 and the value of cheese per
hundred pounds of milk was $13.97 less $.37 per cwt. Since the conversion ratio for cheese is 10.1,
the cheese purchase price is calculated by dividing $13.60 by 10.1. This was $1.3465 per pound of
cheese at the plant level.

As illustrated in figure I1-4, butter and nonfat dry milk are jointly processed from raw milk.
An increase or decrease in support price is split arbitrarily between butter and nonfat dry milk."
Conversion ratios for butter and nonfat dry milk are 4.48 pounds and 8.13 pounds respectively per
hundred pounds of raw milk. The CCC manufacturing allowance for converting hundred pounds
of whole milk into butter and nonfat dry milk was $1.22 per cwt. Hence the value of butter and

nonfat dry milk made from hundred pounds of raw milk was $13.82 per cwt. This value was the
sum of $6.45 for butter and $7.37 for nonfat dry milk. The CCC purchase prices for butter and

*5 See footnote 2 in table 3, USDA, ASCS, Commodity Fact Sheet , April 1984.
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Slmpllfled product flow ln a butter/powder plant 1
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'I‘able II.9. <hlculaticn cf·CCC Purchase Prices with Support at $12.60

Item
V

1982 Average

.. Farm level support price for manufactured
milk (S/cwt at 3.67% milkfat) 12.60

Yields per 100 pcurds cf milk at average test
(poums)
Butter 4.48
Ncnfat Dry Mil.k (NUM) 8.13
Cheese V 10.10

Butter—N¤•4 Price Calculaticn
Return to butter—N¤Vl plants ($/mt) 12.60
GII manufacturing allcwance for ccnverting 1

100 poums of raw mi.lk into butter and NDM(S/cm:) . 1.22
Value cf butter ard NEM made from 100 poums

of raw milk (S/cwt) 13.82
Value cf Nud per 100 poums cf raw milk (S/cwt) 7.37
Value cf butter per 100 poums cf raw milk (S/cat) 6.45 °
Butter Purchase Price ($/lb) 1.4390
NUM Purchase Price (S/lb) .9069 ‘
Cneese Price Calculaticn
Return to cheese plants (S/mt) 12.60
GI uanufacturing allcwance for ccnverting

100pourdscfrawmilkir1toct1eeseardwhey
(S/am 1.37

Value of cheese ard whey made frcm 100 pcurds
cf raw milk (S/cwt) — 13.97

Value of whey .371 Value cf cheese per 100 pcums of raw milk ($/awt) 13.60
Cheese Purchase Price 1.3465

· Source: USDA, ASG. Cumucdigy Fact Sheet. May 1983; Table 3.

·
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nonfat dry milk are calculated by dividing these values by conversion ratios: 4.48 for butter and
8.13 for nonfat dry milk. They were $1.4390 per pound of butter and $.9.069 per pound of nonfat
dry milk at the plant level respectively in 1982.

11.3.2.3. Market Performance

Production of butter, nonfat dry milk, and American cheese increased from 1975 until 1983
(table ll-10). In 1984, production of these products dropped by 12.25, 22.73, and 9.58 percent,
respectively, but reached 1983 levels again in 1985. The production of other cheese, however, has
steadily increased since 1975. Imports of butter and nonfat dry milk have not substantially changed.
Imports of cheese also have steadily increased over the period. Exports of nonfat dry milk and i

American cheese have steadily increased since 1975. Export of butter drastically increased in 1981
and reached a peak the following year. After 1982, exports of butter remained at a level of between
120 and 180 million pounds.

Since 1979, CCC purchases of manufactured milk products have increased dramatically. As
shown in table ll-11, total expenditures under the price support program increased four and half
times by 1980 compared to 1979. In 1983, total expenditures reached $2,972 million, the largest
amount in history, followed by $2,665 million the next year. During the 1984- 1985 marketing year,
the CCC paid $406 million to purchase butter and butter products and $665 million for nonfat dry
milk. The CCC paid $749 million to purchase cheese over the period. Percentage-wise, the CCC
paid 22.3, 36.5, and 41.2 percent of total expenditures under price support programs for butter,
nonfat dry milk, and cheese, respectively, over the period. During the 1985 marketing year, the
CCC purchased 25.9, 67.7, and 22.0 percent of the manufactured milk processed and marketed for

i

butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese respectively (table ll-12). This implies that the nonfat dry milk
market is far more protected by the program than the butter and cheese markets in terms of product
pounds.

Increased CCC purchase of nonfat dry milk is closely related to imports of casein. A USDA
study (1984c; p. 14) argued that casein can very nearly be a pound—for-pound substitute in some
food products for nonfat dry milk. A USDA report (1981) estimated that about 330 million pounds
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Table, 11,10, Import-Export and Domestic Production of Selected
Manufactured Milk Products, U,S,, 1975-1985

1975 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

(million pounds)
Butter
Import 2 2 3 3 3 3 4
Export ' 1 1 130 210 119 131 180
Production 984 1,145 1,228 1,257 1,299 1,103 1,289

Nonfat Dry Milk
Import 2 5 3 2 2 2 3
Export 113 289 356 448 769 617 984
Production 1,001 1,161 1,314 1,401 1,500 1,159 1,390

American Cheese
Import 16 18 20 18 22 24 20
Export 5 5 19 37 42 . 59 70
Production 1,660 2,381 2,648 2,759 2,932 2,651 2,854

Other Cheesea
Import 163 213 228 252 265 282 283
Export 4 . 8 8 26 10 8 16
Production 1,152 1,603 1,629 1,782 1,887 2,023 2,170

a Cottage cheese was not included,
Source: USDA, ERS, Dai Situation and Outlook Yearbook, DS-406,

July 1986; Tables 16, 17, 18 and 20, pp, 22-E,
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Table II•11• CCC Total Expenditures for Dairy Products
under Price Support Program, Selected Years,1971-1985

Year Butter _N°¤§ä§kDry Cheese Total

(million dollars)
1971 210,1 15#,8 35,5 #00,#

1975 67,5 327,9 92,8 #88,2
1979 8#,O 185,5 20,# 289,9
1980 3#3,3 527,3 #5#,6 1,325,2

1981 559,1 728,5 813,# 2,100,9
1982 600,# 883,5 9#1,9 2,#25,7
1983 700,0 982,5 1,289,# 2,971,9
198# 9 #79,5 790,6 1,0#3,8 2,665,3

1985 592,0 ' 722,6 877,8 2,822,9

a Total expenditure includes purchasing payment, storage
and handling, transportation, processing and packaging,
and other expenses or outlays,

Source: USDA, ASCS, Comodity Fact Sheet, April 1986,
Table 9,
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Baus ILJ2. - Domestic Production and CCC ‘Removals of
Butter, Nonfat Dry Milk, and Cheese,1981-1985 (

, ' _ 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

(million pounds)

Butter
Production (A) 1,228 1,257 1,299 1,103 1,289 ·
Removal (B) 352 382 413 202 334

_ B/A (%) · 28.7 30.4 31.8 18.3 25.9
·Nonfat Dry Milk

Production (A) 1,314 1,401 1,500 1,159 1.390
Removal (B) 851 948 1,061 678 941
B/A (%) 64.8 67.7 70.7 58.5 67.7

American Cheese
Production (A) 2,648 2,759 2,932 2,651 2,854 E
R6m6va1 (B) 563 643 833 447 629
B/Ä (%) - 21.3 23.3 28.4 16.9 22.0 ‘

Sources: Table IL40. _
USDA, ERS, Daigy Situation and Outlook Yearbook.
DS-406, July 198 ; Table 22, p. 25.
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of nonfat dry milk were displaced by imported casein in 1980. This amount was just over a half of
the nonfat dry milk purchased by the CCC over the period. Given that nonfat dry milk could
substitute for about 53 percent of imported casein, l\/1cDowe1l (1985; p. ll) suggested that the
effective support price for purchasing nonfat dry milk be decreased to enhance the competitiveness
of domestic production of nonfat dry milk against imports of casein, and to balance the CCC
purchase of butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese. This suggestion will empirically be examined in
this dissertation. _¢

The increasing trend of the CCC net removals of the manufactured dairy products in the
l980’s has been primarily caused by higher prices for manufactured dairy products and, thus, a high
price for fluid milk. Due to the perishability of the raw milk, an excess supply of raw milk in the
industry would be purchased by the govemment as butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese under the
current regulatory programs. Therefore higher support prices would increase the government net
removals. ·

Such higher dairy support prices were maintained through restrictive import controls
preventing low priced foreign dairy products from entering domestic markets. During 1980-1983,
most world imports of manufactured milk products, butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese, were from
countries with high domestic support prices and with export subsidies such as the European
Economic Community (EEC), other Western European countries, Canada, Oceaninan countries,

and the United States, as shown in table ll-13. These exports were essentially disposals of surpluses
on the world market and caused world prices for manufactured products to fall below what
otherwise would have been the free world market price level.

Almost a half of world exports of butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese were from the EEC. In
the case of butter, 78 percent of the world exports were from the EEC and Oceanian countries,
while the U.S. shared 5 percent of the world market. The U.S. shared 19 percent of the nonfat dry
milk world market, while 63 percent of exports were from the EEC and Oceanian countries. In the
cheese market, only 1 percent of exports were from the U.S. while 83 percent were from the EEC,
other Western European, and Oceanian countries.
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•rab1e 11,13, Shares of World Markets (%) for Butter,
Nonfat Dry Milk, and Cheese, Major Countries,
1980-1983

Nonfat Dry
COuI1trieS Butter Milk Cheese

EC - 10* -~ 49 44 49
Other Western Europe 5 6 19
Canada O 9 0
New Zealand 28 17 9
Australia 2 2 6
Unit-ed States 5 19 1 1

Total 89 97 84

a Intra-EC trade was not included.

Source: USDA, ERS. Daigy Background for 1285 Farm Legslation.
Agricultural Information Bulletin No, 474,
September 1984; p, 13.
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The domestic prices for dairy products in the above mentioned countries including the U.S.
were far higher than the world market prices. As shown in table II-14, the ·U.S. domestic prices for
butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk were 2.24, 2.10, and 1.73 times the world prices, respectively,
during l98l·l982. The domestic prices for the dairy products were the lowest in Australia over the
period. The prices for butter, cheese, and nonfat dry milk in Australia were $.7599, $.7164, and
$.5271 per pound, respectively, They were just 1.2, 1.1, and 1.0 times the world prices, respectively,
while the domestic prices for butter and cheese in the EEC were generally higher than the prices in
the U.S." Assuming that the domestic prices represent the cost structures of the countries, these
comparisons may indicate that Australia has a comparative advantage over the U.S. in dairy
product production while the U.S. and EEC are close competitors with each other.

There are two aspects concerning the U.S. dairy industry related to the world trade situation
that deserve mention. First, the U.S. import quotas of the dairy products were authorized under
Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933. Since domestic dairy product prices are
approximately two times current world market prices, irnports could drastically increase the cost
of supporting prices for the U.S. dairy products if the U.S. did away quotas (USDA, 1984b; p. 33).
If this took place, the U.S. would support-the world market price assuming no change in its
domestic programs. Whether the U.S. dairy industry has a comparative advantage over the major
exporting countries is still a debatable issue. Johnston, however, argued that Oceanian countries
seem to have a comparative advantage over the U.S. in milk production, though their export
capacity is quite limited.

Secondly, Johnston analyzed the irnpacts of domestic dairy subsidy programs in Australia
and New Zealand. He concluded that : (1) the Australian dairy industry is more heavily subsidized
than the New Zealand dairy industry, (2) New Zealand, however, has a greater comparative
advantage in the dairy industry, and (3) removing the subsidies in both countries would favour
New Zealand’s competitive position in Australia’s domestic market and in intemational markets.
According to Buxton and Frick, the Oceanian countries could have expanded production and sales

16 These comparisons may not be completely accurate since the U.S. domestic prices were the wholesaleprices while the EEC prices were the retail prices.
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Table II.14. Dcnestic and World·„Market Prices for Butter, Cheese, ard
Nonfat Dry Milk in the Australia, United States, ard EEC
Countries, 1981-1982

Country · Butter Cheese Nonfat Dry Milk —

-- U.S. dollar per pound --
World Price 7 .6410 .6421 .5239
Australiaa . 7599 . 7164 .5271
U.S.A.a h 1 .4390 1 .3465 .9069
Demarkb 1 .9570 2.8358 -
Irelardb 1 .1597 1 . 9388

.-

Netherlandb 1 .9162 2.0068 -U.K.b 1 .6172 2.0068 -
West Germanyb 1.9796 2.8403 -
Italyb 2.3783 4 .8154 — -

Note: The dcmestic prices for nonfat dry milk were not available.
a Wholesale price.b Recaii pass.
Sources: Table 11-9,

USDA, ES. Ccmnodit_y Daily Sector: Policies, Problems,
. Staff Report No. AGES 860316, October 1986;

Q. 93-5 (Originally U.N. '1‘rade Data).
USDA, ES. Australian ard New Zealand Dag] Irdusgy .
Staff Report No. 841228, May 1985; p.17.
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by an additional 1.58 million metric tons by 1980 if the world market had no trade barriers. This
quantity would have only contributed three percent of the total U.S. market utilization. However,
a recent USDA study (1984b; p. 25) argued that varying export levels from foreign countries such
as Europe, New Zealand and Australia would induce instability in imports into the U.S. if quotas
were abolished. .

II.4. Review ofSelected Literature ou the Structure ofDairy Ivlarkets

Most studies of the U.S. dairy market structure under current federal regulating policies ·
utilized market theory of industrial organization to model a classified price system in the fluid milk
market associated with a support price program in the manufactured market. This type of study
was originally conducted by Gaumnitz and Reed, and Harris. Kessel, Kwoka, and Ippolito and
Masson have extended the work of Gaumnitz and Reed, and Harris. These studies have develped
important economic implications for the dairy industry: an economic justification for and effect
of the discriminating pricing system, and a comparison of welfare effects between regulated and
unregulated dairy markets.

Many dairy economists argued that discrirnination of milk prices is based on the notion that
fluid milk demand is less elastic than that of manufactured milk. Total revenue can therefore be
improved by irnposing a higher market price on fluid consumption and a lower price on
manufactured consumption. Since a two price system increases the price for fluid milk, which is
considered a "necessity", and decreases prices for manufactured milk products, most of which are
considered relative "luxury" items, Kessel (p. 60) argued that free competition would lower the price
for fluid milk and raise prices for manufactured milk products. Furthermore, a two price system

in the dairy market results in increased social cost and large transfers of income from consumers to
producers (Masson and Eisenstat, 1980, and Dahlgran, 1980). Some dairy economists have stated
that a justification of price discrimination in the milk market should be based on the supply side
instead of the demand side. Manchester (1983, p. 271) argued that Grade A milk supply in the fluid
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market should reflect the additional costs of producing and marketing Grade A milk in fluid use
which are not incurred in producing and marketing Grade B milk in manufactured use. lle claimed
that these costs are reflected in the Class I price.

Kessel made a comparison between regulated and unregulated dairy markets in 1964- 1965 and
did not find a statistically signilicant relationship between the existence of orders and the levels of
Class I prices. Nevertheless, Kessel concluded that "the behaviour of milk prices in Central Illinois,
before the advent of regulation, constitutes an important piece of evidence that market forces, in

A
the absence of federal, state and private controls, can provide the consumer with a steady supply
of fresh milk at prices as low as or lower than the prices that would have existed under federal
controls" (p. 60).

Two cases of a milk market without a federal order system have been cited by Dobson and
Buxton, and Dobson and Salathe. The Chicago milk order was terminated in 1966 after 27 years
of operation and was restored two years later with expansion and merger with neighboring orders.
In 1973, the Mississippi milk order was terminated and merged into the New Orleans order in 1976.
Different experiences from the two different orders suggest somewhat different implications. The
Mississippi experience suggests at least three possible results when the order program is tenninated.
First, flat pricing" is likely to emerge when the market is competitive. Second, price variability tends
to be increased when the market is unregulated. Finally, overall welfare effects are uncertain as to
whether producers will be better or worse off without the order system. Dobson and Buxton,
however, concluded that when the Chicago order was terminated there was less instability of the
type that emerged in the Mississippi order when the order was terminated. The Chicago experience,
according to them, suggested opposite relationships from the ones they found in the Mississippi
case.

Dobson and Salathe made two important arguments about the expected competitive market
in the dairy industry and the reexamination of a classified pricing system which was originally
established to maintain "orderly marketing" and "adequate milk supplies." They pointed out that

17 The case where fluid and manufactured milk prices tend to equalize. The term "flat pricing" is often usedas opposed to the term "two pricing'2
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the different experiences of the Mississippi and the Chicago orders irnplied two extreme notions
about the need for the existing federal milk marketing order system: "the inherent capacity" of a
federal order with classified pricing and pooling to eliminate "disorder" emerged in Mississippi while
a competitive market emerged in Chicago.

Thraen, Thraen and Hammond, and Lefrance and de Gorter have introduced elements of risk
aversion and the role of rational producer expectations in production and inventory decisions in
their dynamic analysis of the dairy market system. Lefrance and de Gorter argued that the
distinction between Grade A and Grade B milk producers in the short run is nonexistent because
the investment decision by Grade B producers to convert to Grade A producers mainly affects fixed
inputs for enhanced sanitary conditions but does not change the fundamental relationship between
yield per cow and variable input use. This implies the pattem of short run margirral cost functions
for Grade A. and Grade B milk production are the same even though total cost is higher for Grade

A milk producers.

In their study on the long run impact of alternative price support policies on the levels of dairy

production, consumption and market prices, Thraen, and Thraen and Hammond hypothesized two
elements which characterize the impact of price support policies: (1) direct price effect, and (2) the
effect on producers’ perceived risk.*8 According to Thraen and Hammond, under the rational
expectation hypothesis, milk producers form their subjective expectations of future milk prices of
the dairy market system within which they make their decisions. They found that the dairy price
support program has reduced price risks and production cost and, hence, would have shifted the

milk supply function up.

*8 The price support policy has two positive impacts on the market prices. A guaranteed support price level
truncates the lower tail of the price distribution and increases producers’ expected prices. The supportprice policy also creates a more stable economic environment which reduces price variations and risk ofproduction. See Gardner et al., pp. 234-5.
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II.5. Summary

In this chapter, three aspects of the U.S. dairy industry were discussed. The objectives of two
major federal dairy programs, the dairy price support program and the federal milk marketing order
program, are to enhance dairy producers’ incomes and to provide market stability with adequate
milk supplies in the industry. The dairy price support program affects the national manufactured
dairy market by standing ready to buy manufactured dairy products at purchase price levels
throughout the nation. The federal milk marketing order program affects the local fluid demand
and Grade A milk supply by providing classified pricing and pooling.

Evaluation of recent U.S. dairy market performance indicated that since the early 1980s the
S

U.S. dairy industry has been in an extreme surplus situation resulting from federal programs and
an improved economic environment. High levels of the Class I minimum prices under the federal
order programs have resulted in the overproduction of Grade A milk yielding decreased Class I
utilization rates throughout the nation. High levels of government purchase prices for butter, nonfat
dry milk, and cheese have led to increasing government purchases of these products and thus
increased the govemment’s removal expenditure.

Resulting from a high CCC purchase price level for nonfat dry milk, a substantial amount
of commercial demand for nonfat dry milk has been displaced by imported casein. According to
a USDA report (1981), about 330 million pounds of nonfat dry milk was displaced by imported
casein in 1980. This amount was approximately half of the government purchase of nonfat dry
milk in that year. Due to a high purchase price level, more than 60 percent of the domestic
production of nonfat dry milk was removed by the government since 1981. In contrast, about 30
percent or less of the domestic production of butter and cheese was removed by the govemment
over the period. °

Selected literature conceming the dairy market structure was reviewed in the context of an
economic explanation of classified pricing and pooling under the regulation, and a comparison
between regulated and unregulated markets was presented. Introduction of major dairy programs
and their effects on the dairy market and introduction of processed manufactured milk products
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provide the background for an economic model of the U.S. dairy industry with a disaggregate
manufactured milk sector in the next chapter. Since the surplus problem needs to be explored in
disaggregated manufactured milk markets, the economic model of the dairy industry will look into
three major manufactured milk markets: butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese. In so doing, effects
of changes in purchase prices for these products can be analyzed on each product level. Issues
examined in literature review conceming market regulations provide background for the empirical
model of the U.S. dairy industry, presented in Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER III g
THEORETICAL INTERREGIONAL U.S. DAIRY MODEL WITH

DISAGGREGA TED AIANUFACTURED DAIR Y MARKETS

III.1. Introduction

In the previous chapter, a simplified version of an economic model associated with the federal
milk marketing order and price support programs was graphically introduced. In the case of a single
order, market prices are directly related to the support price level set by the CCC in the
manufactured dairy product market, Class II minimum price and the Class I differential set by the
local order system. Pooling provisions in an order provide a weighted average price (blend price)
for Class I and Class II milk which Grade A milk producers are paid in each order. As discussed
in Chapter II, if producers have full information about the market, they would plan their
production schedule according to expected blend price levels. Different resource endowments

among different regions result in dairy producers operating under different cost structures. These
different cost structures combined with different demand situations in various areas play a major

role influencing interregional milk trade in the U.S. dairy market.

The interregional U.S. dairy market model in this chapter is primarily based on assumptions

proposed by Ippolito and Masson, Kwoka, and McDowell (1982). They argued that processors
are playing a major role in demanding raw milk for either fluid or manufactured milk products.
Cross price elasticity effects between fluid and manufactured milk products were assumed to be

nonexistent or to be so small that changes in milk prices in one product would not affect the
demand for other products. The price elasticity of the manufactured demand was assumed to be

greater than that of the fluid demand. The milk was supplied by Grade A and Grade B milk
producers. Grade B milk was used only for manufactured milk production while Grade A milk,
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produced under more stringent sanitary conditions, could be used either for fluid milk or
manufactured production.

A

In this chapter, the theoretical irnplications of an interregonal U.S. dairy industry model with
disaggregated national manufactured dairy product markets for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese
are developed and analyzed. Cross price elasticity effects among these manufactured products are
also considered in this chapter. _

III.2. Economic Model

IlI.2.l. Market Demand and Supply Functions*9

This study assumes that the U.S. dairy market is divided into n regons and the manufactured
milk product markets are aggregated at a national level. The Grade A milk may be produced in
each regon, processed into fluid milk, and marketed in the domestic regon or shipped to other
regions for fluid use. The rest of the Grade A milk, Class II milk, is processed into manufactured
products and marketed in an aggregated national manufactured milk market. Grade B milk may
be produced in each regon, processed into manufactured milk products, and marketed in the
national manufactured milk market. Because of time limitations, the regional demand for
manufactured products was not considered. The study assumes that the transportation costs of
manufactured milk products are negligble in their national level aggregation.

Plant-level demand for fluid milk in each regon can be specified as functions of own price,
per capita income, demographic, economic, and time trend factors. Wholesale-level national
demand for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese can be specified as functions of own and other

prices, and other variables specified in the regonal fluid milk demand functions. Under the
assumption that variables other than price variables are constant over time and regon, regonal fluid

*9 Regional market demand and supply functions may be expressed by using subscripts such that, for
example, YF, represents the fluid milk quantity demanded in region j and PF, is the demand price for fluid
milk in region j. ln this section, these subscripts are not used for simple expressions.
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milk demand and national manufactured milk product demand schedules can be constructed in a
price·quantity dimension as follows:

0

YF = YF(PF, sp) (III — 1)

Yk = Yk(P2, P3, P4, sk) „ where k= 2,3 and 4, and (III — 2)

where YF is the quantity of milk (in milk equivalent terms) demanded by processors for fluid milk
products; Yk is the quantity of the kth manufactured milk product demanded by consumers (k = 2
for butter, 3 for nonfat dry milk, 4 for cheese); PF is the price paid per unit of milk (in milk
equivalent terms) for fluid utilization; Pk is the price paid per unit of the kth manufactured milk
product; sp and 6,, are disturbance terms with zero means and non-zero variances.

The market supply functions of Grade A and Grade B milk in each region are derived by
_ aggregating individual marginal cost functions.20 It is assumed that milk producers are price takers.

Grade A or Grade B milk produced by all milk producers is considered to have the same quality
within the same grade. It is assumed that milk producers have a reliable information set. The
regional market supply functions of Grade A and Grade B milk can be specified as functions of
supply prices, output prices for hay and cull dairy cows, input factor prices for feed and labor, and
interest rates (reflecting the opportunity costs of capital investment). With an assumption of
stability in all factors over time and regions except price, similar to the demand function case,
supply schedules can be established as a function of prices as follows:

XA* = XA(RA, RB, sa) (III — 3.a)

XB* = XB(RA, RB, sb) (III — 4.a)

20 Heady provided a caveat about the market supply function as an aggregation of individual marginal cost
functions arguing that existence of pecuniary externalities and non·pecuniary factors such as uncertainty,
lack of knowledge, non-monetary goals, lumpiness of fixed factors and joint production of many
agricultural products will distort aggregation of these marginal cost curves into a market supply function
(pp. 3-25).
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where XA"‘ is the desired quantity of Grade A milk produced by Grade A milk producers; XB" is
the desired quantity of Grade B milk produced by Grade B milk producers; RA is the price per unit
expected to be received by Grade A milk produers; RB is the price per unit expected to be received
by Grade B milk producers; and 6. and 6., are disturbance terms.

Generally it is expected that RA and RB will be highly correlated, especially when federal
programs are prevailing in the dairy market (Dahlgran, 1980; p. 20). This allows equations (III-3.a)
and (III-4.a) to be redefined as average regional market supply functions as follows:

XA'!
= XA(RA) (III — 3.b) .

XB* = XB(RB). (III — 4.b)

Average regional market demand functions arise from (111-1 and 2) by assuming that expected
values of error terms are zero.

The relationship between the actual quantity supplied and the desired quantity supplied can

be specified by a Nerlovian partial quantity adjustment model as follows:

XA. = aXA: + (1 — a)XA._. (III — 5)

XB. = bXB. + (1 — b)XB._. (III- 6)

where XA. is the actual quantity of Grade A milk supplied in period t; XB. is the actual quantity
of Grade B milk supplied in period t; XA. and XB. are defined above for period t; and a and b are
coefficients of adjustment speed for Grade A and Grade B milk production respectively. Suppose

producers are perfectly foresighted2‘ with full market information a.nd no barriers to instantaneous

adjustment. Then equations (III-5) and (III-6) can be sirnplifed into:

21 For a detailed understanding, see Dornbusch and Fischer, pp. 421-4.
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XA,=XA: and XB,=XB:, where a=1 and b=l. -

If the price levels armounced by federal programs remain steady for a reasonable period of
time and the market information is effectively provided to dairy producers, then the expected prices
will be very close to the actual prices. Provided that full information is available to milk producers,
average market supply functions of Grade A and Grade B milk, equations (III-3.b) and (lII·4.b)
can be rewritten as:

XA = XA(RA), and XB = XB(RB). (III- 7)

lII.2.2. Supply Aggregation Conditions
Suppose the U.S. dairy market is a closed economy so that there is no external leakage or

injection except for interregional transportation of Grade A raw milk in fluid use.22 Then the
following quantity constraints must be satisfied in the market equilibrium situation.

I1

XA,= ZXAÜ + XA2i for all i, i= l,n (III — 8)
1=l

n g .

YP, = ZXAÜ for all j, j= 1,n (III — 9)
i=1

Il 1’l

XM = ZXA2, + ZXB, (III — 10)
i=1 l=l

where XA, is Grade A milk produced in region i; XA,, is Grade A milk shipped from region i to
region j for fluid purposes; XA2, is Grade A milk produced in region i for manufactured purposes;

Z2 This assumption will be relaxed later by introducing exports, imports, beginning and ending stocks intothe model.
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YF, is fluid milk demanded in region j; XM is total raw milk utilized in manufactured use; and
XB, is Grade B milk produced in region i.

In an annual model, in order to dampen variation problems such as seasonality, an annual
reserve requirement for each region may be needed to meet the additional demand for milk in peak
seasons in deiicit regions such as the South Atlantic regionßs Suppose the annual average reserve

ratio of 20 percent is imposed under the federal marketing order program (Christ; McDowell,
1982).2** Since at least an additional 20 percent of Class I milk, which is otherwise supposed to be

classiiied into Class II milk, should be reserved by requirement, this implies that:

ZXA,, 2 (l.2)YF,, for anyj. (III - ll)
i

This is rewritten as:

(1.2)UR,S l or UR, ST%; (.83), for anyj,

where UR, is a Class I utilization ratio defined as YP,/(ZXAÜ + XA2,) . Therefore, the Class I
a

utilization ratio in any region ranges between zero and .83 once the reserve requirement ratio of 20

percent is irnp0sed.2‘

Raw milk in manufactured use, XM, may be shipped to butter-powder plants, XM23, or

cheese plants, XM4. Once raw milk is shipped to the cheese plant, it is processed and manufactured

into cheese. Suppose a unit of raw milk is processed into c‘ units of cheese such that c"XM4 is the
amount of cheese processed in the cheese plant. Similarly, once raw milk is shipped into the

23 For details see Manchester (1983), p. 226 and Christ, pp. 284-5.
2‘ Dobson and Buxton used 37% reserve allowance in their study. They estimated that the seasonal

variation requirement of 12% and 25% should be for daily demands as well as unavoidable Class II and
Class lll uses in bottling plants.

25 For instance, the highest annual Class I utilization rate in federal order region in 1982 was 0.82 in the
South Atlantic region.
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butter-powder plant it is processed and manufactured into butter and powder. Suppose a unit of
raw milk is equivalent to the cz units of butter and c3 units of powder such that
c*XM23 and c’XM23 are the amount of butter and powder produced respectively.

From the processors’ point of view, the marginal cost of producing manufactured milk
products is equal to the marginal revenue in the cheese market, or butter and powder markets.
Since butter and powder are jointly produced, the marginal revenues of butter and powder are

added together to equal the marginal cost of production of butter and powder at equilibrium.
Competitive market equilibrium conditions for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese markets arederived as follows: l

XM = XM23 + XM4 (III — 12)

c2XM23 = Y2 (III — 13.a)

c3XM23 = Y3 (III — 14.a)

c4XM4 = Y4 (III- l5.a)

where Yk is the quantity of demand for kth manufactured milk product (k= 2 for butter, 3 for

nonfat dry milk, and 4 for cheese, respectively).

Under current federal price regulatory programs, these equilibrium conditions are adjusted to

reflect the regulated market equilibrium. Once raw milk in manufactured use is shipped to

butter-powder plants, it is processed into butter and powder to be marketed for commercial

demands and the residual is purchased by the government. Similarly, raw milk distributed to cheese

plants is processed into cheese and will be marketed for commercial demands and the residual is

purchased by the government. This yields:

c2XM23 = Y2 + QG2 (III — l3.b)

c3XM23 = Y3 + QG3 (III- 14.b)
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c4XM4 = Y4 + QG4 · (III- 15.b)

where QGk is the amount of the government purchase of the kth manufactured milk product.

III.2.3. Classilied and Blend Prices

A classilied price scheme in each region under the Federal marketing order program yields the

regulated market price equilibrium conditions as follows:

PFj 2 PI? for all j (III — 16)

PI? = PII? + Dj for all j (III — 17)

where PI? is a minimum Class I price; PII? is a minimum Class II price; and D, is a minimum Class

I differential in region j.

To represent the pooling provision of region j under the Federal marketing order program, it

is assumed that the blend price region j,
Pdbi,

is determined by the total quantity of Class I Grade

A milk for fluid purposes pooled in region j, äXA„ , and Class II Grade A milk produced in regioni=i
j, XA2, , and the Class I and Class II minimum prices in region j, PI? and PII? , respectively.2°

[(PI?ZXAij) + (PII§°XA2j)]
Pbj = -——-%1-—-—-——-—-—-

(ZXAÜ + XA2j)
l=l

26 Under the Federal marketing order program, the blend price in region j, Pb], is the Grade A milk supply
price in the region since Grade A milk producers in region j will be paid Pb, iF they sell their milk in region
j. They will be paid the blend price in other regions iF they ship their milk to other regions and sell it. ln
this case the net price they will be paid is the blend price less transporation cost. At equilibrium blend
prices throughout the nation should be aligned in terms of transporation costs oF Grade A milk iF there
are no trade barriers.
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[{(P1I§°+ Dj)ZXA,j} + (P1I?XA2j)]
=(ZXAÜ

+ XA2j)
i=l

-

E-LXAÜ
=1·11j’+D,—Tjll— , for all 5. (III- 18)

(ZXAÜ + XA2j)
l=l

Since Grade A milk producers are paid the blend price under the federal milk marketing order
program, the blend price is the effective demand price for Grade A milk. lf the interregional market
is in equilibrium under current federal programs, the supply patterns of milk producers associated
with any federal order market are determined by the blend prices and transportation costs. Since
each producer or his cooperative has some choice as to which federal order pool to participate in,

_ the logical one is the order offering the highest blend price net of transportation cost. The natural
result of pr0ducers’ shipping their milk to more attractive markets will be a structure of blend prices
that reflects differences in transportation costs from production areas to consuming areas. Hence,

at the regulated market equilibrium, blend prices satisfy the following condition:

Rbi + Tij 2 Rbj (III- 19)

where T,, is a unit transportation cost from region i to region j.
The existence of an effective demand price curve denoted AR for Grade A milk, defined in

(III- 18), has several economic implications.” First, since the average revenue level is higher than the

social marginal revenue, dairy producers are led to produce milk at a higher social cost than

Z" For a graphical illustration of an effective demand curve for Grade A milk, see figure 11-2 or 3 in ChapterII.
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revenue.2* This results in over-production of Grade A milk and, hence, a social cost associated with
resource misallocation is incurred by the economy as a whole. Second, iricreasing levels of Class I
minimum price in the fluid market and dairy support prices in the manufactured market transfer
welfare gains from dairy product consumer groups to milk producers. Third, the effects of changes
in dairy policy pararneters such as support price level or classified prices on prices and quantities
are somewhat complicated because of the shape of the AR curve. It is expected that elasticity of
AR in the range close to PI° is much less than that of AR in the range near PII°.

III.2.4. Prices of Manufactured Products

The long-run market equilibrium condition irnplies that the supply price for raw milk in
manufactured use, RB, for all i, is equal to the added market prices for butter and nonfat dry milk
in milk equivalent terms less the processing cost, AC„, and also equal to the market price for cheese
in milk equivalent terms less the processing cost, AC,.29 Under the federal marketing order program,
it is assumed that federal order sets the Class II minimum price, PII;°, equal to the average market
revenue for raw milk in manufactured use denoted PM:

RB, = (c2P2 + c3P3) — AC23 = c4P4 —- AC4 = PM, and (III — 20)

PII? = PM. (III — 21)

Market price conditions under the price support program need discussion since the support
and purchase price levels can be deterrnined arbitrarily by the government. Since raw milk can be
shipped to either plant, cheese or butter-powder, if the government sets different support price levels
in milk equivalent terms between cheese and butter-powder markets, milk producers will desire to
sell their milk first to the market which offers higher revenue. This irnplies that if different market

28 For a discussion, see section 3 in Chapter Il.
29 A farm level price for raw milk in manufactured use is derived from the wholesale price for cheese less

the processing cost of cheese or from the added wholesale prices for butter and nonfat dry milk less the
processing cost of butter-nonfat dry milk. Since butter and nonfat dry milk are jointly produced from the
same raw milk, the processing cost of butter and nonfat dry milk may be measured in milk equivalent
terms in the model.

1
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prices exist between cheese and butter-powder markets, then raw milk will be_shipped to the market
with a higher average revenue until the shipment satisfies the maximum capacity of plants in the
market. Then the rest of the raw milk will be distributed to the market with a lower average l
revenue.

Suppose, at the initial equilibrium, the support price and purchase price levels in the market
are set by the government such that:

PM 2 Pg° = (c2Pg2° + c3Pg3°) — AC,} = c4Pg4° — AC4, and (III — 22)

Pk 2 Pgk°, (III - 23)

where Pg° is a support price level (in milk equivalent terms); Pgk° is a purchase price level (each in
its own unit terms) for the kth manufactured product (k is 2 for butter, 3 for nonfat dry milk, and
4 for cheese, repectively); AC,} is a unit processing cost of butter·nonfat dry milk; and AC,} is a unit _

processing cost of cheese.

The operation of the price support program, and the classified pricing and pooling provisions
of the federal order program in the U.S. dairy industry with disaggregated manufactured milk
markets is explained diagramatically in figures II-2 and III-1. The relationship between demand for
butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese, and supply of the aggregate Class II and Grade B milk at the
initial equilibrium under the price support program is illustrated in figure III-1. The definition of
each panel in figure III·l is as follows:

(a) Nonfat dry milk (powder) market

(b) Butter market

(c) Raw milk supply in butter·powder use

(d) Cheese market }
(e) Raw milk supply in cheese use

(f) Total raw milk supply in manufactured use.
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For a simple illustration, it is assumed that the demand for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese is
affected by its own price only. Given the farm level support price of Pg°,·suppose xm of raw milk
in manufactured use (panel O is supplied to cheese plants and butter-powder plants with the
amount of xm4 (panel e) and xm23 (panel c) respectively. Then suppose the government sets the
purchase price of Pg4° in the cheese market (panel d), the private sector would buy y4 of cheese
at that price. The excess supply at that price, qg4, is removed by the goverrunent. Similarly,
suppose the government sets the purchase prices of Pg2° and Pg3° in butter and nonfat dry milk
markets respectively. Then the private sector demands y2 and y3 of butter and nonfat dry milk
respectively at purchase price levels. The remainders, qg2 and qg3, are purchased by the
government.

Suppose the government reduces the purchase price for nonfat dry milk from Pg3° to Pg3‘

(panel a) ir1 order to reduce the purchase of nonfat dry milk, while purchase prices for cheese and
butter remain the same at Pg2° and Pg4° (pannels b and d). Again since butter and nonfat dry milk
are jointly produced, the average revenue for raw milk in butter-powder use is the sum of market
prices of butter and powder less the processing cost of these products. Given that Pg3‘ is the market
revenue for powder and Pg2° for butter, the net total. market revenue for butter-powder is lower
due to a decrease in the purchase price for nonfat dry milk (pannel c). Since the purchase price for
cheese is not changed, the cheese market is not affected. Suppose cheese plants and butter-powder
plants are operating at full capacities at the given initial market revenues. Since the net total
revenue is lowered, the weighted average revenue for raw milk in manufactured use, Pg'° is also
reduced. This implies that manufactured market is now in a two-price system. A weighted
average revenue induced by the price support program for raw milk in manufactured use, denoted
Pg°· can be forrnulated similarly to the blend price for Grade A milk as follows.

pg, = (c2Pg2° + c3Pg3l —AC23)XM23 + (c4Pg4° - AC4)XM4
XM23 + XM4

= PG23 + PG4 (111 - 24)
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where PG23 is (c2Pg2° + clPg3l) - AC2, and represents the average revenue for raw milk processed
in butter-powder plants, and PG4 is (c"Pg4°) — AC, and represents the average revenue for raw milk
processed in cheese plants.

Suppose the government sets purchase prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese to accrue
the sa.rne level of average revenue for raw milk such that (c2Pg2° + c3Pg3°) — AC2, =
(c"Pg4°) — AC, = Pg° = PG23 = PG4. Then from equation (III-24):

=Pg° []=r>g°. (III—25)

Equation (III·22), where the sum of govemment purchase prices for butter and nonfat dry milk less
the processing cost of butter-nonfat dry milk is equivalent to the purchase price for cheese less the
processing cost of cheese, is a special case of (III·25). Given that the government purchase prices
are set at different levels, the weighted average revenue, Pg° , is no longer the same as Pg°. Pg° is
determined by average revenues of raw milk in cheese and butter-nonfat dry milk markets, PG4 and
PG23 respectively, and the proportion of raw milk supplied to cheese plants or butter-powder
plants to raw milk supplied for manufactured use as illustrated in (III-24).

Due to a decrease in average revenue for raw milk in manufactured use, from Pg° to Pg°, the
total supply of raw milk is reduced from xrn to xml (panel f). Since the cheese market remains the
same, only the supply of raw milk in butter-powder use is reduced from xm23 to xm23l (panel c)
by the same quantity that total manufactured raw milk supply is reduced: from xm to xml (panel
f). Because of this reduction the supply of butter and powder decreases. In the butter market with
the same government purchase price level, the government purchase of butter decreases from qg2
to qg2l (panel b). In the nonfat dry milk market with the lower govemment purchase price level,
commercial demand increases from y3 to y3l but govemmental demand decreases from qg3 to
qg3l (panel a).

i
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The affects of a change in the CCC purchase price for nonfat dry milk are as follows: (1) the
weighted average revenue for raw milk in manufactured use will change; (2) total supply of raw

milk in manufactured use will change; (3) since the CCC purchase price for cheese remains the
same, the cheese market will not be affected; (4) due to changes in average revenue for raw milk in
butter-powder use and raw milk supply for butter-powder purposes, markets for butter and nonfat
dry milk will be affected; and (5) the manufactured dairy market is govemed by a two-price system,
due to different demand prices for raw milk between butter-powder and cheese markets induced
by changes in the price support program. The effects of changes in the CCC purchase prices for
all dairy products are analogous to the case of a change in the CCC purchase price for nonfat dry
milk. The effects, however, will be complicated and simultaneous among markets for butter, nonfat
dry milk, and cheese.

III.3. Comparative Statics Analysis

III.3.l. Introduction

Under current federal programs, the U.S. dairy industry is affected by two major policy

parameters: minimum Class 1 differentials of the federal marketing order and the support price of

the price support programs. Changes in these policy parameters will affect the industry in several ‘
ways.

In this section, the effects of changes in policy parameters such as the support and purchase

prices, and import quotas will be analyzed based on the framework discussed in previous sections.

McDowell (1982) presented a graphical comparative statics analysis of the effects of changes in the

pricing policy instruments (pp. 101-8). His analysis, however, was based on a single·region market

model and did not consider interregional shipments and regional blend price alignments. A

mathematical comparative statics analysis in the context of an interregional dairy trade model
extending McDowell’s graphical analysis is presented below.
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III.3.2. Initial Model under Current Federal Programs
Under the current federal milk marketing order program, it is assumed that the fluid milk

market in any region is regulated with classified pricing and pooling. The fluid milk demand is
restrained by the minimum Class l price (PI°). The Grade A milk supply responds to the blend
price. Due to a higher level of PI° compared to the blend price and manufactured milk price, a
quantity of Grade A milk supplied beyond fluid use is inevitable and the whole portion of the excess
supply, Class II milk, is transferred to the manufactured milk markets. Under the current dairy
price support program, the excess supplies of the manufactured milk products are purchased at the
announced support price levels by the govemment.

As discussed in the previous sections, the relationships of prices and quantities between fluid
A

milk and manufactured milk product markets can be surnmarized as follows:

Prices

PFj 2 PI? from (Ill — 16)

PI? = PIl° + Dj from (lll — 17)

D

_ EXAÜ
where UR, = TE——

ZXAÜ + XA2j
‘ i=l

RBj = PM = PII° 2 Pg° from (III — 20 A 22)

O _ (c2Pg2° + c3Pg3° — AC23)XM23 (c4Pg4° — AC4)XM4pg ‘ XM23 + XM4 + XM23 + xM4 f’°‘“ (IH ' 24)
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Pk 2 Pgk° from (III —- 23) ·

Quantities

XAj = XAj(I;bj) from (III — 7)

YFj = YFj(PFj) from (III -— 1)

Yk = Yk(P2, P3, P4) from (III — 2)

n

i=l

n n
XM = 2XA2j + ZXBj from (111 - 10)

XM = XM23 + XM4 from (III — 12)

QGk = ckXM23 — Yk for k = 2, 3 from (III — 13.b) and (III — l4.b)

QG4 = c4XM4 — Y4 from (III- 15.b)

for j=1,n and k= 1,2,3.

The effects of a change in the support price on the blend price is not straight-forward to
analyze because a blend price is a function of Class I and Class Il minimum prices, Grade A milk
in fluid use pooled in the region, and Class ll utilization of Grade A milk in the region. Once a
shock is imposed on the blend price, a dynamic process is initiated, which continues until the
market system stabilizes at a new equilibrium. Hallberg et al. used this concept by employing an
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iterative procedure with initially estimated Class I and Class II utilization ratios. Given that the rate
of change in the Class I utilization ratio in region j, UR,, is relatively smaller than the rate of change

l
in the Class I or Class II minimum price, it is expected that the effect of a change in the Class I
er Class II minimum price en blend price is direct.

The effect of a change in the support price on the blend price is derived as follows. From
equations (III·l, 7, 8) and (III-18), the blend price can be expressed as a function of the Class II
minimum price and the Class I utilization rate. Since the Class I utilization rate is also a function
of the blend price, the blend price can be written as followsz

lfb, = v11° + D,UR,(I;b,) (III- 26)

Since PII° is very closely related to Pg°, it is assumed that Pg° = PII°. The effect of a change
in the support price on the blend price is derived from (III-26).

dlyb, dlfb, dUR,(I?b,) 61111, ölfb,l1+dPgdPII dPII öpbj ÖPII

dfb) 1 III‘ ‘”>
[1 — D, **7-]

. · öPb,

Equatien (III-27) implies that the effect of a change in the support price on the blend price
and the effect of a change in the blend price on the Class, I utilization rate are interwined. Since the

dPb.blend price is calculated as a weighted average price, g 1. If region j is a deficit region, then
dPb. dPPthe blend price is an effective fluid price, PI°. This implies$ = -—¥- = 1 since the minimumdPg<· dPII°

Class I price and Class II price are different by the differentialL D,. In a deficit regen, the Class I
_ _ _ dUR, dPb, _ _ _ öUR,utilization rate stays at l such that -7-=

0.‘° In general,l< l and this rmphes -7< 0dPb, dPß° öPb,
3° Fer a discussion about the reserve requirement case, see the section 2.2 in this chapter.
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since D,> 0. Therefore the effect of a change in the support price on the blend price is positive
but, in general, less than 1.

The Class I utilization rate is expected to increase when the support price is decreased. The
degree of change in UR,, in this case, is dependent upon the local pooling and demand situation.
The effect of a change in the support price on the blend price is twofold: a direct effect through a
change in Class I minimum price and an indirect effect through changes in fluid consumption, or
Class I milk pooled, and Class II milk produced.

III.3.3. Effects of Changes in Policy Parameters

111.3.3.1. Support and Purchase Prices (Support Price Program)
(1) Support Price ‘

Suppose the government reduces the support price level such that APg° = Pg? — Pgg < 0. The
effects of a change in the support price level, on prices and quantities, are national for both fluid
and manufactured milk markets.

Since the Class II minimum price and the support price are closely related, it was assumed
that Pg° = PII°. From (III-19, 22, and 24):

0dpgo = (11>11° —» = 1, and (111 - 28)dPg

(„_ („ . _ dPIl)__ClPllo_ .dPI, —dPlI (Since dDj — 0) —>-ä--l for all ]. (III — 29)dPg dPg

As derived in (III-27), the effect of a change in the support price on the blend price is:

(1%, (11%, , _··———=—i=·—i————Slf all, Cl III—30dpllo Clpgo ÖUR, °r 1 an ( )
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dXA, öXA, ö1;b, _ _ öXA, · ‘
foral11,s1nce T>0. (III—3l)<**’g öPb, @**2 öPb,

Since dRB, = dPII°:

dXB, öXB, 0RB, öXB, 0 an _ d IH 32dPg° - öRBi öpgo - öRBi > or 1, an ( — )

dYF, öYF, öP1§’ öYF,——;=—T —q=——;<0 forallj. (111-33)

Suppose government purchase prices for butter, powder and cheese are such that:

dPg° = d(c2Pg2° + c3 Pg3°) = d(c4Pg4°) (III — 34)

and the change of the support price is equally split between butter and nonfat dry milk markets,3*
then from (III-34):

dP ° for k=2,3and,dpg 2ck

dP ° (111-36)dpg c

From (111-1.b), (111-22), and (111-35): 1 _

ap °gk; gg —l—<0 1611«=2,3an«1 (111-36)«11>g öPk 61>g1« öPg @Pk 2,,* ·

ap ° (111-37)dpg öPk öpgk öpg öPk ck

3* See Table 3 in Commodity Fact Sheet, USDA, ASCS, March, 1984.
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From (111-31) and (111-33):

1'1dZXAij
dXA2i dXAi 1:1 0 f all ' III 38——i = ——· — —l—· > or 1. —dPg° dPg° dPg° ( )

From (111-32) and (111-33):

d XM23 + XM4 n d XB- + XA2gig--L%——l=Zl—+—5-—l>0. (111-39)dPg dPg i=l

dPgFrom(III-13.b) to (111-15.b), (111-37) and (111-39):

k k k-2, 3, mddPg dPg dPg

d kÄ%li=i‘¥‘—€--iY‘—§,—>0,10rk=4. (111-40)dPg dPg dPg

Due to the decreased support price level, the Grade A and Grade B milk supplied in all
regions would drop (111-31 and III-32) while the quantity demanded in the fluid and manufactured
markets would increase (111-33, 36 and 37). Due to these changes in supply and demand in both
markets, the Class 11 milk supply is reduced (111-38) and the CCC purchases of manufactured milk
productswould drop (111-40).
(2) Purchase Prices

In the previous chapter, it was shown that the nonfat dry milk market in the 19806 was
relatively over-protected by the price support program compared to butter and cheese markets.32
In order to balance the market protection, the CCC may change the purchase price for nonfat dry
milk markets without altering other purchase price levels.

3* During the 1984-1985 marketing year, the CCC purchased 68 pcrcent of the nonfat dry milk marketed
while 26 and 22 percent of butter and cheese, respectively, marketed were purchased by the CCC over theperiod.
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The analysis of this case is analogous to that in the previous section. The effect, however,
of a change in the purchase price for nonfat dry milk is restxicted, in the short-run, to nonfat dry
milk and butter markets, and raw milk supply for manufactured use. Suppose the govemment
reduces the purchase price for nonfat dry milk only such that APg3° = Pg3$ - Pg3g < 0. Then as
discussed above, a weighted average revenue formula (III-24) gives the following relationship:

dPg° 3 XM2;dpgy ' ° ( XM2; + XM4 )> °‘ (m3" 41)

Equation (III-41) implies that the manufactured milk price, Pg", is now decreased due to a decrease4
in the nonfat dry milk price, Pg3°. This would yield a decrease in raw milk supply in manufactured
use as equation (III-39) implies. Therefore:

ap b-gif,-@<%——%>0. (111-42)dPg3 öpg öPg3

Given that cheese plants are operating at the full capacities and the cheese price is not changed,
equation (III-42) further implies that:

d XM23 XM4 where (111-43)dPg3 dPg3 dPg3 dPg3

The effects of a change in the purchase price for nonfat dry milk on changes ir1 govemrnent
purchases of butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese are derived as follows:

dQG2 _ d(c2XM23—Y2) _ d(c4XM23) >0r11>g;°
—

r1Pg;°
—

r11>g;°
’

dQG3 d(c4XM23 — Y3) d(c3XM23) dY3 > 0 dandPg3° dPg3° dPg3° dPg3°

r1 "Xw1 - Y4 r1 4XM4dQG:= (¤ 140 )= (¤
o)_dPg3dPg3 dPg3 dPg3
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Results derived in equation (III-44) are graphically explained in figure III-l. The effect of a
reduction in the purchase price on the government purchase of nonfat dry milk is reflected by (1)
decreases in raw milk supply in butter-powder use and (2) increases in nonfat dry milk demand,
while the government purchase for butter is affected by decreases in raw milk supply in
butter-powder use. Under the assumption that cheese plants are operating at the full capacity, the
cheese market is not affected by a change in the nonfat dry milk price. ·

Under the assumption that there are no cross price elasticity effects among these product
demands, effects of changes in the purchase prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese are derived

in a similar manner. Suppose the government drops the purchase prices such that net return to
butter-powder plants are equal to net return to cheese plants. ln this case, the farm level support
price is equivalent to net returns to both plants lll milk equivalent temrs. This implies that
APg° = (c*APg2°) + (c’APg3°) = c‘*APg4° , where APgk° = Pgk$ — Pgkg < 0 , for k= 2,3,4.
Therefore: .

dP ° ÖP °——%;=c", and @”{—,—-ä-E-(--ck-@2%>0 ror1«=2,6M14. (111-46)dPgk dPgk öPg öPgk öPg

Equation (III-45) can be further extended as follows:

Q‘@>0, for k=2,3, and4 ÄM—§—>0. (111-46)dPgk dPg4

The effects of changes in purchase prices on changes in the government purchases are derived
as follows:

dQG2 _ d(c2XM23— Y2) _ d(c2XM23) dY2 >0dPg2°
”

dPg2° ' dPg2° r11>g2° ’

dQG3 d(c3XM23 — Y3) d(c3XM23) dy}'—T='—l"“Fl="“""'«S""“‘°°°3'>()· mddPg3 dPg3 dPg3 dPg3
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V
dQG4 d(c4XM4 — Y4) d(c4XM4) dY4 · (lll—47)

Equations (III-47) imply that the effects on changes in the government purchases of butter, nonfat
dry milk, a.nd cheese are due to (1) changes in raw milk supply in butter-powder or cheese use and
(2) changes in demand for butter, nonfat dry milk, or cheese.

Under the assumption that the demand for milk products is affected by direct and cross price
elasticity effects, the amount of change in demand for milk products due to changes in purchase
prices varies depending on the direction and magnitude of the cross price elasticity effects. In this
case, (III·36) and (III-37) can be rewritten as:

man k=23 4 III—48dpgo “
F2 öpj öpgjo Öpgg “

j=2 Y • OT · ( )

Equation (III-48) implies that the effects of changes in government support/purchase prices on
changes in demand for milk products, assurning cross price elasticity effects are effective, are
deterrnined by values of (—%)Y%%) for any k and j, where j 3.Ild k = 2,3 or 4. The value of cl is
positive for any j. The value of (%%) is negative when k= j a.nd varies when k aß j depending
on the sign of the cross price elasticity.33 Since the total effects of changes in purchase prices on
changes in demand for milk products are indeterminate, the effects on changes in government
purchases of butter, powder, and cheese, ( ), for all k= 2,3 and 4, are also indeterminate as
implied in (III-40).

111.3.3.2. Incrcases in Import Quotas ofDairy Products
Under federal regulatory programs, increases in import quotas for butter, nonfat dry milk, and

cheese would not affect the market prices because the purchase prices are prevailing in the markets.
Under these circumstances, increases in import quotas for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese would

33 Any pair of goods (k, j), where k 7% j, for which (H;) > 0 are called (gross) substitutes and any pair
for which the opposite holds, (gross) complements. ap]
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aggravate the surplus problems resulting in increasing govemment purchases for these products.
Since increases in import quotas would increase the total supply of butter, nonfat dry milk, and
cheese, equation (III·47) indicates that changes in the support/purchase price levels under an
increasing quota system would have to be larger than the support/purchase price levels under the
1982 quota system in order to decrease government purchases.

Extending equations (III·13.b, 14.b and 15.b), the dairy product market equilibxium
conditions are rewritten as:

c2XM23 + IM2 = Y2 + QG2 (III — 13.c)

c3XM23 + IM3 = Y3 + QG3 (III- 14.c)

c4XM4 + IM4 = Y4 + QG4 (III — 15.c)

where IM2 is a quantity of imported butter; IM3 is a quantity of imported nonfat dry milk; and
IM4 is a quantity of imported cheese.

Therefore equation (III-47) is rewritten as:

dQG2 _ MM; +
d(c2XM23— Y2)

61>g2° "' 61>g2° 61>g2° ’

dQG3 MM3 d(c3XM23 — Y3)1T mddPg3 dPg3 dPg3

6 4XM4 - Y4-7Ol -2MO +———l(°O ) . (111-49)dPg4 dPg4 dPg4

Signs of equations in (III·49) depend on the magnitude of the first and second arguments of
the right hand sides of equations. The sign of the second argument of each equation in (III·49) is
positive as shown in (III-47).3* The sign of the first argument of each equation is negative when

3* Under an assumption that cross price elasticity effects are effective, the effect.s of' changes in purchase
pI°lCC$ Ol] [Owl Cl'laI]g€S lll demand may be ll'ldC[CI'mlI'la[¢ as was discussed ll'] l.l’1€ previous section.
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APgk°<0 for k=2,3, and 4 since AIMk>0. Since changes in import quotas are determined
exogenously the magnitude of the first argument of each equation becomes smaller, while the
magnitude of the second argument of each equation becomes larger, as a change in the purchase
price level becomes greater.

Therefore the equations in (III-49) imply that the purchase price levels should 'be dropped in
order to decrease the government purchases under an increasing quota system. Due to a drop of

the purchase price levels, consumers for fluid milk and manufactured milk products would gain
more (III-33, 36 and 37) while milk producers would lose more (III-31 and 32).

III.4. Aeüustment ofDemand Functions Due. To Cross Price Elasticity Ejfects

In order to reflect cross price elasticity effects on quantities of demand, relevant demand
functions were adjusted as follows. In figure III-2, the demand curve for butter is defined as
PB = a + bQB where PB and QB are initial equilibrium price and quantity of butter respectively; and
a and b represent an intercept and a slope repectively (a > 0 and b < 0). The direct and cross price
elasticities of butter and cheese are defined as:

(1) direct price elasticity

B = E9. Ä; BBB B =999(2)

cross price elasticity

B = 9% & BBB B = 9& E9BC AFC QB * CB AFB QC

where AQB and APB are changes in quantity and price for butter respectively; AQC and APC are
changes in quantity and price for cheese respectively; and PC and QC are initial equilibrium price
and quantity of cheese respectively.
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The effect of changes in prices for butter and cheese on the change in quantity of demand for
butter is illustrated in figure IlI·2. It is assumed that both prices for butter and cheese are decreased
such that PB- PB = APB < 0 and APC < 0. It is also assumed that cross price elasticities between
butter and cheese are negative such that BBC < 0 and SGB < 0, and that demand for butter or cheese
is not affected by change(s) in price(s) for nonfat dry milk or other milk product. As illustrated in
figure III·2, the change in the quantity of butter demanded, QB- QB = AQB, due to changes in
prices for butter and cheese, APB and APC respectively, is divided into two effects: (1) a direct effect
represented by AQB; and (2) a cross effect represented by AQB. Giverr that direct and cross price
elasticities, and changes in prices for butter and cheese are known, change in the quantity of demand ‘

for butter is derived from the definition of a direct price elasticity of butter and cross price elasticity °

of butter with respect to cheese as follows:

d(1) ¤B=ä‘(I%;3‘g%‘*AQ(ri=APB8B%

(2) and

(3) AGB = AGB + AGB ·

The original demand curve for butter defined as PB = a + bQB reflects the direct effect only
when the price for butter changes from PB to PB. In order to reflect the cross effect as well as direct
effect, the demand curve for butter should be shifted outward by AQB or upward by Aa. Keeping
the same slope of demand curve of b, the new demand curve is defined as PB = (a + Aa) + bQB
where Aa = bAQB. The new demand curve for cheese can be derived in a similar manner. Once

Aa is calculated based on changes in prices, cross price elasticities, and initial equilibrium prices and
quantities, one can estimate a new demand curve, PB. Measuring the cross price elasticity effect in
this way allows a measurement of the direct and cross effects separately even when there is no
change in own price. Adjusting elasticity without a shift in the demand curve may not capture the
independent cross price elasticity effect and result in a biased measure of the elasticity effect.

l
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IlI.5. Supply and Demand Functional Forms .

. The accurate estimation and the choice of appropriate functional forms of supply and demand
curves is crucial in order to conduct a relevant investigation of the effects of a policy (Just and
Hallrnan). Many studies, however, have relied on linear supply and demand functional forms due
to the computational restrictions of their objective functions. This study will use a linear functional
form for demand curves and a nonlinear functional form for supply curves as McDowell (1982) did.

III.5.1. Supply Functions

The exponential form with constant supply elasticity is employed in this study for the supply
functions of Grade A and B milk. In a price-quantity dimension, the supply function is defined that
price is an exponential function of quantity as followsz

Ps =
AQ°‘

(II1 — 50.a)

where P* is a supply price ir1 a regulated market; Q is a quantity supplied to a regulated market; A
is a teclmical parameter; and cx is the inverse of the own price elasticity (11).

From (III-50.a), taking a total derivative:

dPs .1-1 AQ°‘ Ps
**1 2 A '-= **1*** i lldQ or Q ot Q ot Q

dPs Q dQ Ps -1 -1=— —= —— —— = 111-51.—·¤¤ dQ Ps (dp. Q) #1 ( a)

Once the price, quantity and elasticity are given the coeflicient A is calculated from (Ill-50.a)
and (III-51.a). Since the supply functions are at the farm level, the prices used in deriving the
supply functions should be average prices received from processors less producer incurred costs such
as assembly costs. Quantities used should be on an annual basis.
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Since the price and quantity data are observed under federal regulatory programs, the
calculation of the supply functions by (III-50.a) and (III·5l.a) would reflect a larger quantity at each
price than would the unobserved competitive supply function under the assumption that the
observed data reflects a stability induced supply shift.35 Therefore, the supply function in the
competitive market should be adjusted so that the quantity supplied at any price level is reduced
(Whipple, p.34).The

competitive market supply function is of the form:

P; = (1 +
ö)“AQ°‘

(III- 50.b)

where P; is a supply price in a competitive market; parameter A is calculated from (III—50.a) with
given price (P‘), quantity (Q), and an elasticity (q); 6 is an assumed percentage supply shift due to
dairy market deregulation, stated as a decimal; and a is the inverse of vg. From (III-50.a and 50.b),
P; can be rewritten in terms of P' as follows:

P; = (1 +
6)°‘AQ°‘

= (1 +
6)°‘P‘ -» 6P; - (1 + 6)°‘dPs.

Taking a total derivative of equation (III-50.b) with respect to Q:

dP; _ „„(1 + 6)“AQ aPS·——= l 6aA a l=———l—·=—idQ ¤=( + ) Q Q Q
dPä 0 dPs 0= —— —— = l + Ö a ·—— llTa dO P; ( ) dQ (1+6)*P;

dP‘ Q ÖO PS -1 -1=;— —·= l —· = . III—5l.bdO ps ‘ dPs 0 ) " ( )

III.5.2. Demand Functions
A linear form with a variable elasticity is used for demand functions of fluid milk and the

35 ln this dissertation, however, it was assumed that supply curve did not shift due to regulations.
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manufactured milk products such as butter, nonfat dry milk and cheese. In a price-quantity
dimension, the demand function is defined as follows:

Pd=a+bQ, a>0 and b<0 (111-52)

where P‘ is demand price; Q is quantity demanded ; a is the intercept; and b is the slope of the
demand curve. By taking a total derivative of (III·52) and by defrning 6 as the own price elasticity
of demand:

«11>° dPd Q 1 Q 1 Pd—l·=b l ···—·=—·=b* b=— —— lll-53dQ
U-,

dQ Pd 8 Pd
_,

8 Q ( ) .

Hence once the price, quantity and elasticity are given, the slope, b, and the intercept, a, are
determined by (III·52) and (III·53). Suppose the elasticity is at the wholesale level rather than at
the plant level. Assuming that the marketing margin is constant regardless of quantity levels, the
plant level demand curve may be derived directly from the wholesale level demand curve simply
by substracting the marketing margin from the intercept of the wholesale level demand curve.

Given that the demand functions are linear, the elasticity of the plant level demand can be
derived from the given price, quantity, elasticity at the wholesale level, and marketing margin.
Suppose the wholesale demand curve (DR), defined PR = a + bQ where PR is a wholesale demand
price, is presented in figure III-3. Given that the marketing margin (m) is known, the plant level
demand curve can be plotted by vertically shifting down DR by the marketing margin. Hence the
plant level demand curve (DR) is derived as PR = (a — m) + bQ. Defrne PR as the market price at
the wholesale level and PF, at the plant level such that PR = PR — m. The point elasticity at C (6R)
is equivalent to the ratio of the distance between PR and the origin (O) to the distance between the

intercept of DR, a, and PR.3° Hence 6R= PR/(a- PR). Similarly the point elasticity at C‘(6F) is
equivalent to the ratio of the distance between PR and the origin (O) to the distance between the
intercept of DR, (a - m), and PF . Therefore 6R = PF/{(a— m) — PR}. Since PR = PR-m, the

36 For a complete proof, see Ferguson, p. 122.
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denonminator {(a - m) — PF} is rewritten as (a — PR). Since the denominators for J and J are the
same, J can be defined by J, PF and PR as follows:

A

J (ur - 64). PR

III.6. Summary

In this chapter, an economic model of the U.S. dairy industry under current fedcral programs
was developed. The manufactured milk market was disaggregated into butter, nonfat dry milk, and

u

cheese markets. Regional farm level supply functions of Grade A and Grade B milk were assumed
to be known and no barriers for instantaneous adjustment were allowed. Regional farm level
demand functions for fluid milk and national wholesale level demand functions for butter, nonfat
dry milk, and cheese were also assumed to be known. Supply aggregation conditions and classified,
blend, and manufactured milk product price conditions under current federal programs were
discussed in this chapter.

The effects of changes in policy pararneters, the govemrnent support and purchase price
levels, and import quotas, on the markets were analyzed in the context of a mathematical
comparative statics analysis. A change in the government support price levels would affect all
markets throughout the nation. Increases in import quotas would result in increasing government
purchases under current programs. With increases in these quotas, the purchase price levels should
be dropped further in order to decrease govemment purchases. Assuming that cross price elasticity
effects among butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese markets exist, the government would affect each
manufactured milk product market with various irnpacts by altering the levels of purchase prices
for nonfat dry milk, butter, and/or cheese.

The economic model of the U.S. dairy industry described in this chapter provides the
background for establishing an empirical mathematical programming problem of the interregional
U.S. dairy trade model in the next chapter and the theoretical mathematical programming model
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in Appendix B. The discussion of the inathematical comparative statics analysis in this chapter
furnishes the basis of setting policy options, which will be discussed in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER IV _

EMPIRICAL MODEL OF THE U.S. DAIRY INDUSTRY

IV.1. Introduction

In this chapter a linear programming model of the U.S. interregional dairy trade model is
specified. Due to the nonlinear nature of the mathematical problem of the model, a separable
programming method is utilized for linearization. The mathematical problem is an extention of ‘

McDowell (1982) in terms of disaggregating the manufactured milk sector into butter, nonfat dry
milk, and cheese markets. Spatial price equilibrium conditions in the dairy industry are established
in the model based on the blend price alignment. The spatial price equilibrium model developed
by Takayama and Judge (1971) was adapted" by including additional constraints on the market
due to govemment regulatory programs. The adapted model reflects the effects of govemment
purchases of butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese under the price support program, and a pooling
and classified scheme under a marketing order program. Another unique extension made in this
study is the specification of the manufactured milk market not only in terms of the products
themselves, but also including non-zero cross price elasticities. Further experimentation with the
separable programming specification has allowed the market clearing solution to be found within
the context of the constrained model. J

37 The spatial price equilibrium model was developed by Enke, and Samuelson and reformulated byTakayama and Judge (1971).
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IV.2. Spatial Equilibrium Framework

IV.2.l. Basic Assumptions

The U.S. dairy industry is treated as a sector isolated from the rest of the economy assuming
that all other prices and consumer incomes are constant. It is assumed that only prices of Grade
A, Grade B, fluid, and manufactured milk products are permitted to change. The regional demand
functions of fluid milk are at the plant level. The national demand functions of butter, nonfat dry
milk, and cheese are at the wholesale level. It is assumed that Grade A milk for fluid purposes is
assembled, processed and distributed at constant average costs so that the plant level demand
function is derived from the wholesale demand function by subtracting these costs, at all quantities,
resulting in a parallel shift. The plant level demand function of fluid milk is assumed to be known.
Since the manufactured milk product markets are influenced by the government purchase price
levels at the wholesale level, the demand functions for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese are
specified at the wholesale level. The wholesale level demand function is used for a comparison of

- the difference, if any, between marketing margins set by the govemment and the actual margins.
Other than market regulation, the industry is assumed to be competitive. This irnplies that

the milk producers take the market clearing prices, regulated or unregulated, as given and consider
them as marginal revenues. The rational profit maximizing milk producers optirnize their output
level where the marginal revenue equals the marginal cost of milk production. Grade A milk
producers will also export their milk to other markets where market prices are greater than their
marginal production costs plus transportation costs.

Sanitation regulations do not allow a milk producer to produce both Grade A and Grade B
milk. The requirement of high sanitation for Grade A milk production results in higher fixed and

variable production costs than Grade B production. In the short·run, however, it is assumed that
the shape of marginal cost functions for Grade A and Grade B milk production are the same except

for differences in variable cost (Lefrance and de Gorter). Producers may convert from Grade A to
Grade B or from Grade B to Grade A in the long-run. The model specified ir1 this study does not
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consider conversion of milk producers. It is assumed that supply functions for Grade A and Grade
B milk are known for each region.

l

IV.2.2. More Assumptions under Current Federal Programs
A

Under the current govemment regulatory programs, the government is expected to support

the price of all milk at the announced level by purchasing the excess supply ofmilk as manufactured
products. Under the assumption that the marketing margins are constant, a farm level floor price
for raw milk in manufactured use can be derived by subtracting a marketing margin from the
purchase price.” _

It is assumed that all Grade A milk in the dairy industry is sold in regulated markets with
classified pricing according to its usage and pooling of revenues for producers based on minimum
prices within its own market. The basic formula price for the federal order classified pricing system
is the monthly average price paid to the Grade B milk producers in the l\/Iinnesota-Wisconsin
region. The minimum Class II price for all federal markets in month t is the basic formula price for
month t. The minimum Class I price in all federal markets in month t + 2 is the basic formula price
in month t plus the Class I differential.

Under regulatory programs, dairy producers are expected to obtain perfect information about
market prices. The minimum fluid prices are known with certainty a month ahead because the
basic formula price is known at the end of a month and the Class I differential is constant; Since
the support price maintains a floor price in the manufactured milk market, it directly affects the
basic formula price.

Information including estimates of the Class I utilization rate and the over-order premium
would help Grade A milk producers to form an expectation of the weighted average revenue or the
blend price for the following month. If the market is in a relatively stable situation, the expected
blend price is likely to be close to the actual blend price. Grade B milk producers receive the

manufacturing milk price guaranteed by the price support program.

38 For a further discussion, see the section 3.2.2. in Chapter ll.
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Based on the economic model of the dairy industry discussed in Chapter III, a mathematical
l

specification of the interregional dairy trade model is introduced in the following section. Its goal
is to maximize the area between Grade A and Grade B milk supply functions, and fluid and
manufactured milk product demand functions subject to constraints incorporating the regulated
market institutions. In Chapter Ill, demand for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese was specified

as a function of own price as well as other prices. In this chapter, it is assumed that each demand
is a function of its own price only for computational (maximizing the area between demand and
supply curves) purposes. Cross price elasticity effects are considered in each function by shifting
the demand curve. It is assumed that cross price elasticities between fluid and manufactured milk
products demand are zero.

h

IV.2.3. Mathematical Specilication3°

IV.2.3.1. SuppLv and Demand Functions

Suppose farm level supply functions for Grade A and Grade B milk for each region are
defined as follows:

Mi = wi (mi),

xb,=xb,(rb,), for all i = l, n, (IV- l)

where xa, is the quantity of Grade A milk produced in region i; xb, is the quantity of Grade B milk
produced in region i; ra, is the supply price for Grade A milk in region i; and rb, is the supply price
for Grade B milk in region i.

The regional plant level demand functions for fluid and the wholesale level demand functions
for the manufactured milk products: butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese are specified as follows:

3** Full specification of the mathematical problem is discussed in Appendix C. Unless otherwise noted, the
definition of the notation is the same as in Chapter Ill except that the letters are in lower case.
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yQ=yt}(pf}), forallj=l,n,' ·

V3 = V3 (P3).

V4 = V4 (P4). (IV — 2)

where yf} is the quantity of fluid milk demanded in region j; y2 is the quantity of butter demanded
at the national level; y3 is the quantity of nonfat dry milk demanded at the national level; y4 is the
quantity of cheese demanded at the national level; pt] is the demand price for fluid milk in region ·
j; p2 is the national demand price for butter; p3 is the national demand price for nonfat dry milk;
and p4 is the national demand price for cheese.

The above defined supply and demand functions are rewritten in inverted forms as follows:

rai = sai (Kai)
4

rbi = sbi (xbi), for alli (IV — 3)

Pä = dä (Vfl). f¤r¤I1i

p2 = d2 (y2)

p3 = d3 (yß)

p4 = d4 (y4). (IV — 4)

It is assumed that the technologies of producing Grade A and Grade B milk are independent.
The supply functions are assumed to be continuous, differentiable and monotonically increasing
functions. The demand functions are assumed to be continuous, differentiable, and monotonically

decreasing functions. Fluid and manufactured milk products are considered to be normal
commodities.
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IV.2.3.2. Transportation

The unit transportation costs are assumed to be constant for all inter- and intra·region

shipments. Hence the total transportation costs are linearly detemined by the distance between two

points between or within any regions. Actual shipments may occur in three cases: (1) Grade A

milk for fluid processing, (2) Grade A milk for manufactured processing, and (3) Grade B milk for

manufactured processing. It is assumed that shipments for manufactured processing are restricted

to intraregional shipments. Hence in this model interregional trade of milk occurs in case one only.

It is assumed that the transportation costs of intraregional shipments are zero in this study. The

transported quantity and the unit transportation cost vectors for milk among regions are defined _
as follows:

Xi=(xaü) j= l,n for all i, and (IV- 5)

Ti= (taij) j= l,n for all i, (IV- 6)

where xaü is the quantity of Grade A milk shipped from region i to region j; and taü is the unit

transportation cost from region i to region j, given : ta„ = tan = 0 .

The total transportation cost incurred for any region i is derived by:

I']

TiXi = Ztaijxaü for all i. (IV - 7) ·
i=l
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The overall transportation costs for the U.S. dairy market is written as:

n

i=l

Equation (IV-8) can be rewritten as:
I

n n
TX =

Zgtaijxaij1=1j=l

IV.2.3.3. Objectivc Function
‘ The objective function of the study is to maximize net social payoff defined as the sum of

consumer and producer surplus less total social cost."° In this case the total social cost is the total
transportation cost as described in (lV·8 or 9), and total processing cost of manufactured milk
products.

Defme a quasi·welfare function for fluid milk demand, and Grade A and Grade B milk
supplies for each region as:

l
I I I I I IW}EW}<xa}»ab}Jf}:y2 J3 J4)

vi xa} xb}
=-1 pf}dyfi—-1. ra,dxai—

.1,
rbidxbi' O O 0

yf} xa} xb} _
* S8i(X2.i)dX3.i *-[ sbi(xbi)dxbi, for 3.1.1 1*0

0 0

‘° The original concept of the net social payotf function is the area under the excess·demand curves in each
region less total transportation cost (Samuelson, pp. 287-92). Takayama and Judge (1971) reformulated
it as the sum of consumer and producer surplus in a competitive market situation. The net social payoff
function is sometimes called a quasi·welfare function.
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where the superscript asterisks represent optimal levels of supply and demand in each region.

The properties of the quasi·welfare function described in (IV-10) are as follows:

öW = d£(Y£) = Pü 1

öW [ [
ä= —Sa1(¤¤a1) = —ra1 1 and

öW‘ 1) b 11 1 all ‘ IV ll¤r

¤·Theseproperties are derived from the first-order conditions for optimizing the unconstrained

objective function described in (IV·l0). The partial derivatives are the regional demand and supply
prices for fluid milk, Grade A and Grade B milk respectively.

The second partial derivatives of the objective function are derived as follows:

ö’W1 = d(dG(YE)) < 0öbd? d>'E °

ö*W1 d( —Sa1(><a1)) , ,
öxa? ·- dxa‘ < 0 , 311d

62w~ 11 — 11 1)——j—=L-äßß-< 0, 1111 all 1. (IV- 12)öxbi d><b1

The negativity of the second partial derivatives imples that the quasi·welfare function W, is a
strictly concave function with respect to yß, xa,, and xb,.

Since the demand functions for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese are aggregate ones at the
national level, define a "quasi-welfare function" for national manufactured milk product demands

as:
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Wm E Wm(y2*, y3*, y4*;xa;, xb;, yf;) -
l

y2° v3' N4.
p2dy2 +f p3dy3 p4dy4

0 0 0

v2' ya' y4°
=f d2(y2)dy2 +f d3(y3)dy3 +v[ d4(y4)dy4 (IV — I3)

0 0 0

with similar properties as described for (IV·ll and IV·l2).

The social quasi-welfare function of the U.S. dairy market can be derived from cquations

(IV·l0) and (IV-13) as follows:

T1

W = ZWi + Wm. (IV — 14)
i=l

The transportation sector is assumed to be exogenous and the unit transportation cost and the total

transportation cost are defined in (IV-8 and IV·9) respectively. The net social quasi-welfare

function is derived as follows: _

I1 I1 H

NW E ZWi + Wm — Zgtaijxaü — (ac23xm23 + ac4xm4)
i=l i=Ij=l

= W - TX — (ac23xm23 + ac4xm4) (IV - 15)

where ac,} and xm23 are unit processing cost and quantity of raw milk used in butter-powder plants,
respectively; and ac_, and xm4 are unit processing cost and quantity of raw milk used ir1 cheese
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plants, respectively. The net social quasi-welfare function is a concave function since W is strictly
concave and TX, ac„xm23 and ac,,xm4 are linear functions.

IV.2.3.4. Constraints
8

In this section constraints are discussed and specified. Constraints incorporating the
unregulated milk market situation are introduced first. Then constraints incorporating the federal
marketing order and price support regulations are specified.

In an unregulated market, constraints on demand, supply and product flows still exist, at least
in the short run. The first constraint in a competitive market is as follows:

I!

xa, 2 Zlxaü + xa2,,, for all i. (IV — 16)
i=l

Constraint (IV-16) states that the quantity of Grade A milk produced in region i is at least as great
as the sum of all shipments of Grade A milk in fluid use and Grade A milk in manufactured use.
The Grade A milk in manufactured use is processed only in region i and marketed in the national
manufactured market.

xb, 2 xb,, , for all i. (IV — 17)

Constraint (IV- 17) states that the quantity of Grade B milk produced in region i is at least as great
as the total shipment or use of Grade B milk. Grade B milk is processed only in region i and
consumed in the national manufactured market.

I'!

2:xa,,2yf} forallj. (IV- 18)
1=l
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Constraint (IV-18) states that there is no excess demand for the fluid milk in any region at
equilibrium. The fluid consumption in regen j does not exceed the total shipment of Grade A
milk into regen j.

n n
2xa2jj + Zxbjj 2 xm23 + xm4 . (IV — 19)
i=l i=l

Constraint (IV·19) states that there is no excess demand for manufactured milk at equilibrium. ‘

Total shipments of Grade B milk and Grade A milk in manufactured use are at least as great as the
sum of the raw milk demanded in cheese, xm4, and butter-powder, xm23, use.

ckxm23 + BSk + IMk 2 ESk + EXk + yk, for k = 2,3, (IV — 20.a)

where BSk is a begnning stock of kth product (k = 2 for butter and 3 for nonfat dry milk); IMk is
imports; ESk is an ending stock; and EXk is an export. Constraint (IV·20.a) states that the supply
side of the butter (k = 2) or nonfat dry milk (k = 3) market consists of production, begnning stocks,
and imports of butter or nonfat dry milk, respectively, and the demand side consists of ending
stocks, export, and commercial demand for butter er nonfat dry milk, respectively. The supply side
is greater than or equal to the demand side.

c4xm4 + BS4 +IM4 2 ES4 + EX4 + y4 (IV — 21.a)

Constraint (IV-21.a) states that the supply side of the cheese market is greater than or equal to the
demand side.
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rb, 2 (c2p2 + c3p3) — a¤23 , for all i. · (IV — 22)

Constraint (IV-22) states that at equilibrium the supply price of Grade B milk in any regen is at
least equal te the sum of average revenues, converted inte milk equivalents, of butter and nonfat
dry milk less processing cost. Since butter and nonfat dry milk are jointly produced in the plant,
the values ef butter and nonfat dry milk add up together and equal the supply price ef Grade B and

l Grade A milk in manufactured use.

rbi 2 (c4p4) — ac4 , for all i. (IV - 23)

Constraint (IV-23) states that the supply price of Grade B milk is at least equal te the demand price,
converted into milk equivalents, for cheese less processing cost.

ra, 2 pf} — taij, fer all i and j. (IV — 24)

Constraint (IV-24) states that the supply price ef Grade A milk in regen i is at least equal to the
. demand price for fluid milk in regen j less transportation cost from regen i to regen j.

rai 2 rb, , for all i. (IV — 25)

Constraint (IV·25) states that the supply price of Grade A milk for fluid use is at least equal to the
supply price of Grade B milk in any regen.

Two major pricing regulations must be considered in order te model the federal marketing
order program. The classified pricing regulatien sets the minimum Class II and minimum Class I
prices based on the basic fermula price, and the minimum Class I differential for each regen. The
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pooling provision provides a weighted average revenue, or blend price, to the Grade A milk
producers. Hence, in the regulated market equilibrium, the supply price for Grade A milk is set
equal to the blend price and the fluid demand price is set equal to the minimum Class I price. The
minimum Class II price is set equal to the average price for the national manufactured milk market
Pm°. The average price for the national manufactured milk market is closely related to the basic
formula price determined in the competitive manufactured milk market in Minnesota and
Wisconsin. Since Pm° is a sum of average revenue for butter and nonfat dry milk, and an average
revenue for cheese, minimum Class Il and Class l prices are defined as:

pm° = (c2p2 + c3p3) — ac23 = c‘p4 — ac4, and (IV — 26)

pl} 2 pm° + Dj, for all j. (IV — 27)

Constraint (IV—27) states that the fluid demand price in region j is at least equal to the minimum
Class I price, which is equivalent to the minimum Class II price plus Class I differential in region
j, defined as pf,° = pm° + D, for all j.

fl

pf?Zxa,, + pm°xa2,,
TaiZXHU

+ Xazjj
l=l

Constraint (IV-28) states that the Grade A supply price in region i is at least equal to the blend price
in region j less transportation cost from region i to region j. Constraint (IV-28) is a counter-part
of the constraint (IV-24) in the competitive market case.

From (IV-22, 23) a.r1d (IV-26), the following constraint is developed:
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rb, 2 pm° , for all i. (IV — 29)

Constraint (IV-29) states that the supply price of Grade B milk in region i is at least equal to

the floor price for the raw milk in manufactured use. Suppose the federal order requires a certain
level of average reserve requirement ratio, say R, for each market.‘" Then the amount of Grade A

milk pooled in demand region j is at least equal to the fluid quantity demanded in region j times

(1+ R):

I1

Zxaij 2 (l+R)yQ, forallj. (IV- 30)
i=l

Once the CCC sets the support price, Pg°, the support price will be a market clearing price

in the manufactured market as long as the market is in an excess supply situation. In order to

maintain the market price at the level of an announced price, the CCC intervenes in the butter,

nonfat dry milk and cheese markets by purchasing products.‘2

A couple of constraints are added or adjusted to reflect the regulation effect of the support

price program. Now define Qgk as the quantity purchased by the CCC in the form of butter

(k=2), nonfat dry milk (k=3) and cheese (k=4). Equation (IV·20.a) and (IV-21.a) are now

rewritten as:

ckxm23 + BSk + IMk 2 ESk + EXk + yk + QGk, for k = 2,3 , and (IV — 20.b)

*‘ Refer to the section 2.2 in Chapter Ill for a discussion.
*2 The support price and the purchasing price are intended to be used differently here. The support price

is for milk equivalents and the purchase prices are for pounds of butter, nonfat dry milk or cheese. For
more discussion, refer to the disaggregate manufactured milk market in the section 2.4 in Chapter lll.
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c4xrn4 + BS4 + IM4 2 ES4 + EX4 + y4 + QG4. · (IV — 21.b)

The demand price for manufactured milk, as an aggregate, is at least equal to the support price level.
Here the support price is considered as a floor price. The support price is calculated as a weighted
average of purchase prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese.

Pmo 2 Pgg =
[(c2Pg2° + c3 Pg3° — ac23)xm23 + (c4Pg4° — ac,,)xm4]

· (IV — 31)(xrn23 + xm4)

IV.3. Analytical Model

IV.3.1. Separable Programming

The basic concept of separable programming developed by Duloy and Norton, and utilized
by McDowell (1982) is primarily based on the Rieman integral which segments the domain of the
integral in the nonlinear objective function into a frnite number of subintervals (Purcell, p. 209).*3
By the definition of the Rieman integral, the sum of the linear approximation functions times the
length of the corresponding subintervals in the given interval are said to be integrable if the norm
of the partitions of the domain is sufficiently small.**

The value of the unconstrained Lagrangian objective function in each of the subinterval steps
is the value of the integrals evaluated from zero to the upper bound of each subinterval. In this
case, since supply and demand functions are defined as functions of quantities (see (IV-1) and
(IV-2)), each subinterval for the problem is represented by the amount of the quantity for each step.

Suppose the Grade A milk supply function in region i described in (IV-1) is to be integrated
from zero to a certain level of quantity, say xa.,. And suppose the interval of the Grade A milk

*3 The separable programming technique was first utilized in a dairy model by McDowell (1982).

** The norm is defined as the longest subinterval of the partitions of the domain.
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quantity supplied, [0, xa,], is divided into m subintervals.‘5 Defxne each boundary of the
subinterval as xa,,, where t = 1,2,...,m such that xa,,„ = xa,. Then the area under the Grade A
milk supply function in region i at any quantity step t is defined as folows:

xattI“a,,=-[ [sa,(xa,)]dxa, for any t= l,m. (IV — 32)0

Now suppose the real equilibrium supply in region i, say xa}, is located in between
xa,, and xa,,,, such that xa,, < xa} < xa,,+, . This implies the area under the supply curve from zero
to xa} can be expressed as a linear combination of the area under the supply curve from zero to
xa,, and the area under the supply curve from zero to xa,,+,. That is

Fa; = u,,I"a,, + u,,+,I"a,,_,_,, where ui, + u,,_,_, 5 l, and i= 1, n. (IV — 33)

In general (IV·33) may be rewritten as

m m
Fa; = Zu,,Fa,,, for all i where Zu}, 5 1. (IV — 34)

t=l t=l

In separable programming, u,, acts as a supply activity variable for the corresponding quantity step
level t, and I“a,, is a coefticient for a supply activity variable of the objective function.

IV.3.I.1. Objective Functions and Constraints for Demand and Supply Functions
The area under any supply or demand function may be formulated like (IV·34). From (IV·3)

and (IV~4), each corresponding value of the integral of the supply or demand function, that is, the
coefticient for each supply or demand activity, is defined as:

*5 The length of the each subinterval does not necessarily have to be equal.
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XaraI“a,, = f [sa,(xa,)]dxa,
0

XbltI“b,,= I [sb,(xb,)]dxb,
0

Ylj:Af}, =
jf

l:df}(yQ)]dy‘Q
0

Ykz
Ak, = I [dk(yk)]dyk (IV — 35)

0

for all i,j, and t, and k= 2,3,4. Each activity variable for the respective coefficent is defined as:
u,, is the Grade A supply activity associated with quantity, xa,,, for region i at quantity step t;
v,, is the Grade b milk supply activity associated with quantity, xb,,, for region i at quantity step t;
6,, is the fluid milk demand activity associated with quantity, yf,,, for region j at quantity step t;
and qk, is the manufactured milk demand activity associated with quantity, yk,, at quantity step t.

Now the nonlinear portion of the original objective function, (IV- 10) and (IV- 13), is rewritten
as follows using separable prograrnrning:

Zwi + Wm -» 226,,6% + Z2qk,Ak, - ZZu,,Fa,, - Z2v,,r6,,. (rv - 36)
i I [ k j I j [

The other linear portion of the objective function, defined in (IV-15), is added to the equation
specified in (IV-36). The overall constrained objective function is now to be maximized with
respect to s, q2, q3, q4, u, v, and the shipment xa, subject to the coxresponding constraints. The
stepwise linearization of an objective function specified in (IV-36) brings in additional quantity,
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price, and convex constraints associated with demand and supply functions. The additional
constraints are due to the linearization of a nonlinear function.

I

Suppose xa' and ra' represent the actual optimal supply quantity and price in a supply
function, ra = sa(xa). In figure IV·l, the adjacent quantity steps to xa' are denoted by
xa, and xa,+, and the corresponding price steps are denoted by ra, and ra,+,. Now suppose
xa' is expressed by the convex combination of xa, and xa,+, as xa' = u,xa, + u,+,xa,+, where
u, + u,+, 5 1. Since price and quantity are in a one·to·one relationship and the supply function
is monotonically increasing, the convex combination of the price with ratios of u, and u,+, is higher
than ra'. This implies that if the solution is determined by the equality of xa' with the convex
combination of xa, and xa,+, with u, and u,+,, the equilibrium price is over·estimated (at point ~
a). Similarly, if the solution is determined by the equality of ra' with the convex combination of
ra, and ra,+, with ul and u{+,, the equilibrium quantity is under·estirnated (at point b). Hence,
by forcing the convex combinations of price and quantity to be greater than the actual price and

_ quantity, the estirnated quantity and price will be an approximation of the actual quantity and price
as follows:

Pzxa1+ P:+1xar+1 > xa

p,ra, + p,_,_,ra,_,_, > ra (IV — 37)

where p,+ p,+, 5 1, and t = 1, m.

A demand function, monotonically decreasing, needs the analogous constraints in separable
programming. In general, the demand and supply functions described in (IV·l) and (IV-2) need
the following additional constraints in separable programming.

(1) Grade A supply

Zu,,xa,, — xa, 2, 0, the linear combination of Grade A milk supplied, 2u,,xa,,, is greater than
I. I

or equal to xa,, the actual amount, of Grade A milk supplied.
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P3.

ra=sa(xa)
I°a·I;—I-1 '''''’‘'''‘’'''“‘''‘'''''“''‘'‘‘I .

I
II
I

I+1ra*
= '(LL; Pat 'I'I“t+1rat+1 _ { {

I II I I
I I I......... { { Irat I I I II I I II I I II I I II I I II I I II I I I

° xat xl?* xat+1 xa
“tXat+ ut+1xat+1

1 1“cXat·+ ut+1Xat+1

Figure 1V,1, Corxvex Combinatiou ef a Supply Curve
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Zu„ra„ Q ra, 2 0, the supply price of Grade A milk as calculated by activity steps along the
I

supply function, Z,u,,ra,_ may not be less than ra,, the actual supply price
to be used in other restrictions.

1 — Zu,, 2 0, the level of any particular activity or the sum of activity levels cannot be greater
I

than one.

Q2) Grade B supply -

Ev,,xb„ Q xb, 2 0, the linear combination of Grade B milk supplied, Zv,,xb„, is greater than
I I

or equal to xb,, the actual amount, of Grade B milk supplied.

Zv,,rb„ Q rb, 2 0, the supply price of Grade B milk as calculated by activity steps along the
I

supply function, §:v,,rb,_ may not be less than rb,, the actual supply price
I

to be used in other restrictions.

1 Q Zvü 2 O, the level of any particular activity or the sum of activity levels cannot be greater
I

than one.

Q3) Fluid demand
i

yf} - Zsnyß, 2 0, the linear combination of the quantity of fluid milk consumed, Zsjyf], ,
I I

may be no greater than the actual quantitydemanded,pf}

— Zsnpti, 2 0, the linear combination of the price of fluid in the demand function,
I

Zsitpf}, , is at least as great as the actual price used in other constraints in
I

the model.

l Q Zsj, 2 0, the level of any particular activity or sum of activity levels carmot be greater than
I
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one. i
4 Manufactured demand {

yk — 2qk,yk, 2 0, the linear combination of kth manufactured milk product consumed,
{

Zqk,yk, , may be no greater than the actual quantity demanded, yk.
{

pk — Zqk,_pk, 2 0, the price of kth manufactured milk product as calculated by activity steps
{ I along the demand function, Xqk,pk, , is at least as great as the actual

1
demand price used in other constraints in the model.

l — Xqk, 2 0, the level of any particular activity or sum of activity levels cannot be greater than ‘
{ one.

IV.3.I.2. Blend Price Constraint _

As discussed above, the full set of constraints, either in the competitive or regulated markets,

is a set of linear functions except for the blend price constraint. In this section how the blend price

constraint, which is nonlinear by nature, is modified into the linear specification will be discussed.

Under a pooling system of the federal marketing order program, the Grade A milk producers

are paid a weighted average, blend, price. Since Grade A producers are paid the blend price, they

consider the blend price as an effective demand price and try to match it to their Grade A milk

supply price. If the market is in equilibrium, the Grade A supply price will be equal to the blend

price. Suppose the blend price in region i, l;b,, is defined as follows:

PI?2xa,, + PII{°xa2,,
Fb, = -—-4-—-—— (rv - 38)

Zlüaji1
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where PI? = PII? + Di l PII? is the minimum Class II price,; D, is the Class I differential; {xa,, is
- 1

the amount of Grade A milk pooled into region i, from the j supply region where j = I, n, in fluid
use; and xa2,, is the amount of Grade A milk in manufactured use in region i.

Equation (IV-38) implies that the blend price in each region is determined by the total
demand for Grade A milk in fluid use, ;xa,,, and for Grade A milk ir1 manufactured use, xa2,,, given
minimum Class I and Class II prices. Within the region, the market price equilibrium condition
is that Grade A milk supply price equals the blend price less the transportation cost. Therefore

the blend price is generally bounded by the total quantity of Grade A milk pooled, the quantity of
Grade A milk in manufactured use, and Class I and II minimum prices in its own region.

Due to the nonlinear nature of the blend price function, it needs to be linearized through
separable programming.“ Suppose the pooling activity is defined by w,, in region i at quantity step
t associated with the Grade A milk quantity pooled in region i, za,,, and the corresponding blend
price, pa,,, where i = 1, n and t = l, m. Then optimal quantity and price for the blend scheme is
constrained by the following:

Z:xa,, — Zw,,za,, 2 0
j r

I
**6 Since the minimum Class I price is fixed at Pl°, the demand for the fluid milk is also fixed at yI°.

This implies Zxa,, = yl?. The Grade A milk produced in region i may be processed in fluid use or in
manufacturedluse. Hence xa, = xa,, + ;xa,, + xa2,,_ Equation (IV-38) may be simplilied as,

1$i1,=i>r?-¤,—l‘i——-.
Zlläji 'I" xa2,,

1

Since each xa,,, for any region j, is not constant, even though fheir sum is constant, the blend price is
inversely related to each xa,,. This means the blend price is a nonlinear function of' the quantity of Grade
A milk supply.
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M1 — Zwrtpart 2 0
1

l—Zwi,$0, for all i.
1

These constraints imply that the quantity of Grade A milk pooled in region i, Zxaü, has to
1

be greater than or, at least, equal to the convex combination of the quantity step defmed by za,,.
Similarly the supply price of Grade A milk,*7 ra, , has to be greater than or, at least, equal to the
convex combination of the price step defined by pa,, . Since the original nonlinear blend price
constraint is strictly convex, the linearized blend price constraint of the separable programming
formulation is convex. The convexity of the linearized blend price constraint will force the convex
combinations of each quantity and price solution to be close to the actual solution for the nonlinear
mathematical problem.

IV.3.2. Linear Programming Model

ln the unregulated market case, the additional constraints for quantity, price and convexity
in each function are added to the institutional constraints specified ir1 (IV-16) to (IV—25). In the
regulated market case, the additional constraints for the blend price portion a.nd for the quantity,

price and convexity in each function are added to the institutional constraints specified in (IV-16)
to (IV·31). The full specification of the separable programming model of the U.S. dairy industry
under 1982 federal programs is derived as follows:

j 1 1 k 1 1 1

*7 Again, at equilibrium, the supply price of Grade A milk in region i, rai, is expected to be equal to the blend
price in region i, pa,.
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[
4

+ Pgk°Qgk — Zitaijxaü — (ac23xm23 + ac4xm4) ·
1(=2

1'1'Zllgxai "" Xazii)
i j 2

'1' 2¢1.2i(Xbi — xbü)
l

i

(1j
i

j .

3
+ Z}.5bk[ckxm23 + (BSk - ESk) + (IMk — EXk) — (yk + Q8k)]

1<=2

+ l5b4[c4xm4 + (BS4 - ES4) + (IM4 — EX4) — (y4 + Qg4)]

+ 2/16)(1>% — pf?)
i

+ l7(xm23° — xm23)

+ l8(xm4° — xm4)

taij • raj)

+ 2„110i(rbi — pm°)
i

+ 211 1ix(Zuitxait — xai)
i I

+ Z/1111„(2¤nr¤u — wi)
i I

+ 2/111i„(1 - 2%)
i I

"‘1' Zl12ix(Zvitxbi„•'i
I
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. i {

+ Z112,c(1 - 211,,)
i {

+ ZÄl3iy(YÜ - 211111111
j {

+ 2ll3jp( —pf} + Zisßpfi,)
j {

+ Z11:1,c(1 - 2%,)
j {

+ Z1 l4yk(yk — Zqktyka
k {

+ Zll4pk(pk — Z:qk,pk,)
11 1 i

+ 2114,,,,(1 — Zqk,)
k {

Zwitzait + Zxaj,)
1 t 1

+ 2M5ir( ‘ Zwitpait + W1)
i {

+ 2116,41 — 2111,,) (iv - 39)
i {

IV.3.2.I. Kuhn- Tuckcr Conditions
In this section, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for linearized Lagrangian net social quasi-welfare

functions, specified under the regulated market case, are derived and economic implications of the

conditions are discussed. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for each case of constrained optimization
problem provide conditions for the market as well as the locational price equilibria. The
Kuhn-Tucker conditions also provide optimal values for Lagrangian multipliers of the problem
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which may be used as the shadow prices in the market. Once the mathematical problem is
converted into the linear programming problem, shadow prices for the dual of the linear problem
may be used as a proxy for shadow prices in the market.

Derivation of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the optimal solutions to the separable
programming problems are analogous to those of the nonlinear mathematical problems.“ The
major difference is that the first-order Kuhn·Tucker conditions for separable programming
problems are derived from the frst derivatives of the constrained objective function with respect to
the each stepwise activity variable, actual quantity variables along with shipments, and Lagrangian
multipliers. The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the regulated market case are specified as follows:

(1) S 0
jt

ÖW(2) -7= Ak, — ll4ykyk, — ll4pkpk, — ).l4ck S 0qkjt

ÖW(3) Ällirrai, — lllic S 0rt

= " Fbi, *' ¢f.l2ixXbit *' ll2,,rbi, * Älzic S 0
rt

ÖW(5) S 0
rt

ÖW

ÖW _ _ _ _(7) öxbi - A2, Äl2,xS 0

**8 See Appendix B for a derivation of and discussion about the nonlinear mathematical specilication andKuhn·Tucker conditions.
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ÖW ·8 l=—l Rl3· ll} O( ) öyg ( + ) J + Jy S

(9)3

(10) ac23 — 14,, + Zckl5bk — Ä.7 S 0
k=2

ÖW

ÖVV

ÜW _ _ _(13) öxazü - .11,+ 14,5 0

_ . °(14) öxbü
— .12,+ 14a S 0

ÖW o15 P — Ä.5 S 0

ÖNV(16) öl 2 O

_
for all ,1, i, j, t, and k, and where A = (c"Pg4° — c*Pg2° — c’Pg3°) - (ac, — ac„) .

The inequality conditions will change into equality conditions if the problem has interior
solutions. Kuhn-Tucker conditions (1) through (5) are associated with each supply, demand or
blend price activity and do not have real economic implications. Conditions (6) through (l 1), and
(15) represent the consumer and producer market equilibrium conditions. Conditions (12) through
(14) represent the local market price equilibria. Condition (16) reflects the market equilibrium
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condition including additional regulated market equilibrium conditions such as blend price
alignment, classified pricing, and the support price.

u

Implications of conditions (6) to (9) are similar to the conditions in the competitive market
case. Since condition (8) is incorporated with the reserve requirement, the irnputed price for the
fluid market is now the shadow price for the fluid demand function constraint divided by (1+ R), ,

. Conditions (10) and (11) imply that shadow prices for the quantity balance constraints
for the raw milk ir1 manufactured use are equal to the irnputed market prices for manufactured milk

, products less actual processing cost and shadow prices for the capacity constraints.
Condition (12) implies that the irnputed market supply price for Grade A milk in region i is

less than or equal to the irnputed market demand price for fluid milk and the transportation cost.
Readers should note that the imputed market price for fluid milk in region j, A3, , is no longer close
to the actual Class I minimum price due to the reserve requirement constraint. Furtherrnore, under
the marketing order program, Grade A milk producers receive a blend price, not fluid price, in each
order. This fact requires that the model incorporates an additional spatial price equilibrium
condition associated with A9 as outlined in (IV·39). Spatial equilibrium conditions represented by
Kuhn-Tucker conditions and the additional one associated with A9 are compared as follows:

—taü - ,11,+ A3j S 0 from condition (12)

—taij — ra, + raj S 0 additional condition associated with A9.

Condition (12) also implies a relationship between the Grade A milk supply price and fluid
price within the region. In this case it is assumed the transportation cost is zero (taü = 0). Therefore:

(17) -Alj + A31 + A15jz S 0 —• A3, S Alj — Al5jz.
11

Condition (17) is a special case of condition (12) and implies that the irnputed market supply price
for Grade A milk and demand price for fluid milk in region j differ by ,115,, , which is a shadow
price of a quantity portion of the linear approximation of the blend price constraint.
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Suppose the irnputed Grade A milk supply price, ,11, is very close to the actual market price,
ra. Pluggng (17) into (12), condition (12) is rewritten as: .

I

(18) (— ta,j —— ,11,+ .13,) —> (—ta,, - ,11,+ ,11,- .115,2)

-» {— (ta,j + ,115,Z) — ra, + ra,}.

Since ta,, and ,115,, are positive, ta,, < ta,, + ,115,, from conditions (12) and (18). This yields
ra, — ra, S ta,, + .115,,. Therefore Kuhn·Tucker condition (12) provides an overestimate of spatial
equilibrium price alignment and should be superseded by the additional equilibrium condition
associated with .19.

In a regulated market case, the shadow prices 13, and ,14 are directly affected by the price
regulation, classified pricing and the support price. If the conditions associated with ,14, are fully
satisfied, then ,14, is constant at Pg°, the support price level. Since Grade B milk is used in
manufactured milk only, the shadow price for Grade B milk supply, .12,, is equal to Pg°. The value
of 111,, the shadow price for Grade A milk supply may differ in each regen depending en the fluid
demand situation in all regons and the margnal cost structure of Grade A milk producers in regen
i. Assuming that the production behavour of Grade A milk producers is affected by the set of blend
prices, the locational market price equilibrium condition is superseded by the regulated locational
equilibrium condition: ra, + ta,, 2 ra, . This discussion of shadow prices was primarily drawn from
McDowe1l (1982).

IV.3.3. Relationship Between Producer Surplus and Shadow Prices

In an unregulated market problem with quantity balance constraints only (see IV-39), the
shadow prices, or duals, on the quantity constraints represent the market equilibrium prices of the
corresponding commodity (Klein and Roe). In a regulated market problem with a mixture of
quantity balance and price regulating constraints, the interpretation of shadow prices on the price
constraints is rather complicated. ln general, however, the shadow prices en the price constraints
are expected to represent the margnal utility of the net social welfare functions.

I
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Under the assumption that the subinterval of the quantity steps is fairly small, the solution
of the linearized constrained objective function can be a close approximation of the solution to the
nonlinear constrained objective function. Given the above assumption, the shadow prices of the
convexity constraints such as 111,, through 115,, in (IV-39) are related to the consumer and
producer surplus. For instance, from the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the Grade B milk supply
activity in the regulated market case as outlined in (4):

= — l"b,, + 1l2,,,xb,, + 1l2,,rb,, — 112,c = 0

and: l

112,,, = 12, = rb, = Pg° from Kuhn-Tucker conditions (7), (12), and (14) .

Therefore:

112,,, "-= ( — Fbi, + I'b,Xb,L) + zi. lzirfbit

The term (— 1“b,,
+ rb,xb,,) is producer surplus at the quantity of xb,, Grade B milk supply. As

illustrated in (IV-39), 112,, is a Lagrangian multiplier associated with the linear approximation of
the Grade B milk supply price constraint. Suppose the real Grade B milk supply price, rb,, is not
exactly the same as the linearly approxirnated Grade B milk price, §Qv,,rb,, so that 112,, is zero, then

~

the shadow price of the convexity of the Grade B milk supply activities, 112,c, represents the
producer surplus of Grade B milk.

Since Grade A milk may be used for fluid or manufactured purposes, the shadow price on
the convexity constraint of the Grade A milk supply activities varies depending on the market

situation. Suppose region i is an importirrg market. This implies Grade A milk produced in region
i and irnported milk pooled in region i are used for fluid milk products consumed in region i and
additional reserve requirements. ln this case the value for xa,,, i¢ j, is zero and the following
relationship can be derived from (12):
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Notice that 13, is a shadow price for fluid demand with the reserve requirement constraint. Since
region i is assumed a deficit area, 13, is now greater than the minimum Class Il price, Pm, in order
to attract Grade A milk from other regions. The shadow price, 13,, continues to stay higher than
Pm untill the constraint is fully satisfied.

The Kuhr1·Tucker condition for the Grade A milk supply activity (3) is

öW = — l"a,, — 11l,,,xa,, — 1l1,,ra,, — 111,,, 3 0

and

111,,, =' *1* :1.1.5,2 = I3.,

where 115,, A 111,, represent shadow prices for the pooling constraint of Grade A milk supply and
the linearization constraint of Grade B milk supply price respectively. As is the case of 112,,, 111,,
can be assumed to be zero, and:

11 1,c = -—l“a,,
+ (13, + 115,,)xa,,

The term (13,+ 115,,) is an imputed market equilibrium supply price for Grade A milk in deficit
region i. Hence the dual of the convex constraint of Grade A milk, 111,,, in region i represents the
producer surplus of the Grade A milk.

In a surplus region, the imputed market equilibrium supply price is restricted to Pg° with the
same analogy. In this case,

M11, = — Var, + P2°><¤,,

The interpretation of shadow prices of the convexity constraints of the fluid and the
manufactured milk demand activities are analogous to the supply case. That is shadow prices of
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the convexity in demand case represent the consumer surplus for the respective consumption
activities.‘°

j

IV.3.4. Separable Programming Matrix Tablcau

In order to illustrate the full specification of the separable programming matrix tableau of a
simplifled version of the empirical model used in this dossertation, based on (IV-39) several
additional assumptions, are irnposed as follows:

l. The U.S. dairy market is divided into two regions only.

2. Region 1 may export the Grade A milk to the region 2 with the unit transporation cost
of ta,2.

3. Under regulations, the farm level support price Pg°, is calculated by a weighted average

revenue formula given Pg2°, Pg3°, and Pg4° for butter, powder, and cheese less marketing margin,

m23 and m4, respectively. It is assumed that a net retum to cheese plants is identical to a net retum

to butter-powder plants. The Class II minimum price is Pm°. lf the market is in a surplus

situation, it is assumed that Pm° = Pg°. The Class I minimum price is Pm° plus the Class I

differential, D, . Hence pf] = Pm° + D, where j = 1, 2.

4. The initial actual market prices represent the market equilibrium prices. On the supply
I

side, there are two supply prices, Grade A and Grade B. It is expected that the Grade A supply

price is equal to the blend price and the Grade B supply price is equal to Pm° within the region.

On the demand side there are five demand prices, fluid, butter, cheese, nonfat dry milk and support
prices.

5. The plant capacities for cheese and butter-powder are assumed to be given depending upon
market prices for butter, powder, and cheese. The full capacity of cheese plants is defined as xm4°

and that of butter-powder plants is defmed as xm23°.

‘° Discussion about rents associated with the support program follow in Appendix B.
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The Linear Programming (L.P.) matrix tableau of the simplified two region dairy trade model
is illustrated in figure IV-2. Rows 2 through 6 are representative of the quantity balance constraints.
Rows 7 to 9 are simple tranfer rows for each manufacutred milk quantity. Additional price
constraints due to the regulatory policy are reflected in rows 10, ll and 14 to 19. Rows 12 and 13
represent the plant capacities of butter-powder and cheese. Row 20 is a locational price equilibrium
condition under the blend price scheme. The rest of the rows after 21 are the separable
programming part of the problem. In this simplified problem, beginning and ending stocks, and
imports and exports are excluded for simplicity. Additional equality constraints can be added to
consider the exogeneity of these activities. .

IV.3.5. Solution Computation
The computation for the model is primarily divided into two portions. The first portion is

to use a matrix generating FORTRAN program to generate the coeflicients for activity variables
for each row including separable portions (see Appendix E). The program was originally developed
by Paul Chang and Terry L. Roe and modified by McDowell (1982) to include the blend pricing
scheme. The program was converted to IBM compatible FORTRAN by Todd Pukanecz and
Pyengrnu Bark. After generating the linear prograrnrning matrix coeflicients associated with the
strict linear and separable portions of the problem, the program is designed to set up a
Mathematical Programming System (MPS) input data file (see Appendix E). The linear
programming problem in conjunction with the FORTRAN program were solved by utilizing the
MPS Linear Programming package installed on the IBM computer at Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University. .
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CHAPTER V _

SIMULA TION RESULTS

V.1. Introduction

In this chapter, results of the U.S. interregional dairy trade model are discussed. Comparisons
of actual and simulated results for the 1982 market situation are drawn first.5° Several problems with

the results of the simulation are also discussed. In the second section, comparisons between the q
market results of the 1982 simulation without classified pricing, pooling, and price supports, and

the market results for 1982 with regulations are made. In the third section, dairy price policy

options of changing the CCC support and purchase prices are discussed. Policy options of
_ changing the support and purchase prices were combined in two ways. The first was to decrease the

support price level for manufactured rrrilk from $12.60 per cwt to $9.60 per cwt by $1.00 per cwt.

The second was to split a decrease in the support price between butter and nonfat dry milk with

ratios of 0 to 1.0 (Option 1), 0.5 to 0.5 (Option 2), and 0.16 to 0.84 (Option 3). These policy

options were applied to the 1982 system and to the 1985 federal marketing order system. The

effects of changing these policy options on the national and regional markets and on welfare are

discussed.

In the fourth section, results of simulations of simultaneous market clearing situations in
butter and nonfat dry milk markets under the 1982 system and a new quota system are discussed.

I

In order to solve sirnultaneous market clearing situations for butter and nonfat dry milk under the h
1982 and a new quota system, iterative procedures were employed. Import quotas were increased
by 10 percent of the 1982 commercial demand for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese.

5** The 1982 market was selected for the analysis due to the fact that, after 1982, the market was afTected by
provisions to reduce the government’s role established by the Dairy Production Stabilization Act of 1983
and the dairy title of the Food Security Act of 1985.
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V.2. Comparison ofActual and Simulated 1982 U.S. Dairy Market Situation

The sirnulated prices and quantities for the 1982 U.S. dairy market tions were
very close to the actual (1982) market prices and quantities except for shipments. As is shown in
table V·l, percentage differences between actual and sirnulated Grade A milk supply prices ranged
from 3.85 to 0.00 percent on the regional basis. The Grade A milk supply price in the West
Northcentral region was over-estimated by 1.82 percent and prices in the South Atlantic and East
Southcentral regions were under-estimated by 3.85 and 2.47 percent respectively. Percentage
differences between actual and simulated Grade A milk supply ranged from 2.77 to 0.14 percent.
Grade A milk supplied from the South Atlantic and East Southcentral regions were under-estimated

1

by 2.77 and 1.80 percent respectively. Estimated Grade A milk supply prices a.nd quantities except
for the South Atlantic, East Southcentral and West Northcentral regions were greater than 99
percent of actual prices and quantities. Simulated prices and quantities of Grade B milk supply
were almost the same as actual ones.

While sirnulated prices and quantities of Grade A milk supply of the 1982 U.S. dairy industry
seemed to be fairly close to the actual ones, comparison of actual and sirnulated shipments showed
some significant differences especially in the West Northcentral region. Based on calculations from
table V-1, about 3 billion pounds of raw milk were imported by this region. The simulation,
however, showed that about 1 billion pounds of Grade A milk for fluid use was transferred from
the West Northcentral to the South Atlantic region. Simulation of shipments of Grade A milk from
the Northeast and East Southcentral regions was under·estimated by about 1.7 billion pounds and
0.5 billion pounds respectively and shipments from the East Northcentral region were
over-estirnated by about 0.9 billion pounds.

Inconsistency of sirnulated as compared to actual shipment patterns in terms of spatial Grade
A milk supply price alignment was apparent as shown in table V-1. For example, the actual lowest
Grade A milk supply price was $131.7 per thousandweight (twt) in the West Northcentral region,
and the highest one was $146.6 per twt in the West Southcentral. Since the seasonal movements
of Grade A milk supply prices in nine regions were in the same direction through the year (USDA,
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Table v.1. Comparison of Actual and Simulated Supply Side, 1982

Quantities
Region Actual Simulated D$1.;;anCe Actual S imulated D$.1.äanCe

- $/thousandweight- A - billion pounds -
·

Grade A -
• • · · 9.01*+ 28.9*+1 -0,2 0

E• 135.*+ 135.8 0.30 29.871 29.912 0.1;+
W. Nzzürmtzgzl. 131.7 13*+.1 1.82 1*+.385 1*+,*+6) 0,51.
E. &:u1:l·r¤1¤aJ. 1*+5.5 1*+1.9 -2.++7 3,337 3,760 ,1.80
W. 1*+6.6 1*+6.0 -0.*+1 7.289 7.271 -0.25
Muizam 1*+0.2 139.7 ·0.36 5.269 5.260 ..0,17
äußrä 13*+.*+ 13*+.*+ 0.00 13.887 13.882 -0.0*+
Nztthxät 135.*+ 135.7 0.21 *+.318 *+.32'* 0.1*+
Total 11*7.07$6 115.826 -0.19

’ ~ Grade B
· E• *‘¤‘ü’¤¤‘¤1'·1l 126.0 126.0 0.00 *+86

W, 126.0 126.0 0.00 8.30*+ :2:61*E. $:111106:11;:21 126.0 126.0 0.00 .897 .897 0.00
W. 126.0 126.0 0.00 .207 .207 0.00
Miuitam 126.0 126.0 0.00 1.655 1.655 0.00
&:ut1fx«a:· 126.0 126.0 0.00 ,579 ,579 0,00
blxtheast 126.0 126.0 0.00 .139 .139 0.00
T°t‘l 19.267 19.263 -0.02
Net Egport

bbcümst *+.115 . 2.*+*+1 —
ä. 1.00*+ 1.912

. -3.233 1.158
Sq_1|;1·;At]g5_-;ig -2.779 -5.207
E. &11ür:a¤I:xal *•363 -85**
W. Saümmal · -911 -1•158
M.'1I11Bi¤ •*·83 •

bbctzhat · -119 -
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1984a; Table 32), it is unrealistic to assume that the West Northcentral region was a deficit region
at some point in time, at least, over the period of analysis. Furthermore, the quantity of fluid milk
demand in the West Northcentral region was only 4.6 billion pounds in 1982 (table V-2), which
was about 32 percent of the total Grade A milk produced in the region yielding the lowest Class I
utilization rate among nine regions. Therefore it appears that the simulated shipment of Grade A
milk from the West Northcentral region may reflect a more realistic situation for the 1982 U.S. dairy
industry, than the "actual" numbers from published sources.

The significant difference in shipments between the actual and the simulated ones in the
Northeast, East Northcentral, and East Southcentral regions is inevitable for two reasons in -
addition to the inaccuracy of data problem. The first is the selection of origins and destinations ·
among regions. Even though these trade points were selected based on sound judgment, it is almost
impossible to cover every micro level shipment between/among regions which may have been
counted in the actual shipments. Second, since the model is an annual one, the simulated
shipments represent annual average ones, while actual shipments were the aggregated ones during
a year. It may be possible that the annual average shipments are less than the aggregated day·to-day
or month-to-month shipment data would indicate.

Since the model employs the static cross·sectional data for an analysis, usual measurements
for forecasting accuracy may not be applicable. Babb et al. (1977, p. 94) used Theil’s inequality
statistics, and McDowell (1982, p. 161) used the modified Theil’s inequality statistics. Let the
modified Theil’s inequality statistics be defined as:

Jan-mfR = 1 - + (V- 1)
where R is the degree of forecasting accuracy; P, is the simulated value for observation i; and A,
is the actual value for observation i.

Since the model simulated prices and quantities, values for R are caculated separately for
simulations of prices and quantities of Grade A and Grade B milk supply. Simulations of
shipments were included in the calculation of the values. R for the simulation is:
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mauewnz. Comparison of Actual and Simulated Demand, 1932

Prices Quantities
Region Actual Simulated Actual Simulated

- $/thousandweight - - billion pounds(m.e.) -
Fluid

Nxüät 157.2 157.2 11.208 11.208
150.1 150.1 11.287 11.287

W. 147.9 147.9 . 4.581 4.581
&1JÜ1At;la‘!I:ic 162.0 162.0 7.388 7.388
E; 154.6 154.6 1 1.613 1.613
W. ·S¤1!ix¤1t:zl 155-9 155-9 6-6s¤ 5-650
Nbriain 151.6 151.6 2.813 2.813
Scuthaést 145.2 145.2 6.049 6.049
Itr:üi•§ 149.3 149.3 A 1.222 1.222
Total 52.386” 52.386

- $/hundred pounds - ·hundred million pounds-
Manufactured
Milk Productc

Butter 143.90 143.90 7.024 7.024
Nonfat Dry 90.69 90.69 4.477 4.477
Milk
Cheese 134.65 134.65 20.640 20.639

- $/thousandweight — - billion pounds(m.e.) -
Other 1 26 . 00 1 26 . 00 28 . 400 28 . 400

Raw Milk in Manufactured Use 80.704 80.704
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56.22Rp=l—=.99ll, and · (V-2)

Rq=l—=.95l0 (V—3)

where Rp represents the degree of price forecasting accuracy and Rq, the degree of quantity
forecasting accuracy of the model. Results in (V-2) and (V·3) imply that the model simulated the
supply prices of the 1982 U.S. dairy market situation with 99.11 percent of accuracy and the supply
quantities with 95.10 percent of accuracy, repectively.

The results of the simulations for fluid milk and manufactured milk products of butter, nonfat _
dry milk, cheese, and the other category were almost the same as actual ones (tables V·2 and V·3).
The only differences betweeen actual and simulated quantities were the production and CCC
purchase of_ cheese product (table V-3). They were under-estimated by 0.81 and 3.49 percent
respectively.

Even though the model seemed to sirnulate the overall 1982 U.S. dairy market with high
accuracy, there are several technical problems associated with the inaccuracy of the simulation.
Since the model utilized a linear approximation approach to a non-lirrear mathematical problem
employing a separable programming technique, the accuracy of the model largely depends upon the
length of subintervals of the domain, reflected by magnitudes of quantity steps, of supply, demand,
and blend price functions. The length of subintervals may be reduced either by increasing numbers
of subintervals within a given domain or by reducing the range of the domain with given numbers
of subintervalsßl The former approach would require increased computing space and time, and thus
increased costs. The latter approach would represent a "grid search" method which would need
several iterations to reach a solution, and thus would increase costs. Based on the modified Theil’s
inequality statistics, it was decided that the established subintervals yielding results in tables V-1,
2, and 3 are small enough to provide appropriate results. In early stages of the analysis, it was
ascertained changing intervals did not substantially atfect the results.

5* For a discussion, refer to the section 3.1 in Chapter IV.
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¤uue\L3. Comparison of Actual and Simulated Manufactured
Milk Products Market Situation, 1982 p

Butter Nonfat Dgy Milk Cheese
Item

Actual Simulated Actual Simulated Actual Simulated

(hundred million pounds)
l

Beginning¤· 4.290 4.290 8.900 8.900 8.890 8.890
Stock · ·

Importa .030 .030 .020 .020 .180 .180
Production 11.194 11.194 14.010 14.010 27.815 27.590
Total 15.514 15.514 22.930 22.930 36.885 36.660Supply

‘ Endinga 4.670 4.670 _ 8.972 8.972 9.820 9.820
Stock

. Government 3.820 3.820 9.481 9.481 6.425 6•2O1
Purchase

Commercial 7.024 7.024 4.477 4.477 20.640 20.640
Demand

Total 15.514 15.514 22.930 22.930 36.885 36.661Demand .

a Tramxdausemagxmussmmuuues.
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The first cause of model inaccuracy is related to the position of demand, supply and blend
.price functions based on estimated functional parameters. The second problem arises from two
sources: (1) inaccuracy of data for supply and demand functions such as prices, quantities,
elasticities, and specification of functional forms; and (2) rounding errors of estimated functional
parameters such as intercepts and slopes of demand and blend price functions, and/or technical
coefficients and exponents of supply functions

The third problem is due to the enforcement of spatial blend price equilibrium constraints.
Since the objective function of the model is maximized, the irrterregional shipment would not occur
unless the occurrence of shipments increased total surplus of the model. However, once the blend
price alignment constraints were added in the model, shipment activities were reduced to satisfy —

these constraints. The tendency of reducing shipment activities of the model resulted in selecting
combinations of the first and the last subinterval points of the blend price functions in one or two
regions, usually region(s) where a large volume of shipment occurred. This problem could be
rninimized by further narrowing the range of the domain of the quantity step. However, such a
procedure was beyond the scope of this dissertation. Errors in simulation of Grade A milk supply
prices and quantities in the East Northcentral and West Northcentral regions were also undoubtedly
partly due to this problem.

V.3. Comparison of Unregulated and Regulated Markets

The result of the simulation for the 1982 annual market without classified pricing, pooling,
and price supports is illustrated and compared to the result for the 1982 annual market with
regulations in table V-4. It was assumed that the government regulations did not affect shifts in
Grade A and Grade B milk supply in this comparison. Under this assumption, the competitive
market price for manufactured milk was lower than the regulated market price for manufactured
milk by $10.96 per thousandweight (twt) or by 8.90 percent. The market price for manufactured
milk would have been $115.04 per twt if the dairy market had no government intervention in 1982.

l
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Table V. 4. Comparison ol'Unregulate1l and Regulated Dairy Markets, l982 Simulation a

Grade A Suggly Grade B Suggly -
Coggetitive Regglated Coggetitive ReglatedRegiml Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity

I~txü‘&t:‘ 115.61 26.*400 139.2 28.94+1 .
E• 116.23 27.000 135.8 29.912 115.0*4 7.0*48 126.0 7.*483
W. 116.*43 13.819 13*4.1 1*4.*463 115.0*4 8.061 126.0 8.303
&11l:hAl:1atic 125-25 5-300 14+9.7 6.005 _
E. 119.81 3.170 1*41.9 3.768 115.0*4 .820 126.0 .897
W. 118.1*4 6.330 1*46.0 7.272 115.0*4 .195 126.0 .207
lbxtain 2 115.04+ 4+.794. 139.7 5.260 115.0*4 1.585 126.0 1.655
Sliilnä

‘ 117.71 13.*480 13*4.*4 13.882 115.0*4 .567 126.0 .579
btrtlznä Q ~ 115-0*4 *4-031 135-7 *4-32*4 115-0*4 .13*4 126.0 .139
'lbtal 10*4.32*4 ‘ 113.827 18.4.10 19.263

. Fluid Demnd Manufagtured Demand
Region Coggetitive Regglated Comgetitive Regglated

·· Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity Price Quantity

hutztät 115.61 11-573 157-2 11.208
u

E. uzxttuaual 116.23 11.587 150.1 11.287*
W. 116.*+3 4+.699 1*47.9 *4-581
$JthAt1a1l:lc 125-25 7.698 162.0 7-388
E. Saizhxatzal. 119.81 1.67*4 154+.6 1.613
W. 118.1*4 5.880 155.9 5.650

S¤1d1.$t: 117.71 6.181 14+5.2 6.04+9
· NIB‘|n§ .. 115.0*4 1.850 1*49.3 1-797 _

'ldal 5*4.036 52.386 115.0*4 69.500 126.0 67.*436

a Units for price and quantity are $ per tnousandweight milk equivalent
and billion pcunds of rau milk respectively.

i
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The highest Grade A milk supply price in the competitive market situation was $125.25 per twt in
the South Atlantic region and the lowest one was $115.04 per twt in the Mountain and North
West regions.

Due to a higher manufactured milk price in the regulated market situation than the
competitive market price, Grade A milk supply (blend) prices in the regulated market situation were
higher than the competitive prices by $16.7 per twt to $27.9 per twt, or by 14.2 percent to 23.6
percent on a regional basis. Blend prices in the West Southcentral, Mountain, Northeast, and
South Atlantic were higher than competitive prices by more than 20 percent. Due to different
elasticities of Grade A milk supplies in the nine regions (see table C-8 in Appendix C), the effects .
of the regulated market on quantities of Grade A milk supplied differed by region. The greatest
increase in the quantity of Grade A milk supplied due to the regulations was 18.9 percent in the
East Southcentral region and the lowest one was 3.0 percent in the Southwest region. In the West
Southcentral region, the quantity of Grade A milk supplied in the regulated market was 14.9 percent
higher than that in the absence of regulations. The national average increase was 9.5 billion pounds
milk equivalent or 9.1 percent.

Fluid demand prices in the regulated market situation were higher than prices in the
competitive market situation by $27.5 per twt to $41.6 per twt or by 23.4 percent to 36.0 percent.
The differences ir1 fluid demand prices between the competitive and regulated markets in the
Northeast, South Atlantic, West Southcentral, and Mountain regions were more than $35 per twt.
Since the fluid demand was inelastic, the differences in quantities of fluid demand between
competitive and regulated markets were in the range of 2.1 percent to 4.0 percent while the national
average difference was 3.1 percent.

The welfare effects of the regulations on the dairy market are shown in table V·5. Given the
assumption that regulations had no impact on the milk supply, they lead to a loss in fluid and
manufactured milk consumers surplus of about $1901.26 million and $750.49 million, respectively,

in 1982. Grade A and Grade B milk producers gained about $2017.01 million and $206.54 million,
respectively. The loss experienced by manufactured milk consumers is due to the fact that the
simulated competitive equilibrium price was lower than the regulated 1982 manufactured milk price.
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Table V.S. Effects of Dairy Marketing Regulation on Milk
Producers and Consumers Surplus, 1982

Fluid Manufactured Grade A Grade B_ Milk a Milk a Milk a Milk a NetR°gl°“
Consumers Consumers Producers Producers Effects

(million dollars)
mmmeasc -**73-795 636.869 - -311.180

·387.*»96 298.69** 79.697 -31.031
{cämual -1**6.00** 265.128 89.703 - 6.655
S¤.1ü1AL1atic-277.157 1**1.120 - -1*+.170
seummi · 57.126 76.069 9.1+21 - 7-395‘
Suthxnhal -22¤.881 161.622 2.218 -15.808
mmm -10**.373 · 121.218 17.703 - 6.519
Samhmst -168.071 227.990 · 6.333 — ¤.227Nzxhmst - 62.bjO ° 86.297 1.u65 - 9.505b

-123- 90Tbzai ° -1901.263 -750.¤91 2017.007 206.5¤0 -5h8.625§
-672.115

a
Based on figure B-1.

b Total deadweight losses . in fluid demand and Grade Asupply sides defined by Dahlgran (1980. p. 289) due toregulations.
C Deadweight lgsggg in manufactured demand and Grade Bsupply sices defined by Danlgran (1980, p. 289) due toregulations. _
d ° . . .Total _deadweight losses—~ ln thß dalPY lnd¤S¢PY ¤¤@ ¢¤regulations.
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Similarly, the loss incurred by fluid consumers was due to a higher regulated fluid milk price, Class
I price, in 1982. On a regional basis, fluid consumers in the Northeast, East Northcentral, South
Atlantic and West Southcentral regions suffered about 70 percent of the national loss. Fluid
consumers in each above mentioned region lost 6.20, 5.12, 7.89, and 7.92 percent of their surpluses,
respectively, while the nation as a whole lost 5.89 percent of the total surplus. Grade A milk
producers in the Northeast, East Northcentral, West Northcentral and Southwest (California)
regions received about 70 percent of the national gains caused by the regulations. The rate of
increase in producers’ surplus in each above mentioned region was 31.20, 15.78, 21.83 and 17.56
percent, respectively, while the national average rate of increase was 24.66 percent. Due to higher
levels of Grade A milk supply (blend) prices, milk producers in deficit regions such as the South
Atlantic, East Southcentral, and West Southcentral gained relatively more benefit. Their gains were
more than 36 percent. Gains of Grade B milk producers were largely allocated to the West and
East Northcentral, and the Mountain.

Due to market regulations, the U.S. dairy industry suffered about $672.12 million of net social
costs without including the administrative costs of regulatory programs for 1982. About $123.49
million of net social costs associated with deadweight losses occurred in fluid demand and Grade
A milk supply over the period. Net social costs in the manufactured demand and Grade B milk
supply were about $548.63 million. As far as the fluid milk market is concemed, the Northeast and
East Northcentral were the two regions which suffered most from the relatively large net social costs
of $65.22 million, consisting of 53 percent of the total net social cost in the nation.

V.4. The Dairy Price Support Program

The analysis of effects of changes in CCC purchase prices on dairy markets depends upon the
price level for raw milk in manufactured use and the purchase price levels for butter, nonfat dry
milk, and cheese set by the govemment. Due to the complexity of the relationship among the price
for raw milk in manufactured use and prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese, the study

I
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simplified the relationship such that the price for raw milk in manufactured use at the plant level
is equivalent to the net retum to butter-powder plants and cheese plants.

i

As shown in table V·6, the actual decrease in the support price level was split between butter
and nonfat dry milk by 16 and 84 percent, respectively, after July 1, 1985 by the govemment.
According to the USDA, the decrease or increase of the support price was split about equally
between butter and nonfat dry milk prior to 1985. This indicates that an arbitrary split of a decrease
in the support price between butter and nonfat dry milk may be utilized as a policy option to
control the dairy product markets.

In order to reflect the direct and cross price elasticity effects of various purchase price levels
on butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese demand, the study assumed that each demand curve is shifted
by an aggregate amount of the cross price elasticity effects.” Since changes in purchase prices for
butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese are arbitrarily determined here, the magnitude of a shift in each
demand curve is derived from each cross price elasticity and the change in the purchase price levels
of other products.

V.4.1. Policy Options
« In order to analyze the effects of changes in the support and purchase price levels, the study

assumed that the govemment drops the support price level from $12.60 per cwt to $11.60 per cwt
for an initial step and drops further down to $9.60 per cwt by $1.00 per cwt increments. These steps
in the reduction of the support price level were adopted from the dairy provisions of the 1985 Farin
Bill. ·

The stepwise reduction in the support price level was applied to the 1982 system and the 1985
Farm Bill system in terms of the federal marketing order system. Class 1 differentials of the two

systems on a regional basis are illustrated in table V-7. Since the decrease in the support price level
may be arbitrarily split between butter and nonfat dry milk, three approaches were taken under each
federal marketing order system. The frrst approach was to allocate the whole decrease in the

$7 For a discussion, see the section 4 in Chapter 111.
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'I‘able V.6.— Changes in CCC Prices, 1982 and.1985

" CIm 1982 1985 hauge
(dollars per hundredweight)
Support price for raw milk in 12.60 11.60 -1.00
manufactured use

Return to butter-powder plants 12.60 11.60 -1.00
CCC manufacturing allowance for 1.22 1.22
converting 100 pounds of raw milk
into butter and nonfat dry milk
Value of butter and nonfat dry milk 13.82 12.82 -1.00
made from 100 pounds of raw milk
Value of butter ‘ 6.02 6.26 -0.16a
Value of nonfat dry milk 7.00 6.56 -0.80a

- 13.82 12.82 -1.00
Return to cheese plants 12.60 11.60 -1.00

1 CCC manufacturing allowance for 1.37 1.37
converting 100 pounds of raw milk
into cheese and whey
Value of cheese and whey 13.97 12.97 -1.00
Value of whey .36 .36

13.61 12.61 -1.00

(dollar per pound)
CCC purchase prices
butter ’ 1-0390 1-0033 --0357
nonfat dry milk -9069 -8036 --1033
cheese 1-3065 1-2075 --0990

a It is assumed that a decnäme in the support price was
split equally between butter and nonfat dry milk prior
to July 1, 1985.

_ Source z USDA. Comodity Fact Sheet. April 1980 and April
1986, Table 3.
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Table v_7_ Regional Clas§_I_"Different}ia.].s.11r1der_1982 9§§:Fa1;111;
h

Bill Systenx
”.‘ •

Federal Order Marketing_System
R@9i¤¤ . 1982 ‘ 1965

. (dollars per thousandweight)

Nordwest ~ 31.2 3b.1 (2.9)
E.Ikuth¤auzal 2311 26_3

(2_3)

_W. Northoentral 21,9 3 33,3 (1,9)
Swth Atl¤¤ti<= 36.0 una (6.11)
EL Soudm¤auzal 28.6 35_5
W. Southcentxal 29.9 38.9 (9_O)

mmtam .25.6 27.1 (1.5)
Swthwést 19.2 19.2 (0.0) 3
N¤r¤hw¤St 23.3 23.3 (0.0)

Note: Figures in parentheses are changes in the Class I 3
differentials compared to—the 1982 federal marketing
system. ‘ ·
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support price to nonfat dry milk while holding the butter price unchanged (Option 1). The second
approach was to split the decrease equally between butter and nonfat dry milk (Option 2). And,

”
the last approach was to split the decrease based on the actual 1985 situation with 16 percent for
butter and 84 percent for nonfat dry milk (Option 3).

These three approaches were selected based on the fact that the first two approaches may
represent two extreme cases while the last one may be closer to the actual situation assuming that
the government holds the split ratio reported in 1985 until the support price level is dropped to
$9.60 per cwt. Policy options of changes in the government support and purchase prices are
summarized in table ”V·8.

V.4.2. Effects on Grade A and Grade B Supply and Fluid Demand
Changes in the govemrnent purchase prices for manufactured milk products affect the Grade

A milk supply and fluid milk demand through the local marketing order system. Since the local
Class II minimum price is based on the manufactured milk price and the Class I minimum (fluid)
price is a Class .11 minimum price plus the Class I differential, fluid demand and Grade A milk
supply are tied with these two minimum prices. A blend price is a Class II minimum price plus
some fraction of the Class I differential depending on each market situation and Class I utilization.
Hence changes in the purchase prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese would affect prices for
Grade A and Grade B milk supply, and fluid demand.

V.4.2.I. National Average Market Results
_ The national average market results for Grade A and Grade B milk supply, and fluid milk

demand are listed in table V-9. Figures ir1 table V-9 represent changes in simulated prices,
quantities, and producer or consumer surplus in each market under the assumption that the support
price level is dropped from $12.60 per cwt to $9.60 per cwt by $1.00 decrements under the 1982 and
the 1985 Farm Bill system.

Due to the stepwise reduction of the support price level, prices for Grade A and Grade B
milk supply and fluid demand would also decrease. The Grade A milk supply price would decrease
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Table V.8. Summary of°Policy Options of Changes in
Government Support/Purchase Prices

.Federal Order Marketin S stem1982 _I985 Farm 81II_Lvveeev PeleeLevel($/bwt)
Option Option

1 2 3 1 2 3

_ 12.60
”

Basis Basis
11.60 0 50 16 0 50 16
10.60 0 50 16 0 50 16
9.60 0 50 16 0 50 16

‘Sources: USDA. Commodity Fact Sheet. 198ü and 1986,
Table 3.
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Table V. 9. Effects of Support Price Levels on National
Average Market (Grade A, Grade B, and Fluid Milk) Results° under 1982 and 1985 Farm Bill System

Sugrt Price Level ($/cwt)
Milk Market 11.60 10.60 9.60

Sätzen4
Grade A Sgggly
PriO€($/twt) ·9.2(-6.67) ·9.5(·7.38) ·9.4(~7.88)PI'OduCti0¤(bil. lbs) ·3.915(·3.44) —4.165(•3.79) ·4.292(—4.06)Surplus($ mil.) -1028.3(-9.81) -1019.3(·10.78) —974.2(·11.55)

Grade B Sugly
PriO€($/twt) ·10.0(-7.94) -10.0(—8.62) —10.0(-9.43)PI'OduCti¤1(bil. lbs) -0.777(•4.03) ·0.807(—4.37) —0.840(-4.75) _SuIpluS($ mil.) ·188.8(-11.48) —180.9(·12.43) ··172.6(·13.54)

Fluid Dauand

Danand(bil. lbs) O.462( 0.90) O.462( 0.87) O.462( 0.86)”
Su1'pl\1S($ mil.) 526.2( 1.73) 530.9( 1.72) 53S.2( 1.70)

Net $¤1'Plu$($ mil.) -690.2(-1.63) -674.4(—1.60) -616.6(—1.49)
1985 Farm Bill Sgtan

Grade A Suglg
P!.'iC€($/twt) -8.6(—6.18) —9.9(—7.61) —9.4(·7.79)PI'OduCtiO!1(bil. l.bs) —3.832(·-3.35) —4.132(·3.74) —4.292(-4.20)_ Surplus($ mil.) -1020.0(—10.91) •1014.8(—10.62) -970.7(-11.36)

Grade B Sugly
P1‘.‘i¢s($/twt) ·10.0(—7.94) -10.0(¥8.62) -10.0(·-9.43)PI£LlCt.iG“!(bil. lbs) —0.777(·4.03) -0.807(-4.37) —0.840(-4.75)Su1'pluS($ mil.) ·188.8(·11.48) —180.9(·12.43) —·172.6(-13.54)

Fluid Demand °
Px‘iO€($/1;wt) -10.0(·6.36) ·10.0(—6.79) ·10.0(-7.29)Dana¤:1(b1l.•lbs) O.462( 0.89) O.462( 0.88) O.462( 0.90)SuI°PluS($ mil.) S24.2( 1.74) S28.9(1.72) S33.4( 1.71)

Net Surplus($ mil.) -679.8(—1.61) -671.3(·1.61) —614.2(·1.50)
Note: Figures in the parentheses are proportional Cha-¤9€S(p€Ice:1taq€).
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by $0.92 per cwt, $0.95 per cwt, and $0.94 per cwt, respectively, under the 1982 system for each

stepwise $1.00 decrement of the support price level. Under the 1985 Farm Bill system, the price

would drop by $0.86 per cwt, $0.95 per cwt, and $0.94 per cwt, respectively. Prices for Grade B
supply and fluid demand would drop by the same magrritude as the support price does, $1.00 per
cwt. Due to a decreasing trend ir1 Grade A milk supply price, overall Grade A milk production
would decrease by about 4 billion pounds for each price decrease. Overall Grade B milk production

would decrease by about 800 million pounds, and fluid demand would increase by 462 million

pounds for each price decrease.

Grade A milk producers’ surplus would decrease by $1028 million, $1019 million, and $974

million under the 1982 system for each respective stepwise reduction of the support price level.

Under the 1985 Farm Bill system, it would decrease by $1020 million, $1015 million, and $971

million, respectively. Grade B milk producers would lose about $180 million with each support

price level reduction under each system.

Due to a decrease in fluid price, fluid milk consumers would gain about $500 million under

each system per $1.00 per cwt decrease in the support price. Net economic loss to Grade A and

Grade B milk producers, and fluid consumers less transportation costs would be $690 million, $674

million, and $616 million under the 1982 system with each respective stepwise reduction of the

support price level. Under the 1985 Farm Bill system, net economic loss would be $680 million,

$671 million, and $614 million, respectively.

V.4.2.2. Regional Market Results

The regional market results are discussed in terms of changes in regional Grade A milk supply

prices, and producer and consumer’s surplus. Given that fluid demand in all regions is satisfied at

the Class I minimum prices due to the existence of interregional trade and reserve requirements, the

change in the Class I minimum price is the same as the change in the support price. The change

in the Grade B milk supply price is also indentical to the change in the support price. Average rate

of change in the regional Grade A milk supply price per unit of change in the support price level
in each stepwise reduction of the support price level are listed in table V·l0. An economic insight
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on the changes in the Grade A milk supply prices has been discussed by McDowell (1982, p. 168).
In his discussion, he explained that changes in blend prices are reflected Class I utilization and
elasticities of supply and demand. According to him, the average rate of change in regional Grade
A milk supply price tends to be relatively lower in a region where the Class I utilization ratio is
higher, and supply and demand functions are more inelastic than in a region where the utilization
ratio is lower and the demand functions are more elastic.

Results shown in table V·l0 are consistent with this explanation. For instance, average rates
of change in blend prices in the South Atlantic and East Southcentral regions were the lowest under
the 1982 and the 1985 Farm Bill system at the $11.60 per cwt support price level. The elasticitiesl
of Grade A milk suuply and fluid demand in these two regions were most inelastic, 0.700 and 0.985
for supply, and 0.185 and 0.167 for demand, respectively. The average rate of change in the blend
price in the Southwest region was the highest at .98 under each system, where the supply and
demand were most inelastic at .222 and .115, respectively.

The average rate of change in the blend price varies as the support price level drops in several
regions. The rate of change increases as the support price level drops in the East Northcentral,
South Atlantic, and East Southcentral regions. The rate of change in the Northeast increases in
absolute terms from 0.90 to 0.97 then drops to 0.95 under the 1982 system. Under the 1985 Farm
Bill system, the rate of change in the Northeast decreases from 0.94 to 0.90 then drops to 0.89.
These trends are due to the existence of interregional trade among surplus a.nd deficit regions. The
results of the simulation for the U.S. dairy market imply that Grade A milk for fluid purposes
would flow: (1) from the Northeast region to the South Atlantic region, (2) from the East
Northcentral region to the East Southcentral region, (3) from the West Northcentral region to the
West Southcentral region, and (4) from the East Southcentral region to the South Atlantic region.

As long as shipment patterns stay the same, pairwise changes in blend prices among trading regions
would follow. In table V·10, it is shown that the average rate of change in the East Northcentral

and East Southcentral regions, in the East Southcentral and South Atlantic regions, and in the
West Northcentral and West Southcentral regions, respectively, would be identical.
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Table V .10. Average Rate of of Regional Grade‘A Milk Supply
Price Per Unit of Change in Support Price Level

Support Price Level (S/cwt) Initial Class I
Option & Region 11.60 10.60 9.60 Utilizationd

1982 Sgtem

1. NE(._N01:‘theaSt) .90 .97 .95 .431
2. EN(East Northcentral) .89 .91 · .93 .398
3. WN(West Northcentral) .96 .95 .95 .348 ·
4. SA(South Atlantic) .88 .91 .92 .653 .
5. ES(E'ast Southcentral) .89 .91 .93 .546
6. WS(West Southcentral) .95 .95 .95 .659
7. MN(Mountains) .94 .94 .93 .535
8. SW1Southwest.) .98 .98 .98 .436
9. Nw1N¤rthw¤st 1 .96 .96 .95 .416 ‘

1985. Farm Bill System .

1. NE(Northeast.) .94 .90 .89 .431
2. EN(East Northcentral) .84 .94 .93 .420
3. WN(West Northoentral) .91 .95 .95 .392
4. SA(South Atlantic) .84 .94 .93 .563
5. ES(East Southcentral) .84 .94 .93 .482
6. WS(West Southoentral) .91 .95 .95 .551
7. l“N(Mountains) .94 .93 .93 .533
8. SW(Southwest.) ° .98 .98 .98 .436
9. NW(Nort;hwest~.) .96 .96 .95 .416

a Calculated trau the .1982 simulation results.
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.Table V .11. Welfare Effects of Changes in Support Prices on Actual
Changes in Regional Surpluses under 1982 and l985„Earu1 ,
Bill System

Support Price Level ($/cwt)
Maüüaü 11.60 10.60 9.60
Regkn

1982 1985 · 1982 1985 .1982 . 1985
(million dollars)
Grade A Suply
Northeast -255.9 -269.6 -266.8 -249.0 -250.1 -236.7
E. Northcentral -259.0 -248.2 -254.1 -263.8 -243.3 -250.0
W. Northcentral -136.4 -131.3 -132.8 -133.0 -128.9 -129.2South Atlantic -52.1 -49.8 -51.2 -53.1 -49.2 -50.6E. Southcentral -32.3 -31.1 -31.1 -32.4 -29.1 -30.0
W. Southcentral -68.1 -65.6 -64.8 -65.0 -61.4 -61.9
Mountain -48.1 -48.7 -46.8 -46.8 -44.8 -45.0Southwest -134.8 -134.8 -132.2 -132.2 -129.5 -129.5
„Northwest -40.9 -40.9 -39.4 -39.4 -37.9 -37.9

_Grade B Supply a
'E..Northcentral -72.9 -68.9 -64.7W. Northcentral -81.9 -79.7 -77.3E. Southcentral -8.6 -7.9 -7.2W. Southcentral -2.0 -1.9 -1.8
Mountain -16.2 -15.6 -14.9Southwest -5.7 -5.6 -5.5Northwest -1.3 -1.3 -1.3
Fluid Deman
Northeast 112.5 112.3 113.4 113.1 114.3 1g4_OE_ Northcentral 113.4 113.1 114.2 114.0 115.0 114.8w_ Ngrthcentxal 46.0 45.9 46.4 46.3 46.7 46.6
South Atlahtio 74.3 73.6 75.1 74.4 76.0 75.3E_ Southcentral 16.2 16.1 16.4 16.3 16.6 16.5w_ Southcentral 56.8 56.3 57.5 57.0 57.9 57.4
Mountain 28.2 28.3 28.5 28.5 28.7 28.6
Southwest 60.7 60.7 61.2 61.2 61.7 61.7
Northwest 18.1 18.1 18.2 18.2 18.3 18.3

a Welfare effects on the regional Grade B supply sides are the same
under the 1982 an 1985 Farm Bill system since Grade B milk supply
price levels are the same, ° u
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Table V ,. 12, Welfare Effects of Changes in Support Prices onProportional Changes ( %) in Regional Surpluses under
1982 and 1985 Farm Bill System

Support Price Level ($/cwt)Market 11.60 10 60 9 60and —“'—‘ —" “‘“
Re9i¤¤ . 1982 1985 ·1982 1985 1982 1985
Grade A Supply
Northeast -9.47 -9.85 -10.94 -10.09 -11.52 -10.66E. Northcentral -10.60 -9.97 -11.60 -11.77 -12.56 -12.65W. Northcentral -9.36 -8.86 -10.02 -9.84 -10.81 -10.61South At].a1’1tiC -9.87 -9.28 -10.74 -10.91 -11.56 -11.66E, gcutnccnttal -12.03 -11.34 -13.12 -13.33 -14.13 -14.24 "w_ Sgüthggntral -10.65 -10.06 -11.29 -11.08 -12.06 -11.87
Mountain -9.67 -9.72 1 -10.44 -10.34 -11.15 -11.05
Southwest -8.83 -8.83 -9.50 -9.51 -10.28 -10.28
Northwest -9.93 -9.93 -10.62 -10.62 -11.43 -11.43
Grade B Supply ä

_ E. Northcentral -12.82 -13.90 -15.15
W. Northcentral -10.37 -11.26 -12.31
E. Southcentral -15.11 -16.36 -18.82
W. SOU'ChO€I1'C.I'al -12.66 -13.77 -15.13
Mountain.; ‘ -11.48 -12.49 -13.63
Southwest _ -9.55 -10.37 -11.39Nordwest -11.38 -11.93 -13.54
Fluid Demand
NOrt.heast 1.55 1.53 1.57 1.51 1.59 1.57E. Northcentral 1.58 1.53 1.57 1.52 1.60 1.58
W. Northcentral 1.64 1.59 1.64 1.58 1.66 1.64
South Atlantic 2.30 2.22 2.30 2.19 2.37 2.32E_ Southcentxal 2.17 2.10 2.17 _2.08 2.23 2.20

ta- 1.59 1.55 1.59 1.53 1.61 1.591.59 1.54 1.59 1.53 1.60 1.591.73 1.67 1.73 1.65 1.74 1.72Northwest
a Welfare effects on the regional Grade B supply. sides are the sameunder the 1982 and 1985 Farm Bill system since Grade B milk supply

price levels are the same. 5 5 „
Source: Table V -11 .
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Welfare effects of changes in the support price level on a regional basis are presented in tables
V·ll and 12. Grade A milk producers in the Northeast and East Northcentral regions would lose
about $250 million per $1.00 per cwt decrease in the support price, while the West Northcentral
and Southwest (California) Grade A milk producers would lose about $130 million. Grade A milk
producers in other_regions would lose less than $70 million per $1.00 per cwt decrease in the
support price, while Grade B milk producers in the East Northcentral and West Northcentral
regions would lose more than $60 million in each region. Consumers in the Northeast and East
Northcentral regions would gain more than $110 million per $1.00 per cwt decrease in the support
price, while consumers in the West Northcentral region would gain $46 million. Consumers in the _
delicit regions, the South Atlantic and West Southcentral. would gain $75 million and $57 million ‘

per $1.00 per cwt decrease in the support price, respectively.
Examinning the proportional changes in table V-12, Grade A milk producers in the East

Southcentral and East Northcentral regions would suffer more from the loss of producer’s surplus
as support price declines than producers in other regions. Generally, Grade A milk producers would
lose about 9 to 10 percent of their surplus due to each $1.00 per cwt decrease in the support price.
Grade A milk producers would lose their surplus relatively more as the support price level drops.
Grade B milk producers would generally experience a similar pattem to Grade A milk producers.
Consumers in the South Atlantic, West Southcentral, and East Southcentral regions would gain
by about 2.2 percent per $1.00 decrease in the support price level. Consumers’ surplus in other
regions would increase by 1.5 to 1.7 percent.

V.4.3. Effects on the Manufactured Milk Product Markets

In the previous section, the study discussed the market results for Grade A and Grade B milk
supply, and fluid demand due to changes in the support price levels. In this section, national
manufactured milk product market results due to changes in the purchase price levels are discussed.

V.4.3.I. Market Results

In table V-13, simulated prices, quantities, and consumer surplus are presented under three
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cases of spliting the $1.00 decrease in the support price level between butter and nonfat dry milk.
t The first colurrm in the. table denoted 12.60 represents the 1982 manufactured market results for

comparison purposes. In case of allocating a $1.00 per cwt decrement in the support price to nonfat
dry milk only (Option 1), butter price would remain at $1.4390 per pound while nonfat dry milk
and cheese prices would drop by $.123 and $.099 per pound as the support price decreses by $1.00
per cwt. Under Option 1, butter demand would increase by 16.2 million pounds per $1.00 per cwt
decrease in the support price due to cross price elasticity effects. Nonfat dry milk and cheese demand
would increase by 54.8 million pounds and 68.2 million pounds per $1.00 per cwt decrease in the
support price, respectively, due to direct and cross price elasticity effects.

In case of allocating a $1.00 per cwt decrement in the support price with frfty percent to butter ‘

and nonfat dry milk each (Option 2), butter and nonfat dry milk prices would decrease by $.1116
per pound and $.0615 per pound, repectively, as the support price decreases by $1.00 per cwt. The
change in cheese price is the same as in Option 1. Under Option 2, butter and nonfat dry milk
demand would increase by 29.1 million and 26.7 million pounds, respectively, per $1.00 per cwt
decrease in the support price. Cheese demand would decrease by 98.3 million pounds per $1.00
per cwt decrease in the support price.

In case of allocating a $1.00 per cwt decrement in the support price with sixteen percent to
butter and eightyfour percent to nonfat dry milk (Option 3), butter and nonfat dry milk prices
would drop by $.0357 per pound and $.1033 per pound, respectively, due to the $1.00 per cwt
decrease in the support price. Again, the change in the cheese price is the same as in Option 1 and
Option 2. Under Option 3, butter demand would increase by 20.3 million pounds per $1.00 per cwt
decrease in the support price while nonfat dry milk demand would increase by 78.5 million pounds.

V.4.3.2. Changes in Demandfor Butter, Nonjat Dry Milk, and Cheese Due To a Unit Price Change
Changes in demand for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese per unit price decrease under the

three options, splitting $1.00 per cwt decrease in the support price between butter and nonfat dry
milk by 0 to 100 (Option 1), 50 to 50 (Option 2), and 16 to 84 (Option 3) percent, repsectively, are
listed in table V-14. Total changes in demand (total price elasticity effects) for butter, nonfat dry
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_ Table V.13. Siamalated National Manutactured Milk Market Reaalts under‘ Three Optims of Changing in Split Ratio (between ButterandNcntatDryMilk·) ofaOe<:reaseint)1eSupp¤rtPriceLevel at $11.60. $10.60, and $9.60 per cat. 1982
Support Price Level (S/cat)Milk Market 12.60a 11.60 10.60 9.60O¤ti¤¤.l.p ~ °ButterPrice($/100 lbs) ” 143.90 143.90 · 143.90 143.90Oeunndtqa) mil lm) 7.024 7.186 7.347 7.509$¤='P1¤s1$ mil) 3017.1 3157.5 3301.1 3447.9Nontat MilkPrice4$/100 lbs) 90.69 78.39 66.09 53.79oam-11100 mil lbs) 4.111 5.025 5.572 6.120Surplusß mil) 245.9 309.8 380.9 459.4Cheese y. Price($/100 lbs) 134.65 124.75 114.85 104.95¤emand(1(x) mil lg) 20.640 21.332 22.024 22.717Surplustz mil) 4185.6 4472.1 4767.2 $071.70¤tic¤.2.FButter

Price1$/100 lbs) 143.90 132.74 121.58 110.400¤1¤nd110O mal lbs) A 1.024 1.315 7.606 7.897Surpl•.as1$ mil) 3017.1 3272.3 3537.9 3813.8Ncntat Q2 MilkPrice1$/100 lbs) 90.69 84.54 78.39 72.24¤¤1¤a·¤1.1O0 mil lbs) 4.411 4.144 $.010 $.216 .S•.arplus1$ mil) 245.9 276.1 308.0 341.5Cheese
A Pricets/100 lbs) 134.65 124.75 114.85 , 104.95oa¤¤1.100 mil lbs) 20.640 21.623 22.606 23.590Surplus1$ mil) 4186.5 4595.0 5022.4 5468.9O¤ti¤¤.3. dButter ~Pricets/100 lbs) 143.90 140.33 136.76 133.19¤emand1.1(x) mil lg) 7.024 7.227 7.430 7.633Surplusß mil) 3017.1 3194.0 3455.4 3562.9Ncntat O MilkPricet$/100 lt:) 90.69 80.36 70.03 59.69¤¤nand1.1(X) mil lg) 4.477 4.935 5.410 5.850Surplusts mil) 245.9 298.8 359.1 419.8CheesePricets/100 lbs) 134.65 124.75 114.85 104.95Demand) 1m mil ]g) 20.640 21.425 22.352 22.996Sur·plus1$ mil) 4186.5 4511.3 4842.2 5197.1

a $12.60/cwvt represents the actual 1982 support price
b level.

Opti¤1)ass1mest:·1a:a$1.00percatdeczeaseu1tl1esiapp¤rtpr1ceL3 fully allccted tc a ncntat dry milk price.
C %ClGIZdSSI.II!SU'RC&$T.OU1‘Gß@€9$llhCYI$.?!£§i1is équally split betvem matter and naatat dry milk prices.d Optiualassunes tnata $1.00perc.«td•¤rease l|'lC!')Q&$l'ßP!1@is split ¤y 16% tor matter and 84\ for r¤1.fa: dry milk.
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milk, and cheese are the sum of changes due to direct and cross price elasticity effects. Direct price
elasticity effects are represented by changes in demand due to a change in own price and are
identical regardless of the options. Cross price elasticity effects are represented by changes in
demand due to changes in other prices under given options. In this study, total elasticity effects
were measured as changes in demand per unit change in own price.

Option 3 changes demand for butter most yielding a 568.1 million pound increase per $1.00
per pound decrease in the butter price. More than 85 percent of the increase in the demand for
butter is due to cross price elasticity effects. Option 1 has the most effect on change in demand for
nonfat dry milk with a 444.8 million pound increase per $1.00 per pound decrease in the powder
price. Unlike butter demand, more than 90 percent of the increase in demand for nonfat dry milk
is due to direct price elasticity effects. This implies that nonfat dry milk demand would not be
seriously affected by changes in prices for butter and cheese. As shown in table V·l4, butter
demand per unit price change ($1.00 per pound decrease) would increase from 260 million pounds
under Option 2 to 570 million pounds under Option 3 while changes in demand for nonfat dry
milk varies between 440 million and 430 million pounds under the three- options. Changes in
demand for cheese would be the largest under Option 2 yielding 994 million pounds of increase per
$1.00 per pound decrease in price.

The fact that each option favors a different milk product demand provides economic insight
into potential pricing policy in manufactured milk product markets. First, changes in prices for
cheese and nonfat dry milk would play a major role ir1 controlling butter demand. Figures shown
in table V·l4 suggest that a change in butter price may not be effective in terms of changing
quantities of butter demanded. Second, a change in the price for nonfat dry milk would be the

most effective tool to alter the nonfat dry milk demand level. Third, cheese demand would be

affected by a change in its own price as well as by a change in other prices. Therefore various types

of policy options could be determined based on these findings depending on which market policy
makers would like to focus on.
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Table V .14. Changes in Demand for Butter, Nonfat Dry Milk
and Cheese per $ 1.00 per pound Decrease
Under Three Options

Option 1a Option 2b Option 3c

(million pounds)
Clog in demand forButter due to
Direct price elasticity effect — 81 _ 5 . 81 _ 5Chross price elasticity effect - 179 _ 0 435 _ 5

4 Total elasticity effect · 260.5
l

568.1
°in demand for

Nonfat D_1y Milk due to
Direct price elastidty @ff@¤t 407.5 407.5 407.5Cross price elasticity effect 37 . 3 25 . 2 35 . 0Total elasticity effect 444.8 · 432.7 ‘ 442.5

in danand for
Cheese due to „ ”

Direct price elasticity effect 508.8 508.8 508.8 ·Cross .price elasticity effect 190.8 484.9 284.9Total elasticity effect 699.6 993.7 793.7

Note: Changes in demand are calculated based on the direct and cross 111:2elasticities reported in table C-3.
a Option 1 assumes that a $1.00 per mt decrease in the support price

is fully allocated to a nonfat dry milk price.
b Option 2 assunes that a $1.00 per cut decrease in the support price

is equally split between butter and nonfat dry miJ.k.
C Option 3 assumes that a $1.00 per cat decrease in the support price

is split by 16% for butter and 84% for nonfat dry milk.

Source: Table V—13.
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V.4.3.3. Consumer Surplus

Changes in consumer surplus in butter,.nonfat dry milk, and cheese markets under three
options are presented in table V·l5. lt was assumed that each market is cleared at given purchase
prices. When markets are in excess demand situations, government will sell stocks to meet the
demand. Butter consumers would gain the most under Option 2, by $255 million at $11.60 per cwt,
$266 million at $10.60 per cwt, and $276 million at $9.60 per cwt. Nonfat dry milk consumers
would gain the most under Option 1, by $64 million at 11.60 per cwt, $71 million at 10.60 per cwt,
and $79 million at $9.60 per cwt. Option 2 would favor the cheese consumer the most yielding a
$409 million increase at $11.60 per cwt, $427 million at $10.60 per cwt, and $447 million at $9.60
per cwt. The overall consumer’s gain in manufactured milk product markets would be the most
under Option 2. Consumers would gain $980 million, $1021 million, and $1060 million at $11.60,

$10.60, and $9.60 of support price levels, respectively. Option 3 would result in the second most
consumers' gain.

On a proportional basis, nonfat dry milk consumers would gain more than 20 percent at each
support price level under Option 1 while they would gain less than 13 percent under Option 2.
Butter consumers would gain about 8 percent under Option 2 while gaining about 4.5 percent under
Option 1. Cheese consumers would gain about 9 percent under Option 2 and 6.5 percent under
Option 1. Net manufactured milk consumer’s surplus gain would be 7.3 to 7.8 percent under
Option 2, 6.2 to 6.7 percent under Option 3, and 5.9 to 6.2 percent under Option 1, respectively.
The overall absolute changes in manufactured milk consumer’s surplus would slightly increase as
the support price drops, while, on the contrary, the overall proportional changes in manufactured
milk consumers' surplus would slightly decrease.

V.4.3.4. CCC Purchases ofButter, Nonfat Dry milk, and Cheese

ln this section, sirnulated CCC purchases of butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese under the
various options are discussed. CCC expenditures based on CCC purchases are discussed after that.
In table V-16, comparisons of CCC purchases and CCC expenditures in the manufactured milk

I
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Table V, T5, Effects of Changeskrin Support and Purchase
Prices on Manufactured Milk Product Consumers'
Surplus

U Support Price Level ( $[cwt )
Milk Market 11,60 10.60 9.60

(million dollars)
Butter

Option 1 a 140.4J(4.45) 143.6 (4.55) 146.8 (4.45)Option 2 b _ 255.2 (8.46) 265.6 (8.12) 275.9 (7.80)Option 3 C 176.9 (5.86) 181.9 (5.70) 187.0 (5.53)
Nonfat Dry Milk I
Option 1 63.9 (26.00) 71.1 (23.00) 78.5 (20.60)Option 2 ° _ 30.2 (12.30) 31.9 (11.55) 33.5 (10.88)Option 3 52.9 (21.50) 60.3 (20.18) 60.7 (16.90)

CheeseOpti-¤¤
1 ” n 285.6 (6.82) 295.1 (6.60) 304.5 (6.39) ·Option 2 . 408.5 (9.76) 427.4 (9.30) 446.5 (8.89)Option 3 . 324.8 (7.76) 336.9 (7.47) 348.9 (7.20)

Changes in total 4
manüfaäurä mil]?
product consumers'gugplus d _
Option 1 777.8 (6.21) 805.7 (6.05) 833.7 (5.91)Option 2 981.8 (7.83) 1020.8 (7.55) 1059.8 (7.29)Option 3 „ ‘ 842.5 (6.72) 872.6 (65.2) 902.9 (6.15)

Note: Figures in parentheses are proporticml <=h¤¤q¤S (P@=‘¢¤¤t@-G8) ·a Option 1 assumes that a $1.00 per cwt decrease in the support price
is fully allocated to a nonfat dry milk prix.

b Option 2'assumes that a $1.00 per cwtdecrease in the support prix
is equally split between butter ard nonfat dry milk.

° Option3assunesthata$1.00per<:.vtdecreaseintl1esupportprix
is split by 16% for butter ard 84% for nonfat dry miJJ<.

d Includes consumers' surplus of other miJ.k products.
Sourx: Table V-13.
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Table V .16. CCC Purchases and Expenditures under 'I‘hree Options,
1982 and 1985 Farm Bill Systau

GBC purchases Support Price Level ( Q [ cwt )and a=<Pandi¤}¢a= 12,60 11 ._60 10.60 9.60bv Salat ¢p¤¤¤ äsuem System. ggstem. - 1 1985 19 2 1985 1 1985
ggg purchases -- hundred million pounds --
Butter 3.820 .' Optidi 1 a _ -0.099 0.258 -3.050 -2.674 -6.073 -5.674
Option 2 b , -0.228 0.128 -2.216 -2.933 -5.369 -6.062· 3 C- ._ ’ -0.140 0.216 -3.220 -2.757 -6.198 -5.798
Nonfat Dry Milk 9,431°PE%°“

12 3 4.230 ·4.676 0.192 0.662 -3.936 -3.437
3 4.511 4.958 2.212 1.224 -1.727 -2.594‘ _ 4.320 4.767 0.354 0.842 -3.668 -3.168Cheese 6.425

Opti¤11 7.972 7.972 7.280 7.280 6.587 6.587Option 2 7.681 7.681 6.698 6.698 5.714 5.714Option 3 . 7.879 7.879 6.953 7.093 6.308 6.308
CCIZ gägtures -·· million dollars ·-·
Butter 549.7 .

- Option1 ‘ ' .. 37,1....
OPtion 2 °

- 17.0·-·-
Option 3 · 30.4··——
Nonfat Q Milk 859.8OPÜ-C11 1’ 331.6 366.6 12.7 43.7 - -OPti¤1 2 ” ‘ 381.4 419.1 166.3 95.9 - —
Option 3* . 347.1 383.0 24.8 58.9 - -Q1_g9_s; 825.51. 994.5 994.5 836.1 836.1 691.3 691.32 950.2 950.2 769.2 769.2 599.7 599.7. OPtl¤3 3 _ 982.9 982.9 798.5 814.7 662.0 662.0
Total GI ä. 2235.0

1· 1326.1 1398.2 848.8 879.8 691.3 691.3Opt1·¤°1 2 ·· 1339.6 1379.0 935.5 865.1 599.7 599.7Wax 3* · ·' 1330.1 1396.3 823.3 720.9 662.0 662.0
a Option1assunesthata$1.00perc¤«rtdecreaseinthesupportprioe

is fully allocated to a nonfat dry milk price.
b Option2assuuesthata$1.00percwvtdec:·easeintt1es11p;:ortprioe

is equally split between butter and nmfat d.ry milk.‘ COption3assuuesthata$1.00per¤atdecreaseintr1es11pportprice
is split by 16% for butter ard 84% for nonfat dry milk.
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market under three options at each support price level: $12.60, $11.60, $10.60, and $9.60 per cwt
respectively, are presented.

i

As shown in table V- 16, the butter market would be at an equilibrium when the support price
level is near $11.60 per cwt. Under the 1982 federal marketing order system, Option 1 at $11.60 per
cwt would result in the smallest CCC selling stocks of butter, 9.9 million pounds. Under the 1985
Farm Bill system, Option 2 at $11.60 per cwt would yield the lowest CCC purchase, 12.8 million
pounds. Nonfat dry milk would be at an equilibrium when the support price is between $10.60 and
$9.60 per cwt. The CCC purchase of cheese would decrease as the support price drops but the
market would still be in a surplus situation.

The comparison of the results of CCC purchases under various options has implications
about purchase pricing policy ir1 the manufactured milk markets. Considering that the butter market
is highly affected by changes in other prices, especially cheese price, changes in cheese and butter
prices should be considered together even if policy focuses on the butter market. Since nonfat dry
milk is mostly affected by its own price, a change in nonfat dry milk price alone could be a major
tool for altering the nonfat dry milk market. Considering that a change in butter price affects the
cheese demand to some extent, a combination of changes in cheese and butter prices could be used
as a policy tool for the cheese market. A substantial amount of CCC expenditures would be saved

in butter and nonfat dry milk markets when the support price level drops from $12.60 per cwt to
$11.60 per cwt under the various options. More than $500 million would be saved in the butter

market and more tha.n $400, in the nonfat dry milk market under the 1982 and the 1985 Fa.rm Bill
system of the federal marketing order. About an additional $300 million would be saved in the
nonfat dry milk market when the support price level drops further to $10.60.5*

5* ln this analysis, CCC revenues incurred from selling stocks were not discussed since one of major concernsin the U.S. dairy has been increasing trend of government expenditures.
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V.5. Increases in Import Quotas

V.5.l. Policy Option

In the previous section, a stepwise reduction of the support price level was assumed. lt was
also assumed that purchase prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese are decreased or held
constant as to compare previous levels, and, thus, accrue identical net retum to cheese and
butter-powder plants. lt was further assumed that the market price for the raw milk in
manufactured use is equivalent to net retums to cheese and butter-powder plants.

In this section, a sirnultaneous market clearing situation regardless of above mentioned
assumptions in butter and nonfat dry milk markets under the 1982 system (federal programs and
import quotas) was simulated. This implied "zero levels" of CCC purchases of butter and nonfat
dry milk under a two-price system in the manufactured milk market. Then a sirnultaneous market
clearing situation in butter and nonfat dry milk markets under the assumption that import quotas
are increased by 10 percent of the 1982 cornrnercial demand for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese
(see table V-17) was simulated.

V.5.2. Market Clearing in Butter and Nonfat Dry Milk Markets With No Government Purcliases

V.5.2.I. 1982 System With 1982 Quota
Results of a simulated market clearing situation in butter and nonfat dry milk markets under

the 1982 system are compared to the actual 1982 market results in table V-18. Market clearing
prices for butter and nonfat dry milk would be $2.6060 per pound and $0.0467 per pound,
respective-:1y.“ The market clearing prices for butter and nonfat dry milk would result in $10.83 per
cwt of net retum to butter-powder plants while cheese price ($1.174 per pound) would yield $10.86
per cwt of net retum to cheese plants. An average raw milk price for manufactured use was

5** The cross price elasticity effects are not included in this analysis. Since the optimal average raw milk priceand manufactured milk product prices are now determined by iterative procedures, accurate measure ofthe cross price elasticity effects is difficult to obtain.
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Table V.l7 Imports of Butter, Nonfat Dry Milk, and Cheese in 1982 ard
Increasing Import Quota Optiona

Item 1982 Increasing
Qaota Change

(million pounds)
Butter 3.0 70.24 + 67.24
Nonfat Dry Milk . 2.0 44.77 + 42.77 ‘
Gxeese 18.0 206.40 +188.40

a Inthisopticn, importquotasareinc::easedby10percer1toftt1e1982
current ccnmercial demards for butter, ncnfat dry milk, ard cheese.

Source: Table C·15.
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calculated based on the equation (111-24), resulting in $10.85 per cwt. Readers should note that raw
milk in manufactured use would be sold to cheese plants first until plants are operating at their full
capacity due to a difference between net retums to cheese plants and to butter-powder plants. It
was assumed that the total capacity of cheese plants was 2,752 million pounds."

Under a simultaneous market clearing situation in butter and nonfat dry milk markets,
commercial demand for butter would decrease from 702.4 million pounds to 607.0 million pounds
while commercial demand for nonfat dry milk would increase from 447.7 miHion pounds to 798.4
million pounds as compared to the actual 1982 market results. Commercial demand for cheese
would increase from 2,064.0 million pounds to 2,151.7 million pounds while the government
purchase for cheese would decrease from 642.5 million pounds to 525.3 million pounds. Butter
production would decrease from 1,119.4 million pounds to 642.0 million pounds and nonfat dry
milk production would decrease from 1,401.0 pounds to 803.6 million pounds.

Butter consumers would lose about $770 million while nonfat dry milk consumers would gain
about $536 million. Overall consumer’s surplus in the manufactured milk markets would gain about
$638 million. About $1,618 million of direct program (the price support) cost would be saved.

V.5.2.2. 1982 System With Irzcreased Import Quotas

A comparison of market clearing situations under the 1982 quota system and an incaresing
import quota system is also drawn in table V-18. Under an increased import quota, imports of
butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese would increase by 67.4 million, 42.77 million, and 188.40

million pounds, respectively. The increase in import quotas by 10 percent of the '1982 commercial

demand for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese caused market clearing price for butter to drop by
$0.1634 per pound and market clearing price for nonfat dry milk to increase by $0.0604 per pound.
Cheese price would drop by $0.0181 per pound. Raw milk price would drop by $0.19 per cwt.

$5 As indicated in Appendix C, an estimated maximum capacity of cheese plants in 1982 was 3,005.4 million

represented the actual total production of cheese in 1982.
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Due to the changes in manufactured milk product prices, commercial butter demand would
increase by 13.3 million pounds while nonfat dry milk demand would decrease by 24.7 million
pounds. Commercial demand for cheese would increase by 9.2 million pounds and government
purchases would increase by 179.2 million pounds. Due to a lower raw milk price, butter and nonfat
dry production would drop by 54 million pounds and 68 million pounds, respectively. This
is equivalent to a 1.2 billion pound decrease in raw milk in manufactured use.

V.6. Aggregate Consumers and Pr0ducers’ Surplus

Aggregated consumers’ and producers’ surplus under various options is summarized in table
V-19. The government intervened III markets by purchasing excess milk products or selling its
stocks in order to clear markets at given purchase price levels under both the 1982 and 1985 Farm
Bill systems. In the case of market clearing without government purchases of butter and nonfat dry
milk under the 1982 system and with increasing import quota, the government only purchased
cheese in order to clear the market.

In all cases, aggregate consumers and producers’ surpluses increase as raw milk (support) price
in manufactured use declines from $12.60 per cwt to $9.60 per cwt. At a $12.60 per cwt support
price level, aggregate surpluses were $55.037 billion with the 1982 system and $54.980 with the 1985
Farm Bill system. Aggregate surpluses would be the largest when the support price level is $9.60
per cwt under Option 2 in both 1982 and 1985 systems, yielding $56.136 billion and $56.082 billion,
respectively. While the largest surplus occurs at the support price of $9.60 per cwt, substantial
differences among support price levels and options were not observed.

V. 7. Summary

Policy options were selected in terms of changing the support/purchase price levels and
import quotas under existing federal regulatory programs. Changes in support/purchase price levels
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Table V.19. Aggregate Consgmers and Producers' Surpluses under
Policy Options “

_ Support Price Level ( $/cwt )°°t‘°"‘
11.60 10.60 9.60

——--- billion dollars -————

1982 System

Option 1 55.133 55.269 55.493
Option 2 55.337 55.688 56.136
Option 3 55.197 55.543 55.691

1985 Farm Bill System ‘ '

Option 1 55.073 55.213 55.436
Option 2 55.277 55.632 56.082
Option 3 55.138 55.345 55.637

° b‘ Market Clearing without Government Purchases of Butter and Nonfat Dry Milk
1982 ($10.85/cwt) 54.463
Increasing Ouotas ($10.66/cwt) 54.493

_ a It is assumed that markets are cleared by government intervention
(purchase or selling ) where markets experience excess demand or
supply. M

b Market clearing in Butter and nonfat dry milk markets only; the governmentclears market through purchasing the surface.
C Actual surpluses in 1982 were $55.037 billion at $12.60 per cwt.
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on the dairy market are more effective than changes in Class I differentials in several ways. First,
changes in the support price level would cause a relatively uniform change in the Grade A milk
supply prices throughout the nation. The average change in Grade A milk supply prices per unit
change in the support price would vary from $0.88 per cwt to $0.98 per cwt. Second, decreases in
the support/purchase price levels would increase demand for manufactured milk products, decrease
supply of raw milk in manufactured use, and, hence, decrease government purchases of butter,
nonfat dry milk, and cheese. This yields a decrease in government expenditures. Finally, changes
in purchase prices would affect changes in demands for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese through
direct and cross price elasticity effects.

The results of the simulations suggest that a $1.00 per cwt decrease in the support price level
would decrease raw milk in manufactured use by about four billion pounds. A decrease in the raw
milk supply and an increase in demand for manufactured milk products would result in a decrease
in govemment purchases. According to the results of the simulations, the butter market would be

·
at an equilibrium when the support price is near $11.60 per cwt. The nonfat dry milk would be at
an equilibrium when the support price is somewhere between $10.60 and $9.60 per cwt, while the
cheese market would remain in a surplus situation even when the support price drops to $9.60 per
cwt.

Given that nonfat dry milk demand is not seriously affected by other prices, policy options
directed at the nonfat dry milk price would influence that market more directly. The results of the
simulations suggest that the nonfat dry milk market would be at an equilibrium if the nonfat dry
milk price is slightly lower than $0.6609 per pound while holding butter and cheese prices at $1.4390
and $1.3465 per pound, respectively.

Changes in the support price level by $1.00 per cwt would decrease Grade A and Grade B
milk producer's surplus by about $1 billion and $180 million, respectively, while increasing fluid

consumer’s surplus by about $530 million. Changes in consumer’s surplus in butter, nonfat dry

milk, and cheese markets would vary depending on the purchase price levels due to cross price

elasticity effects. Cheese and butter consumers would gain more when a split ratio of the decrease
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in the support price to butter, between butter and nonfat dry milk, gets larger. This would yield
greater net consumer’s surplus in the manufactured milk market.

l

Finally, results for simultaneous market clearing situations in butter and nonfat dry milk
markets with no government purchases of these products under the 1982 import quota and an
increasing import quota system suggest that the current purchase price for butter is about one half
of the market clearing price. The results also suggest that the current purchase price for nonfat dry
milk is too high as compared to the market clearing price. Increases in import quotas of butter and
cheese by 10 percent of the 1982 commercial demand would drop market clearing prices for butter
and cheese by $0.1634 and $0.0181 per pound, respectively. An increase in the import quota of
nonfat dry milk would increase the market clearing price by $0.0604 per pound. This would
decrease the raw milk price by $0.19 per cwt and result in a 1.2 billion pound decrease in raw milk
used in manufacturing.
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CHAPTER VI ·
SUMMAR Y AND CONCL USION

VI.I. Summary

Compared to the l930’s, the current U.S. dairy industry faces an irnproved market
environment fostered by government programs, efficient communication and transportation
systems, and improved biotechnology. Some dairy eoconomists such as Kessel, and Knutson have ·
stated that today’s dairy industry would not experience market instability which existed prior to the
1930s if the dairy industry was in a perfectly competitive environment. Nonetheless government
price stabilizing regulations continue to be imposed on the dairy industry influencing the rational
dairy producer’s production decisions. This study reviewed theoretical explanations and empirical
investigations of the effects of the federal government regulatory programs and a consequent trend
towards overproduction of the dairy industry. -

In order to sirnulate interregional dairy trade under various policy options, this study applied
a separable prograrmning technique to a nonlinear mathematical model of the industry developed
under a spatial equilibrium framework. The model extended earlier work by disaggregating the
manufactured milk market into butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese markets and by reestablishing
institutional constraints as necessitated by the disaggregation of the manufactured milk market ir1
order to maintain an enforcement of the blend price alignrnent. The model was also utilized to draw
a comparison of market results and welfare effects between the competitive and regulated markets.

Utilizing disaggregated manufactured milk product demand functions for butter, nonfat dry

milk, and cheese, the direct and cross price elasticity effects of the changes in product prices were
estirnated and incorporated in an interregional dairy trade model. In this way, this study was able
to look into each manufactured milk product market with more accuracy while relating these
manufactured milk product markets to the raw milk supply in manufactured use.
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Under a spatial equilibrium framework, the U.S. dairy industry was divided into nine regions.
It was assumed that the fluid milk demand and the Grade A and Grade milk supply exist on a
regional basis. It wasaalso assumed that, under the federal marketing order system, only Grade A
milk for fluid purposes may be shipped from one region to another based on the blend prices and
transportation costs between the two regions. Since Grade A milk, producers are actually paid the
blend price under the federal marekting order system, shipments could occur when the difference
between the blend price is greater than the transportation cost between two regions under the
assumption that there are no trade barriers. It was also assumed that transportation costs of the
manufactured milk products within a region can be ignored. The manufactured milk product
markets were aggregated at the national level. ' °

Due to the perishability of the raw milk, excess supply of raw milk in the industry was
purchased by the government in the form of butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese as was the case

e
under existing regulatory programs. Fluid milk demand was affected by the Class I price set by the
local market order while Grade A milk supply was affected by the blend price determined by the
local pooling scheme. Due to higher levels of the Class I minimum prices than blend prices, Class
II milk, which was Grade A milk supplies less fluid milk demand, was transferred to the
manufactured milk sector and consumed as butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese. The private
demand for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese was affected by the purchase prices set by the
goverrrrnent. The supply of Grade B and Class II milk was affected by the support price which was
calculated based on the purchase prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese.

It was noted that a high level of the support price or purchase prices would result in an
increased surplus situation in the industry by signaling high supply and demand prices. Nonetheless,
the support price has been maintanined at a high level by the government with the help of a quota
system. Due to the quota system, the U.S. support price level has been kept as high as about two
times the world competitive price. Therefore free trade could drastically increase the governmental
cost of supporting prices for U.S. dairy products at current levels.

The economic effects of the government regulatory programs were looked into by measuring
the market results and welfare effects of changes in policy instruments, the support/purchase prices,
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and import quotas. The effects of changes in the support/purchase prices were quite different from
the effects of changes in the Class Idifferentials. A change in the Class I differential in a particular
region may have an impact on the region only. However, a change in the blend price due to a
change in the Class I differential in the region may result in changes in the blend prices in other
regions through changes in shipments among regions. Generally only local fluid milk demand and
Grade A milk supply were affected by a change in the Class I differential. If Class I differentials
among several regions were changed together, the effects on the Grade A milk supply may be inter
and multiregional. The fluid demand in the region, however, was not influenced by changes in the
Class I differentials in other regions. Due to different price elasticities of fluid milk demand and
Grade A milk supply, Class I utilization, and transportation costs among regions, the effects of
changes in the Class I differentials on the change in Grade A milk supply price would vary by
region. Since the effects of changes in the Class 1 differentials were on a regional basis, the federal
marketing order program can be utilized effectively to alter the market results in a specific region.

The Class II minimum price set by the federal marketing order is generally close to the
support price level. Since all the Class II minimum prices are closely related to the support price,
a change in the support price level affects the fluid and Grade A milk markets throughout the
nation. A change in the support price level also affects the manufactured milk and Grade B milk
markets throughout the nation. Therefore the effect of a change in the support price level is
nation·wide and greater than the effect of a change in the Class I differential in terms of changes in
the Grade A milk supply prices. The effect of a change in the support price on the changes in the
Grade A milk supply prices varies based on the price elasticities of the Grade A milk supply curves
and shapes of the effective demand curve of Grade A milk for fluid purposes.

By supporting market prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese and by irnposing a quota
restriction on the import of such dairy products into the domestic markets, the govemment ensures
that raw milk producers obtain the target (support) price for milk delivered to milk processing
plants. Different levels of the purchase prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese would imply
a case in which the net return to cheese plants is not equivalent to the net return to butter·powder
plants. In this case, the raw milk producers will likely be paid based on a two-price system and the
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raw milk will be shipped to the plants where a higher net return prevails until the plants are _
° operating at their full capacity.

I

Because of the two price system in the manufactured milk market, there may be no single
manufactured milk price. One possible case, however, is that manufactured milk price could be
calculated as a weighted average depending on net returns of cheese and butter·powder plants, and
the proportions of the raw milk distributed to cheese and butter·powder plants, respectively. Under
this scenario once the federal order sets the Class 11 minimum price based on the manufactured
milk price calculated as a weighted average, the Class I and Class II milk supply will be determined
based on the blend and fluid prices, and the Grade B milk supply will be determined based on the
manufactured milk price.

Policy options with respect to changes in the support and purchase prices were based on a
— stepwise reduction of the support price level from $12.60 per cwt to $9.60 per cwt in $1.00 per cwt

decrements. The effects of changes in the purchase prices on the market results and welfare changes
were measured under the 1982 system and the dairy provisions of the 1985 Farm Bill system ir1
terms of the federal marketing order system. Due to the complexity of the calculation of a weighted
average price for manufactured milk, it was assumed that the support price for the raw milk
delivered to milk processing plants was equal to the net returns to both cheese and butter-powder
plants.

Three approaches were taken in terms of splitting a decrease ir1 the support price between
butter and nonfat dry milk. The first two approaches represented two extreme cases of a zero split
to butter price and an equal split between butter and nonfat dry milk. The third one represented

l the actual 1985 situation with splitting a $1.00 decrease per cwt as 16 percent to butter and 84
percent to nonfat dry milk. Changes in the private demand for manufactured milk products due
to changes in the purchase prices were measured by the direct and cross price elasticity effects.

Either under the 1982 system or the 1985 system of the federal marketing order, Grade A and
Grade B milk producers would lose about $1 billion and $0.2 billion, respectively, due to $1.00 per
cwt decrease lll the support price level. Fluid demand consumers would gain about $0.7 billion.
Butter and cheese consumers would gain the most, $.26 billion and $.43 billion respectively, under
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the option of an equal split between butter and nonfat dry milk. They would gain the least, $.14
billion and $.29 billion respectively, under the option of a zero split toibuter. Nonfat dry milk
consumers would benefit the most, $.07 billion, under the option of a zero split to butter and the
least, $.03 billion, under the option of an equal split.

On a regional basis, Grade A milk producers in the Northeast, East Northcentral, West
Northcentral, and Southwest regions would suffer the most in actual terms due to a decrease in the
support price. The Northeast and West Northcentral Grade B milk producers would suffer the
most ir1 actual terms. Fluid consumers in the Northeast, East Northcentral, and South Atlantic
regions would gain the most in actual terms. In proportional terms, Grade A milk producers in the p
East Northcentral, East Southcentral, and West Southcentral regions, and Grade B milk producers ‘

in the East Southcentral and West Southcentral regions would suffer the most. Fluid consumers in
the deficit regions, the South Atlantic, East Southcentral, and West Southcentral regions would gain
the most.

Changes in demand for dairy products were measured in terms of direct and cross price
elasticity effects. Demand for butter was affected the most by changes in other prices. A change in
demand for butter due to the cross price elasticity effect would be 17.9 million pounds per $0.10
per pound change in butter price when prices for nonfat dry milk and cheese were decreased by
$.0615 per pound and $.099 per pound, respectively, under an equal split option. It would be 48.7
million pounds per $.10 per pound change in butter price when prices for nonfat dry milk and
cheese were decreased by $.1033 per pound and $.099 per pound, respectively, under an option of
16 percent split to butter. A change in demand for butter due to the direct price elasticity effect
would be 8.15 million pounds per $0.10 per pound change in butter price.

Demand for cheese was affected by the cheese price and other prices. A change in demand for
cheese due to the direct price elasticity effect would be 50.9 million pounds per $0.10 per pound
change in cheese price. A change in demand for cheese due to the cross price elasticity effect would
be the most at 48.5 million pounds per $.10 per pound change in cheese price when prices for butter
and nonfat dry milk were decreased by $.1116 per pound and $.0615 per pound, respectively, under
an equal split option. It would be the least at 19.1 million pounds per $.10 per pound change in
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cheese price when butter price remained at $1.4390 per pound and only nonfat dry, milk price was
decreased by $.123 per pound under an option of a zero split to butter.- Demand for nonfat dry
milk was affected mostly by own price. Overall, demand for nonfat dry milk would increase by 40.8
million pounds per $.10 per pound change due to the direct price elasticity effect and increase by
3.7 million pounds per $.10 per pound change due to the cross price elasticity effect.

Under the option of a zero split to butter price, the butter market would be close to a market
clearing situation when the support price level drops to $11.60 per cwt, while the butter price
remairrs at $1.4390 per pound, than under any other option due to the significant cross price
elasticity effects on the butter demand. At a $11.60 per cwt support price level, the nonfat dry milk
and cheese prices would be $.7839 and $1.2475 per pound, respectively. Similarly, the nonfat dry
milk market would be closer to a market clearing situation under the zero split option than under
any other option when the support price level drops to $10.60 per cwt while the nonfat dry milk
price drops to $.6609 per pound. At a $10.60 per cwt support price level, butter and cheese prices
would be $1.4390 and $1.1485 per pound, respectively. Due to a lower cheese processing cost, the
cheese market would be in an excess supply situation even when the support price level drops to
$9.60 per cwt regardless of options of splitting a $1.00 decrease per cwt of support price.

A market clearing situation in butter and nonfat dry milk markets, that is when there is no
government purchases of these two commodities, suggests that butter price should be raised and
nonfat dry milk price should be dropped. lf the import quota is increased by 10 percent of the 1982
commercial demand for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese, the market clearing price for butter
would drop while the market clearing price for nonfat dry milk would increase. About $.19 per cwt
decrease in raw milk price is expected under an increasing import quota system as compare to the
1982 system. This would result in a 1.2 billion pound decrease in raw milk supply for
butter-powder purposes. This is equivalent to a 54 million pound decrease in butter production and
a 68 million pound decrease in nonfat dry milk production.

Net consumers and producers’ surpluses were greater when the support price level was lower.
Consumers as a whole would be better off if butter price drops more than nonfat dry milk price
does, in milk equivalent terms.
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VI.2. Corzclusions

Surplus problems in the U.S. dairy industry have been developing since the beginning of the
1980s and have recently lead to calls for political action to resolve them. Whether the dairy
producers receive appropriate market prices generating appropriate incomes or not seems to be of
little importance. Nevertheless, today’s dairy industry is surrounded by an improved market
atmosphere due to a highly developed infrastructure and technology. The competitive dairy market

l structure may not be far off the realistically plausible market structure in the near future. The
competitive market solution may, at least, provide a goal for policy makers to aim at as they
attempt to resolve the chronic surplus problem in the dairy industry.

Policy options incorporating changes in pricing parameters available under the current
government dairy programs and import quotas may be effectively used to influence the dairy
industry to move toward the market clearing equilibrium. The effects of these policy options on
market results and welfare effects vary on a regional basis. The options also have different impacts
on the participants in the dairy industry.

A change in the support price level affects Class I, Class II minimum prices, and blend prices.
This study has shown that a $1.00 per cwt decrease in the support price level would decrease raw
milk in manufactured use by more than 4 billion pounds. This irnplies that, based on the 1982
marketing situation, the supply of the raw milk in manufactured use would be decreased by 13.41
billion pounds when the support price level is reduced to $9.60 per cwt from $12.60 per cwt."

Since the CCC purchases and import quota restrictions are applied to the manufactured milk
product forms of butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese, the market clearing price for the raw milk
delivered to the manufacturing processing plants should be directly linked to the product prices.
In general, the market price for the raw milk in manufactured use is derived from the product price
less the processing cost, converted to milk equivalent terms. Hence the market price for the raw
milk represents the net retum to the processing plants of dairy products.

$6 During the 1982-1983 marketing year the net removal of the CCC was 14.3 billion pounds in milk
equivalents (see table 11-1).
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Since butter and nonfat dry milk are jointly produced, the market price for the raw milk
delivered to butter-powder plants is derived as the sum of the butter price and nonfat dry milk price
less the processing cost, converted to milk equivalent terms. This allows room for various
combinations of purchase prices for butter and nonfat dry milk which may be selected as target
prices for the products under the CCC purchase program. Due to direct and cross price elasticity
effects among butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese, different combinations of purchase prices for
these dairy products could result in a wide range of demand effects among these products.

The relationship among the support price for the raw milk in manufactured use and the
purchase prices for the dairy products conveys several important economic irnplications about the
manufactured milk market. The CCC stands ready to buy excess dairy products at the purchase
price levels, which are the marketing allowances plus the support prices. Given that the government
provides a guaranteed floor price, processors with lower average processing costs than the marketing
allowances would increase demand for the raw milk until the plants are operating at full capacity.
Therefore the raw milk would be shipped frrst to the plants with a greater gap between the
marketing allowances and the average processing costs. The rest of the raw milk would then be
shipped to the other plants. This study has shown that the gaps between the marketing allowances
and the average processing costs of the sampled plants for cheese and butter-powder were $.2405Ä
and $.1238 per cwt, respectively. Assurning average costs of the sampled plants represented the
actual average processing costs and the purchase prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese
yielded the identical net retums to cheese and butter-powder plants, the cheese plants would operate
at full capacity when the support price declines. This situation would not change as long as the
changes in the purchase prices result in the identical net retums to cheese and butter-powder plants.

A two·price system for raw milk in manufactured use is likely to prevail once the purchase
prices would no longer yield the identical net retums to cheese and butter-powder plants. In the
two·price system, manufactured milk price may be calculated as a weighted average in order to
deterrrrirre the national average manufactured milk price and Class II minimum price. Utilizing
purchase price levels and proportions of the raw milk delivered to cheese plants and butter-powder
plants, an iterative procedure may be required to derive an optimal manufactured milk price.
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Several policy implications can be drawn based on the results of the analysis ir1 this study.
First, the study estimated that a competitive market equilibrium price 1982 for raw milk in
manufactured use would be about $11.50 per cwt in milk equivalent terms with existing import
quotas in place. This implies that the 1982 dairy industry under existing federal dairy programs
would approximately be in market clearing situation when the government reduces the support
price to about $10.00 per cwt. This study suggests that the government decrease the support price
of raw milk in manufactured use to somewhere between $10.60 per cwt and $9.60 per cwt from
$12.60 per cwt as established in dairy provisions of the 1985 Farm Bill in order to lead the dairy
industry to a market clearing situation.

Second, considering various direct and cross price elasticity effects among manufactured milk
products: butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese, the study suggests that a larger proportion of the
decrease in the support price of raw milk in manufactured use be allocated to nonfat dry milk than
to butter in order to reduce the governrnent’s purchase of nonfat dry milk relatively more than
governrnent’s purchases of other manufactured milk products. This suggestion is roughly consistent
with results from the market clearing simulation in butter and nonfat dry milk markets, which
indicated 1982 nonfat dry milk price ($.9069 per pound) was substantially higher than the
simultaneous market clearing price for nonfat dry milk ($.0467 per pound) in 1982. Third, if the
U.S. dairy industry did away the dairy price support program, the government still can decrease
milk price by relaxing import quotas of manufactured milk products. As discussed in the previous
section, an increase of import quotas by 10 percent of the 1982 commercial demand would decrease
milk price in manufactured use by $.19 per cwt. This would reduce butter production by 54 million
pounds and nonfat dry milk production by 68 million pounds.

These policy implications, however, should be evaluated with care. Aggregate consumers and

producers’ surpluses do ntt differ substantially among policy options. Under existing federal dairy
programs, it is likely that to resolving the over-protection problem of nonfat dry milk would lead
to a lower social welfare level (in terms of producers’ and consumers’ surpluses) in the dairy
industry.
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Being an annual model, fixed beginning and ending stocks were assumed. Govemment selling
would occur and increase in butter and nonfat dry milk markets as the support price declines in
order to clear markets at announced purchase price levels. In the short-run, announced purchase
price levels may be maintained. In the long-run, however, market prices would tend to move up,
in an excess demand situation, as government stocks decrease unless the industry opens up markets
to foreign irnports. Therefore market prices will tend to be more reluctant to move down as lower
purchase prices are applied. Through a dynamic adjustment process, markets would eventually be
at new equilibria at higher market prices than announced purchase prices.

VI.3. Limitations

There are several limitations to this study. lt incorporated manufactured dairy product
markets at the national level assuming that the transportaion costs of these dairy products were
zero. Due to this limitation, a single national market price for the raw milk in manufactured use
was estimated while Grade A, Grade B, and fluid milk prices were estimated on a regional basis.

Dividing the U.S. dairy market into nine regions may not be sufficient for this study to
capture the characteristics of the local order markets and overall milk shipment flows. Given that
a nine region division is somewhat broad in terms of a single regional price, interregional shipments
were underestirnated by ignoring shipments within the regions and shipments between trading
points clustered at the regional border lines.

Lack of sufficient data for processing costs and capacities of butter·powder and cheese plants
weakened the confidence of the results of this study on the disaggregate manufactured milk
products. Since these two factors play a major role in allocating the raw milk in manufactured use
and in determining the average manufactured milk price, the market results could have been
different if improved data were utilized.

One of the significant limitations of this study in terms of prices, quantities, and shipment
flows is the fact that this study was based on an annual model. Being an average annual model,
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this study cannot help confounding the most important characteristics of the fluid milk in the dairy
industry: perishability, day·to-day production, and week·to·week delivery. of the raw milk. Due to
this lirnitation, this study is most likely to fail to capture the seasonality problems in the supply and
demand sides, especially in the deficit regions.

Another significant lirnitation of this study is that the model was based on a static analysis.
As a static analysis does, this study also fails to take into account the adjustment process of supply
and demand, which is considered in a long-run model. Due to this lirnitation, this study could not
solve the problem of shifts in the market equilibrium once the exogeneous policy options were
imposed.

There are two major lirnitations of the separable programming approach utilized in this study. l

A linear approximation approach to a nonlinear problem requires the establishment of a number
of intervals and lengths of intervals. Since these cannot be infinite and infmitesimal a certain degree
of inaccuracy in separable programming method’s solution was inevitable.

Another lirnitation, which may be considered more significant, is due to the fact that the
model was incomplete in terms of providing a set of internally determined optimal market prices
once a policy parameter was given. As discussed in Chapter III, the complexity of the calculation
of a weighted average price for the raw milk in manufactured use stems from the fact that the raw
milk supply in cheese use and butter·powder use is determined endogeneously by the manufacturted
milk p1ice." This implies that an optimal manufactured milk price has to be determincd either
endogeneously in the model or exgeneously. Either way may require an iterative procedure for a
solution.

— Separable programming was not further developed to take this problem into account mostly
due to a time constraint. Due to this lirnitation, this study utilized a sirnplified assumption that
net retums to cheese plants and net returns to butter·powder plants are identical so that the average

raw milk price is equivalent to these net returns. This confmes pricing options of changes in the
purchase prices to ceretain bounds.

$7 For- a complete discussion, refcr ro mc section 2.4 in Chpatcr lll.
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VI.4. Suggestions for Further Studies

Considering the two significant limitations of this study, it is strongly desirable to extend the
annual interregional dairy trade model to a quarterly or bi-annual time frame. In so doing, the
accuracy of the model can be improved by capturing the seasonal variations of supply and demand
for fluid milk.

The effects of the stability induced dairy programs on the dairy market would result in an
eventual shift in supply curve. By allowing an eventual shift in milk supply within a long-run
framework, an extension of the interregional dairy trade model could be a quasi-dynarnic model. .

By utilizing imports and exports of dairy products as endogenous sectors, the model can also
be extended to an intemational dairy trade model. The model can be further extended by
disaggregating world import and export sectors into several major dairy areas such as the EEC,
Australia, New Zealand, and Canada. In this way, the effects of pricing policy options could be
more effectively analyzed within the context of international trade model. Other non·pricing policy
options could also be analyzed.

Lastly, considering an inaccuracy of a separable programming technique due to linear
approximation procedure, the study suggests utilization of a non-linear programming algorithm,
which recently have become more available, for future analysis.
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APPENDIX A _
WELFARE EFFECTS: PRODUCER AND CONSUMER SURPLUS _

A.I. Introduction

Under the neoclassical framework, it is assumed that producers are profit maximizers and
consumers are utility maximizers. In a perfectly competitive situation both producers and
consumers are price takers. Suppose there are no extemalities in the competitive market so that
producers are technologically independent and consumers’ preferences are independent. This

I

irnplies that output level of each producer is determined only by his own input and output
decisions, not by input or output decisions of other producers and that the preference of each
consumer is affected only by his own choice of commodity bundles not by the choice of others.
Finally suppose that, under these assumptions, there exists a competitive market equilibrium such
that all markets clear and there is no excess demand or excess supply. In a general equilibrium
setting, when a competitive equilibrium exists it attains Pareto optimality.

Although the Pareto principle provides a reasonable creterion for comparison of different
states of the economy, it also has some significant limitations. One of them is that many Pareto
optimal alternatives are simply not comparable (Just et al., 1982; p. 30). Because of this limitation,
the Pareto principle must be used with caution. Quoting Just et al. (1982; pp. 31-2):

From a policy point of view, the Pareto criterion favors the status quo since therange of choices that represent Pareto improvements depends critically on the
initial distribution of income. The Pareto criterion cannot be used to choose
among widely different income distributions. Furthermore, many Pareto optimal
policy choices may exist which correspond simply to different income distributions.
Perhaps not all first-best, Pareto-optimal, choices are superior to some second·best
choice. Thus, the Pareto criterion alone appears to constitute an insufficientbasis for applied economic welfare analysis of public policy alternatives.

Kaldor, and Hicks (1939) developed a concept called the "compensation principle" hoping
that it would be a better device for evaluating policy altematives. The compensation principle is
briefly defined as if: State B is preferred to State A if, in making the move from State A to State

I
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B, the gainers can compensate the losers such that every one can be made better off. According to
them the principle is stated in terms of potential compensation rather than actual compensation.
The payment of compensation, therefore, involves a value judgement. As far as policy is concemed,
whether the compensation should be paid to losers or not is a subjective matter. Since the
compensation principle does not rule out subjectivity of the policy decision, the concept of a social
welfare function was developed by Bergson.’8 The social welfare function is simply a function of the
utility levels of all individuals such that a higher value of the function is preferred to a lower one.
The welfare function provides a rule that can rank all states of society and determine which first·best
state on the grand utility possibilities frontier represents the social optirnum. More detailed
discussions about properties and existence of the social welfare functions are considered beyond the
scope of the study. The study simply assumes that the function exists with similar properties to

i an individual utility function.

A.2. Consumer and Producer Surplus

‘ The effect of changes in market prices on the consumer welfare is usually evaluated by
measuring the increase or decrease in the area under a market demand curve less total actual
payment for total quantity demanded. The total amount the consumer would be willing to pay for
the changes ir1 market prices is called consumer surplus. ' Since the demand curve may not be a
single one, as Marshallian demand curves and Hicksian demand curves can be different, the measure
of the welfare impact of a price change may not be unique. Compensating variation is defmed as
the amount of income that one Would have to pay the consumer in new state to make him just as

happy as he was in the original state. Compensating variation, C, can be defined formally by the
use of the indirect utility and expenditure functions:”

$8 Since Abram Bergson used this concept first, such a social function is also called Bergsonian welfarefunction.
$9 See Chapters 3 and 7, Varian.
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v(1* „y° + C) = v(p°„y°) ·

or

C = «[1* „v(p°„y°)] — «[p° 1 v(p°„y°)] (A — 1)
where v is an indirect utility function; e is an expenditure function; p° is a market price in the
original state; pl is a market price in the new state; and y° is an income level in the original state.

Equivalent variation is defined to be the amount of income that one would have to take away
from the consumer at price p° to make him as well off as he would be at price pl .Equivalentvariation,

E, is defined by:

v(1>° „ y° — E) = v(1* „y°)

or

E = @[1* 1 v(1*„ y°)] — @[1>° „ v(1*„ y°)] (A — 2)
The relationship between compensating variation and equivalent variation and "the area

under the demand curve" is depicted in figure A-1. Hicksian demand curves are steeper curves
labelled h(P,v) and Marshallian curve is labelled X(P,y). Consider one commodity, x, and the price
changes from p° to pl. Then the Hicksiar1 demand for the commodity x is given by

ö@(1>„ v°)11 , ° E ——i A - 3(1> v ) ap ( )

Integrating the Hicksian demand function between p° and pl gives

pl
0 1 0 o 0fh(p,v)=e(p,v)—e(p,v)=areaa=C (A—4)PO
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and

plh 1 _ 1 1 0 1 _ _(p,v)-e(p,v)—e(p,v)-area(a+b+c)—E (A—5)PO

It is clear that the area under the Marshallian demand curve, area (a + b), is between C and E. Since
the Hicksian demand curves are not observed in the real world, the amounts of C and E are not

~ directly derived. However, these welfare measures can be used to construct a useful bound on
consumer’s surplus based on the Marshallian demand curve, which is observed in the real world.

Recall Slutsky’s equation: .

ö><(1>„ y°) y°) X (A _ 6)öp öp öy

If. öx(1>„y°). .. .. . . . .x 1S a normal good, then IS pos1t1ve. This 1mpl1es the Hicksran demand curve IS always
steeper than the Marshallian demand curve. The total actual amount the consumers are willing to
pay under the Marshallian demand regime is defined by:

PU 0· fx(p,y)=area(a+b)=A (A—7)pl

And, as discussed, the absolute amount of A is between those of C ar1d E.

ICISIAISIEI (A·—8)

The irnplication of equation (A~8) is well expressed ir1 Varian. To quote:

This expression may often be useful in practice: it says that, if a cost benefit studyshows that the cost of a project outweighs the area under a Marshallian demand
curve, then the costs are certainly greater than the compensating variation (p. 211).
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The relationship between A and C in constant income elasticity cases is easily derived from
the definitions of income elasticity, and Marshallian and Hicksian demandifunctions. In a practical
way, however, the percentage error resulting from using A rather than the exact measure C is likely
to be quite small (Hicks, 1956, p. 65; Blakley and Riley, p. 1). Equation (A-6), Slutsky’s equation,
suggests that compensating and equivalent variations will be identical if the income elasticity is zero
or indifference curves shift vertically with parallel. Hence, in a zero income elasticity case, the
measure of consumer surplus using an ordinary demand curve does not result in any difference from
the measure using Hicksian demand curve.

‘ Producer’s surplus is the amount of producer’s profit and rent (Vatian p. 214). Suppose the
market supply curve is represented by aggregated firms’ marginal cost (MC) curves as illustrated in
figure A·2.‘° Market clearing price and quantity are p' and y' respectively. Since the supply curve
is just the aggregated marginal cost (MC) curve, producer’s surplus is defined as followsz

« *
Y. „

* ap y -L MC(y)dy=1> y —C(y)+C(0)=ar==¤d- (A·9)

Since C(0) implies the rent payment to the fixed factors, equation (A·9) proves that producer’s
_ surplus is just profit plus rent.

Suppose each individual consumer is assumed to be a utility maximizer with a given income
level. For simplicity, assume each individual has a zero income elasticity of demand for the
commodity. Under this assumption, the ordinary market demand function, Q" = x(p), can be
considered as the sum of individual’s compensated demand functions (Currie et al., p. 759).
Assume that the producers are profit maxirnizers with given technology in a competitive market
situation so that each individual is simply given a market clearing price and optimizes output with
the given price. Without loss of any generality, the market supply function, Q‘ = g(p), is assumed
to be the sum of individual’s marginal cost functions. The consumer and producer surplus in the

6° The market supply curve may not start at the origin as figure A—2 illustrates. An individual firm’s supplycurve is a marginal cost curve above the average variable cost. Since each firm’s average variable costdiffers, the aggregated marginal cost curve is flatter than firm’s marginai cost curve and starts close to theorigin.
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competitive market and regulated market, under the support price program, situations are lustrated
in figure A·3. It is assumed that consumers and producers are mere price takers in both cases.

Suppose the market is at a competitive equilibrium at the price of p° and quantity level of
q°. Using equations (A-7) and (A-9) consumer and producer surplus at p° and q° in the competitive
market equilibrium case are derived as follows:

pm
Consumer Surplus (C.S.) = I x(p)dp = area (a + b + c), (A — 10)PO

p°ProducerSurplus (P.S.) =f g(p)dp = area (e + f), (A — ll)0

and total producer and consumer surplus is:

pm PO
T.S. = C.S. + P.S. =f x(p)dp +f g(p)dp

r>° 0

=area(a+b+c+e+i). (A—l2)

Now suppose the market is regulated by the price support program and the government sets
p‘ as the support price and purchases qß at that price. Since the market price is increased from p°
to p‘, consumer and producers’ welfare is also changed. The changes in consumer and producers’
surplus are derived as follows:

p"‘ r>'“
AC.S. = x(p)dp — x(p)dp

P P

PO
= _l x(p)dppl

= — area (b + c) (A — 13.21)
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1
”

0P PAPS- = g(P)dP—_[I g<P>dP ~

pl
= I 0 g<P)dP

P

= area (b + c + d), (A — 14.a)

and the net change in total producer and consumer surplus is:

AT.S. = AC.S. + AP.S.
i

po pl
= IIP P

= area d. (A — 15)

Equations (A·l3.a, 14.a and 15) imply that due to the change in market price from p° to p‘; (1)
consumers lose their surplus by the area of (b+ c), (2) producers gain their surplus by the area of
(b + c+ d), (3) there is a net gain of area d for the society of producer and consumer surplus, and
(4) the purchasing expenditure (plxqß) for the price support program is represented by the area of
(c+ d+ f+j + h+i), which is the cost to the public.

The market supply and demand functions can also be written in inverse forms so that price
is a function of a quantityßl In this case the surplus would be derived in integrals with ranges over
quantity instead of price. Suppose the inverse supply and demand functions are derived as follows:

od = g<P‘) —» Pd = g—‘(QS) md od = ¤¤<Pd) -—» Pd = x"(Qd>- <A - 16)
Then:

6* The inverse forms of supply and demand functions will be utilized for an empirical analysis of interregionalU.S. dairy trade model.
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Q _ Q„ _ i
ACS- = [L lx l(Q)dQ — PIQIÜ — [L X l(O)dO — POQO]

Q° _= -].1 x ‘(Q)dQ — p‘Q‘ + p°Q°
Q

=-area(c+f+h)—area(b+e+g)+area(e+f+g+h)

= — area (b + c), (A - 13.b)

and

AP·S· = [P (Q +Q 8 (Q)dO] ·· [P Q —L 2 (Q)dQ]

(91+ Q‘> _= 1>‘(Q‘ + Qg) - p°Q° — I 0 2 ‘(Q)dQ
Q

=area(b+e+g+c+f+h+d+j+i)—area(e+g+f+h)-arca(j+i)

=area(b+c+d). (A- 14.b)

A.3. Consumer and Producer Surplus in the Dairy Industry: National Fluid and
Manufactured Market Case

In this section, measurement of consumer and producer surplus in a simplilied national dairy

industry will be discussed. Suppose the U.S. dairy industry consists of a fluid milk market and a
manufactured milk market. The tluid milk is supplied by Grade A milk producers and the
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manufactured milk may be supplied by Grade B milk producers and, possibly, Grade A milk
producers. The demand for fluid milk and manufactured milk is assumed to have zero income
effects. Grade A milk producers and Grade B producers are assumed to be technologically
independent.

The U.S. dairy industry under current federal programs is illustrated in figure A-4. Grade A
and Grade B milk supply curves are labelled as SA and SB respectively. Class I and Class II milk
classifications by the federal order are represented by XI and XII. The demand curves for fluid
milk and manufactured milk are labelled as YF and YM respectively. The amount of each type of
milk demanded is represented by XI and Ym respectively. The total amount of Grade B milk g
supplied is represented by Xb so that the total amount of raw milk supplied in manufactured use
is labelled as (Xb+ XII). Given the support price set at Pg°, the CCC purchases Qg of
manufactured milk. The federal marketing order sets the minimum Class I and Class II prices as
PI° and PII° respectively resulting in the effective demand curve, AR, as shown in figure A-4(a).

Under this assumption, Grade A milk producers will be paid the blend price, Bb, through an
order, and Grade B milk producers will be paid Pg° in the manufactured market. Since the fluid
milk price is fixed at PI°, the Class I minimum price, fluid milk consumption is limited to XI.
Similarly since the manufactured milk price is fixed at Pg° , manufactured milk consumption is
limited to Ym.

Therefore, under the regulatory dairy programs, the consumer surplus in the fluid market is
restricted to the area of a triangular abP}‘ in figure A-4(a). Sirnilarly the consumer surplus in the
manufactured market is the area of a triangular efPg in figure A-4(b). The producers surplus for
Grade A milk producers is the area of a triangular Bbcd (figure A-4(a)) and that for Grade B milk
producers, ghXII (figure A·4(b)). Several implications for welfare effects of changes in policy
parameters are suggested. First, suppose Class I differential is reduced by the federal order. This
brings down PI°, the Class I minimum price, and shifts down the effective demand curve (AR) for
Grade A milk. Due to lowered fluid and blend prices in the fluid market, fluid consumers will gain
and Grade A producers will lose. There is no change in welfare in the manufactured market except
for a reduction in govemment purchases, Qg. Second, suppose the support price level is reduced
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by law and the federal order maintains the same Class I differential. Since Pg° is reduced, PII° also
falls. This means PI° is also decreased. In this case, the consumers of fluid milk and manufactured
milk products both gain while producers of Grade A and Grade B milk lose. Third, suppose the
support price level is reduced while Class I differential is increased. If the new PI° is lower than the
previous PI° than the impact would be similar to the second case. But if the new PI° is higher than
or at least equal to the previous PI° then the fluid consumer will not gain at all while manufactured
consumer will gain and all producers will lose.

Several possible combinations of changing alternative policy parameters, the support and
purchase price levels and Class I differentials, would result in different welfare impacts.‘2 Different
levels of Class I differentials among regions in the U.S. dairy industry will also result in different
regional welfare impacts.

62 For more detailed analysis of effects of changes in policy parameters on the dairy industry, see the section3 in Chapter Ill.
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- APPENDIX B _
MA THEMA TICAL PROBLEM OF THE U.S. INTERREGIONAL

DAIRY TRADE MODEL

B.1. Nonlinear Mathematical Programming Specüication

The objective of the mathematical model maximizing the net quasi-welfare function subject
to constraints can be specified as a Lagrangian net social quasi-welfare function. Since the objective
function is concave, the Kuhn-Tucker conditions are necessary and sufficient for a local maximum
if the constraint functions are convex. If the contraint functions are convex, compact and
nonempty, then by the Weierstrass theorem the objective function has a global maximum either in
the interior or on the boundary of the opportunity set defined by the constraint functions
(Takayama (1974); p. 29 and 68).

I

It was already shown that the objective function is a concave function. Most of the constraint
functions discussed in this section are linear constraints. The nonlinear constraints are the blend
price constraints defined in equation (IV·28) under the pooling system of the federal marketing
order program. Since the blend price function is downward sloping at a decreasing rate the
opportunity set above the function is convex.

B.l.l. Unregulated Market Case
The maximizing problem of the Lagrangian net social quasi-welfare function under a

competitive market situation in the dairy industry is specified below. The function is embodied by
equations (IV-15) to (IV-25) described in Chapter IV. The function is to be maximized with
respect to the quantities supplied, transported, and consumed subject to the relevant constraints.
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In a perfect competitive market situation, the last four constraints, associated with 18-lll,

are expected to be satisfied by the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions.63 The Kuhn·Tucker
optimality conditions for (B-1) are:

ÖW-?l=—-4+11,=—m,+11,g0 ana —@—XLXa,=0
öxai öxa, öxa,

aw öwi aw——=i+l2·=—b·+Ä.2·$0 d ——b-=0öxb, öxb, * X * * XX öxb, X *

aw ÖW1 aw—=——·——Ä3~= f·—Ä.3·$O d —— ·=Oöyfj öyfi 1 pl 1 an ggg YH

63 The objective funtion is specified in terms of quantities subject to the quantity balance constraints andprice constraints. Hence if the problem is optimized in terms of quantity, the price constraints, forinstance, the last four constraints in (B-1), are automatically satisfied. However, this is true only if themarket is not infiuenced by any price regulations. Once a price regulation is imposed, it should bereflected in the constraints either in terms of price or quantity.
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t

Zcrazjj + xbjj) — (xmzs + mm) 2 0 and A4 = 0
1=l

aw _ gg aw _
M5 —xm23 C2 20 and A5-0

aw _ Q aw _
N6 -xm23 C3 20 and -7 A6-0

4gi\%=xrn4—%-20 md gig;-A7=0,foralliandj. (B·4)c

Suppose that for this problem the regional optimal consumption of fluid and manufactured
milk products, and the regional optimal quantity of Grade A and Grade B milk are positive for all
regions. The derived Kuhn·Tucker conditions for the problem would then provide the following
economic irnplications. Equations (B-2) imply that

and

(c2p2 + c3p3 — ac23) = c4p4 — ac4 = pm = A4, for all i and j. (B — 5)

This implies that the imputed or shadow market supply prices and demand prices are exactly same
as the regional supply prices and demand prices respectively. This satisfies regional consumer
equilibrium and regional producer equilibrium and, thus, corresponds to the social Pareto
optimality conditior1s.“ Equations in (B-3) reflect the locational price equilibrium conditions and
equations in (B·4) represent the market equilibrium conditions yielding no excess demand or excess

supply. Therefore the total consumer expenditure is equal to the total production costs plus total
trasportation and processing costs. Mathematically from (B·3 and 4):

6** For more details, see Takayama and Judge (1971), Chapter 2.
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— ra, — ta,j)xa;; + Z(pm — ra,)xa2; + Z(pm — rb,)xb;

1:1 1:1 1:1 1:1

n 4 n n
= + 2ckpkyk* — Zraixa; — Zrbixb;

1:1 k:2 1:1 1:1

— Zitaijxag — ac23xm23 — ac4xm4 = 0. (B — 6)
1:1 1:1

The Kuhn·Tucker conditions in (B·3) have other implications. Since Grade A milk can be
utilized in fluid use or in manufactured use, the supply price of Grade A milk is determined
differently in two cases: (1) the case where Grade A milk is utilized only in fluid use, and (2) the
case where Grade A milk is first utilized in fluid use and the remainder of Grade A milk is utilized
in manufactured use. The first case is the short-run two equilibrium market price case, where Grade
A milk supply price is higher than Grade B milk supply price. The second case is the short-run'
single equilibrium market price case, where Grade A milk supply price and a Grade B milk supply
price tend to equalize in an equilibrium situation.

The first case of no Grade A milk in manufactured use implies xa2{, = 0 in equation (B·5).
Hence ,14 S ra,. This means that the supply price of the Grade A milk and transportation cost is
higher than, or at least equal to, the imputed demand price for raw milk in manufactured use. Since

- Grade B milk cannot be processed ir1to fluid milk, it is likely that each market, fluid and
manufatured, has different equilibrium market prices, where ph = ra,, pm = rb, and ra, > rb,.
Suppose xa2g > 0 for the second case. Then (B·3) implies ra, = rb, = ph = 14: the milk market in
any region is cleared at one equilibrium price.

B.1.2. Regulated Market Case Under Current Federal Programs
Under the current federal programs, the manufactured milk product price is regulated by the
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price support program and the fluid milk price is regulated by classified pricing and pooling
provisions of the federal marketing order program. Classified pricing regulates the demand price for
the fluid milk by setting the minimum Class I price. The pooling system provides a weighted

' average revenue, blend price, which Grade A milk producers are paid. Hence demand prices for
both markets are regulated by the govemment. The supply price for Grade A milk is affected by I
the govemment. These constraints were specified ir1 (IV-26) through (IV-31) in Chapter IV.

Due to these regulations, the net social quasi·we1fare function is now maximized subject to
additional constraints. The consumer surplus for fluid and manufactured milk is bounded by the
minimum Class I price and the support price respectively. Similarly, the producer surplus for the
Grade A and Grade B milk is bounded by the blend price and the support price. The measure of

A

total surplus is discussed in Appendix A.
In this section, measuring consumer and producer surplus by using an integral formulation

is briefly discussed and a mäthematical formulation of a Lagrangian net social quasi-welfare
function follows. For sirnplicity in exposition, it is assumed that the fluid and manufactured
markets are aggregated. Suppose sa(xa) and sb(xb) represent the supply functions for Grade A and
Grade B milk respectively. Similarly, it is assumed that dftyf) and dm(ym) denote the demand
functions for fluid and manufactured milk products respectively. The total surplus is divided as
follows in terms of figure B-1.

Market A Market B
Consumer Surplus a ° j
Producer Surplus c + d + h + f k + m + n
Total Surplus a+c+d+h+f j+k+m+n

In general the area under the demand curve less area under the supply curve represents the
consumer and producer surplus. Under regulation, market A is in equilibrium where yl° and xa
represents the quantity demanded at PI° and supplied at ra respectively. Similarly, market B is in
equilibrium where ym represents the quantity demanded by consumers and (xb + xa2) represents
the quantity supplied by Grade B and Grade A milk producers at Pg°. In order to maintain the
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support price level, Pg°, the govemment purchases Qg amount of manufactured milk products at
that price.

Areas a and j, total consumer surplus, are derived by the following integral formulationsz

yI°
Area a df(yl)dyf- PI°yl° (B — 7)

Area j =f dm(ym)dym — Pg°ym. (B — 8)

Similarly, for the total producer surplus, the integral formulations are specified as

X3
Area (c + d + h + l) = (ra)(xa) —f sa(xa)dxa (B — 9)0

xb
Area (k + m + n) = (Pg°)(xb) —

I sb(xb)dxb. (B — 10)0

From (B-7) to (B-10), the total consumer and producer surplus is —

Area(a+c+d+f+h+j+k+m+n)

E W + Wm

y1° ym xa xb
=f df(yl)dyf + I dm(ym)dym —'j sa(xa)dxa —

I sb(xb)dxb0 0 0 0

— Pi°yl° — Pg°ym — (ra) (xa) — (Pg°) (xb)- (B — 11)
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Since (ra) is equal to a blend price" at equilibrium,

(xa) (xa) = 1>1°y1° + pm°xa2 = PI°yI° + (Pg°) (xa2). (B - 12)

Hence (B-l 1) is rewritten as

yI° ym xa xbW + Wm =f df(yi)dyf dm(ym)dym sa(xa)dxa sb(xb)dxb0 0 0 0

+ Bg° og (B - 13)

where Qg = xa2 + xb - ym. Equation (B-13) can be expressed ir1 disaggregated forrnulation in
terms of regions and manufactured products such as the one in (B-1).

The blend price constraint, (IV-28) in Chapter IV, can be rewritten as follows:

k k

= [{(pm° + Dj)Zxakj + pm°xa2jj}(2xakj + xa2jj)—l]
k k

= {pm°(Zxakj + xa2jj) + DjZxakj}(2xakj + xa2jj)”l
k k k

= PIKOtc
k

= plyj _ (B - 14)

65 fa = , where xa = yI° + xa2 = xal + xa2.
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The Lagrangian net social quasi-welfare function under current regulations is specified as
follows. The function is to be maximized with respect to the quantities supplied, transported and
consumed subject to the relevant constraints.

I1 0 4yl ykmax w :Ef idf}(yQ)dyQ + Zf dk(y1«>dy1«
1:1 0 k:2 O

n xa, j xb, 4
O"

jl
S3.,(X8.,)dXai + Sb,(Xbi)Xbi ]

+i=l0 0 l<=2

n n
— ZZta,,xa,, — (ac23xm23 + ac4xm4) ·

i=l j=l

n n
+ 2,1 1,[xa, — Zxaü — xa2,,]

l=l j=l

n
'i" 2:i.2,[Xbi - xbü] A

i=l

n n

j=l j=l

n
+ l4[Z(m2,, + xb,,) — (mzs + xm4)]

i=l

l+ l5[xm23 — (y2 + Qg2)]
c
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+ l6[xm23 —{ (ya + ogm] °
c

+ ).7[xm4 —{ (y4 + Qg4)]
c

I!

+ Zisjgpq - rr?]
i=l .

+ l9[P O (c2Pg2° + c3Pg3° — ac23)xm23 + (c4Pg4° — ac4)xm4 Jg _
xm23 + xm4

‘l' Äl023(m§3"+

ll04(xm4° — XII14)

n .

+ Z/111,[rb, — pm°]
i=l

I'! I'!

+ + taij - {pmo + +—,
i=1j=l · l l

where xmgs and xmg represent total maximum capacities of butter·powder plants and cheese plants,
respectively. In the regulated market case, the purchase prices may vary in temrs of net return to
plants. For instance, if butter and nonfat dry milk prices are low such that net return to cheese
plants are higher, then raw milk in manufactured use will be shipped to cheese plants until the
cheese plants are operating at the full capacities.

In a perfectly competitive market, it was shown above that the imputed demand and supply
prices are exactly equal to the market demand and supply prices. These market equilibrium prices
are deterrnined by the perfectly competitive market mechanism. With government programs,
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however, thelgovemment regulates markets in order to achieve its goals. Because of this the
irnputed prices may no longer be equal to the market prices under regulations. Hence the price
constraints due to regulations expressed in (B-15) may not be consistent with the Kuhn-Tucker
optirnality conditions.

The Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions for (B-15) are as followsz

Ü .§;’-=-rai+11i+112ij[;N%;‘]-]g0 and gi-mi-0
öw - - . . E

.i=
öxbi - rbl+ l2,S 0 and öxbi xbl 0

aw ÖPG aw -——= f·—1+R,l3·+).8—; S0 d ——— —=0

·ÖW _ iii ÖW _
öyz - p2 C2 S 0 and ———öy2 y2 - 0

öW _ _ Ä öW _
ÖY3 - p3 C3 S 0 and ——Öy3 y3 - 0

aw _ aw __
öy4—p4 C4S0 and ÖY4 y4-0

ÖYV _ 0 _Ä ÜW =Pg 2 C2 S0 and Qg2 0

öW 6 16 öW———· = P 3 —* 0 d ——·—· 3 = Üaogs g C3 S am aogs Qg

ÖVV 0 17 ÖW·l= P 4 — ·—— S Ü d —— 4 = Üaog,4 g C4 an 6og4 Qg

—-QL--ac -14+16+16axmzs 23
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+ ,19(c4Pg4° — c2Pg2° — c3Pg3° + ac23 — ac4) (—mi—T — 11023 5 0
(xm23 + xm4)

öW _and öxm23 xm23 - 0

öWöXm4 -—ac4—,14+,17

+ ,19(c2Pg2° + c3Pg3° — c4Pg4° —— ac23 + ac4) — ,1104 5 0
(xm23 + xm4) '

111111 —ä%11114-0 (B—16)

öW _ -2 öW
E

— * + + + } S 0 Ellld Xaij = 0

öW - öW= · + — Äl2ü{Di$X3,}i(;X3}i + xa2ü) 2} S 0 and xa2ü = 0

EV. - .. . EV. .. - -Öxbü - 121+ ,14 5 0 and öxbü xbu
-

0 (B 17)

aw n aw-E3T=xai—g§xaij—xa2ü20 and @,1li=Ü ”

ÖVV .. . - .. E!. . ..
1

öui - xbl xbu 2 0 and Ölzi ,121- 0

aw ° aw·äg=§;Xaij—(l+R)y1}2 and m?Ä3j=0
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~
ÖW _ öW _and ÖÄ4 14-0

]=

Ä.. ._L Ä -ÖÄ5 -—xm23 C2 (y2+Qg2)20 and als ,15-0

Ä.. _ L Ä -M6-xm23 C3 (y3+Qg3)20 and Ö/16116-0

ÖW - _L Ä - -öl.] —xm4 C4 (y4+Qg4)20 and ÖH ,17-0 (B .18)

Ä- . - 9 Ä .andgw

_ P O [(c2Pg2° + c3Pg3° — ac23)xm23 + (c4Pg4° — ac4)xm4]
> 0619 “ g ° xmzs + xm4 ·

öW _and M9 ,19 - 0

ÖWV _ o _ ÖW __
ÖM023 -xm23 xm2320 and Ö/{1023 11023-0

ÖYV _ o _ ÖYV _
ÖMOA —xm4 xm420 and —-V104 ,1104-0

Ä.. . .. 9 Ä . -Öllli-rb! pm 20 and Ö/Hlillll-0

öW ” öWand (B- 19)

for all i and j, and k=2,3 and 4.

Equations in (B-16) represent regional consumer and producer equilibrium conditions and
equations in (B- 17) represent locational equilibrium conditions. Market equilibrium conditions are
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reflected by equations in (B·l8). Additional equilibrium conditions in a regulated market are
represented by equations in (B- 19). V

If all quantities are positive then equations in (B-16) irnply that:

Öra- örbrai= ,11,+ ,112i [ ä] and rbi= ,12i+ llliliäfi]

öpg
pg = (1 + R)l3j — 184:-%], for all i and j, and

1 .

c2Pg2° = ,15, c’Pg3° = ,16, c‘Pg4° = ,17, and

Pm°=Pg°=l4=—ac23 +).5+,16

(c4Pg4° — c2Pg2° — c3 Pg3° ·-· ac23 — ac4)(xm4)
+ Ä.9 11023

(x1n23 + xm4)

4 o 2 o 3 oP 4 — P¤2 — P 3 — - 23 (,,2,,,
(xm23 + xm4)

Since the market is regulated, the imputed supply and demand prices are not equal to the market
Ö .supply and demand prices. The difference between ll, and ra,, ,112,l:% ], is the extra marginal

i
cost that the society has to pay to maintain the classfied pricing and the pooling systems. Since the
reserve requirement has to be met, the fluid price is forced to be 1:;*. In a surplus region, Grade A
milk may no longer be needed to meet the reserve requirement. Hence the extra unit of the Grade
A milk supplied is now paid pm° and the imputed value for l3j for the extra unit becomes pm°.
In a deficit region, however, Grade A milk is still needed to meet the reserve requirement. This
deficiency leads to the importation of Grade A milk from surplus regions, and the inflow of Grade
A milk continues until the total supply satisfies the total demand (1 + R)yl}°. The imputed value
for the fluid milk, A3], becomes 1:}*/(1 + R) in the deficit region. As mentioned, the locational price

equilibrium conditions are reflected in (B-17) and the market equilibrium conditions yielding no
excess demand and excess supply are represented by (B-18).
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Since the federal marketing order provides a two-price system with the pooling provision, it
is necessary to understand the relationship between regulated market equilibrium prices and the
imputed prices. In Chapter III, it was pointed out that when the Class I utilization ratio is less than
one in any region the effective demand curve in that region can be specified by (B- 14). This implies
that the blend price is between the minimum Class I price, 1:}* , and the minimum Class II price,
pm° in region j. In other words, the average revenue for Grade A milk is determined by the effective
demand curve in the range between pf? and pm°. The market supply price tends to match this
average revenue at equilibrium. In reality, however, due to the two-price system Grade A milk
supplied for fluid milk is paid pf} and the extra Grade A milk supplied for manufactured milk °

products is paid pm°.

Since Grade A milk producers are price takers, they optimize output level by setting the
marginal costs of producing the last unit of milk equal to the average revenue, the blend price.
Under regulation, however, the society as a whole is now willing to pay pm° for the rest of Grade
A milk in manufactured use. Therefore current federal regulations induce society to pay a higher
social cost. This implies that the imputed market supply and demand prices are now restricted by
a non·market mechanism, the govemment.

Due to the distortion in the market prices, the locational price equilibrium condition in (B- 17)
is not satidfied ir1 the actual locational price equilibrium. Since Grade A milk producers consider
the blend price as the marginal revenue, they satisfy the actual locational price equilibrium
conditions specified in the last two equations in (B- 19).

B.2. Intcrregional Equilibrium Conditions

The additional constraints, derived in (B·l9), arise directly from the charateristics of the

regulating programs and reflect the actual regulated market conditions. As discussed, due to market

distortions, actual solutions may not be equal to the corresponding imputed values. The
Kuhn·Tucker conditions, however, are expected to be consistent with the market equilibrium
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conditions_ described in (B·l6, 17 and 18). Since prices and quantities are functionally duals, the
values of Lagrangian multipliers of price constraints reflect the marginal changes of quantities.

B.2.l. Grade A and Fluid Milk

The relationship between the fluid milk demand price and Grade A supply price is reflected
in Kuhn·Tucker conditions of (B-16, 17 and 18). From (B-16):

öpf} ar yg>0, and
1

örai _
rr xai>0.

From (B-17):

where Qi = Djxa2„(Zxa„ + xa2„)‘“.
l

By substituting for ll. and A3}, these three conditions may be simplified into one as follows:

ÖPQ öra-pf} + Ägjl: jl — (l taij Ü. (B — 21)

Due to the reserve requirement the minimum Class I price is always effective and the blend price
is upper bounded by the reserve requirement ratio yieldirrg ,18j and ,112,, not being zero. Rewriting

öyf-
lztt? +

Ä8jÄ.l2ij=, for all i and j. (B—22)
[Q.J

ÖX3.i
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Ö fSince 18, and (gf;}-) are both negative, the multiplication of these two is positive, and the sign of
j .

the numerator is positive. Since the denominator is negative, the multiplier for the blend price
constraint, 112,, , is negative. This implies the additional locational price equilibrium associated
with 112,, in (B·l9) is satisfied with the equality condition, i.e., ra, + ta,, — pjb, = 0 , for all i and j.
According to McDowell (1982, p. 95), 112,, represents a subsidy rerceived for milk moving to fluid
use.

In his discussion, McDowell argued that the minimum Class I prices should be aligned such
that TZ'? —— 1:;* < ta,,, where i is the more surplus region of the two in order to prevent processors from
"underrnining the system by driving local Grade A producers to a lower fluid utilization rate, and
lower blend price" (p. 96). In reality, however, Grade A milk producers in region i compare the
difference in the blend prices in region i and j. If the difference is greater than their transportation
costs, they are tempted to ship their milk to region j. Therefore, from the modeling standpoint, the
minimum Class I price alignment should be replaced by the blend price alignrnent such that
pie, — pb, < ta,,, where i is the more surplus region of the two.66

B.2.2. Grade A and Manufactured Milk
The relationship between the marginal revenue of manufactured milk and the marginal cost

of Grade A milk production may be derived in a similar fashion. From (B·l6),

pm—14=0 when yk>0 for all k

öra, .-1e, + 11, + 112,,[ —— J = 0 when xe,> 0öxa,

and from (B·l7):

—• 0 when X3.2,,>0

where Q, = D,}:xa,,(§Qxa,, + xa2,,)*’.1 ¤

66 This implies that D,UR, — D,UR, < ta,, , where D is a Class I differential and UR
is a Class l utilization ratio. It is expected that UR, < UR,, where i is the surplus region.
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By substituting 24 and 21,:
I

öra,pm° — ra, + 212,,1}), il = 0

and rearranging for 212,,:

'112,,=—, for all 1. (B—23)‘ —E

212,, is negative since nominator is positive and denorninator is negative in (B-23). This satisiies
the equality condition of additional locational equilibrium associated with 212,, in (B- 19), i.e.,
ra,—p·b,=0, foralli.

B.2.3. Grade B and Manufactured Milk
In order to analyze the relationship between the supply price of Grade B milk, or raw milk2

in manufactured use, and the demand prices of manufactured milk products under federal regulatory
programs, it is important to understand the nature of support prices for butter, nonfat dry milk and
cheese and their relationships to the supply price for raw milk in manufactured use. It is assumed
that processing plants are operating at full capacity at given market prices, which are generally
determined by the CCC purchase price levels. As the last equation in (B-5) implies, at the
competitive market equilibrium, average revenue in the butter-powder market, (c’P2 + c3P3 — ac„)
, is equivalent to average revenue in the cheese market (c"P4 — ac,). This irnplies that a unit of raw
milk in manufactured use is paid the same price regardless of its purpose. Similarly, suppose, the
purchase prices for butter and powder, and the purchase price for cheese are set at a same price level
by the government such that Pg° = (c2Pg2° + c*‘Pg3°) — acz, = (c"Pg4°) — ac,. In this case, raw
milk in manufactured use, butter-powder or cheese, will be paid the same price, Pg°, guaranteed
by the support program. In this case, the last equation in (B-20) is simpliiied as:
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pm° = 1>g° = ,14 = P623 = Pc;4. —

In this case, a weighted average revenue, Pgb, for raw milk in manufactured use is as follows:

P b _ (PG23)xm23 + (PG4)xm4g —
xm23 + xm4

_ Pg°(xm23 + xm4)—
xm23 + xm4

= Pgo = Pmo .

From (B·16):

örb- _
tf xbi>0, 3.Ild

pm° — ,14- ,11023 = pm° — ,14 — ,1104 = 0.

This implies that 110,, = ,1104 = ,110. Since marginal revenues are the same for both markets,
shadow prices for capacity constraints are the same.

FromRearranging these three conditions into one:

örb-O 1 __ U-rb, pm ,1ll,[ öxbi 11+,110-0. (B 24)

Solving for ,111, from (B·24):
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b- — ° + A10 A -,„i=££;.r2Q___ (B_2,,E örbi ]
öxbi

Sir1ce pm° represents the market average revenue for raw milk in manufactured use and rb,
represents the supply price for raw milk, (rb, — pm°) is zero at equilibrium. As capacity constraints
are relaxed, marginal cost for raw milk increases yielding A 10 = A 1024 = A 104 < 0. Hence numerator
is negative. Since Grade B supply function is upward sloping denominator is positive. Therefore
Al 1, is negative. The value for Al 1, is a basis for a possible subsidy for a certain market once the
manufactured market prices are differentiated by the support price program. _

Suppose, as we discussed before, the government drops the purchase price for nonfat dry
milk, from Pgg to Pgg, while keeping prices for butter and cheese at the previous level. This irnplies
PG4 > PG23, and a weighted average revenue for raw milk, Pgb, is defined as:

b _ 1 xm23 xm4pg — (PG23 X xm23 + xm4 )+ (PG")( xm23 + xm4 )°

Since Pgb is a convex combination of PG23‘ and PG4, the value of Pgb is lower than PG4 and
higher than (PG23‘). This implies that marginal revenue of cheese market is higher than marginal
cost of production of raw milk in manufactured use. In the short·run, the difference between
marginal revenue and marginal cost represents a net profit, or rent, and reflected by the shadow
price All, based on (B-25). From (B-16):

- A4 + PG4 + A9(PG23] — PG4) — A104 = O.
(xm23 + xm4)

Rewriting (B-24):

ö b~rb, — PG4 — A9(PG23l — PG4) + AIO4 — A1 1,[ —L—L ] = 0. (B — 26)(xm23 + xm4) öxbi
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Solving for /111, from (B-26):

(rbi — PG4) — „19(PG23l — PG4)[(xm23
+ xm4)ll1i=+,1104. (B—27)

E Örbi IIöxbi

Define average net profit accrued in the cheese market as l’I
= PG4 — Pgb > 0, and the

difference between average revenue of cheese and butter-powder market as A = PG4 — PG23‘ > O.
Then:

l"I = PG4 - Pgb

(PG23l)xm23 + (PG4)xm4· PG4 · [—<;;mm—]
_ _ 1 xm23- (PG4 PG23)(—A(

xm23+xm4 )” (B 28)

At equilibrium (rb, - PG4) = Pg° — PG4 = —— H. Therefore (B-27) can be rewritten as:

(xm23 + xm4)
ll li = örbi Jöxbi

,19
I1[(Xm23 + mw) -1]+ AIO4

= . (B — 29)[ orbi ]
öxbi

,19 is a shadow price of a weighted average revenue constraint for raw milk ir1 manufactured use and
negative. ,1104 is a shadow price for the cheese plant capacity and also negative. Hence the
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numerator of (B-29) is negative, and denominator is positive, yielding negative M1, , which
represents a subsidy received for raw milk moving to cheese plants.

The difference between shadow prices for cheese plant capacity and butter-powder capacity,
MO, and M22, respectively, can be expressed ill terms of average revenue of cheese and
butter-powder. From (B·l6): _

„l4= 15+ 16+ MO23
(xm23 + xm4)

-.= 17 1104.
(xm23 + xm4)

Since A5 = c*Pg2°, A6 = c3Pg3‘, and J.7 = c"Pg4° :

(MO — 110. ) = (A7 — A5 - ,16) — ).9———é——-4 24 (mz; + m4)

_ 4 0 _ 2 o _ 3 1 _ A- (c Pg4 c Pg2 cPg3=

(PG4 — PG23l) — l9*iA—·—· + (ac — ac )(xm23 + xm4) 4 23

- _ ._A.._ _— 4 44 (xm23 + xm4) + <4¢«» 4¤¤¤>

=A(l —)+(ac4-—ac23). (B —— 30)

Equation (B-30) reflects that the difference between MO, and ,110,, is represented by the difference
of market average revenues between cheese and butter·powder, defined as A, times a proportional
weight induced by a two price-system in the manufactured milk markets, defined as
[1 — ], where A9 represents a marginal effect on quantity associated with a weighted
average revenue constraint, and the diifernce beteeen processing costs of cheese and butter-powder.
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APPENDIX C _
MODEL PARAMETERS AND DA TA COLLECTION

I
C.1. Introduction

In this appendix estimated elasticities and functional forms of demand and supply curves will
be discussed. Numerous studies have estimated milk supply and demand functions and computed
their elasticities.67 This study does not estimate supply and demand functions on the grounds that
the results are expected to be similar to those already estimated and estimating these functions may
be considered another separate study in terms of its scope. It was decided instead that appropriate
elasticities would be chosen from those already estimated and the functional forms in a
price·quantity dimension would be developed based on these elasticities.

The study assumes that the United States dairy market is divided into nine regions. The price
and quantity variables are developed for a nine·region 1982 annual mode1.66 In order to establish
the initial equilibrium prices and quantities in 1982, the study uses a secondary data and some
simpliiied assumptions.6°

67 For a complete list of those studies, refer to AAEA (1986).
6* The most recent year during which the industry has operated without a diversion or dairy terminationprogram was 1982.
69 Each assumption will be discussed in appropriate sections in this appendix.
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C.2. Model Parameters

C.2.1. Elasticities

C.2.I.I. Supp(v

In his recent study on the U.S. milk production factors, Buxton (1985) estimated long-run
(four years) and short run (one year) price elasticities of both Grade A and B milk supplies in
nine·regions, consisting of 48 states of the United States. Buxton estimated annual milk marketings
for years 1951 through 1982 as functions of all milk prices, corn price, beef cattle price, alfalfa hay _
price, unemployment rate, and time. The com price variable was replaced by the l6—percent dairy
ration price variable in six Northeastern States and Nevada where no com price was available.
A11 milk prices are weighted average of prices for the current year, employing the lags of 1,2 and 3
years. A time variable was statistically significant. This may irnply that the structure of milk supply
has been changing gradually either through tenological change and/or other reasons such as the
positive effect of the stability induced by government programs.

The long-run estimated elasticities of supply functions in the 48 states are shown in table C-1.
It is assumed that the elasticities of Grade A and B milk supply functions are the same. Following
the procedure of Ippolito and Masson (p. 53) the long-run supply elasticities of milk output will
be used to estimate the supply curves for the study. ‘

C.2.I.2. Demand

Fluid Demand

The elasticities of fluid demand functions estimated by Boehm are used in this study. In his
estimation, Boehm used quarterly data for 1966-1975 in 22 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(SMSA) to estimate the per capita demand for fluid milk. According to Boehm, a weighted average
of whole fluid milk composite demand was developed as a function of its own composite retail
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'I‘able C.1. Long-Run Supply Elasticities of Milk Production in 48 States,0.s. ‘
Region ard State IJ Period Region ard State period

Nor-yaneaat Ag South Central 0.679
gnio

0 -2 53-32 Alabama .609 60-82
pennsyivania _ 588 68-82 Arkansas . 960 60-82
Rhode Island .327 68-82 888181888 _ -523 68-82
Vermqn; _ S1 8 68-82 Mississippi . 51 7 68-82
Vir~ginia 1 _1 64 68-82 Oklahoma . 544 57 -82
west Virginia .160 68-82 Tennessee -790 68-82Cbnnticut -1.3028 68-82 T8x88 -710 61-82Delaware .382 68-82 Mountain States 0.466Main .523 68-82 Colorado .527 68-82Maryland .119 68-82 Montana .320 60-82r-asschusetts .3808 68*82 Nevada .657 68-82New aanpehire .1318 68-82 Utah .510 68-82New Jersey .961 68-82 Wycning .2188 51 -82New 788* ·828 68'82 sonrhweet 0 289com Belt 0.428 Arizona .752 51-82Illinois .668 68-82 california — .222 61-62Indiana .77ga gg-gg New Merian 1.329 51-82Iowa .22 · rthmsKentucky 1.161 68*82 t Ogg: 51-82 .Niehieen -277 68°82 Oregon .377 51-82Mieeeuei -*72 5"82 Washington :448 61-62Lake States 0.575Minnesota .210 68-82
Wisconsin .748 68-82

South Bast 0.714Florida 1.003 60-82
Georgia .691 68-82 —
North Carolina .439 68-82
South carolina .639 68-82

Plains 0.596
Kansas. 1 .159 68-82
Nebraska .225 60-82 ‘
South Dakota .496 68-82
North Dakota .528 60-82

~ Umm: smim .6108

ä Not significant at the 80 peroent level of oonfidalce.
Based on States with significant coefficients at 80 peroent.

Source: Buxton (1985), pp. 12-3.
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price, the retail prices of frozen concentrated orange juice and coffee, a retail price index for a
i

non-dairy food bundle, average per capita income, and demographic and seasonal variables.
Because of high cross-sectional and seasonal correlations among observations, Boehm utilized

a generalized least square method to estimate coefficients in the regression. The estimated
elasticities of own price and income are shown in table C-2. Based on Boehm’s estimation, it is
assumed that the fluid consumption is affected little by income change in the U.S.
Manufactured Milk Demand

The elasticities of demand for butter, nonfat dry milk and other, and cheese estimated by
Huang are used in this study. He estimated a demand matrix for 40 food items and 1 non~food item

l

utilizing annual data for 1953-1983. Using a constrained maximum likelihood method
incorporating into estimation the parameteric restrictions derived from demand theory such as
homogeneity condition, symmetry, Coumot and Engel aggregations, he directly estimated a
complete demand system. ·

Direct and cross elasticities at the retail level of selected dairy products are shown in table
C-3. The last column in table C-3 represents the income elasticity of each selected dairy product.
Direct elasticity of cheese was -0.3319 while cross elasticities with respect to nonfat dry milk, and _
butter were -0.0675 and -0.2409 respectively. Income elasticity of cheese was 0.5927. Direct
elasticity of nonfat dry milk was relatively elastic at -0.8255 while cross elasticities were -0.1395 and
0.0877 with respect to cheese and butter respectively. Income elasticity of nofat dry milk was
-0.2664. Direct elasticity of butter was -0.1670 and cross elasticities with respect to cheese, and
nonfat dry milk were -0.4609 and 0.0803 respectively. Income elasticity of butter was 0.0227.
According to Huang, direct elasticity of nonfat dry milk was only significantly different from zero.
Income elasticity of cheese was only significantly different from zero.

Based on the given standard errors of estimated elasticities, it is likely that only cheese and
butter are complementary to each other. This implies that if either cheese or butter price drops, the
demand for butter or cheese will significantly increase. If both prices drop together, then the effects
on changes in demand for cheese and butter will be greater than the effects of changes in own prices.
Cross elasticities other than butter and cheese were not significantly different from zero. Since this
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Table C.2. Own Price and Inccme Ekgucicies for SMSA Consumption units,
1966g1975 ~

. SMSA Unit Own PFi?€
Average IncomeElaSt1C1tY Elasticity

Baltimore, MD — .147 .073
Boston, MA

” — .107 .063
Buffalo, NY — .132 .068
Cleveland, OH I — .104 .070
New York, NY- - .136 .088
Philadelphia, PA · .147 .077
Pittsburg, PA — .121 .063
Washington, D.C. - .147 .089
Chicago, IL —. 115 .074
Cincinnati, OH - .112 .061
Detroit, MI · — .099 .068
St. Louis, MO - .120 .068
Milwaukee, WI

‘
- .099 .066

Minneapolis·St. Paul, MN - .073 .056
Atlanta, GA · .185 .089
Dallas, TX · .154 .081
Houston, TX - .169 .081
Kansas City, MO — .129 .074

· San Francisco, CA - .108 .082
Los Angeles, CA · .113 .081
San Diego, CA · .119 .072
Seattle, WA - .113 .067

U.S. Average . — .122 .073

Source: Boehm; Table 8, p. 41.

‘
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Direct, Cross and Income Elasticities of Selected
Dairy Products, U.S., Retail Demand

\\‘
rica Nonfat Dry\\2\\\\\~

Fluid Milk Cheese Milk and Butter Income
quantity Other

Fluid Milk -0.2588 0.1026 0.0743 0.0020 -0.0029‘ ( .1205) (.0240) (.0411) (.0250) (.0686)
Cheese 0.4531 -0.3319 -0.0675 -0.2409 0.5927

( .1088) (.1174) (.0479) (.0577) (.1197)
Nonfat DryMilk and Other 0.7125 -0.1395 -0.8255 0.0877 -0.2664

_ ( .3939) (.1010) (.2642) (.1134) (.2230)
_ Butter 0.0138 -0.4609 0.0803 -0.1670 0.0227_ ( -1787) (.1109) (.1033) (-1748) (-1915)

Expenditureweight 0.0156 0.0034 0.0016 0.0018 0.0224
l

Note: The figures in parentheses are the standard errors of
estimated elasticities.

Source: Huang (1985), pp. 46-51.
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study analyzes the dairy industry with an armual model, the income effect is not considered and
treated as zero.

i

C.3. Regions

The United States is divided into nine regions (table C·4 and figure C-1) and each region is
treated as a federal milk marketing order.

The regions are almost identical to those defined by the USDA, Agricultural Marketing Service
(AMS) in reporting regionally aggregated federal milk marketing order statistics. Since the study
is assumed to include all milk marketed, a slight modification in the definition of regions was made.

For regions not regulated by the federal order, it was assumed that all milk is consumed in the
region where it is produced. Due to a large volume of production, California is treated as a region
by itself.’°

C.4. Supply

The regional supply functions of Grade A and Grade B milk in the model are specified by
V

utilizing actual prices and quantities for 1982, and selected estimated long-run elasticities of supply
functions.

C.4.l. Supply Quantities

The aggregation procedure for regional supply is separated into Grade A and Grade B milk.

7° California is under a state milk marketing order.
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Table C.4. Production and Consumption Regionsa of U.S.‘ Dairy Industry

No. Regions States b

1. NOrtheaSt(NE) Connecticut, Delaware, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island,_Vermont,
Virginia, West Virginia (13)

2. East Northcentral ‘
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,

(EN) Ohio, Wisconsin (5)
3• West Northcentral - I9Wä. K§¤S&S. Mi¤¤@S¤t&.

(WN) Missouri, Nebraska, North-
Dakota, South Dakota (7) _

4. South Atlantic (SA) Florida, Georgia, North-
Carolina, South Carolina,
Alabama (5)

( 5• 1 East Southcentral LES) K@¤t¤¢kY. Tennessee (2)
5, West Southcentral (WS) Arkansas, Um,gh„a_

. Mississi pi, Oklahoma,
Texas (5)

7. Mountain (MN) Arizona, Colorado, Idaho,
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Utah, Wyoming (8)

8• Southwest (SW) California (1)
9. Nbrthwe5tj1NW)· Oregon, Washington (2)

a Due to a transportation restriction, Hawaii and Alaska are
not included.

b
Numbers in parentheses are total numbers of states
categorized in each region.
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Table g_5_ National and Regional Grade A Milk Marketings, 1982

MiIE DeI1ver1es io FeHeraI
. Grade A Handlers Re lated OrderMarketings By a Producer T°tal b Net CRe ion Federal State Deliveries Su lie QrrortS (i) (ii) (iii) livi iv) vi

üulluzzp¤¤dsrMJk«a;uvaham)
N¤IhEEt _ 29.014 24.704 4.310 22.386 24.899 ° 4.115
EhJtIUIEhEü.29.871 29.384 .487 28.380 28.867 1.004W- 14.385 13.740 .645 16.973 d 17.618 1. -3.233
S¤1T1AEk!ti: 6.176 4.208 1.968 5.191 8.955 •2.779E.EbuUIE¤t¤ü. 3.837 3.670 .167 2.307 2.474 1.363

7.289 7.060 .229 7.971 8.200 - .911Mggtajg 5.269 4.603 .666 4.420 5.086 .183
Saddhest 13.887 .077 13.810 - 13.810 -Nuihuät 4.318 4.135 .183 4.254 4.437 - .119
Qual “.= 114.046 91.582 22.465 91.882 114.346

a Milk deliveries to handlers regulated by state is calculated by
subtracting milk deliveries to handlers by federal from Grade Amilk marketed. '

b Total Grade A milk supplied is calulated as the sum of federalorder producer deliveries and milk deliveries regulated by state.The exceptions are the Northeast and South Atlantic regions where
state regulated shipments are accounted for.

C Quantity of Grade A milk net exported is calculated as the differencebetween Grade A milk marketed and total Grade A milk supplied.
d Reported data for Alabama-West Florida area for 1982 are for Maythrough December only. Annual figure for the region was adjustedproportionally.
e

About 1.796 billion pounds of state regulated Grade A milk was A

f
exported to the South Atlantic region.

° About 1.796 billion pounds of state regulated Grade A milk was
imported from the North East region.

Sources: USDA, SRS. Milk Production, Disrosition, and Income: 1983
Summary. Da 1-2, 19 : p. 7 for column i .
USDA, AMS. Federal Milk Order Market Statistics: 1984 Annual
Summary. Statistical Bulletin No. 711. 19 : P. 17 and
pp. 30-1 (for columns ii ard iv)
North Carolina Milk Commission. North Carolina Dairy Regort.
Vol. 35, No. 1. 1983: table 8.
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_ C.4.I.I. Grade A Milk
The quantity of Grade A milk supplied from each region was calculated by aggregating annual

milk marketed for each group of states reported in Milk Production, Disposition, and Income
(USDA, Statistical Reporting Service, 1983). These figures are shown in the first column (column
i) of table C-5. From Federal Milk Order Market Statistics (USDA, Agricultural Marketing
Service, 1984), milk deliveries to federally regulated plants by state of origin were obtained and they
are shown ir1 the second colunm (column ii) of table C·5. Therefore the differences between figures
in the first column and the second column represents the milk quantity not federally regulated.?
These figures are shown in the third column (column iii). I

The demand for Grade A milk by processors in each region is reported as federal order
producer deliveries in the fourth column (column iv) of table C·5. It was assumed that milk not
federally regulated is consumed ir1 the region of its production? The total Grade A milk delivered
in each region is the sum of federal order producer deliveries (column iv) and the state regulated
milk marketed (column iii) except for the Northeast and South Atlantic regions. The quantity of
net exports (column vi) is the difference between the federal order marketing (column i) and the
total milk supplied (column v). The quantity of federal exports and irnports are simply the
difference between federal order deliveries into a region (column iv) and federal order shipments
originating from a region (column ii). A discrepancy of 0.3 million pounds which exists is due to
rounding errors.

C.4.I.2. Grade B milk

Quantities of Grade B milk marketed are aggregated from the milk marketed from the state
in the region. The small amount of Grade B milk produced in Pennsylvania (NE), Virginia (NE),
North Carolina (SA), and South Carolina (SA) are placed in adjacent regions. The amount of
Grade B milk produced in Pennsylvania was placed in the East Northcentral (EN), and the others

"I It is assumed that milk not federally regulated is regulated under a state milk marketing order.
72 The exception is the milk moving from the Northeast to the South Atlantic region.
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into the East Southcentral (ES). Grade A and Grade B milk marketed by region is shown in table
C~6.

l

C.4.2. Supply Prices
The Grade A milk supply price, blend price, in each region is calculated using the blend price

formula with a given Class II minimum price, Class I utilization rate, and Class I differential in each
region. Since manufactured milk product markets are on the national level, the Grade B milk
supply price is assumed to be the same throughout the nation. Furtherrnore, under current federal
dairy programs, the Grade B milk supply price is expected to be at the same level as the CCC
support price.

C.4.2.I. Grade A milk Supply (Blend) Price

The Class I utilization rate in each region is based on the Federal Milk Order Market Statistics
and California State Statistics. The regional federal order Class I utilization rate was calculated as
a weighted average. The Class I differential in each region was a weighted average of the federal
order minimum Class I dilferentials plus the over·order prerniums as reported in Dag] Market
Statistics (1983). The derivation of regional blend prices are shown in table C-7.

C.4.2.2. Grade B milk Suppbr Price
It is assumed that the equilibrium Grade B milk supply price in 1982 was $126.0 per

thousandweight (twt) at an average milk fat test level throughout the nation.

C.4.3. Estimated Regional Milk Supply Functions

The 1ong·run elasticities of Grade A milk supply in 48 states estirnated by Buxton (1985) was
averaged into nine regional supply elasticities (table C·8). Regional supply elasticities were
calculated as a weighted average on the basis of milk production in each state in the region. To
sirnulate all possible interregional shipments, supply quantities were assigned based on where the
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Table C.6. National and Regional Total Milk Supply, 1982

Grade A Grade A Grade B Total
Regign Mayketed Delivered Delivered ‘

Milk, from to to Delivered
(billion pouns milk equivalent)
N0rtheaSt 29.014 24.899 -a 24.899
E. Northcentral 29.871 28.867 7.486 36.353
W. Northcentral 14-385 17-618 8-304 25-922

bSouth Atlantic 6•l76 8•955 · 8-955
E. Southcentrai 3-837 ‘ 2.474 .897 3,371
w. southcentral 7.289 8.200 .207 8.407
Mountain 5.269 5.086 1.655 6.741
Southwest 13.887 13.810 .579 14.389
Northwest 4.318 4.437 .139 4.576
Total 114.046 114.346 19.267 133.613

a Grade B milk produced in Pennsylvania and Virginia wasplaced to East Northcentral and East Southcentral respectively.
b Grade B milk produced in North and South Carolina wasplaced to East Southcentral.
Sources: Table C-5.

USDA, SRS. Milk Production, Disposition, and Income:1989 Summary. Da 1-2, 19 ; p. 7.
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Table C_7_ Regional Grade A Milk Supply Prices, 1982

Class I Blenda
RegiQ¤ Utilization Rate Differential Price

Northeast .450 31.2 140.0
E. Northcentral .391 24.1 135.4
W._Northcentral ,26Q 21,9 131,7

E._Southcentral ,682 28,6 lqu,6
W;„Southcentral ,689 29.9 146.6
M9¤¤tai¤ .553 25.6 140.2
S0uthwest,· .438 19.2 134.4
Northwest .405 23-3 135-4

The blend price is derived from the blend price formular•°

Pb = PII° + D x UR 1
1-*

where Pb is a blend price; PII° is a manufacturing orClass II minimum price; D is a Class I differential; and. UR is a Class I utilizationcrate. The calculation of theblend price is based on PII of $ 126.0 per thousandweight(twt).
Sources: USDA, AMS. Federal Milk Market Order Statistics:1§8Q

Annual Summary. Statistical Bulletin No. 711, 19 ;
pp. 30-1, p. 58, p. 64 and p. 68
USDA, AMS. Dairy Market Statistics; 198} Annual
Summary. 19 ; pp. .
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Table C.8. Regional Quantity, and Elasticity of Grade A and
Grade B Milk, 1982

Grade A Milk Grade B Milk
R

_ Price Quantity Elasticitya Price Qiantity Elasticityb6gl°“ es/um um um (s/cwmbii um
Northeast 140.0 29.014 .495 · · ·E. NOI'1.ZhC€1’1tl°äl 135.4 29.871 .658 126.0 7.486 .658
W..No1'thcentral 131.7 14.385 .325 126.0 8.304 .325
South Atlantic 155.7 6.176 .700 - · -
E. Southcentral 145.5 3.837 .985 126.0 .897 .985
W, Sqlthqentxal 146.6 7.289 .654 126.0 .207 .654
Mountain 140.2 5.269 .478 126.0 1.655 .478 '
Southwest 134.4 13.887 .222 126.0 .579 .222
Northwest 135.4 4.318 .424 126.0 .139.424a

Elasticities were calculated as weighted average: based on proportions
of milk production in each state in the region.

· bElasticitiescfGradeB¤•ilksupply«rereass11z¤edtobethesameas
those of Grade A milk supply.

Sources: Tables C•1, 5, and 7,

· ‘
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milk was marketed from. The estimated parameters of Grade A and Grade B milk supply functions
in nine regons are shown in table C-9.

i

C.5. Demand

The regonal demand functions of fluid milk and manufactured milk products such as butter,
nonfat dry milk, and cheese are specified by utilizing actual prices and quantities for 1982, and
selected estimated elasticities of demand functions.

C.5.1. Fluid Milk

The regional fluid milk quantities demanded were derived by applying the weighted average
Class I utilization rate to the quantity of Grade A milk supplied in each regen (table C-10). lt
was assumed that the state regulated milk was utilized as federal order regulated milk. The
minimum Class I and Class II prices were calculated using the national average manufacturing
price, $126.0 per thousandweight (twt), and the weighted average of federal order Class I
dilferentials (table C-1 1).

C.5.1.1. Estimated Regional Fluid Demand Functions
The study used the fluid demand elasticities derived from the regonal retail estimates of

Boehm. Utilizing data for the 1966-1975 period, Boehm estimated nine regional fluid demand
functions based on economic, demographic, and seasonal variables in twenty two metro cities (see
table C·2). Regonal projections were made for 1975 through 1990. This study utilized the 1982
projection. An adjustment was made by using population proportions to match up elasticties in
the regons defined in table C-4.

A national average marketing margin was used to derive the fluid demand functions at the
plant level. The average gross margn for milk processors and distributors was estimated to be $8.53
per hundredweight in 1981 by Jones(pp. 2-3; 10). Assuming that the margn would increase by
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‘I‘able C.9. Estimated Parameters of Grade A and Grade B Milk Supply
Functions (P = A Qa) in Nine Regions

Values of Estimated Parameters

Grade A Milk Grade B Mi]J<

I‘b:tl'ESt .1553694606 2. 020 - -
E. .7755305171 1 .520 5.9118661 1 .520
W. .0360402763 3.077 .1869798 3.077
Scuth Atlartliiic 11 .5533456802 1.429 — —
E_ 37.1516571045 1.015 140.7009277 1.015w_ 7.0318622589 1.529 1400.5112304 1.529
lvbggtajn 4.3336839676 2.092 43.9171905 2.092
S¤1t‘l'I^ESt .0009583314 4 . 505 1477 . 0170898 4 . 505 V

I‘kxth~eSt 4.2984409332 2.358 13230.0351562 2.358

Source: Calculated applying regional quantities, prices, and elasticities
reported in table C-8 to a functional form specified in the
section . 5.1 in Chapter III (see equations III-50.a and
51-.a). .
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Table C»_10_ Regional Utilizati on of Grade A Milk, 1982 °

Grade A Milk Grade A Milk Class I_ Re . Delivered Utilized in Fluid Milk UtilizationQ10!) Q(bu. ms.) (bu. us.; (*°a“°l°)
NIÜESIZ 24.899 11.205 .450

_ E. 28.867 11.287 .391
W. 17.618 4.581 .260
$1thAt]a’1§Ii.C 8.955 7.388 .825
1 2.474 1.613 .652
W. 8.200 5.650 .689
l‘h.nt2:i.I'1 5.086 2.813 .553 A
$.11111rEt 13.810 6.049 .438

blxükäi 4. 437 1.797 .405
U.S. 114.346 52.383 .458

Sources: Tables C·6 ard 7.

‘ ”
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Table C.11. Regional Class I, II Prices and Differentials, 1982

Region ' . Class I Price Class II Pric_e Differential
(i) (ii) (i—ii)

(dollars per thousandweight) ·
Northeast 157.2 126.0 31.2
E· N9‘-'*h°°“t”al 150.1 126.0 20.1
W• N9¥-'}¢h¢€¤t-Tal 1}+7.9 126.0 e 21.9 _

South Atlantic 162.0 126.0 36.0

E. Southoentral 15}+.6 126.0 28.6
“W. Southcentral 155.9 126.0 29.9 ·

Nbuntain 151.6 126.0 25.6 A

S<>¤*=bw@St 105.2 126.0 19.2 9
Northwest 1}+9.3 126.0 23.3

Source: Table C·7.
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about the same amount as it did the previous year, it was assumed that the average marketing
margin in 1982 was $8.87 per hundredweight. Retail and plant level elasticities are shown in table
C-12. Regional fluid demand functions are shown in table C-13.

C.5.2. Manufactured Milk Products
There are two problems in relating the quantites of manufactured milk products to the

quantities of raw milk in manufacturd use: (1) raw milk in manufactured use may be used for milk
products other than butter·nonfat dry milk and cheese, and (2) nonfat dry milk production may
be divided into human-food use and other uses. The trend in utilization of raw milk in butter·nonfat
dry milk and cheese prodcts during 1981-1985 is shown in table C·l4. Over the period, 62 to 66

i

percent of the raw milk was utilized in butter-nonfat dry milk and cheese production. About 34
percent of raw milk was distributed to cheese plants, and 28-32 percent to butter·nonfat dry milk
plants, In 1982, 31.0 percent of total raw milk was utilized for butter·nonfat dry milk production,
and 34.1 percent for cheese production, totaling 65.1 percent for both purposes. It was assumed
that the rest of the milk is used in other products and is treated as a residual.

The supply and demand situation for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese in 1982 is shown in
table C-15. In 1982, about 1,194 million pounds of butter was produced from raw milk in
manufactured use and 3.0 million pounds was imported. Begirming stocks were 429 million pounds
and ending stocks were 467 million pounds, accumulating 38 million pounds at the end of the year.
Out of 1,084 million pounds of net butter supply, about 382 million pounds was purchased by the
govemment in 1982.

The supply and demand situation for nonfat dry milk in 1982 was different from the situation
for butter. In 1982, about 1,401 million pounds of nonfat dry milk for use in human-food was
produced and only 2 million pounds was imported. The net supply of nonfat dry milk was about
1,396 million pounds. About 68 percent of net supply was purchased by the government, and 32
percent was utilized for cornrnercial demands. The proportion of beginning and ending stocks to
the net supply was approximately 64 percent. The amount of cheese production in 1982 was about
2,782 million pounds. About 18 million pounds of cheese were imported over that year. The net
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Table C.12. Regional Fluid Demand Elasticities

Retail Level Plant Levela
Region Elasticity(ER) Price(PR) Elasticity(EF) Price(PF)

($/*6++1;) ($/twt)
Northeast .193 2}+5.9 .123 157.2
E. Northcentxal .187 238.8 .118 150.1

W. Northcentral .19}+ 236.6 .121 1}+7.9 ‘

South Atlantic .287 250.7 .185 162.0

E. Southoentral .263 2}+3.3 .167 15}+.6
l

W. Southcentral .263 2}+}+.6 .168 155.9
Mountain .190 2}+0.3 .120 151.6
Southwest .186 233.9 .115 1}+5.2
Northwest .20}+ 238.0 .128 1}-+9.3
a P

PR
·

Source: Tables C-2 and 11. -
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Table C.13. Estimated Parameters of Fluid Demand Functions
(P = a + bQ) in Nine Regions

P Q
· · Estmaui Emxmeuus{Reeiee (811 lbs)ElastmltyNortheast

157.2 11.208 .123 1035.25 -110.03

E.N¤fhInb@l 150.1 11.287 .118 1022.13 -112.70

107.9 0.581 .121 1370.21 -266.82
So1thAÜö¤Ü-C 162.0 7.388 .185 1037.68 -118.53

E.S¤ihi¤D3l 150.6 1.613 .167 1080.35 -573.93
W.S¤IhE¤¤2l 155.9 5.650 .168 1083.88 -160.20 e
Mountain 151.6 2.813 .120 1010.93 -009.11
Sothwest 105.2 6.009 .115 1007.81 -208.73
Northwest 11+9,3 1.797 .128 1315.71 -609.09

Source: Calculated applying regional quantities, prices, and
elasticities reported in tables C—1O and C—12 to a
functional form specified in the section 5•2 inChäpt@f

III (599 €quati9¤$ III—52 and 53).
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'I‘able C.14. Utilization of Raw in Butt.er·Nonfat Dry Milk ard Cheese
p:¤6¤¤:s, 1981-1985 _

Tbtal Raw Milk Raw Milk 0:111266 in Ratio“‘ „.
(11 (11+1111(11)_

(billicn pourds milk equivalent)

1981 77.9 24.6 26.2 50.8 .316 ° .336
1982 60.6 25.0 27.2 52.2 .310 .341
1983 84.0 25.8 29.3 55.1 .307 .349
1984 77.3 21.5 26.4 47.9 .278 .342
1985 83.5 24.4 26.6 53.0 .292 .343

Source: USDA, SRS. Milk Production, Disggition, ard Income. 1982, 1984

ard 1986; p. 12.
·

_
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- Table C.15. Net Supply and Demand for Butter, Nonfat Dry Milk,

and Cheese, U.S., 1982

Item Butter N°n§ä§kDry Cheese

(million pounds)

—Beginning Stock 429.0 890.0 889.0

Ending Stock 467.0 897.2b 982.0

Net Stock -38.0 - 7.2 -93.0

Import 3.0 2.0 18.0

Production 1,119.4a 1,401.0 2,752.3

Net Supply 1,084.4 1,395.8 2,677.3 .

Demand
‘

Government 382.0 948.1 642.5

Commercial 702.4b 447.7 2,034.8b

Total Demand 1,084.4 1,395.8 2,677.3

a Calculated from raw milk in butter use, 24,987 million pounds
milk equivalent.

b Calculated as residuals and may not be equal to the reported
numbers.

Sources: USDA, ERS. Dai Situation and Outlook Yearbook.
_ — April 1986, Tables 16, 17 and 20.

USDA, SRS. Milk Production, Dispostion, and Income:
1984 Summagy Milk Production Series. May 19 5: P. 12.
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supply of cheese was 2,707 million pounds and 76 percent of the net supply was utilized for
commercial demands.

A couple of adjustments were made in table C-15 for the purpose of simulating the 1982 U.S.
dairy model. The actual reported commercial disappearances of butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese
(table ll in Daigy Situation and Outlook Yearbook, 1986) did not exactly fit the balanced net
supply and demand shown in table C- 15. Commercial demand for butter and cheese was clculated
and the remainder was treated as a residual. The actual reported amount of commercial demand
for butter and cheese was 897.3 and 2,166.8 million pounds respectively.’3 The calculated amount ,
of commercial demand for nonfat dry milk in 1982 was unusually low at 62.9 million pounds while
the reported demand was 447.7 million pounds. The reported amount of demanded nonfat dry
milk in 1982 was used in this study based on the finding that-the calulated amount of demand for
nonfat dry milk fluctuated inconsistently relative to changes ir1 the market price during the period
of 1980-1985 (table C-16). Since there was not enough information about nonfat dry milk for use
in nonhuman-food, the study assumed that the portion of nonfat dry milk consumed for other
non-humand·food use was absorbed by an unknown demand at the same market price as nonfat
dry milk for human·food purposes. The result of this assumption was that the model counted the
producer surplus of all the raw milk in nonfat dry milk use as consumer surplus of nonfat dry milk,
for human-food. (

Other manufactured milk products were aggregated into one demand sector and treated as a
residual. lt was assumed that the other milk products are measured in milk equivalent terms and
the demand function is known at the plant level. The estimated parameters of demand functions
for manufactured milk products of butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese, and other products are

shown in table C- 17.

73 The calculated quantity of the commercial demand for butter does not include the amount of butterprocessed from whey cream and other fluid milk products.
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Table C,16, Comparison of Demand for Nonfat Dry Milk,
Calculated and Reported, 1980-1985

Year Calculateda Reported Price Index (1982=100)

(million pounds)

1980 #29.7 538.9 9#.92

1981 162.7 #6#.1 99.96 ‘

1982 62.9 ##7.7 100.00

- 1983 317.0 #59.9 100.0#

198# 6#2.6 #97.8 97.58

1985 689.# #35.0 90.23

a Calculated as a residual based fggm tablé 2Q (P, 24) in
Daigy Situatio and Outlook Yearbook. USDA, April 1986.

Source: USDA, ERS. Daigy Situation and Outlook Yearbook.
April, 1986; Tables 11 and 20.
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Table C.17. Estimated Parameters _of Manufactured Dairy Product Demard
Functions (P=c+dQ)N

a _ _ _ Estimated ParametersbPrcduct Price(P) Q.1ant1ty(Q) Elasticity ‘ " ' '“ ' ' ' ' "4"
¢ d

-$/100 lbs- -100 mil lbs-
Butter 143 . 90 7 .024 .167 1003 .00 -122.31
Nonfat N
Dry Milk 90.69 4.477 .826 . 200.57 · 24.54
Cheese _134.65 20.640 .332 540.34 - 19.64 1

- s/cw: - - bil uns -
Other 126.00 28.400 .352

—
483.95 -12.60Products

a Prices(P) for butter, nonfat dry milk, ard cheese are calculatedbased on the farm-level support price, $12.60 per hurdredweightard the marketing margins. g
b Estimated parameters are calculated applying prices, quantities,ard elasticities to a functional form specified in the section 5.2in Chapter III‘ (see equations III-52 ard 53).
Sources: USDA, ASCB. Ccnmodity Fact Sheet. April 1986; Table 2.

Tables C-3 ard 15.
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C.6. Processing Costs ofMamfacturing Butter, Nonfat Dry Milk, and Cheese

The cost of processing manufacturing raw milk into butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese wea
-calculated based on the study by Ling. According to Ling (pp. 6-7), the average combined cost of
manufacturing butter and nonfat dry milk at four sample cooperative plants for 1981-1982 was
$.0507 and $.1069 per pound of butter and nonfat dry milk respectively. These costs are equivalent
to $.2271 and $.8691 per cwt in milk equivalent terms respectively. Since butter and nonfat dry
milk are joint products, the total average processing cost of manufacturing one hundredweight of
raw milk into 4.48 pounds of butter and 8.13 pounds of nonfat dry milk was $1.0962. The average
combined costs of manufacturing cheese at live sample cooperative plants over the period was
$.0752 per pound of cheese or $.7595 per cwt in milk equivalent terms (Ling, p. 3).

Assurning that these average processing costs of sarnple cooperative plants represent the
average processing costs of butter-nonfat dry milk and cheese plants in the U.S., changing
government purchase prices for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese will have various irnpacts on
the distribution of raw milk to butter-nonfat dry milk and cheese p1ar1ts. Comparisons of sampled
average processing costs and 1982 CCC marketing margins are shown in table C-18.7**

C.7. Plant Capacities of Cheese, Butter, and Nonfat Dry Milk

The average capacity utilization rates of cheese, butter, and powder plants between 1981- 1982
were estimated by Ling based on data from five cheese and powder cooperative plants, and four
butter cooperative plants. The simple 12-month average rates of utilization for cheese, butter, and
powder plants were 91.6, 78.2, and 82.2 percent respectively (table C-19).
Cheese plant No. 4 operated with higher than 100 percent utilization each month over the period
and plant No. 3 operated with a range of 92.4 and 123.4 percent yielding 103.1 percent as a

" The CCC adds CCC marketing margins to the support price (farm level) in order to calculate purchase
prices (wholesale level) for butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese (see table 11-4).
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Table c,13, Comparisons of Sample Processing Costs and CCC
Marketing Margins, 1982

Sample Processing CCC Marketingl Pr°duct Costs Margins

(dollars per hundredweight milk equivalent)

Dry Milk

Cheese
i

.7595 1.00a

Value of whey ($ .37) was subtracted from the CCC margin
for cheese manufacturing.

Sources=_ Ling (1983). P• 3 and PP• 6'7•
A

USDA, ASCS. Commodity Fact Sheet. May 1983; Table 3.
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Table g_1g_ Comparison of cf Capacity Utilizationa of üxeese,
Q Butter, ard Nonfat Dry Milk Plants, 1981-1982

Plant No. Cheese Butter Nonfat Dry Milk

(% of plant capacity)

Plant # 1 83.8 78.7 82.4
Plant # 2 86.6 80.6 95.5
Plant # 3 100.0b 63.2 72.9
Plant # 4 100.0b 90.3 91.4

Plant # 5 87.5 69.0

Simple Average 91.6 78.2 82.2

a 12-month simple average rate of utilizaticn.
b Reported over 100 percent.

Source: Ling (1983). Table 18, p. 23.
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l2·month average rate of utilization. In this study, the rate of utilization of both plants was
adjusted to 100 percent as a maximum capacity.

i
l

A comparison of estimated maximum capacity of cheese, butter, and powder plants andl
actual production during 1980-1985 is presented in table C·20.
The estimated maximum plant capacities of cheese, butter, and powder were 3005.4 million
pounds, 1607.4 million pounds, and 1702.9 million pounds, respectively. According to table C-20,
each production level reached a peak in 1983. The ratio of the highest cheese production (1983)
for recent five years to the maximum plant capacity in 1982 was 97.4 percent. The ratios of the
highest butter and powder production (1983) to the maximum capacities in 1982 were about 80.8
and 82.3 percent respectively (table C·20). A

C.8. Transportation Matrix

In this study, it was assumed that intraregional shipments of raw milk for fluid and
° manufactured purposes did not incur significant transportation costs from the modeling stand point.

Only interregional transfers of Grade A milk for fluid purposes resulted in transportation costs that
should be modeled. That is, interregional shipments of milk for manufactured use was not
permitted. Since the U.S. market was divided into nine regions, each regional market is relatively
large in terms of shipping and receiving points.

Based on economic and demographic facts such as demand concentration, potential deficit
or_ surplus, and possible competition with adjacent points of altemative supply, origins and
destinations of Grade A milk were selected as shown in table C—2l and figure C-2. The
road-distance between two points was measured from the 1982 edition of the Rand McNally Road

Given that the average cost of hauling raw milk per truck ranges between $.35 and $.40 per
cwt per hundred miles (McDowell, 1986b; p. 12), the transportation cost was assumed to be $.35
per cwt per hundred miles. A set of a unit transporation costs between possible trade points is
shown in the last column of table C·21.
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Table C.20. Production of Cheese, Butter, and Neufet Dry Milk
1980-1985

Cheese ·— Butter Nonfat Dry Milk

(million pounds)
1980

Q
2375.8 (.791) 1145.3 (.713) 1160.7 (.682)

1981 2642.3 (.879) 1228.2 (.764) 1314.3 (.772) Q
1982 2752.3 (.916) 1257.0 (.782) 1400.5 (.823)
1983 2927.7 (.974) 1299.2 (.808) 1499.9 (.881)
1984 2648.5 (.882) 1103.3 (.686) 1160.7 (.682)
1985 2854.4 (.950) 1247.8 (.777) 1390.0 (.816)

Estimated Maximum
Capacity in 1982a 3005.4 1607.4 1702.9

a Calculated by dividing 1982 actual production by simple
average rate of capacity utilization.

b The figures in parentheses are utilization rate based on ‘
the estimated maximum capacity in 1982.

Sources: Table C-19. .
USDA, ERS. Dairy Situation and Outlook Yearbook.
DS-406, July 1986, Table 1, p. 13.
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Table C.21. Interregional Transportation Matrix

.° Unit aR¤si¤¤ ?lStan§° Transporation‘
· ~ - · miles Cost °Code From To Origin Destination ($/gwt)

A12 ma zu Syracuse(NY) ¤l¤v¤1¤¤d(¤H> gw 12-15A14 NE SA Bristol VA Atlanta (GA) 37 11.80
A15 NE ES Bristol (VA) Memphis (TN) 481 16.84
A21 EN NE c1cvc1anc(oH) Syracuse (NY) 347 12.15A23 EN WN Madison (WI) Kansas City(MO) 479 16.77
A24 EN SA Cincinatti(OH) Atlanta (GA) 483 16.91 ~
A25 EN ES Louisville(KY) Nashiville(TN) 174 6.09
A32 WN EN Des Moines(IO) Indianapolis(IN) 479 16.77A34 WN SA St. Luois (MO) Atlanta (GA) 565 19.78
A35 WN ES Kansas City

)
Memphis (TN) 482 16.87

MO
A36 wu ws Kansas city Oklahoma City) 345 12.08

(Mo) OKA46 SA ES A·c1anta(¤A) Jackson (MS) 399 13-97
A54 ES SA Knoxville(TN) Atlanta (GA) 224 7.84 ·
A56 ES WS Nashiville(TN) Jackson (MS) 414 14.49
A65 WS ES Oklahoma (OK) Memphis (TN) 476 16.66
A76 MM WS Las Cruces(NM) Lubbock (TX) 360 12.60
A79 M NW Ontario (ID) Portland (OR) 376 13.16
A89 SW NW Red Bluff(CA) Eugene (OR) 345 12.08
A97 NW MN Portland (OR) Ontario (ID) 376 13.16
A98 NW SW Eugene (OR) Red Bluff (CA) 345 12.08

a Calculated based on the average transportation cost of $ .35per hundredweight per hundred miles.
Source: McDowell (1986 (b)), p- 12•

Rand McNally Road Atlas, 1982, p. 105.
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APPENDIX D _
SIMULA TED MARKET RESULTS

In this appendix simulated market results of prices, quantities, transportation, and
consumers/producers’ surplus on a regional basis for each option are presented. Options applied
for simulations were fully discussed in Chapters I and V. In each table, market results for Grade
A, Grade B, and fluid milk are introduced on a regional basis in the upper two segrnents of the
table. The top segment (with a heading GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET)
of the table shows regional prices and quantities of Grade A and Grade B milk supplies and fluid
milk demand. The second segment (with a heading GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK
MARKET) from the top draws Grade A and Grade B milk producers’ surplus and fluid milk
consumers’ surplus on a regional basis. The third segment (with a heading SHIPMENT) from the
top shows quantities of Grade A milk transported for fluid purposes. The last segment (with a
heading MANUFACTURED MILK MARKET) of the table introduces prices and quantities, _
government purchases or sales, and consumers’ surplus for butter, cheese, nonfat dry milk, and
other products. It also shows direct government expenditures in case that the government purchase
exists.

Headings and lables used in the table are defined as follows:
(1) Headings used in the top segment of the table

OBS : Can be ignored
QA1 : Can be ignored I

PA : Grade A milk supply (blend) price (dollars per thousandweight)
OA : Grade A milk supply quantity (billion pounds)
OBI : Can be ignored

PB : Grade B milk supply price (dollars per thousandweight)
QB : Grade B milk supply quantity (billion pounds)
QFI : Can be ignored
PF : Fluid milk price (dollars per thousandweight)
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QF 2 Fluid milk quantity (billion pounds)
(2) Headings used in the second segment of the table

i

OBS 1 Can be ignored
PSA 1 Grade A milk producers’ surplus (million dollars)
PSB 1 Grade B milk producers’ surplus (million dollars),
PSSUM 2 Sum of PSA and PSB (million dollars)
CSF 2 Fluid milk consumers’ surplus (million dollars)
SURPLUS 1 Sum of PSA, PSB and CSF (million dollars)

(3) Headings used in the third segment of the table
OBS 2 Can be ignored “ ‘

CODE 1 Direction of milk shipment
SHIPMENT 2 Quantity of Grade A milk transported for fluid purposes

· (hundred million pounds)
(4) Headings used in the bottom segment of the table

A

OBS 1 Can be ignored
ITEM 2 Name of manufactured milk products
PM 1 Market price for manufactured milk products (dollars per hundred pounds)
QM 2 Market quantity of manufactured milk products (hundred million pounds)

l
QGD 2 Quantity of CCC purchases (hundred million pounds)
QGS 2 Quantity of CCC sales (hundred million pounds)
SURPLUS 2 Manufactured milk consumers’ surplus (million dollarss)
PROGCOST 1 Direct government expenditures when the CCC buys excess supplies of

milk products (million dollarss)
(5) Labels in REGION columns in the first, second and third segments of the table

INE : Northeast

2EN 2 East Northcentral l

3WN 2 West Northcentral
4SA : South Atlantic ‘
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° SES : East Southcentral
6WS : West Southcentral

I

7MN : Mountain
8SW : Southwest
9NW : Northwest

(6) Labels in CODE column in the third segment of the table
A14 : Direction of milk shipment from the Northeast to the South Atlantic
A25 : Direction of milk shipment from the East Northcentral to the East Southcentral
A36 : Direction of milk shipment from the West Northcentral to the West Southcentral
A54 : Direction of milk shipment from the East Southcentral to the South Atlantic

(7) Labels in ITEM column in the bottom segment of the table
BUTTER : Butter
CHEESE : Cheese
NONFAT : Nonfat dry milk
OTHER : Other manufactured milk products

I
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Table D. l. 1982 System With Support Price ol' $12.60/cwt . 4

. . . 1982 . ... .. 1' GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET
OBS REGION OA1 PA OA OBII PB QB 0Fl PF RF

1 1NE A1 139.190 28.961 . . F1 157.2 11.20802 ZEN A2 135.810 29.912 B2 126 7.6830 F2 150.1 11.28693 3NN A3 133.955 16.663 B3 126 8.3035 F3 167.9 6.58106 6SA A6 169.760 6.055 . . F6 162.0 7.38815 5ES A5 161.900 3.768 B5 126 0.8971 F5 156.6 1.61306 6HS A6 166.035 7.271 B6 126 0.2070 F6 155.9 5.6500„ 7 7MN A7 139.710 5.260 B7 126 1.6550 F7 151.6 2.81308 8SN A8 136.365 13.882 B8 126 0.5790 F8 165.2 6.0690. 9 9NH A9 135.717 6.326 B9 126 0.1389 F9 169.3 1.79703333333 3333333 3333333113.826 19.2635 52.3860 2GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET‘ OBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS
1 1NE 2701.6 0.00 2701.6 7162.2 9863.82 ZEN 2663.8 568.69 3012.6 7178.5 10191.03 3NN 1657.7 789.61 2267.3 2799.7 5067.06 6SA 527.6 0.00 527.6 3236.8 3762.65 5ES 268.5 56.96 325.6 766.6 1072.06 6NS 639.7 15.77 655.6 2621.5 3276.97 7MN 697.2 161.09 638.3 1776.9 2615.28 8SN 1526.6 59.70 1586.1 3818.8 5606.89 9NH 612.0 12.29 626.3 1068.0 1672.33333333 3333333 3333333 3333333 333333310676.6 1666.10 12118.5 30386.9 62505.65

SHIPMENT
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A16 2.660832 ZEN A25 1.911893 3NN A36 1.158276 5ES A56 2.76635
33333338.16037 4MANUFACTURED MILK MARKET

OBS ITEM PM QM QGD QG5 SURPLUS PROGCOST
1 BUTTER 163.90 7.0260 3.82025 . 3017.1 569.732 CHEESE 136.65 20.6395 6.13053 . 6186.5 825.683 NONFAT 90.69 6.6771 9.68086 . 265.9 859.826 OTHER 126.00 28.3997 . . 5082.8 .

3333333 3333333
12532.3 2235.03
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Table D. 2. l985 Farm Bill System With Suppbrt Price of $l2.60/cwt _

i
Ö . . .1985 FARM BILL . 1

Ö
GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET ·

OBS REGION QAI PA OA OB1 PB OB OF1 PF RF
1 1NE A1 140.705 29.096 . . F1 160.1 11.18262 ZEN A2 137.094 30.098 B2 126 7.4830 F2 152.4 11.26653 3NN A3 135.342 14.512 B3 126 8.3035 F3 149.8 4.57394 4SA A4 151.024 6.041 . . F4 170.4 7.31725 SES A5 143.184 3.802 B5 126 0.8971 F5 161.5 1.60106 6NS A6 147.422 7.316 B6 126 0.2070 F6 164.9 5.59527 7MN A7 140.460 5.274 B7 126 1.6550 F7 153.1 2.80968 8SN A8 134.365 13.882 B8 126 0.5790 F8" 145.2 6.04909 9NH A9 135.717 4.324 B9 126 0.1389 F9 149.3 1.79703223323 2323232 3332223114.344 19.2635 52.1920 2GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET

OBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS
1 1NE 2738.3 0.00 2738.3 7129.7 9868.02 2EN 2488.7 568.69 3057.4 7152.6 10210.03 3NN 1482.3 789.61 2271.9 2791.0 5062.94 4SA 536.7 0.00 536.7 3173.0 3709.8”
5 SES 274.2 56.94 331.1 735.5 1066.66 6NS 652.0 15.77 667.8 2570.9 3238.77 7MN 501.1 141.09 642.2 1772.6 2414.98 8SN 1526.4 59.70 1586.1 3818.8 5404.89 9NH 412.0 12.29 424.3 1048.0 1472.3 °2222233 2232223 2222222 2223222 232223310611.8 1644.10 12255.9 30192.2 42448.13

SHIPMENT
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A14 3.17522 ZEN A25 3.29773 3NN A36 2.84104 SES A54 3.7772' 222232213.0911 4MANUFACTURED MILK MARKET
° OBS ITEM PM OM OGD 0GS SURPLUS PROGCOSTÖ 1 BUTTER 143.90 7.0240 3.82025 . 3017.1 549.732 CHEESE 134.65 20.6395 6.13053 . 4186.5 825.483 NONFAT 90.69 4.4771 9.48086 . 245.9 859.824 OTHER 126.00 28.3997 . . 5082.8 .sssszzs ssssssa

12532.3 2235.03
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Table D. 3. 1982 System With Support Price of $1 1.60/cwt, Option 1 ·

82BASE WITH 0% FOR BUTTER AND 100% FOR POWÜEK 1GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION GA1 PA GA GB1 PB GB GF1 PF GF
1 1NE A1 130.195 28.000 . . F1 147.2 11.29572 ZEN A2 126.961 28.615 B2 116 7.0868 FZ 140.1 11.37563 3WN A3 124.409 14.120 B3 116 8.0832 F3 137.9 4.61854 4SA A4 140.891 5.755 . . F4 152.0 7.47255 5ES A5 133.051 3.536 B5 116 0.8269 F5 144.6 1.63046 6WS A6 136.489 6.956 B6 116 0.1961 F6 145.9 5.71097 7MN A7 130.287 5.088 B7 116 1.5909 F7 141.6 2.83528 8SW A8 124.574 13.650 B8 116 0.5685 F8 135.2 6.09699 9NW A9 126.108 4.191 B9 116 0.1342 F9 139.3 1.8124

3333333 3333333 3333333
109.911 18.4865 52.8481GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE 2438.35 0.00 2438.3 7274.7 9713.02 ZEN 2191.20 495.82 2687.0 7291.9 9978.93 3WN 1325.76 707.66 2033.4 2845.7 4879.14 4SA 476.85 0.00 476.8 3309.1 3785.95 5ES 237.00 48.32 285.3 762.8 1048.16 6WS 573.95 13.75 587.7 2678.3 3266.07 7MN 448.44 124.86 573.3 1805.1 2378.48 8SW 1391.56 53.97 1445.5 3879.5 5325.09 . 9NW 371.11 10.93 382.0 1066.1 1448.1
3333333 3333333 3333333 3333333 3333333
9454.21 1455.29 10909.5 30913.1 41822.6SHIPMENT 23:07 MONDAY. JULY 20. 1987
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A14 3.18046 . °
Z ZEN A25 1.090513 3WN A36 1.376204’ 5ES A54 1.88087

3333333
7.52804

MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETOBS ITEM PM GM GGD GGS SURPLUS PROGCOST
1 BUTTER 143.90 7.1855 . 0.09877 3157.5 .2 CHEESE 124.75 21.3319 7.97206 . 4472.1 994.513 NONFAT 78.39 5.0253 4.23012 . 309.8 331.60 '

V 4 OTHER 116.00 29.1931 . . SSZOQZ _==_;=_
13310.1 1326.11

i
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Table D. 4. l982 System With Support Priceof $l0.60/cwt, Option l _

82BASE WITH 0% FOR BUTTER AND 100% FOR POWDER 1GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETODS_REGION GA1 PA GA GB1 PB GB GF1 PF GF
1 1NE A1 120.491 26.946 . . F1 137.2 11.38342 ZEN AZ 117.866 27.249 B2 106 6.6786 F2 130.1 11.4643. 3 3WN A3 114.882 13.759 B3 106 7.8498 F3 127.9 4.65604 4SA A4 131.796 5.492 . . F4 142.0 7.55685 SES A5 123.956 3.298 B5 106 0.7566 F5 134.6 1.64786 6WS A6 126.962 6.635 B6 106 0.1849 F6 135.9 5.77187 7MN A7 120.921 4.909 B7 106 1.5238 F7 131.6 2.85758 8SW A8 114.800 13.405 B8 106 0.5572 F8 125.2 6.14489 9NW A9 116.538 4.053 B9 106 0.1291 F9 129.3 1.82783323223 3223233 3232222105.746 17.6800 53.3103GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE 2171.55 0.00 2171.55 7388.1 9559.6Z ZEN 1937.06 426.97 2364.03 7406.1 9770.13 3WN 1192.94 627.97 1820.92 2892.1 4713.04 4SA 425.67 0.00 425.67 3384.2 3809.85 SES 205.89 40.40 246.29 779.2 1025.56 6WS 509.19 11.85 521.04 2735.8 3256.87 7MN 401.61 109.28 510.89 1833.6 2344.58 8SW 1259.33 48.34 1307.67 3940.7 5248.49 9NW 331.66 9.61 341.27 1084.3 1425.53233323 2232322 2332222 2222233 23332328434.90 1274.42 9709.32 31443.9 41153.3SHIPMENT 23:09 MONDAY, JULY 20. 1987
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A14 2.44597· Z ZEN A25 1.952763 3WN A36 1.595504 SES A54 2.61614
3223222
8.61037 ·MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETOBS ITEM PM GM GGD GGS SURPLUS PROGCOST

1 BUTTER 143.90 7.3471 . 3.04997 3301.1 .2 CHEESE 114.85 22.0244 7.27963 . 4767.2 836.0663 NONFAT 66.09 5.5722 0.19185 . 380.9 12.6794 OTHER 106.00 29.9865 . . 5666.6 .
3322323 3232232_ . 14115.8 848.745
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Table D. 5. l982 System With Support Price ol' $9.60/cwt, Option l _

82BASE WITH 0% FOR BUTTER AND 100% FOR POWDER 1GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET ”
OBS REGION GA1 PA GA GB1 PB GB GF1 PF GF

1 1NE A1 111.225 25.899 . . F1 127.2 11.4711
2 ZEN A2 108.600 25.820 B2 96 6.2572 F2 120.1 11.5551
5 5WN A5 105.580 15.578 B5 96 7.6011 F5 117.9 4.6954
4 4SA A4 122.550 5.219 . . F4 152.0 7.6412
5 5ES A5 114.690 5.055 B5 96 0.6862 F5 124.6 1.66556‘ 6WS A6 117.460 6.506 B6 96 0.1755 F6 125.9 5.8527
7 7MN A7 111.622 4.725 B7 96 1.4555 F7 121.6 2.8798
8 8SW A8 105.044 15.144 B8 96 0.5451 F8 115.2 6.1927
9 9NW A9 107.016 5.909 B9 96 0.1258 F9 119.5 1.8452

2222222 2222222 2222222U 101.455 16.8401 55.7725
82BASE WITH 0% FOR BUTTER AND 100% FOR POWDER Z

GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET
OBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE 1926.72 0.00 1926.72 7502.4 9429.1
2 ZEN 1691.19 562.52 2055.51 7521.1 9574.7
5 5WN 1064.01 550.72 1614.75 2958.8 4555.5
4 4SA 576.00 0.00 576.00 5460.2 5856.2
5 5ES 176.46 55.18 209.65 i 795.8 1005.4
6 6WS 447.77 10.06 457.82 2795.7 5251.6
7 7MN 556.81 94.59 451.20 1862.5 2515.5
8 8SW 1129.85 42.82 1172.68 4002.4 5175.1
9 9NW 295.74 8.55 502.09 1102.6 1404.7

2222222 2222222 2222222 2222222 2222222
7462.56 1101.84 8564.40 51979.5 40545.6

SHIPMENT 25:11 MONDAY, JULY 20, 1987
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A14 2.59942
2 ZEN A25 2.25982
5 5WN A56 1.81982
4 5ES A54 2.75760

2222222
. 9.25666

MANUFACTURED MILK MARKET
OBS ITEM PM GM GGD GGS · SURPLUS PROGCOST

1 BUTTER 145.90 7.5086 . 6.07270 5447.9 .
2 CHEESE 104.95 22.7167 6.58751 . 5071.7 691.558
5 NONFAT 55.79 6.1195 . 5.95654 459.4 .

° 4 OTHER 96.00 50.7799 . . 5970.5 .
2222222 2222222
14949.4 691.558
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Table D. 6. l982 System With Support Price ol' $1 l.60/cwt, Option 2 _.1 - ·

82BASE WITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND POWDER (RB=0.5) 1GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION QA1 PA QA QB1 PB QB QF1 PF QF1 1NE A1 130.195 28.000 . . F1 147.2 11.2957Z ZEN A2 126.961 28.615 B2 116 7.0868 F2 140.1 11.37563 3WN A3 124.409 14.120 B3 116 8.0832 F3 137.9 4.61854 4SA A4 140.891 5.755 . . F4 152.0 7.47255 5ES A5 133.051 3.536 B5 116 0.8269 F5 144.6 1.63046 6WS A6 136.489 6.956 B6 116 0.1961 F6 145.9 5.71097 7MN A7 130.287 5.088 B7 116 1.5909 F7 141.6 2.83528 8SW A8 124.574 13.650 B8 116 0.5685 F8 135.2 6.09699 9NW A9 126.108 4.191 B9 116 0.1342 F9 139.3 1.81243223332 3222333 3323222109.911 18.4865 52.848182BASE WITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND POWDER (RB=0.5) Z
_ GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS1 1NE 2438.35 0.00 2438.3 7274.7 9713.02 ZEN 2191.20 495.82 2687.0 7291.9 9978.93 3WN 1325.76 707.66 2033.4 2845.7 4879.14 4SA 476.85 0.00 476.8 3309.1 3785.95 5ES 237.00 48.32 285.3 762.8 1048.16 6WS 573.95 — 13.75 587.7 2678.3 3266.07 7MN 448.44 124.86 573.3 1805.1 2378.48 8SW 1391.56 53.97 1445.5 3879.5 5325.09 9NW 371.11 10.93 382.0 1066.1 1448.13333233 2323332 3333323 3333333 33333339454.21 1455.29 10909.5 30913.1 41822.682BASE WITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND POWDER (RB=0.5) 3SHIPMENT

OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT
1 1NE A14 3.180462 ZEN A25 1.090513 3WN A36 1.376204 5ES A54 1.88087

3333323· 7.52804BZDÄSL NITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND POWDER (RB=0.5) 4MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETOBS ITEM PM QM QGD QGS SURPLUS PROGCOST_· 1 BUTTER 132.74 7.3150 . 0.22828 3272.3 .2 CHEESE 124.75 21.6229 7.68105 . 4595.0 958.21- 3 NONFAT 84.54 4.7441 4.51131 . 276.1 381.394 OTHER 116.00 29.1931 . . 5370.7 .2233332 3332222
13514.1 1339.60

.
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Table D. 7. l982 System With Support Price oli $l0.60/cwt, Option 2 _A ..·. ' :71 ‘

82BASE WITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND POWDER (RB=0.5) 1GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET
21:22 MONDAY. JULY 6. 1987OBS REGION QA1 PA QA QB1 PB QB QF1 PF QF

1 1NE A1 120.491 26.946 . . F1 137.2 11.38342 ZEN A2 117.866 27.249 B2 106 6.6786 F2 130.1 11.46433 3WN A3 114.882 13.759 B3 106 7.8498 F3 127.9 4.65604 4SA A4 131.796 5.492 . . F4 142.0 7.55685 5ES A5 123.956 3.298 B5 106 0.7566 F5 134.6 1.64786 6WS A6 126.962 6.635 B6 106 0.1849 F6 135.9 5.77187 7MN A7 120.921 4.909 B7 -106 1.5238 F7 131.6 2.85758 8SW A8 114.800 13.405 B8 106 0.5572 F8 125.2 6.14489 9NW A9 116.538 4.053 B9 106 0.1291 F9 129.3 1.82783222222 2222222 2222222105.746 17.6800 53.310382BASE WITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND POWDER (RB=0.5) 2GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET
21:22 MONDAY. JULY 6. 1987OBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS *

1 1NE 2171.55 0.00 2171.55 - 7388.1 9559.62 ZEN 1937.06 426.97 2364.03 7406.1 9770.13 3WN 1192.94 627.97 1820.92 2892.1 4713.04 4SA 425.67 0.00 425.67 3384.2 3809.85 5ES 205.89 40.40 246.29 779.2 1025.5 ·6 6WS 509.19 11.85 521.04 2735.8 3256.87 7MN 401.61 109.28 510.89 1833.6 2344.58 8SW 1259.33 48.34 1307.67 3940.7 5248.49 9NW 331.66 9.61 341.27 1084.3 1425.52222232 2222322 2222222 3222222 22322228434.90 1274.42 9709.32 31443.9 41153.3 P
82BASE WITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND POWDER (RB=0.5) 3SHIPMENT 21:22 MONDAY. JULY 6. 1987

OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT
1 1NE A14 2.44597Z ZEN A25 1.952763 3WN A36 1.59550„ 4 5ES A54 2.61614

2322223° 8.6103782BASE WITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND POWDER (RB=0.5) 4MANUFACTURED MILK MARKET21:22 MONDAY. JULY 6. 1987° OBS ITEM PM QM QGD QGS °SURPLUS PROGCOST
1 BUTTER 121.58 7.6060 . 2.21596 3537.9 .2 CHEESE 114.85 22.6063 4.2337 . 5022.4 486.2403 NONFAT 78.39 5.0102 2.1217 . 308.0 166.3204 OTHER 106.00 29.9865 . . 5666.6 .

:==:=¤= =s:====_ 14534.9 652.561
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Table D. 8. 1982 System With Support Price of $9.60/cwt, Option 2

82BASE NITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND PONDER (RB=0.5) 1
GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET

OBS REGION QA1 PA QA QB1 PB QB QF1 PF QF
1 1NE A1 111.023 25.876 . . F1 127.2 11.4711
Z ZEN A2 108.699 25.836 B2 96 6.2572 F2 120.1 11.5531
3 3NN A3 105.380 13.378 B3 96 7.6011 F3 117.9 4.6934
4 4SA A4 122.629 5.222 . . F4 132.0 7.6412
5 SES AS 114.789 3.058 B5 96 0.6862 FS 124.6 1.6653
6 6NS A6 117.460 6.306 B6 96 0.1733 F6 125.9 5.8327
7 7MN A7 111.622 4.725 B7 96 1.4533 F7 121.6 2.8798
8 8SN A8 105.044 13.144 B8 96 0.5451 F8 115.2 6.1927
9 9NN A9 107.016 3.909 B9 96 0.1238 F9 119.3 1.8432

2323322 3223333 3223332

101.453 16.8401 53.7725
8ZBASE NITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND PONDER (RB=0.5) Z

GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET
OBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE - 1921.47 0.00 1921.47· 7502.4 9423.8
Z ZEN 1693.77 362.32 2056.08 7521.1 9577.2
3 3NN 1064.01 550.72 1614.73 2938.8 4553.5
4 4SA 376.52 0.00 376.52 3460.2 3836.7
5 SES 176.77 33.18 209.95 795.8 1005.7
6 6NS 447.77 10.06 457.82 2793.7 3251.6
7 7MN 356.81 94.39 451.20 1862.3 2313.5
8 8SN 1129.85 42.82 1172.68 4002.4 5175.1
9 9NN 293.74 8.35 302.09 1102.6 1404.7

3222333 3232232 3333322 3232333 2333322

7460.71 1101.84 8562.55 31979.3 40541.8
82BASE HITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND PONDER (RB=0.5) 3

SHIPMENT
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A14 2.05812
_ 2 ZEN AZ5 2.54374

3 3HN A36 1.81982
4 SES A54 3.05765

9.47933
82BASE NITH EQUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND PONDER (RB=0.S) 4

MANUFACTURED MILK MARKET
OBS ITEM PM QM QGD _ QGS SURPLUS PROGCOST

_ 1 BUTTER 110.42 7.8971 . 5.36921 3813.8 .
Z CHEESE 104.95 23.5898 3.25022 . 5468.9 341.111
3 NONFAT 72.24 5.2763 . 1.72656 341.5 .
4 OTHER 96.00 30.7799 . . 5970.5 . _

3333333 3333333

15594.8 341.111
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Table D. 9. 1982 System With Support Price of Sl 1.60/cwt, Option 3 _

828ASE WITH 16% FOR BUTTER AND 84% FOR POWDER 1GRADE A, GRADE 8 AND FLUID MILK MARKET
22:11 MONDAY, JULY 20, 1987085 REGION GA1 PA GA G81 P8 G8 GF1 PF GF

1 1NE A1 130.195 28.000 . . F1 147.2 11.2957Z ZEN A2 126.961 28.615 82 116 7.0868 FZ 140.1 11.37563 3WN A3 124.409 14.120 83 116 8.0832 F3 137.9 4.61854 45A A4 140.891 5.755 . . F4 152.0 7.47255 SES A5 133.051 3.536 85 116 0.8269 F5 144.6 1.63046 6WS A6 136.489 6.956 86 116 .0.1961 F6 145.9 5.71097 7MN A7 130.287 5.088 87 116 1.5909 F7 141.6 2.83528 85W A8 124.574 13.650 88 116 0.5685 F8 135.2 6.09699 9NW A9 126.108 4.191 89 116 0.1342 F9 139.3 1.81243223323 2222322 . 3222232109.911 18.4865 52.8481828ASE WITH 16% FOR BUTTER AND 84% FOR POWDER 2 -GRADE A, GRADE 8 AND FLUID MILK MARKET22:11 MONDAY, JULY 20, 1987O85 REGION PSA PS8 PSSUM CSF SURPLUS
1 1NE . 2438.35 0.00 2438.3 7274.7 9713.0Z ZEN 2191.20 495.82 2687.0 7291«9 9978.93 3WN 1325.76 707.66 2033.4 2845.7 4879.14 4SA 476.85 0.00 476.8 3309.1 3785.95 SES 237.00 48.32 285.3 762.8 1048.16 6WS 573.95 13.75 587.7 2678.3 3266.07 7MN 448.44 124.86 573.3 1805.1 2378.48 8SW 1391.56 53.97 1445.5 3879.5 5325.09 9NW 371.11 10.93 382.0 1066.1 1448.13222332 3333222 3232222 3222233 32222239454.21 1455.29 10909.5 30913.1 41822.6, 828ASE WITH 16% FOR BUTTER AND 84% FOR POWDER 3SHIPMENT 22:11 MONDAY, JULY 20, 1987

085 REGION CODE SHIPMENT
1 1NE A14 3.180462 ZEN A25 1.090513 3WN A36 1.376204 SES A54 1.88087 ·2233222

7.52804828ASE WITH 16% FOR BUTTER AND 84% FOR POWDER 4MANUFACTURED MILK MARKET
22:11 MONDAY, JULY 20, 1987° 085 ITEM PM GM GGD GGS SURPLU5 PROGCOST

1 BUTTER 140.33 7.2270 . 0.14022 3194.0 ._ 2 CHEESE 124.75 21.4250 7.87896 . 4511.3 982.903 NONFAT 80.36 4.9352 4.32018 . 298.8 347.174 OTHER 116.00 29.1931 . . 5370.7 ., sssssss sssssss„ 13374.8 1330.07
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Table D. l0. l982 System With Support Price of $l0.60/cwt, Option 3

82BASE WITH 16% FOR BUTTER AND 84% FOR POWDER 1
GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET

22:15 MONDAY. JULY 20. 1987
OBS REGION 0A1 PA OA QB1 PB GB 0F1 PF OF

1 1NE A1 120.491 26.946 . . F1 137.2 11.3834
2 ZEN A2 117.866 27.249 B2 106 6.6786 FZ 130.1 11.4643
3 3WN A3 114.882 13.759 B3 106 7.8498 F3 127.9 4.6560
4 4SA A4 131.796 5.492 . . F4 142.0 7.5568
5 5ES A5 123.956 3.298 B5 106 0.7566 F5 134.6 1.6478
6 6WS A6 126.962 6.635 B6 106 0.1849 F6 135.9 5.7718
7 7MN A7 120.921 4.909 B7 106 1.5238 F7 131.6 2.8575
8 8SW A8 114.800 13.405 B8 106 0.5572 F8 125.2 6.1448
9 9NW A9 116.538 4.053 B9 106 0.1291 F9 129.3 1.8278

2222332 2333332 3323222
105.746 17.6800 53.3103

82BASE WITH 16% FOR BUTTER AND 84% FOR POWDER 2
GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET— 22:15 MONDAY. JULY 20. 1987

OBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS
1 1NE 2171.55 0.00 2171.55 7388.1 9559.6 '
2 ZEN 1937.06 426.97 2364.03 7406.1 9770.1
3 3WN 1192.94 627.97 1820.92 2892.1 4713.0
4 4SA 425.67 0.00 425.67 3384.2 3809.8
5 5ES 205.89 40.40 246.29 779.2 1025.5' 6 6WS 509.19 · 11.85 521.04 2735.8 3256.8
7 7MN 401.61 109.28 510.89 1833.6 2344.5
8 8SW 1259.33 48.34 1307.67 3940.7 5248.4
9 9NW_ 331.66 9.61 341.27 ' 1084.3 1425.5

. 3232232 3233333 3222322 2223222 3333332

8434.90 1274.42 9709.32 31443.9 41153.3
8ZBASE WITH 16% FOR BUTTER AND 84% FOR POWDER· 3

SHIPMENT 22:15 MONDAY. JULY 20. 1987
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A14 2.44597
2 ZEN A25 1.95276
3 3WN A36 1.59550
4 5ES A54 2.61614

~ 3222232
8.61037

8ZBASE WITH 16% FOR BUTTER AND 84% FOR POWDER 4
MANUFACTURED MILK MARKET_ 22:15 MONDAY. JULY 20. 1987

OBS ITEM PM OM OGD GGS SURPLUS PROGCOST
1 BUTTER 136.76 7.5168 . 3.2197 3455.4 .
2 CHEESE 114.85 22.3515 6.95254 . 4909.8 798.499
3 NONFAT 70.03 5.4104 0.35364 . 359.1 24.765
4 OTHER 106.00 29.9865 . . 5666.6 .

2233222 2232222_ 14390.9 823.265

l
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TabIe-D.._I I. I982 System With Support Price of $9.60/cwt, Option 3 .

82BASE NITH‘16X FOR BUTTER AND 84 Z FOR PONDER 1
· GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET

OBS REGION 0A1 PA OA OBI PB OB 0F1 PF OF
1 1NE A1 111.023 25.876 . . F1 127.2 11.47112 ZEN A2 108.699 25.836 B2 96 6.2572 F2 120.1 11.55313 3HN A3 105.380 13.378 B3 96 7.6011 F3 117.9 4.6934
4 4SA A4 122.629 5.222 . . F4 132.0 7.64125 5ES A5 114.789 3.058 B5 96 0.6862 F5 124.6 1.66536 6NS A6 117.460 6.306 B6 96 0.1733 F6 125.9 5.83277 7MN A7 111.622 4.725 B7 96 1.4533 F7 121.6 2.8798 °
8 8SH A8 105.044 13.144 B8 96 0.5451 F8 115.2 6.19279 9NH A9 ,107.016 3.909 B9 96 0.1238 F9 119.3 1.8432

2323223 2222332 2322322
101.453 16.8401 53.7725GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE 1921.47 0.00 1921.47 7502.4 9423.8
2 ZEN 1693.77 · 362.32 2056.08 7521.1 9577.23 3NN 1064.01 550.72 1614.73 2938.8 4553.54 4SA 376.52 0.00 376.52 3460.2 3836.75 5ES 176.77 33.18 209.95 . 795.8 1005.76 6NS 447.77 10.06 457.82 2793.7 3251.6_7 7MN 356.81 94.39 451.20 1862.3 2313.5
8 8SN 1129.85 42.82 1172.68 4002.4 5175.1 .
9 9NH 293.74 8.35 302.09 1102.6 1404.7

2222222 2233222 2223223 3322222 2222222
7460.71 1101.84 8562.55 31979.3 40541.8

SHIPMENT 22:13 MONDAY. JULY 20. 1987
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A14 2.05812
2 ZEN A25 2.54374
3 3NN A36 1.81982
4 5ES A54 3.05765 ‘

2322223
9.47933

MANUFACTURED MILK MARKET
OBS ITEM PM GM OGD 0GS_ SURPLUS PROGCOST

1 BUTTER 133.19 7.6329 . 6.19799 3562.9 .
2 CHEESE 104.95 22.9960 6.30798 . 5197.1 662.023
3 NONFAT 59.69 5.8497 . 3.66782 419.8 ._ 4 OTHER 96.00 30.7799 . . 5970.5 .

2333222 3222222
15150.3 662.023
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Table D. 12. 1985 Farm Bill System With Support Price of $1 1.60/cwt, Optiorn 1

85 FARM BILL NITH 0% FOR BUTTER AND 100% FOR PONDER 1GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION GA1 PA GA GB1 PB GB GF1 PF GF
1 1NE A1 151.285 28.115 . . F1 150.1 11.27052 ZEN A2 128.675 28.868 B2 116 7.0868 F2 142.4 11.55525 5NN A5 126.195 14.186 B5 116 8.0852 F5 159.8 4.61154 4SA A4 142.605 5.804 . . F4 160.4 7.4016 .5 SES A5 154.765 5.581 B5 116 0.8269 F5 151.5 1.61846 6NS A6 158.275 7.016 B6 116 0.1961 F6 154.9 5.65617 7MN A7 151.064 5.102 B7 116 1.5909 F7 145.1 2.85198 8SN A8 124.574 15.650 B8 116 0.5685 F8 155.2 6.09699 9NN A9 126.108 4.191 B9 116 0.1542 F9 159.5 1.81242222222 2222222 2222222

110.515 18.4865 52.6541·
‘ GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE 2468.72 0.00 2468.7 7242.0 9710.72 ZEN 2240.45 495.82 2756.5 7265.7 10002.05 5NN 1551.05 707.66 2058.7 2856.9 4895.64 4SA 486.90 0.00 486.9 5246.6 5755.55 5ES 245.07 48.52 291.4 751.6 . 1045.06 6NS A 586.40 15.75 600.2 2627.2 5227.57 7MN 452.58 124.86 577.2 1800.9 2578.18 8SN 1591.56 55.97 1445.5 5879.5 5525.09 9NH 571.11 10.95 582.0 1066.1 1448.12222222_ 2222222 2222222 2222222 22222229591.65 1455.29 11046.9 50716.4 41765.5SHIPMENT 0:16 TUESDAY, JULY 21, 1987.
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 INE A14 2.97752 ZEN A25 5.07455 5NN A56 2.86024 SES A54 5.5812
2222222
12.4952MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETOBS ITEM PM GM GGD GGS SURPLUS PROGCOST

1 BUTTER 145.90 7.1855 0.25787 . 5157.5 57.11
1

2 CHEESE 124.75 21.5519 7.97206 . 4472.1 994.51 ·5 NONFAT 78.59 5.0255 4.67647 . 509.8 566.59_ 4 OTHER 116.00 29.1951 . . 5570.7 .
2222222 2222222
15510.1 1598.21
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Table D. I3. I985 Farm Bill System With Support Price of $I0.60/cwt, Option l

85 FARM BILL NITH 0% FOR BUTTER AND 100% FOR PONDER 1GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION GA1 PA GA GB1 PB GB GF1 PF GF
1 1NE A1 122.269 27.142 . . F1 140.1 11.35802 ZEN A2 119.308 27.468 B2 106 6.6786 F2 132.4 11.44393 3NN A3 116.700 13.830 B3 106 7.8498 F3 129.8 4.64884 4SA A4 133.238 5.534 . . F4 150.4 7.4860S SES A5 125.398 3.336 B5 106 0.7566 F5 141.5 1.6358
6 6NS A6 128.780 6.697 B6 106 0.1849 F6 144.9 5.71707 7MN A7 121.727 4.925 B7 106 1.5238 F7 133.1 2.85428 8SN A8 114.800 13.405 B8 106 0.5572 F8 125.2 6.14489 9NH A9 116.538 4.053 B9 106 0.1291 F9 129.3 1.8278

2233232 2222223 2232222
106.391 17.6800 53.1163 .

GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS
_ 1 1NE 2219.70 0.00 2219.70 7355.1 9574.8

2 ZEN 1976.69 426.97 2403.66 7379.7 9783.43 3NN 1218.04 627.97 1846.02 2883.2 4729.24 4SA 433.75 0.00 433.75 3321.0 3754.75 SES 210.69 40.40 251.09 767.9 1019.0
6 6HS 521.40 11.85 533.25 2684.1 3217.37 7MN 405.57 109.28 514.85 1829.3 2344.18 8SN 1259.33 48.34 1307.67 3940.7 5248.49 9NH 331.66 9.61 341.27 1084.3 1425.5

2222222 2322222 3332322 2232222 2222232
8576.84 1274.42 9851.26 31245.3 41096.5SHIPMENT 0:19 TUESDAY• JULY 21. 1987
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A14 3.3415
2 ZEN A25 3.0049
3 3NN A36 3.0630
4 SES AS4 3.3359

2322233
. 12.7452

MANUFACTURED MILK MARKET
OBS ITEM PM GM GGD GGS SURPLUS PROGCOST

1 BUTTER 143.90 7.3471 . 2.67437 3301.1 .
2 CHEESE 114.85 22.0244 7.27963 . 4767.2 836.066
3 NONFAT 66.09 5.5722 0.66193 . 380.9 43.747_ 4 OTHER 106.00 29.9865 . . 5666.6 .

2222232 3223223
_ 14115.8 879.812
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Table D. I4. I985 Farm Bill System With Support Price of $9.60/cwt, Option _I

85 FARM BILL NITH OX FOR BUTTER AND 100 Z FOR PONDER 1GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION OAI PA OA OBI PB OB 0F1 PF OF
1 1NE A1 113.388 26.147 . . F1 130.1 11.44572 ZEN A2 109.966 26.034 B2 96 6.2572 F2 122.4 11.53263 3NN A3 107.231 13.454 B3 96 7.6011 F3 119.8 4.68634 4SA A4 123.896 5.260 . . F4 140.4 7.57035 5ES A5 116.056 3.091 B5 96 0.6862 F5 131.5 1.65326 6NS A6 119.311 6.371 B6 96 0.1733 F6 134.9 5.77797 7MN A7 112.459 4.742 B7 96 1.4533 F7 123.1 ”2.87648 8SH A8 105.044 13.144 B8 96 0.5451 F8 115.2 6.19279 9NN A9 107.016 3.909 B9 96 0.1238 F9 119.3 1.8432

3223223 3233322 2332233
102.151 16.8401 53.5785GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE 1982.99 0.00 1982.99 7469.1 9452.12 ZEN 1726.73 362.32 2089.04 7494.6 9583.73 3NN 1088.83 550.72 1639.55 2929.9 4569.44 4SA 383.24 0.00 383.24 3396.3 3779.55° SES _180.68 33.18 213.86 784.3 998.26 6HS 459.47 10.06 469.52 2741.5 3211.07 7MN 360.77 94.39 455.17 1857.9 2313.18 8SN 1129.85 42.82 1172.68 4002.4 5175.19 9NH · 293.74 8.35 302.09 1102.6 1404.7
3233333 3232333 2222322 3322222 2222222
7606.31 1101.84 8708.15 31778.7 40486.9· SHIPMENT 0:21 TUESDAY. JULY 21. 1987
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

6 1 1NE A14 3.70772 ZEN A25 2.93713 3NN A36 3.2696
4 SES A54 3.0909

· 3323233
13.0053

MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETOBS ITEM PM GM QGD OGS SURPLUS PROGCOST.
1 BUTTER 143.90 7.5086 . 5.67406 3447.9 .2 CHEESE 104.95 22.7167 6.58731 . 5071.7 691.3383 NONFAT 53.79 6.1195 . 3.43742 459.4 .4 OTHER 96.00 30.7799 . . 5970.5 .

3222222 2223322
14949.4 691 .338
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Table D. IS. l985 Farm Bill System With Support Price of $1 l.60/cwt, Option 2

85 FARM BILL NITH EGUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND PONDER 1
_

GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION GA1 PA GA GB1 PB GB GF1 PF GF
1 1NE A1 131.283 28.115 . . F1 150.1 11.27032 ZEN A2 128.675 28.868 B2 116 7.0868 F2 142.4 11.35523 3NN A3 126.193 14.186 B3 116 8.0832 F3 139.8 4.61134 4SA A4 142.605 5.804 . . F4 160.4 7.40165 SES A5 134.765 3.581 B5 116 0.8269 FS 151.5 1.61846 6NS A6 138.273 7.016 B6 116 0.1961 F6 154.9 5.65617 7MN A7 131.064 5.102 B7 116 1.5909 F7 143.1 2.83198 8SH A8 124.574 13.650 B8 116 0.5685 F8 135.2 6.09699 9NH A9 126.108 4.191 B9 116 0.1342 F9 139.3 1.81243333333 3323333 3333333 L

110.513 18.4865 52.6541GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS
1 1NE 2468.72 0.00 2468.7 7242.0 9710.72 ZEN 2240.45 495.82 2736.3 7265.7 10002.03 3NN 1351.03 707.66 2058.7 2836.9 4895.64 4SA 486.90 0.00 486.9 3246.6 3733.55 SES 243.07 48.32 291.4 751.6 1043.06 6NS 586.40 13.75 600.2 2627.2 3227.37 7MN 452.38 124.86 577.2 1800.9 2378.18 8SH 1391.56 53.97 1445.5 3879.5 5325.09 9NH 371.11 10.93 382.0 1066.1 1448.13233333 3333333 3333233 3323333 3333333· 9591.63 1455.29 11046.9 30716.4 41763.3SHIPMENT 1:16 TUESDAY. JULY 21. 1987

OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT
1 1NE A14 2.9773. Z ZEN A25 3.07453 3NN A36 2.86024 SES A54 3.5812

3333333
12.4932MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETOBS ITEM PM GM GGD GGS SURPLUS PROGCOST

1 BUTTER 132.74 7.3150 0.12837 . 3272.3 17.042 CHEESE 124.75 21.6229 7.68105 . 4595.0 958.213 NONFAT 84.54 4.7441 4.95767 . 276.1 419.124 OTHER 116.00 29.1931 . . 5370.7 .
3333333 3333333
13514.1 1394.37
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Table D. I6. l985 Farm Bill System With Support Price of $l0.60/cwt, Option 2

85 FARM BILL HITH EGUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND PONDER 1
GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET

OBS REGION GA1 PA GA GB1 PB GB GF1 PF GF
1 1NE A1 122.269 27.142 . . F1 140.1 11.3580
2 2EN A2 119.308 27.468 B2 106 6.6786 F2 132.4 11.4439
3 3NN A3 116.700 13.830 B3 106 7.8498 F3 129.8 4.6488

· 4 4SA A4 133.238 5.534 . . F4 150.4 7.4860
5 SES A5 125.398 3.336 B5 106 0.7566 F5 141.5 1.6358
6 6NS A6 128.780 6.697 B6 106 0.1849 F6 144.9 5.7170
7 7MN A7 121.727 4.925 B7 106 1.5238 F7 133.1 2.8542
8 8SN A8 114.800 13.405 B8 106 0.5572 F8 125.2 6.1448
9 9NH A9 116.538 4.053 B9 106 0.1291 F9 129.3 1.8278

3333333 3233333 2322333
106.391 17.6800 53.1163· GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET

OBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS
1 1NE 2219.70 0.00 2219.70 7355.1 9574.8
2 ZEN 1976.69 .426.97 2403.66 7379.7 9783.4
3 3NN 1218.04 627.97 1846.02 2883.2 4729.2
4 4SA 433.75 0.00 433.75 3321.0 3754.7
5 SES 210.69 40.40 251.09 767.9 1019.0
6 6NS 521.40 11.85 533.25 2684.1 3217.3
7 7MN 405.57 109.28 514.85 1829.3 2344.1
8 8SN 1259.33 48.34 1307.67 3940.7 5248.4
9 9NH 331.66 9.61 341.27 1084.3 1425.5

3333323 3333323 3333333 3333233 3333323

8576.84 1274.42 9851.26 31245.3 41096.5
SHIPMENT 1:14 TUESDAY. JULY 21. 1987

OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT
1 1NE A14 3.3415
2 ZEN A25 3.0049
3 3NN A36 3.0630 .
4 SES A54 3.3359

3333333
12.7452 °

MANUFACTURED MILK MARKET
0BS ITEM PM GM GGD GGS SURPLUS PROGCOST

1 BUTTER 121.58 7.6060 . 2.9333 3537.9 .
2 CHEESE 114.85 22.6063 6.69770 . 5022.4 769.231
3 NONFAT 78.39 5.0102 1.22392 . 308.0 95.943
4 OTHER 106.00 29.9865 . . 5666.6 .

3333333 3333333
14534.9 865.174
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Table D. l7. 1985 Farm Bill System With Support Price of $9.60/cwt, 0ption‘2 —

85 FARM BILL HITH EOUAL SPLIT BETEEEN BUTTER AND PONDER° 1GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION 0A1 PA 0A 0B1 PB ,0B 0F1 PF 0F
1 INE A1 113.388 26.147 . . F1 130.1 11.44572 ZEN A2 109.966 26.034 B2 96 6.2572 F2 122.4 11.53263 3NN A3 107.231 13.454 B3 96 7.6011 F3 119.8 4.68634 4SA A4 123.896 5.260 . . F4 140.4 7.57035 SES A5 116.056 3.091 B5 96 0.6862 F5 131.5 1.65326 6NS A6 119.311 6.371 B6 96 0.1733 F6 134.9 5.77797 7MN A7 112.459 4.742 B7 96 1.4533 F7 123.1 2.87648 8SN A8 105.044 13.144 B8 96 0.5451 F8 115.2 6.19279 9NN A9 107.016 3.909 B9 96 0.1238 F9 119.3 1.84322222222 3232322 2222222102.151 16.8401 53.5785GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS1 1NE 1982.99 0.00 1982.99 7469.1 9452.12 ZEN 1726.73 362.32 2089.04 7494.6 9583.73 3NN 1088.83 550.72 1639.55 2929.9 4569.44 4SA 383.24 0.00 383.24 3396.3 3779.55 SES 180.68 33.18 213.86 784.3 998.26 6NS 459.47 10.06 469.52 2741.5 3211.07 7MN 360.77 94.39 455.17 1857.9 2313.18 8SN 1129.85 42.82 1172.68 4002.4 5175.19 9NH 293.74 8.35 302.09 1102.6 1404.73232332 3223322 3222323 3222333 3222222· 7606.31 1101.84 8708.15 31778.7 40486.9SHIPMENT 1:12 TUESDAY. JULY 21. 1987~ OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT _

1 1NE A14 3.7077Z ZEN A25 2.93713 3NN A36 3.26964 SES A54 3.0909
13.0053MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETOBS ITEM PM 0M 0GD 0GS SURPLUS PROGCOST

1 BUTTER 110.42 7.8971 . 6.06249 3813.8 .2 CHEESE 104.95 23.5898 5.71422 . 5468.9 599.7073 NONFAT 72.24 5.2763 . 2.59424 341.5 .4 OTHER 96.00 30.7799 . . 5970.5 .
2232232 2222322
15594.8 599.707
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Table D. 18. 1985 Farm Bill System With Supgiort Price of $1 1.60/cwt, Optiop 3

85 FARM BILL HITH 16% FOR BUTTER AND 84% FOR PONDER 1GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET _OBS REGION GA1 PA GA GB1 PB GB GF1 PF GF
1 1NE A1 131.283 28.115 . . F1 —150.1 11.27032 ZEN AZ 128.675 28.868 BZ 116 7.0868 F2 142.4 11.35523 3NN A3 126.193 14.186 B3 116 8.0832 F3 139.8 4.61134 4SA A4 142.605 5.804 . . F4 160.4 7.4016S SES A5 134.765 3.581 B5 116 0.8269 F5 151.5 1.61846 6NS A6 138.273 7.016 B6 116 0.1961 F6 154.9 5.65617 7MN A7 131.064 5.102 B7 116 1.5909 F7 143.1 2.83198 8SH A8 124.574 13.650 B8 116 0.5685 F8 135.2 6.09699 9NH A9 126.108 4.191 B9 116 0.1342 F9 139.3 .1.81243233333 3333333 3333333110.513 18.4865 _ 52.6541GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE 2468.72 0.00 2468.7 7242.0 9710.72 ZEN 2240.45 495.82 2736.3 7265.7 10002.03 3NN 1351.03 707.66 2058.7 2836.9 4895.64 4SA 486.90 0.00 486.9 3246.6 3733.55 SES 243.07 48.32 291.4 751.6 1043.06 6NS 586.40 13.75 600.2 2627.2 3227.37 7MN 452.38 124.86 577.2 1800.9 2378.18 8SN 1391.56 53.97 1445.5 3879.5 5325.0”9 9NH 371.11 10.93 382.0 1066.1 1448.13333333 3323333 3233332 3333333 33333329591.63 1455.29 11046.9 30716.4 41763.3SHIPMENT 1:54 TUESDAY. JULY 21. 1987 -
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A14 2.97732 ZEN A25 3.07453 3NN A36 2.8602- 4 SES A54 3.5812
3333333

12.4932MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETOBS ITEM PM GM GGD GGS SURPLUS PROGCOST
1 BUTTER 140.33 7.2270 0.21642 . 3194.0 30.37Z CHEESE 124.75 21.4250 7.87896 . 4511.3 982.903 NONFAT 80.36 4.9352 4.76653 . 298.8 383.04‘
4 OTHER 116.00 29.1931 . . 5370.7 .

3333333 3333333
13374.8 1396 .31
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Table D. l9. l985 Farm Bill System With Support Price of $10.60/cwt, Option 3

85 FARM BILL WITH 16% FOR BUTTER AND 84% FOR POWDER 1GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION 0A1 PA OA OBI PB OB 0F1 PF OF
1 1NE A1 122.269 27.142 . . F1 140.1 11.3580 ·Z ZEN A2 119.308 27.468 B2 106 6.6786 F2 132.4 11.44393 3WN A3 116.700 13.830 B3 106 7.8498 F3 129.8 4.64884 4SA A4 133.238 5.534 . . F4 150.4 7.48605 SES A5 125.398 3.336 B5 106 0.7566 F5 141.5 1.63586 6WS A6 128.780 6.697 B6 106 0.1849 F6 144.9 5.71707 7MN A7 121.727 4.925 B7 106 1.5238 F7 133.1 2.85428 8SW A8 114.800 13.405 B8 106 0.5572 F8 125.2 6.14489 9NW A9 116.538 4.053 B9 106 0.1291 F9 129.3 1.8278

2222222 2222222 2222222
106.391 17.6800 53.1163GRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE 2219.70 0.00 2219.70 7355.1 9574.82 ZEN 1976.69 426.97 2403.66 7379.7 9783.43 3WN 1218.04 627.97 1846.02 2883.2 4729.24 4SA 433.75 0.00 433.75 3321.0 3754.75 SES 210.69 « 40.40 251.09 767.9 1019.06 6WS 521.40 11.85 533.25 2684.1 3217.37 7MN 405.57 109.28 514.85 1829.3 2344.18 8SW 1259.33 48.34 1307.67 3940.7 5248.49 9NW 331.66 9.61 341.27 1084.3 1425.5
2222222 2222222 2222222 2222222 2222222. 8576.84 1274.42 9851.26 31245.3 41096.5SHIPMENT 1:56 TUESDAY. JULY Z1. 1987
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A14 3.34152 ZEN A25 3.00493 3WN A36 3.0630 °· 4 SES A54 3.3359
2222222‘ 12.7452MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETOBS ITEM PM OM QGD GGS SURPLUS PROGCOST

1 BUTTER 136.76 7.4299 . 2.75719 3375.9 .Z CHEESE 114.85 22.2106 7.09342 . 4848.2 814.6793 NONFAT 70.03 5.3925 0.84165 . 356.7 58.9414 OTHER 106.00 29.9865 . . 5666.6 .
2222222 2222222
14247.5 873.620
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Table D. 20. I985 Farm Bill System With Support Price of $9.60/cwt, Option 3

85 FARM BILL NITH 16% FOR BUTTER AND 84% FOR PONDER 1GRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION GA1 PA _ GA GB1 PB GB GF1 PF GF
1 1NE A1 113.388 26.147 . . F1 130.1 11.44572 ZEN AZ 109.966 26.034 B2 96 6.2572 F2 122.4 11.53263 3NN A3 107.231 13.454 B3 96 7.6011 F3 119.8 4.68634 4SA A4 123.896 5.260 . . F4 140.4 7.57035 SES A5 116.056 3.091 B5 96 0.6862 F5 131.5 1.65326 6NS A6 119.311 6.371 B6 96 0.1733 F6 134.9 5.77797 7MN A7 112.459 4.742 B7 96 1.4533 F7 123.1 2.87648 8SN A8 105.044 13.144 B8 96 0.5451 F8 115.2 6.19279 9NN A9 107.016 3.909 B9 96 0.1238 F9 119.3 1.8432

3232233 3322223 2223222A
102.151 16.8401 53.5785VGRADE A, GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE 1982.99 0.00 1982.99 7469.1 9452.12 ZEN 1726.73 362.32 2089.04 7494.6 9583.73 3NN 1088.83 550.72 1639.55 2929.9 4569.44 4SA 383.24 0.00 383.24 3396.3 3779.55 SES 180.68 33.18 213.86 784.3 998.26 6HS 459.47 10.06 469.52 2741.5 3211.07 7MN 360.77 94.39 455.17 1857.9 2313.18 8SH 1129.85 42.82 . 1172.68 4002.4 5175.19 9NN 293.74 8.35 302.09 1102.6 1404.7
2322222 2222222 2222222 2232222 2222222
7606.31 1101.84 8708.15 31778.7 40486.9SHIPMENT 1:58 TUESDAY, JULY 21, 1987
OBS REGION CODE SHIPMENT

1 1NE A14 3.70772 ZEN A25 2.93713 3NN A36 3.2696
4 5ES A54 3.0909

2222222
13.0053

MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETOBS ITEM PM GM GGD GGS SURPLUS ·PROGCOST
1 BUTTER 133.19 7.6329 . 5.79833 3562.9 .Z CHEESE 104.95 22.9960 6.30798 . 5197.1 662.0233 NONFAT 59.69 5.8497 . 3.16763 419.8 .4 OTHER 96.00 30.7799 . . 5970.5 .

2333223 2222222
15150.3 662.023
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Table D. 21. Zero CCC Purchase Levels of Butter and Nonfat Dry Milk : 1982 System

BZBASE ZERO CCC PURCHASE BUTTER AND PONDERg GRADE A; GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKET_; OBS REGION OA1 PA ‘ OA OB1 PB OB OF1 PF OF
1 1NE A1 122.790 27.200 . . F1 139.7 11.36152 ZEN A2 119.579 27.509 B2 108.5 6.7819 F2 132.6 11.44213 3NN A3 117.262 13.851 B3 108.5 7.9095 F3 130.4 4.64664 4SA A4 133.509 5.542 . . F4 144.5 7.53575 5ES A5 125.669 3.343 B5 108.5 0.7742 F5 137.1 1.64356 6HS A6 129.342 6.716 B6 108.5 0.1877 F6 138.4 5.7566~ 7 7MN A7 123.256 4.954 B7 108.5 1.5409 F7 134.1 2.8519. 8 8SN A8 117.241 13.468 B8 108.5 0.5601 F8 127.7 6.13289 9NN A9 118.925 4.088 B9 108.5 0.1304 F9 131.8 1.8240

8883333 8333333 3383333
106.673 ‘ 17.8847 53.1948GRADE A; GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSB PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE 2233.96 _ 0.00 2233.96 7359.7 9593.62 “2EN 1984.16 443.81 2427.97 7377.4 9805.43 3NN 1225.82 647.68 1873.50 2880.4 4753.94 4SA 435.28 0.00 435.28 3365.4 3800.65 5ES 211.61 42.31 253.92 775.1 1029.06 6NS 525.18 12.31 537.50 2721.3 3258.87 7MN 413.16 113.11 526.27 1826.4 2352.7 _8 8SH 1292.16 49.73 1341.89 3925.4 5267.29 9NH 341.41 9.94 351.35 1079.7 1431.0
3833333 3333333 3333333 3333333 3333333
8662.73 1318.89 9981.62 31310.8 41292.4SHIPMENT

21:44 TUESDAY; AUGUST 18; 1987
1 1NE A14 2.40069
2 ZEN A25 2.318583 3NN A36 1.54039
4 5ES A54 2.91316

3333333

9.17282 _
MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETOBS ITEM PM OM OGD OGS SURPLUS PROGCOST

1 BUTTER 260.60 6.0698 . 0.00133 2246.8 .2 CHEESE 117.40 21.5171 5.25286 . 4550.1 616.6863 NONFAT 4.67 7.9835 . 0.00254 782.0 .4 OTHER 108.50 29.7882 . . 5591.9' .
3333333 3333333
13170.9 616.686
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Table D. 22. Zero CCC Purchase Levels of Butter and Nonfat Dry Milk : New Quota System

NENGUOTA (10% PRIVATE DEMAND) ZERO CCC PURCHASE DUTTER AND POHDERGRADE A. GRADE B AND FLUID MILK MARKETODS REGION GA1 PA GA G81 PD GB GF1 PF GF
1 1NE A1 120.913 26.993 . . F1 137.8 11.3782Z ZEN A2 117.860 27.248 B2 106.6 6.7035 FZ 130.7 11.45903 3NN A3 115.453 13.781 B3 106.6 7.8642 F3 128.5 4.65374 4SA A4 131.790 5.492 . . F4 142.6 7.55185 5ES A5 123.950 3.298 B5 106.6 0.7608 F5 135.2 1.64686 6NS A6 127.533 6.654 B6 106.6 0.1855 F6 136.5 5.76817 7MN A7 121.481 4.920 B7 106.6 1.5279 F7 132.2 2.85628 8SN A8 115.385 13.420 D8 106.6 0.5579 F8 125.8 6.1419° 9 9NH A9 117.111 4.062 B9 106.6 0.1294 F9 129.9 1.82693333333 3333333 3333333105.868 17.7294 53.2826GRADE A, GRADE D AND FLUID MILK MARKETOBS REGION PSA PSD PSSUM CSF SURPLUS

1 1NE 2182.92 0.00 2182.92 7381.3 9564.22 ZEN 1936.91 430.99 2367.89 7399.2 9767.13 3NN 1200.80 632.69 1833.49 2889.3 4722.74 4SA 425.64 0.00 425.64 3379.6 3805.35 5ES 205.87 40.85 246.73 778.2 1025.06 6HS 513.00 11.96 524.96 2732.3 3257.27 7MN 404.36 110.20 514.56 1831.9 2346.48 8SH 1267.17 48.67 1315.85 3937.0 5252.99 9NH 333.98 9.69 343.67 1083.2 1426.83333333 3333333 3333333 3333333 33333338470.66 1285.05 9755.71 31412.0 41167.7_ SHIPMENTODS REGION CODE SHIPMENT
1 1NE A14 2.196922 ZEN A25 2.538193 3NN A36 1.582314 5ES A54 3.11130

3333333

9.42872MANUFACTURED MILK MARKETODS ITEM PM GM GGD GGS SURPLUS PROGCOST
1 DUTTER 244.26 6.2034 . 0.00003 2353.3 .2 CHEESE 115.59 21.6092 7.04479 . 4589.1 814.3073 NONFAT 10.71 7.7374 . 0.00059 734.5 .4 OTHER 106.60 29.9389 . . 5648.6 .

3333333 3333333
13325.5 814.307
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APPENDIX E _
MA TRIX GENERA TING FORTRAN PROGRAM , INPUT DA TA

AND OUTPUT (MPS INPUT) FILES

E.1. Introduction

The Interregional Dairy Model, known as INTRDAR is a computer software package ~
designed to model the dairy industry such a way that facilitates certain economic analysis of the .
industry. The program is specifically designed to aid in evaluating changes in the dairy support
price and changes in the minimum prices for milk in fluid use, upon regional milk quantities
demanded and supplied, government purchases, and upon the interregional flow of milk. °

The program allows the user to specify an economic model of the dairy industry as a
nonlinear programming model, and for the solution to be closely approximated by a separable
linear programming problem. Using pararneters specifying the nonlinear problem as an input data
file, the program generates an output file that is in turn, an input file for a standard linear
programming software package.

INTRDAR is designed for users who are familiar with FORTRAN run under the CMS '

(Conversational Monitor System) and MVS (Multiple Virtual Storage) systems. Both systems are
available on the IBM computer system at Virginia Tech. Those who need more information on
both systems should refer to Virginia Tech Computing Center User’s Guide. The program operates
in conjunction with mathematical programming system, MPS, a system of computer programs that
solves linear programming (LP) models.

As shown in figure IV-2, a linear programming model of the dairy industry may be viewed
as being composed of two parts, a nonaugrnented and an augmented section. The nonaugrnented

portion is the standard part of traditional linear programming problems. A problem of this nature
simply requires the specification of the problem in terms of the activities, the coefficients, and the
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right-hand·side (RHS) parameters. Therefore ir1 this respect, INTRDAR is simply a means of
entering the data for a linear programming problem, which is the linear portion of a nonlinear
programming problem. This specification is referred to as the nonaugrnented problem, because it
has not been augmented to include a nonlinear function.

The augrnented portion of the matrix is that portion generated by the FORTRAN program
from input data in non-linear functional form. The principle involved is that a nonlinear function
may be approxirnated by a number of linear steps each of which is a separate linear programming
activity. Hence, this technique is also known as separable programming. As the number of steps
increases the loss in accuracy decreases. The solution procedure first requires that the parameters
specifying the nonlinear objective function, and the constraints, be entered as input data for the
matrix generator, INTRDAR. INTRDAR then defines discrete linear programming activities with
the appropriate objective function and constraint activities according to the instructions provided
by the user. The augrnented portion of the matrix is also referred to as the extended portion of the
matrix.

In specifying problems with both nonaugrnented and augmented matrices, the user is advised
to design the matrices such that the nonaugrnented portion of the matrix is in the upper left hand
portion of the matrix and linear approximations of nonlinear functions is on the upper right hand
side (see figure IV·2). This method of specification is required for the program’s data input format.
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L
E.2. Data Enrty

In this section, data entry procedures for INTRDAR are illustrated. Readers should refer to the
FORTRAN program in the following section (section E.2.2). Each step is numbered and boxed in
the program.

E.2.1. Card Format

1. Read in the cloumn and row numbers in the nonaugmented matrix.
READ (5, 4200) COL, ROW

4200 FORMAT (2X, 2(lX, 13))

COL : Number of colurrms in the nonaugmented matrix.
ROW : Number of rows in the nonaugmented matrix.

2. Read in the title of the matrix (eg. BASE82)

READ (5, 4100) (TITLE (IA), IA = 1, 2)

100 FORMAT (l6A4)

3. Read in the nonaugmented or traditional linear programming (L.P.) activities.

READ (5, 4101) (ACT (IA), IA = KK1, KK2) ’

4101 FORMAT (14, (1X, A4))

ACT (IA) : Activity names.

4. Read in the nonzero coeilicients of the objective function of the nonaugmented matrix. Activities
such as transfer colurrms having no objective function value need not be entered.
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READ (5,4600) (ICOL (KB), SIGN (KB), COEF (KB), KB = JB, JB4)

4600 FORMAT (5 (I4, 1X, A1, F8.2, 1X))

ICOL (KB) : The integer number of the activity, ACT (IA) for which an objective function
value is entered. Numbers begin with the left hand side of the matrix with 1, and run consecutively

up through the number of columns in the nonaugmented matrix (COL).

SIGN (IB) : The sign, + or ·, of the objective function coeilicient.

COEF (IB) : The value of the objective function coefficient.

Note that up to five such entries may be entered on each card.

FLAG : Once all objective function values are read in, or if there are no nonzero values

associated with the nonaugmented matrix, then ICOL = -999. So at least one card, with entry -999

in the first four columns is necessary if any nonaugmented activities are entered.

5. Read in the constraints for the nonaugmented matrix.

READ (5, 4601) (ICOL (MC), SIGN (MC), COEF (MC), MC = KC, KC4) _

4601 FORMAT (5 (I4, IX, A1, F8.2, 2X)

As in the case of the objective function, only the nonzero coeflicients need be entered. In

order to signify the completion of input for each constraint, three possible values may be assigned

to ICOL. These values coincide with the nature of the constraints.
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ICOL = -100 then RHS constraint 2 0,

ICOL = -200 then RHS constraint = 0, and

ICOL = -300 then RHS constraint S 0.

Just as in the case of the column coeflicients, the right hand side parameter is entered with
SIGN and COEF along with the appropriate ICOL value. No other indicator is necessary to
signify the completion of constraint input.

6. Read in information for extended functions from which the augumented portion of the matrix-
is composed. This section is characterized by generating linear activities from a single nonlinear

l

function, such as a supply and demand function.

READ (5, 4602, END = 800) EID (JA), RM (JA), IDPV (JA), VAL (JA), DIFF (JA)

4602 FORMAT (I5, F10.2, I5, F5.2, F5.2)

IDPV : Flag for single or multiple variable function. If IDPV = 0 then it is a single variable
function, and if IDPV ab 0 then it is a multiple variable function.

VAL : Flag for subroutine ’MLTI..ON’ which generates both price and quantity constraint
rows for a supply or demand function of a single variable. If VAL = 0, do not call ’MLTCON’
and if VAL af 0, then call ’MLTCON’.

EID, for IDPV = 0, denotes the number of nonzero coefiicients for activities in the

nonaugrnented matrix in the same row as the generated activities; for IDPV aé 0, EID = 2 denoting
the number of rows necessary for the exponential function, one row each for demand, and supply;

for VAL ¢ 0, EID = 3, denoting the number of rows necessary to generate price and quantity
constraints for supply and demand functions and convexity constraints for the extended row, and
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RM, the right hand side value for the extended row. For each set of activities generated, a convexity
constraint is generated having a RHS value of 1.0.

DIFF : Flag used in ’MLTCON’. If DIFF > 0, then calculate blend price constraints. The
value of DIFF is the value of the class I differential. If DIFF S 0, then do not calculate blend price
constraints. Normally DIFF = 0 with normal supply or demand functions, and price steps in
constraints will have negative signs. If DIFF = -1.0, then price constraints will have positive sigrs
on all price steps. ”

7. Set up quantity and price constraints (MLTCON). Read in information for quantity constraint ·

first, then price constraint.

READ (5.507) IEID (I3)
l

507 FORMAT (I5)
READ (5,506) (ICOLX (Il), SINXT (Il), COFX (I1), I1 = IALEN, MIEIDI).

IEID (I3) : The number of coefficients in the row in the augnented portion of the matrix.

ICOLX (I1) : The integer number of the activity in the left hand side LHS of the augnented
portion of the matrix.

SINXT (I1) and COFX (Il) : Sigi and value for the activity, ACT (ICOLX (12)) in the left
hand side (LHS) of the augumented portion of the matrix.

IALEN : Starting value of array.
MIEIDI : Ending value of array.

8. Read ir1 the integrated supply and demand functions.
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READ (5, 507) IJ

507 FORMAT (I5)

READ (5, 508) (CC (IK), IEXP (IK), IK = 1, IJ)

508 FORMAT (3(E12.6, F 5.4))

IJ : Number of terms in the function.

CC (IK) : Multiplicative coefiicient.
IEXP (IK) : Exponential.

9. Read in step information.

READ (5, 509) Q(l), DELTAQ, STEP
i

509 FORMAT (2Fl0.4, I5)

Q(l) : Initial value.

DELTAQ : Change of increment.
STEP : Number of steps.

10. From step 8 and 9, calculate price, quantity, and area under supply or demand curve.

READ (5, 507) IJ

READ (5, 508) (CC (IK), IEXP (IK), IK = 1, IJ)

READ (5, 509) Q(l), DELTAQ; STEP

IK = i = 1, 2 ..n, CC (IK) = ai, and IEXP (IK) = y,, as read in the functional form of
supply and demand curve. Area and price are defined as follows:
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I] Il . . „
•

. . · (v¤)(w>(Q¤>W=.|‘d =j\f Cl = (Y1) dP= ————ri.p 0 <0> 0anDO
300 IL = 1, STEP

W (IL) = 0

P (IL) = 0
DO 301 IM = 1, IJ

W (IL) = W (IL) + CC (IM) * Q (IL) ** IEXP (IM)
P (IL) = P (IL) + IEXP (IM) * (CC (IM) * Q (IL) ** IEXP (IM)/Q (IL)

301 CONTINUE
J

Q (IL + 1) = Q (IL) + DELTAQ

ll. Calculate blend price constraint.

IF (DIFF (JA) .GT. 0.0) go to 302
READ (5, 507) N

READ (5, 508) (PC (IK), PEXP (IK), IK = I, N)

Read in the demand function where W= fpdO = ff(p)dQ = ä(bi)(Qi)<ß‘). Suppose the‘ i=l
demand function is formed as p = k ~ (l Q). Then O is an inverse function of p such that
Q = — %p = u —vp. Defme QIM = u. PC(IM) = -v, and PIM = p. Then read:

PIIE = VAL (JA) : the support price level for manufactured milk products.
PIM = PIIE + DIFF : which is the minimum Federal Marketing Order price.
QIM = 0.0 + PC (1) : sets minimum quantity level.

DO 303 IM = 2, N

QIM = QIM + PC (IM) * PIM ** PEXP (IM)
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303 CONTINUE

12. Calculate the area under blend price curve and price level. Area under a blend price curve will
not be counted in the objective function.

DO 400 IL = 1, STEP
P (IL) = 0.0
PI (IL) = 0.0

W (IL) = 0.0
DO 401 IM = 1, U
W (IL) = W (IL) + cc (IM) * 2 (IL) ** IEXP (IM)
PI (IL) = PI (IL) + IEXP (IM) * (CC (IM) * 2 (IL) ** IEXP (IM)/Q (IL)

W (IL) = 0.0
401 CONTINUE

13. If there is excess demand in- the fluid milk market, blend price (P) is set to equal to fluid demand
price (PI). In this particular situation the fluid market equilibrium price should be greater than,
or at least equal to the minimum Class I price (PIM).

IF (PI (IL) .GE. PIM) GO TO 402
QII = (Q (IL) - (QIM) —
P (IC) = (PIM * QIM + PIIE * QII)/Q (IL)
GO TO 403

402 CONTINUE

P (IL) = PI (IL)
403 CONTINUE

Q (IL + 1) = Q (IL) + DELTAQ
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E.2.2. FORTRAN Matrrx Gencratmg Program
C OIOIIOOOOO
C II
C *" PROGRAM TO CREATE A MATRIX FORM A SUPPLY/DEMAND FUNCTION TO BE USEDC °: BY A LINEAR PROGRAMING PACKAGE TO SOLVE FOR MAX/MIN.
C O
C *° THE ORIGINAL SUPPLY/DEMAND FUNCTION WILL BE NON-LINEAR IN NATURE.C *° THE PROGRAM WILL PRODUCE LINEAR APPROXIMATIONS TO THE NON-LINEARC '° FUNCTION AT VARIOUS POINTS ALONG THE FUNTION. THESE LINEAR APPROX-C " IMATIONS WILL BE USED WHEN THE OUTPUT FROM THIS PROGRAM IS SUBMITEDC "° TO THEN LINEAR PROGRAMING PACKAGE —
Il
Qfllhhéüül

.

C "°*“'*°°' DEFINE VARIABLES USED IN PROGRAM
C lllhlhülßü
CCC DELTAQ 2 CHANGE OF INCREMENT .CCC COL 2 NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF NONAUGMENTED MATRIXCCC ROW 2 NUMBER OF ROWS OF NONAUGMENTED MATRIX
CCC EID 2 NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE NONAUGMENTED PORTION OF THE
CCC MATRIX ASSOCIATED WITH EACH GENERATED ACTIVITY (Y)CCC IN THE AUGMENTED PORTION OF THE MATRIX
CCC IJ 2 NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE FUNCTION
CCC NOOB 2 ORDERED NUMBER OF THE INDEX NUMBERED ACTIVITY VARIABLECCC : WHOSE VALUE IS -999
CCC VAL 2 FLAG FOR SUBROUTINE 'MLTCON'
CCC DIFF 2 FLAG FOR BLEND CALCULATION IN 'MLTCON'CCC RM : RHS VALUE FOR THE EXTENDED ROW
CCC GEL : SEE ’DATA GEL'
CCC ACT : ACTIVITY VARIABLE ‘
CCC AC'I'I' 2 NEW ACTIVITY VARLABLESCCC ICOL : INDEX NUMBER OF COLUMN ACTIVITIESCCC SIGN : SIGN OF COEFFICIENT VALUES CORRESPONDING TO COLUMNCCC ACTIVITIES
CCC XSIGN 2 MINUS (-I SIGN
CCC YSIGN : PLUS (+) SIGN
CCC ZERO : ZERO (0) VALUE
CCC JA 2 ARRAY FOR READINGIWRITING TO GENERATE AUGMENTED SUBMATRIXCCC JB 2 BASE FOR ARRAYS, READING/TESTING UP TO 5 'RECORDS' ATCCC ONCE TO GENERATE OBJECTIVE PORTION IN NONAUGMENTEDCCC SUBMATRIX
CCC JC 2 BASE FOR ARRAYS, READING/TESTING UP TO 5 ;RECORDS' ATCCC ONCE TO GENERATE CONSTRAINT PORTION IN NONAUGMENTEDCCC SUBMATRIX
CCC STEP 2 NUMBER OF INCREMENT STEP, RELATED TO ’DELTAQ'
CCC TOTARA 2 LENGTH OF USED PORTION OF ’ICOL', 'SlGN’, AND 'COEF’
CCC ARRAYS, EQUIVALENT TO 'NC', SEE

'NC’
CCC NAROWS : ARRAY NUMBER OF ROWS WRITTEN TO NONAUGMENTED SUBMATRIX
CCC SAVROW : NUMBER OF ROWS IN NONAUGMENTED SUBMATRIX, EQUIVALENT TOCCC 'RO\V', SEE ’ROW'
CCC ICOLX : INDEX NUMBER OF COLUMN ACTIVITY’ CCC COFX 2 COEFFICIENT VALUE OF CONSTRAINT CORRESPONDING TO COLUMNCCC ACTIVITY
CCC SINXT : SIGN OF ’COFX' VALUE
CCC ONER 2 VALUE OF ONE, RHS VALUE OF CONVEXITY ROW
CCC MPSX : ’NAME' OR ’ROW' & 'COLUMN’ OR ACTIVITY VARIABLE NAMESCCC IN MPS INPUT FILE
CCC MPSY : ROW NUMBER OF NONAUGMENTED PORTION IN MPS INPUT FILE
CCC MPSXI : EQUALITY OR INEQUALITY OF EACH CONTRAINT ROW OF
CCC NONAUGMENTED PORTION IN MPS INPUT FILE
CCC XSINXT : SIGN OF COEFFICIENT
CCC SIGNQ : SIGN OF Q IN FILE 4
CCC SIGNP : SIGN OF P IN FILE 4
CCC Y 2 ACTIVITY VARIABLE IN AUGMENTED SUBMATRIX, SEE 'DATA YXX'CCC ROWS 2 ROW NUMBER IN THE MATRIX, SEE 'DATA ROWS'CCC GEL 2 SEE 'DATA GEL'
CCC MPSINS : SEE ’DATA MPSINS'
CCC MPSCT : SEE ’DATA MPSCT
CCC Q : QUANTITY VALUE OF THE FUNCTION (E.G. SUPPLY OR DEMAND)CCC W : AREA UNDER CURVE (E.G. SUPPLY CURVE) _
CCC CC : MULTIPLICATIVE COEFFICIENT OF THE FUNCTIONCCC IEXP 2 EXPONENT OF THE FUNCTION
CCC WSIGN : SIGN OF AREA UNDER CURVE
CCC PSIGN : SIGN OF PRICE VALUE
CCC P 2 PRICE VALUE
CCC PI 2 SPECIAL PRICE VALUE SUCH AS FLUID DEMAND PRICE
CCC PC : MULTIPLICATIVE COEFFICIENT OF THE FUNCTION
CCC PEXP : EXPONENT OF THE FUNCTION
CCC VARS 2 SEE 'VARS'
CCC NSTEP 2 EQUIVALENT TO 'STEP', SEE

’STEP‘
CCC NOCO 2 ORDERED NUMBER OF THE INDEX NUMBERED ACTIVITY VARIABLECCC WHOSE VALUE IS -999, SEE 'NOOB’ OR 'NOCIEW'
CCC NROW : EQUIVALENT TO 'ROW', SEE

’ROW'
CCC NCOL : EQUIVALENT TO 'COL', SEE 'COL'
CCC NEID 2 EQUIVALENT TO 'EID’, SEE 'EID’
CCC IDPV 2 GLAG FOR MULTIPLE VARIABLE FUNCTION
CCC KEND : LAST NUMBER OF THE ROW OF THE ACTIVITY VARIABLE INPUT
CCC PORTION OF THE INPUT FILE PLUS ICCC KKI : FIRST ORDERED NUMBER OF THE ACTIVITY VARIABLE IN EACHCCC LINE IN THE INPUT FILE
CCC KK2 2 LAST ORDERED NUMBER OF THE ACTIVITY VARIABLE IN EACH
CCC LINE IN THE INPUT FILE
CCC IBEND : LAST NUMBER OF THE ROW OF THE INDEX NUMBERED ACTIVITY
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CCC VARIABLES AND VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS PORTION IN THECCC INPUT FILE PLUS I
CCC JB : FIRST ORDERED NUMBER OF THE INDEX NUMBERED ACTIVITY ·CCC VARIABLES AND VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS OF THE OBJECTIVECCC FUNCTION PORTION IN EACH LINE IN THE INPUT FILE,CCC SEE ANOTHER DEFINITION OF 'JB’
CCC JB4 : LAST ORDERED NUMBER OF THE INDEX NUMBERED ACTIVITYCCC VARIABLES AND VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS OF THE OBJECTIVECCC FUNCTION PORTION IN EACH LINE IN THE INPUT FILE
CCC NOCIEW : EQUIVALENT TO %NOOB', SEE 'NOOB’
CCC JCEND : EQUIVALENT TO 'IBEND’, SEE 'IBEND’
CCC KC : FIRST ORDERED NUMBER OF THE INDEX NUMBERED ACTIVITYCCC VARIABLES AND VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS OF CONSTRAINTSCCC PORTION IN EACH LINE IN THE INPUT FILECCC KC4 : LAST ORDERED NUMBER OF THE INDEX NUMBERED ACTI'VITYCCC VARIABLES AND VALUES OF COEFFICIENTS OF CONSTRAINTSCCC PORTION IN EACH LINE IN THE INPUT FILECCC IEW : ARRAY FOR 'NOCO’, STARTING FROM I, SEE 'NOCO’
CCC NOCO(IEW): ORDERED NUMBER OF THE INDEX NUMBERED ACTIVITY VARIABLESCCC WHOSE VALUE IS NEGATIVE (ICOLQNC)<0}. THE VALUE OFCCC NOCO (IEW) IS SAME REGARDLESS THE VALUE OF IEW.CCC SEE 'NOOB’ AND ’NOCIEW'
CCC IGEL : FLAG VALUE FOR LESS THAN, GREATER THAN OR EQUIVALENT TOCCC IC : ORDERED NUMBER OF CONSTRAINT ROWS IN NONAUGMENTEDCCC SUBMATRIX LESS I
CCC ICI : ORDERED NUMBER OF CONSTRAINT ROWS IN NONAUGMENTEDCCC SUBMATRIX, ICI ¤ IC+ I
CCC IROWX : ORDERED NUMBER OF THE FIRST CONSTRAINT ROW INCCC AUGMENTED SUBMATRIX LESS I
CCC IALEN : EQUIVALENT TO THE VALUE OF ’NOCIEW', SEE 'NOOB’ ORCCC ’NOCIEW'
CCC KD : ARRAY NUMBER FOR THE INDEX NUMBERED ACTIVITY VARIABLES .CCC IICOL), STARTING FROM I
CCC JA : ARRAY NUMBER FOR INPUT INFORMATION FOR LINEARIZINGCCC PROGRAMMING, STARTING FROM I, SEE ANOTHER DEF. OF ’JA’
CCC IG : ORDERED NUMBER OF EACH STEP OF SEPARABLE LINEARIZINGCCC APPROXIMATIONS OF GIVEN FUNCTIONS
CCC IGCOL : ARRAY NUMBER OF GENERATED ACTIVITY VARIABLES INCCC AUGMENTED SUBMATRIX
CCC LEID : EQUIVALENT TO ’EID’. SEE ’EID'
CCC MIEID : NUMBER OF NONZERO COEFFICIENTS IN EACH CONSTRAINTCCC ROW IN AUGMENTED SUBMATRIX. EQUIVALENT TO 'IEID’,CCC SEE ’IEID’
CCC MIEIDI : MIEID+ IALEN+ I
CCC ICOLI : ARRAY COLUMN NUMBER OF THE FIRST GENERATED ACTIVITYCCC VARIABLES FOR A SPECIFIC FUNCTION AND REGION IN THECCC AUGMENTED SUBMATRIX
CCC ICOLST :ARRAY COLUMN NUMBER OF THE LAST GENERATED ACTIVITY
CCC VARIABLE FOR A SPECIFIC FUNCTION AND REGION IN THECCC AUGMENTED SUBMATRIX
CCC NSTPJA : EQUTVALENT TO THE VALUE OF THE STEP FOR EACH SPECIFICCCC FUNCTION IN THE REGION, NSTPJA• NSTEP(JA)
CCC IENDK : REFER TO 'KEND'
CCC
CCC
C > > DECLARE AND INITIALIZE VARIABLES
C

BLOCK DATA
COMMON /TII2/DELTAQ,COL,ROW,EID(50),STEP,IJ,NOOB,

* VALlS0),DIFFI50),RM(S0)
COMMON /TI20/XSIGN,YSIGN,ZERO,JA,JB,JC
COMMON /TI25/ICOLXQl300),SINXT(I300),COFX(l3<X)),IALEN
INTEGER COL, ROW, EID, STEP
DATA ZERO,EID/0.0,50*·I/
DATA XSIGN,YSIGN/'-’,' +’/
DATA SINXT/I300*’-'/
DATA JA.JB,JC/0,0,I/
END
INTEGER COL, ROW, EID, STEP
INTEGER NAROWS, SAVROW

DATA ONER/I.0/
DATA MPSX,MPSY/2*’ ’l
DATA MPSXl,XSINXT,SIGNQ,SIGNP/4*' '/
DATA DEMC,AP/'DEMC',’AP’/

CC"" ACTUAL USED DIMENSIONS FOR Y AND ROWS ARENIINUMBER OF FUNCTIONS
CC" TIMES NUMBER OF REGIONS, I.E.,J FUNCTIONS1SUPPLY,DEMAND,BLEND)X
CC*° 8 REGIONS¤Z4;I2INUMBER OF ROWS IN NONAUGMENTED AND AUGMENTED
CC" MATRICES, ALWAYS NEED TO REFER TO L.P. MATRIX TABLEAU

CC" DIMENSION FOR EACH Y DEPENDS ON NUMBER OF INCREMENT STEPS
DIMENSION Y(38„50)„GEL(J)•ROWS(Zl8),

"'MPSINS(2,5), MPSCTM)
DIMENSION YI1S0),Y2(50l,Y3ISO),Y4(50),Y5I50\,Y6(S0),Y7(S0l,

*Y8450|,\’9(50|,Yl0(S0),YIIl50l,YlZ(50!„YI3(50|,YI4(50),
‘Yl5(50),YI6I50|,YI7(50),Y18(50),YI9(50),Y20(50l,Y2I(50),
'Y22(50)„YZ3|50),Y24(S0),
°Y321S0),Y33(50),Y34(50),YJ5(50),Y36150),YJ7(50),Y38(50)
DATA MPSINS/’NAME',’ ’, 'ROWS’,' ’, ’COLU','MNS ',
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°’RHS
',’

', ’ENDA',"I'A '[
DATA MPSCTI'L', 'E', 'G', 'N'l .

CC"' TOTAL NUMBER OF ROWS ARE TO BE SET UP ACCORDING TO THE SIZE
CC"' OF DIMENSION OF THE WHOLE (NONAUGMENTED AND AUGMENTED) L.P.CC"' MATRIX TABLE. THE FIRST ROWS IS ’FUNC' FOR OBJECTIVE ROW
CC"' SO ARRAY NUMBER FOR EACH ROW IS ALWAYS RUNNING AHEAD BY I
CC"' IN THE ALGORITHM.

DATA ROWS] 'OBJ','00I',’002’,'003',’004','00S’,’006',’007','008',
°'009','0I0V,’0II','0l2','0I3’,'0I4’,'0I5','0I6','0I7','0I8’,'0I9', ‘
*'020','02I’,'022',’023','0I4','025','026','027','028','029','030’,
"03I’,'032’,'033',’0J4','035',’036','037','038',’039‘,'04()','04I',

°'0S3’,'054','0SS','056','057’,'058','0S9','06<7','06I','062’,'063’,
°'064','065','066','067',’068','069','0'70’,'07 I',’072','0V73‘,'0’74',
*’075’,'076’,'077','078','079','080’,'08I','082’,'083','084','085',
*'086’,’()87','088','(ß9','09(7','09 I','092',’09J','094',’095','096’,
*'097','098','099‘,' I00','

IOI’,'
I02',' I03',' I04',' I05',' I06’,' I07’,

"IIß','I09','IIO’,’III',’IIZ','II3','II4','II5','II6','II7’,'II8',
°'II9','I20’,'l2I’,'l22','I23','I24','I25','I26’,’I27','I28’,’I29',
"' I3(7,' I3I',' I32',’l33','I34',’ I35',' I36’,'

I37',’
I38',' l39',' I40’,

"'
I4I’,’

I42’,' I43','I44’,' I45’,' I46’,' I47',' l48’,'
I49’,’

I50',' ISI',"‘
ISZ',' I53',' I54',' |55',' I56',’ l57',' I58’,'

I59‘,'
I6U,' I6 I',' I62',

*' I63',' I64',’ I65',' I66','
I67’,'

I68',' I69',' I70',' I7I',' I72”,' I73',
°'

I74’,’
I75',' I76','

I77’,'
I78','

I79’,’
I80',’ I8 I',' I82',’ I8J’,' IM',

°' I8S',' I86',' I87',' I88’,' I89',' l90',' I9I',' I92',’ I93',’ I94',' I95',°’
I96','

I97‘,’
I98',’ I99','20<Y,'20I','202','203’,'204','205','206',

"'207',’208',’209’,'2I0','2II','2l2','2l3',’2I4’,'2I5’,'2I6',’2I7‘/
CC"' TOTAL NUMBER OF Y DEPENDS ON THREE INFORMATION:
CC"' (I) NUMBER OF REGIONS IN THE MODEL
CC"' (2) NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS FOR EACH REGION
CC" I3) NUMBER OF INCREMENT STEPS
CC" FOR EXAMPLE 3 FUNCTIONS (SUPPY OF GRADE A MILK, DEMAND FOR FLUID
CC" MILK, BLEND FOR POOLING) ,8 REGIONS AND I0 STEPS NEED Y(24,I0).

DATA YI/ 'YAOI', 'YA02’, ’YA03', ’YA04',
° 'YAOS', ’YA06', 'YA07’, 'YA08', 'YA09’, 'YA IV,
' ’YAII', ’YAI2', ’YAI3’, ’YAI4’, 'YAI5', 'YAI6’,
° 'YAI7', 'YAI8’, 'YAI9', ’YA2(Y, 'YAZI', 'YA22’,
* 'YA23', 'YA24', 'YAZS', 'YA26', 'YA27', ’YA28',
" 'YA29', 'YA30', ’YA3l', 'YA32', ’YA3J', ’YA34',
* ’YA35', 'YA36', 'YA37', 'YA38’, 'YAJ9', 'YA40’,
* 'YA4I', 'YA42', 'YA43', 'YA44', ’YA45', 'YA46',
* ’YA47’, 'YA48', ’YA49',

’YA50’
/

C ' 'YASJ', ’YA54', ’YA55’, 'YA56’, 'YA57', 'YA58',
C ° ’YA59', 'YA6(Y, ’YA6I', 'YA62’, 'YA63', 'YA64',
C * 'YA65', 'YA66', 'YA67', ’YA68’, ’YA69’, ’YA70',
C " 'YA7I', 'YA72', 'YA73', ’YA74', 'YA75’, 'YA76',-
C * ’YA77', ’YA78', 'YA79', 'YA80', 'YA8 I', ’YA82',
C " 'YA83', 'YA84', 'YA85', 'YA86', 'YA87‘, 'YA88',
C " 'YA89', 'YA90V, ’YA9l', 'YA92', 'YA9J', 'YA94',
C ' 'YA95', 'YA96', 'YA97', 'YA98', 'YA99', ’YA00'/

DATA YZ! 'YBOI', 'YB02', 'YB03’, 'YB04',
* 'YB05', 'YB06', 'YB07', ’YB08', 'YB09', 'YBIOV,
" 'YBII', 'YBI2’, ’YBI3’, ’YBI4’, 'YBI5', 'YBI6',
° 'YBI7', 'YBI8', 'YBI9', 'YB20’, ’YB2I', 'YB22',
* ’YB23', 'YB24', 'YBZ5', ’YB26', ’YB27', 'YB28',
" 'YB29’, 'YB30V, 'YBJI', 'YBJ2', 'YBJJ', 'YB34’,
' 'YB35', 'YB36', 'YB37', ’YB38’, 'YB39', 'YB40',
° ’YB4I', ’YB42', ’YB43', 'YB44', 'YB45', 'YB46',
* ’YB47', ’YB48’, ’YB49', ’YB50/

C * 'YB53’, 'YB54', 'YBS5', ’YB56', 'YB57', 'YB58',
C * 'YB59', ’YB60', 'YB6I', ’\'B6Z', 'YB63', 'YB64',
C ° ’YB65', 'YB66', 'YB67', 'YB68', ’YB69’, 'YB70',
C * 'YB7I', 'YB72‘, 'YB73', 'YB74', 'YB75', 'YB76’,
C ° 'YB77’, 'YB78’, 'YB79’, 'YB80V, 'YB8I', ’YB82',
C ' 'YB83', 'YB84', 'YB85', 'YB86', ’YB87', ’YB88’,
C " ’YB89', 'YB90', ’YB9I’, ’YB92', ’YB93’, ’YB94',
C * 'YB95’, 'YB96', ’YB97', 'YB98’, 'YB99', 'YB00’/

DATA Y3/ 'YCOI’, 'YC02', 'YC03', 'YC04',
' 'YCOS', 'YC06', 'YC07’, 'YC08‘, 'YC09', ’YCIO',
' 'YCII’, 'YCI2', 'YCI3', 'YCI4', 'YCIS', 'YCI6',
' ’YCI7', 'YCI8’, 'YCI9', 'YC20', 'YCZI', ’YC22’,
" 'YC23', 'YCZ4', 'YCZS', 'YC26', 'YCZ7', 'YC28’,
* ’YC29', 'YCJIY, 'YCJI', ’YC32', 'YC33', 'YC34’,
" 'YC35', 'YC36', 'YC37’, ’YCJ8’, 'YC39', 'YC4U,
* 'YC4I', 'YC42', 'YC43', 'YC44’, 'YC45', 'YC46’,
* 'YC47', 'YC48', 'YC49', ’YC5U/

C * 'YC53', ’YC54', 'YC55', ’YC56', 'YCST, ’YC58',
C * 'YC59’, 'YC60', 'YC6I’, 'YC62’,

’YC63’,
'YC64',

C ° 'YC65’, 'YC66', ’YC67', 'YC68‘, 'YC69', 'YC70’,
C ° ’YC7I', ’YC72', ’YC7J', ’YC74',

’YC75’,
’YC76',

C * 'YC77‘, ‘YC78', 'YC79', 'YCBU, 'YC8I', 'YC82',
C ' 'YC83', ’YCM', 'YC85', 'YC86', 'YC87', 'YC88',
C " 'YC89', 'YC90', ’YC9I', 'YC92', ’YC93', 'YC94',
C ° 'YC95', 'YC96', 'YC97', 'YC98', 'YC99', 'YCOIYI

DATA Y4/ 'YDOI', 'YD02', 'YD03', 'YD04’,
' 'YD05', 'YD06', 'YD07', 'YD08', 'YD09', 'YDIO',
° 'YDII',

’YDl2’,
’YDI3’, 'YDI4’, 'YDI5', 'YDI6',

° 'YDI7', 'YDI8’, 'YDI9', 'YDZIY, 'YDZI', ’YD22',
" 'YDZ3', ’YD24’, 'YD25', 'YDI6', 'YDZT, 'YD28‘,
* 'YD29', 'YD3(Y, 'YD3I', 'YD32', 'YDJJ', 'YD34',
' 'YDJ5', 'YD36', 'YDJT, 'YD38', 'YD39', 'YD4U,
* 'YD4I’, 'YD42’, 'YD43', 'YD44', 'YD45', 'YD46’,
* ’YD47', 'YD48', ’YD49', ’YD5<Y/

C " 'YD53’, 'YDS4', 'YD55‘, 'YI)56', 'YD57', ’YD58',
C ' 'YD59‘, 'YDGIY, 'YD6l', 'YD62’, 'YD63', 'YD64',
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C ° 'YD6S', 'YD66', 'YD67', 'YD6S', 'YD69', 'YD70V,
C ' ’YD7I’, ’YD72', 'YD7J’, 'YD74', ’YD7S',

’YD76’,
C " 'YD77', 'YD7S', ’YD79', 'YDSOV, 'YDSI', 'YDS2',
C * 'YDS3', 'YDS4', ’YDSS', 'YDS6’, ’YDS7', 'YDSS', '
C " 'YDS9', 'YD90V, 'YD9l',

’YD92’,
'YD93',

’\’D94’,
C *

'Y¤¢5’. 'YD96'. 'vmv', 'vmsz 'vmo', ‘v¤oo*1
DATA \'S/ ’YEOI’,

'YE02', ’YE03', 'YE04',
" 'YEOS', 'YE06', ’YE07', ’YEOS’, ’YE09', ’YEl0’,
° ’YElI', ’YEI2', 'YEl3’, 'YEI4', 'YEI5', ’YEl6',
" 'YEI7', ’YEIS’, 'YEI9', 'YE20', ’YE2I’, ’YE22',
* 'YE23', 'YE24',

’YE2S‘,
'YEZ6', ’YE27’, ’YE28',

' 'YE29’, ’YEJO', ’YEJI', 'YE32', ’YFl33', ’YE34’,
" 'YEJS', 'YE36', 'YE37', 'YEJS’, ’YE39', ’\’E40',
°

’YE4I’,
’YE4Z', 'YE43', 'YE44’, 'YE4S', ’YE46',

' 'YE47', ’YE4S’, ’YE49', 'YE50’/
C ' 'YES3', 'YE54', ’YESS’,

’YES6’, ’YES7",
’YESS',

C " 'YE59', ’YE60', 'YE6I’, ’YE62', ’\’E63’, ’YE64',
C ' ’YE6S', 'YE66', 'YE67', ’YE6S’, 'YE69', 'YE70’,
C ° ’YE7l’, ’YE72', ’YE73', ’YE74', ’YE7S', ’YE76',C " 'YE77', ’YE7S', ’YE79’, ’YESO', 'YESI', 'YES2',
C ° 'YES3', ’YES4', 'YESS', 'YE86', ’YES7', 'YES8’,
C " ’YES9', 'YE90', ’YE9I', ’\'E92', ’YE93’, 'YE94’,
C " ’YE9S', ’YE96’, ’YE97', 'YE9S', ’YE99', ’YE00'/

DATA Y6/ ’YFOI', 'YF02', 'YF03', ’YF04',
° 'YFOS',

’YI·'06’,
'YF07', ’YFOS', 'YF09’, 'YFIO’,

" 'YFIl’, ’YFI2', 'YFI3',
’\'F

I4', 'YFIS', 'YFI6’,
" 'YFI7', ’YFIS’, 'YFI9', ’\’F20', ’YF2I', 'YF22',
* ’YF23', 'YF24', ’YF2S', 'YF26', 'YF27', 'YF2S’,
' 'YF29', 'YFW, 'YF3l’, ’YF32’, 'YFJJ', 'YF34’,
" ’YF3S', ’YF36’, 'YF37', 'YFJS', 'YF39’, 'YF40',

'YF42', ’YF43’, ’YF44', ’YF4S', 'YF46’,
* ’YF47', 'YI-'4S', ’YF49', 'YF50'/

C ° 'YFS3', ’YFS4’, 'YFSS', 'YF56', 'YFS7', 'YFSS',
C " 'YFS9', 'YF60’, 'YF6I', 'YF62’, ’YF63', ’YF64’,
C ' ’YF6S', ’YF66’, 'YF67', ’YF6S', ’YF69', ’YF70’,
C '

’YF7l’, ’YF72', 'YF73', ’YF74’, 'YF7S', 'YF76’,
C ' ’YF77', ’YF7S', ’YF79', 'YFSO', 'YFSI', ’YFS2',
C ° 'YFS3', 'YFS4', ’YFSS', 'YFS6', ’YF87', ’YFSS',
CC * 'YFS9’, 'YF90’, 'YF9I’, 'YF92', 'YF93’, ’YF94',C ’YF96', 'YFIISQ, ’YF99’, ’YF00'/’

I', ’YG0
, 'YG03', 'YG04'

* 'YGOS', 'YG06', 'YG07', 'YGOS', 'YG09',
’YGIO’:

* ’YGII', ’YGI2', 'YGI3', 'YGI4', ’YGIS’,
’YGI6’,

* 'YGIT', 'YGIS', 'YGI9', 'YG20’, 'YGZI', ’YG22',
" ’YG23', ’YG24', 'YGZS', ’YG26', ’YG27', 'YG28’,
' 'YG29’,

’YG30’,
'YG3l’, ’YG32', 'YG33',

’\’G34’,

* ’YG3S', 'YG36', ’YG37’, 'YG38', ’YGJ9', 'YG40',
* 'YG4I', ’YG42', 'YG43’, ’YG44’, 'YG4S', 'YG46',
' ’YG47’, ’YG4S’, ’YG49', 'YGS0V/

C * 'YGS3', ’YG54’, ’YG5S', ’YG56', 'YG57', 'YG5S’,
C ‘ ’YG59', ’YG60’,

’YG6I', ’YG62', 'YG63’, 'YG64’,
C " ’YG6S', 'YG66', 'YG67’, 'YG6S', 'YG69', 'YG70’,
C " 'YG7I’, 'YG72’,

’YG73’,
'YG74', ’YG7S', 'YG76','YG80', ’YG8l', 'YG82‘,

' ,
’

S4',
’

GS , 'YGS6’, 'YGS7', 'YG8S’,
C ' 'YG89', 'YG90', ’YG9I', ’YG92', 'YG93', 'YG94’,
C * 'YG9S’, 'YG96', ’YG97‘, ’YG98', 'YG99',

’YG00’
/

DATA YS] ’YHOI’, ’YH02', ’YH03’, ’YH04',
' 'YHOS‘, ’YH06’, ’YHO'7', ’YHOS', 'YH09’, 'YHIU,
' ’YHII', 'YHI2', 'YHI3', 'YHI4', 'YHlS’, ’YHI6',
" ’YHI7', 'YHIS', ’YHI9', 'YH20', 'YH2I’, ’YH22’,
' ’YH23', ’YH24’, 'YH25', ’YH26’, 'YH27', 'YH28',
" 'YH29’, 'YHJU, 'YHJI', 'YHJ2', ’YH33’, 'YH34',
* 'YHJS', 'YH36’, 'YH37', 'YHJS', ’YfI39', 'YHMY,
" ’YH4I', 'YH42', 'YH43', 'YH44',

’YH4S‘,
'YH46',

* 'YH47', 'YH4S', ’YH49', ’YHSO'/
C " ’YHS3', 'YHS4', ’\’H5S', 'YH56’, ’YHS7', ’YHS8',
C * ’YHS9', ’YI{6U, ’Y}{6I', 'YH62', ‘YH63’, ’YII64’,
C ' 'YH65', 'YH66', 'YH6T, 'YH6S', ’\'H69', 'YH70',
C °

’YH7I’,
'YH72', 'YH73', 'YH74', ’YH7S’, 'YH76',

C " 'YH77’, 'YH7S’, ’YH79', ’YHSO', ’YHSI', 'YI{S2’,
C

‘
'YHS3', 'YHS4’, ’YHSS', ’YIl86', 'YHST, ’Y|l88’,

C ' 'YHS9', ’YH9<Y, 'YH9I', ’YH92’, 'YH93’, 'YH94',
C * 'YH9S’, ’YH96', ’YH97', ’YH9S', 'YH99', ’YHO(Y/

DATA Y9/ ’Yl0I', 'YIOZ', 'Yl03’, 'YIO4',
°

’Y|0S’, ’YI06’,
'YIOT, ’YI08’, 'YI09’, ’YIl(7,

* ’YIII’, ’YII2', ’YII3', 'YII4', ’YIIS', ’Y|I6’,
* ’YlI7', 'YII8’, 'YII9', 'Y|20’, ’\'l2I’, 'YI22',
° ’YI2J', 'YIZ4', 'YI2S’, ’YI26’, ’YI27', 'YIZS',
° ’Yl29', 'YI30', 'YIJI',

'Y|J2’,
'YIJJ', 'YD4',

* ’YI35', ’\'!J6’, ’YI3T, 'YIJS', 'YIJ9', ’YI40V,
* '\’I4I', ’Yl42’, ’YI43’, 'YI44‘, 'YI4S', ’YI46’,
" 'YI47', 'YI4S’, ’YI49', ’YI50'/

C " ’YI53', 'YI54’, 'YISS’, ’Y|56’, ’YIS7', ’Yl5S',
C ° ’\’IS9’, ’YI60', ’Yl6l’, ’YI62', 'YI63', 'YI64',
C ° 'Yl6S’, ’YI66', ’YI67', 'YI68', 'YI69', 'Yl70',
C ' '\’I7I', 'YI72', ’YI73’, ’YI74', 'YI7S', 'YI76',
C ' 'YI77', 'YI7S', ’YI79', 'YISU,

’YISI’,
'YIS2’,

C * ’YIS3', ’YIS4’,
'YISS', ’YlS6', 'YIS7', ’Yl8S',

C " 'YIS9', 'YI90', 'YI9I', ’Yl92', ’YI93’, 'Yl94’,
C ° 'Yl9S', ’Y!96', ’YI9‘T',

’YI9S’,
’YI99', 'YI00’/

DATA YIOI ’YJ0l', ’YJ02', ’YJ03', ’YJ04’,

" ’YJ05', 'YJ06', ’YJ07’, 'YJOS', 'YJ09', ’YJIO',
' ’YJII’, ’YJl2', 'YJI3', 'YJI4’, ’YJIS', ’YJI6’,
* ’YJI7', 'YJI8', 'YJI9', ’YJ20', ’YJ2I', 'YJ22',
* ’YJ23', 'YJ24', ’YJZ$', 'YJ26’, 'YJ27', 'YJZS',
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' 'YJ29’, 'YJIW, ’YJJi', ’YJ32', 'YJ33‘, ’YJ34’, l
° 'YJ3S' 'YJ36' 'YJ37' 'YJ38' 'YJ39' 'YJ40'
· 'YJ4l'· m4z·' m4a·° ·v1«" m4s·° ’YJ46"• m4v*° m4a·° m4o·° mw) ' ' ’

c · ms}, msi, mss‘, ms6', msv, msx,
C * 'YJ59', 'YJ60', ’YJ6l', ’YJ62’, 'YJGJ', ’YJ64',
C * ’YJ65', ’YJ66', 'YJ67', ’YJ68', 'YJ69’, 'YJ70V,
C ' 'YJ7l', ’YJ72’,

'\'J73’, ’YJ74’, 'YJ75', 'YJ76’,
C ' ’YJ77', ’YJ78', 'YJ79’, ’YJ80',

’YJ8l’,
'YJ82',

C " ’YJ83',
’YJ84’,

'YJ85‘, 'YJ86’, 'YJ87', ’YJ88',
C * ’YJ89', ’YJ90V, 'YJ9I’, 'YJ92', 'YJ9J', ’YJ94',
C ' 'YJ95', ’YJ96', 'YJ97', ’YJ98’, '\’J99’, 'YJ00'/

DATA Ylll 'YK0l’, 'YK02', ’YK03', 'YK04',
' ’YK05', ’YK06’,

’YK07’,
’YKOß', 'YKW, 'YKW,

' ’YKll’, ’YKl2', ’YKl3’,
’YKl4’, 'YKl5‘, 'YKl6’,

' ’YKl7', 'YKl8’, 'YKI9', ’YKZ0V, ’YKZl’, 'YK22', .
' ’YK23’, 'YK24’, ’YKZ5’, 'YK26', 'YKZT, 'YK28',Z $52* ${52* $52* $5% $’°2* '“""'*

I I I' I • I I, I KJ
'''YKM': 'YK42', ’YK43‘, ’YK44’, ’YK45’, ’YK46',

C '· 'YK49’, 'YK50’/C - 522* $„'§ä2* $522* $52* $25* 2
c • ’YK65‘: 'YK66': 'YK67': ·vx6s: ’YK69’: wxva,
C * 'YK71’, ’YK72', ’YK73’, 'YK74’, 'YK75',

'YK76’,
C '

’YK77’,
’YK78', ’YK79', ’\’K80', ’YK8l’, ’YK82',

C ' 'YK83’, 'YK84', 'YK85', 'YK86', 'YK87', ’YK88',

E Z $52* $52* $52* $52* $*32* ""‘°"';
I ‘ I II I

'
I K •

IDATAYl2/ ’YL0l', ’YL02’, 'YLOJ',' 'YL04’,
" ’YLOS', ’YL06’, 'YL07', ’YL08', ’YLW, ’YL W,
" 'YLII', 'YLl2’, 'YLIJ', ’YLl4', ’YLl5‘, 'YLl6’,
" ’YLl7’, ’YLl8’, ’YLW, 'YL20’, ‘YL2l', 'YL22',Z 55* $52* $5* $**2* $52* '““'*

I I , I ll' I L3
'

IYL3 , IYL34I•Z $52: $52* $52* $52* $52* $“"’*
~ ·vuv·I ·v1.4a·, 'vL4·r' 'YL50'l °

C " ’YL53’ 'YL54' 'YL552 ’YL56' ’YL57' ’YL58'c ~ ’YL59’: ’YL60’: 'YL6l': ’YL62': usr, 'YL64':
C ° ’YL65', 'YL66’, ’YL67', ’YL68’, ’YL69’, 'YL70’,
C * ’YL7l', ’YL72', 'YL73'·: ’YL74', 'YL75’, ’YL76',E Z $55* $52* $52* $52* $52* $52*c · 'YL89’, 'vmof ’YL9|': *vmz'Ä ·vr.<n~: 'YL94’:
C * 'YL95’, ’YL96’, ’YL97‘, ’YL98’, 'YL99’, 'YL00'/"DATA Yi3/ I I ’}'M0i', 'yM02’, ’}’M03’, ’yM04’,

. IYMOSI, 'YM06, IYM07', YM08', YMW, YMW,
YMII, YMl2‘, YMW,

’YMl4’,
'YMIS', ’YMl6',

"
’YMI7‘,

'YMIG', 'YMI9’, 'YM20’, 'YMZI', 'YM22’,
* 'YM13', 'YM24’, ’YM25’, 'YM26', 'YM27', ’YM28',
"

’YM29’, ’YM3(Y, ’YM31’, ’YMJ2', ’YMJ3’, ’YM34',
" IYMJSZ, ;YMJ6', ’YM3T, ’YM38', ’YM39', ’YM40’,
" YM4l, YM42’, ’YM43’, 'YM44’, ’YM45’, ’YM46’, C

C ". ’Y§‘\/I4;} 'YM48’, 'YM49', 'YM5<Y/’ M , 'YM54’, 'YM55', 'YM56’, ’YM57', 'YM58’,
C

‘
’YM59’, ’YM60’, 'YM6l’, 'YM62’, 'YM63', 'YM64’,

C '
’YM65’, 'YM66', ’YM67', ’YM68', ’YM69’, ’YM70',

C " ’YM7l', 'YM72‘, 'YM73', ’YM74', ’YM75‘, 'YM76',
E : ’¥ä'I78', ’YM80’, 'YM8;} ’YM82',

' C ’ 184', ’ 8 , 'YM86’, ’YM8 , 'YM88’,
C ' ’YM89', 'YM90', ’YM9l’, ’YM92', ’YM93', ’YM94’,
C ' 'YM95', ’YM96', ’YM97’, 'YM98’, ’YM99’, ’YM00'l

DATA Yl4/ ’YN0l’, ’YN02’, ’YN03’, 'YN04’,
" 'YN05’, 'YN06', ’YN07', 'YN08', 'YNW, ’YNW,
* 'YNll’, ‘YNl2', ’YNl3', 'YNI4', 'YNIS', 'YNl6’,
" 'YNI7', 'YNIB', ’YNl9’, ’YNZ(Y, ’YN2I’, 'YN22',
" ’YN23', ’YNZ4', ’YN25', 'YN26’, 'YN27', 'YN28',
°

’YN29’,
’YN30', ’YN3l',

’YN32’,
'YN33’, 'YNJ4’,

' 'YN35’, ’YN36', ’YN37', ’YN38’, 'YN39’, ’YN40’,
* ’YN4l', ’YN42‘, ’YN43’, 'YN44’, 'YN45', ’YN46',
'

’YN47‘, 'YN48’, ’YN49‘, ’YN5U/
C " ’YN53', ’YN$4', 'YN55', ’YN56’, 'YN57', ’YN58’,
C " ’YN59', 'YN60, 'YN6l’, ’YN62', 'YN63’, 'YN64’,
C *' 'YNGS', 'YN66’, ’YN67', 'YN68’, ’YN69', ’YN70',
C " 'YN‘7l’, ’YN72', 'YV73', ’YN74’, ’YN75', 'YN76’,
C * 'YN77', ’YN78', ’YN80’, 'YN8l’, ’YN82',
C " ’YN83’, 'YN84’, 'YNRS', ’YN86', ’YN87', 'YN88’,
C °

’YN89’, 'YN90', 'YN9l', ’YN92’, 'YN93', 'YN94’,
C ' ’YN9$', ’YN96’, ’YN97', 'YN¢s‘, 'YN99‘, 'YN00‘/

DATA Yl5/ ’YO0l', ’YO02', ’YO03’, ’YO04’,
' ’YO05’, ’YO06', ’YO07', ’YO08’, 'YOW, ’YOW,
" 'YOll’, ’YOl2', 'YOIJ', ’YOl4', 'YOIS', ’YOl6’,
' ’Y0l7', 'YOI8', 'YOW, ’Y020', 'YOZI', 'YO22’,
Z ZYO23', :YO24’, ’YO25', 'YO26', ’YOZ7’, ’YO28',

YO29’, YOJ0', ’YO3l', ’YOJ2’, 'YO33‘, 'YO34’,
* 'Y035', ’YOJ6’, ’YO37', 'YO38', 'YO39’, 'YO40’,
' ':O4¥, 'YO42‘, 'YO43', 'YO44', 'YO45', ’YO46',
*

’ O4 , 'YO48‘, ’Y049', 'YOSOVI
C * ‘YO53', 'YOS4’, ’YO55', 'YOSG', ’YO57', ’YOS8',
C ° ’YO59', 'YOW, ’YO6l', ’YO62‘, 'YO63',

’YO64’,
C " 'YO65’, ’YO66', ’YO67', ’YO68', ’Y069’, ’YO70',
C * ’YO7l', ’YO72', 'Y073’, ’YO74', ’YO75', 'YO76’,
C * 'Y077', ’Y078’, 'YO79’, ’YO80', 'YOSI', 'YO82’,
C ° ’YO83', 'YO84’, ’YO85', ’YO86', ’YO8‘7', ’YO88',
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C " 'YO89', ’YO90', ’YO9l’, ’YO92', 'YO93', ’YO94',
C ' 'YO95‘, 'Y096', 'YO97’, ’YO98', 'YO99’, 'YO00’/

DATA Yl6/ 'YPOI', ’YP02', ’YP03’, 'YP04’, _
" ’YP05’, ’YP06’, ’YP07’, 'YP08’, 'YP09’, 'YPIO',
' ’YPlI', 'YPI2’, ’YPl3', '\’Pl4’, 'YPIS', ’YPl6’, _
* ’YPl7', ’YPl8’, ’YPl9’, ’YP20', 'YP2l’, 'YP22',
* ’YP23', 'YP24’, ’YP25', ’YP26’, ’\’P27', 'YP28',
' 'YP29', ’YP30‘, ’YP3l’, 'YP32', ’YPJJ', 'YPJ4’,
' ’YP35', ’YP36', ’YP37', 'YP38', 'YI'39’, 'YP40,
° ’YP4l', ’YP42', 'YP43’, ’YP44’, ’YP45', ’YP46',
* 'YP47‘, 'YP48', ’YP49’, 'YP50'/

C ' ‘YPS3',
’\'PS4’,

’YP55’, ’YP56', ’YPS7', 'YP58’, V
C ' ’YP59’, ’YP60', 'YP6l’, '\'P62’, ’YP63', 'YP64’,
C * ’YP65', ’YP66', ’YP67', 'YP68’, ’YP69', 'YP70V,
C ' 'YP7l', 'YP72', 'YP73', 'YP74', 'YP75’, ’YP76',
C ' ’YP‘T7', 'YP78', ’YP79', ’YP80', ’YP8l', 'YP82',
C ° ’YP83', ’YP84', ’YP85’, ’YP86’, ’YP87', ‘YP88',
C ' 'YP89', ’YP90V, ’YP9!', ’YP92', ’YP93', 'YP94’,
C " ’YP95', ’YP96’, ’YP97', 'YP98', 'YP99', ’YP00V/

DATA Yl7/ 'YQ0l’, 'YQ02', 'YQ03’, ’YQ04’,
'

’YQOS’, ’YQ06’, ’YQ07’, ’YQ08‘, 'YQ09’, ’YQlU,
' 'YQll’, 'YQl2’, 'YQl3’, 'YQI4', ’YQl5', 'YQi6’,
" 'YQI7', ’YQl8',

’YQl9’,
'YQ20’, ’YQ2l', '\’QZ2’,

* ’YQ23’, ’YQ24', ’YQ25', ’YQ26', ’YQ27’, ’YQ28',
*

’YQ29’,
'YQ30', ’YQJl', 'YQ32',

'YQ33’,
'YQ34',

" 'YQJ5‘, ’YQJ6', 'YQ37', 'YQ38‘,
’YQ39', 'YQ40',‘

’YQ4I’, ’YQ42', 'YQ43',
'YQ44‘,

'YQ45', ’YQ46',
* ’YQ47', 'YQ48‘, 'YQ49', 'YQ50'l
DATA Yl8/ ’YR0l', 'YR02', 'YR03’, ’YR04', ·" ’YROS', ’YR06', ’YR07', ’YR08’, ’YR09', ’YRlU,

° ’YRll', 'YRIZ', ’YRl3’, 'YRI4', 'YRIS', 'YRl6’,
' 'YRI7', 'YRIB', 'YRl9‘, ’YR20', 'YRZI’, ’YR22',
' 'YR23’, 'YR24’,

'YR25’,
'YR26', 'YRZ7', 'YR28',

'YR29’,
’YR30’,

'YRJI', 'YR32', ’YR33', 'YR34',
* ’YRJ5', ’YR36’, 'YRJ7', ’YR38', ’\'R39', ’YR40',
* ’YR4l', 'YR42', ’YR43', 'YR44’, ’YR45',

’\'R46’,

' 'YR47', ’YR43',
’YR49’,

'YR5U/
DATA Yl9/

’YS0l’,
’YS02’, ’YS03',

’YS04’,

' 'YS05‘, 'YS06’, ’YS07’, ’YSOß’, ’YS09’, ’YSl0',
" 'YSll’, ’YSl2', 'YSI3’,

’YSl4’,
'YSl5’, 'YSl6’,

* ’YSl7', ’YSI8’, 'YSl9’, 'YS20’, ’YS2l', 'YS22',
' ’YSZ3‘, 'YS24’, ’YS25',

’YS26’,
'YS27', 'YS28',

' ’YS29’, 'YS30', ’YS3l', 'YSJ2', 'YS33’, 'YS34’,
" ’YS3$', 'YS36', 'YSJ7', ’YS38’, 'YSJ9’, ’YS40',
°

’YS4l’,
’YS42’, 'YS43', 'YS44’, ’YS45', 'YS46',

° 'YS47', ’YS48‘, 'YS49’, '\’SSO’/
DATA Y20/ ’YT0l', ’Y'[‘02’, ’YT03’, ’Y'I04',

* 'YT05', 'YT06’, ’YTO'7', 'YT08', 'YT09', 'YTIOV,
' 'YTII',

’YTl2‘,
’YTl3‘, 'YTl4’, 'YTl5’, 'YTI6',

' ’YTi7', ’YTl8', ’YTI9’, ’YT20', ’YT2l’, 'YT22’,
" ’YT23’, 'YT24', ’YT2S’, ’YT26', 'YT27', ’YT28',
" 'YT29‘, ’YT3(Y, ’YT3l’, 'YT32’, 'YT33',

’YT34’,

' 'YT35’, ’YT36’, 'YTJT, ’YT38',
’YT39’

, 'YT40V,
* ’YT4l', 'YT42’,

’YT43’,
’YT44', ’YT45’, 'YT46',

* ’YT47', ’YT48’, ’YT49', 'YTSU/
DATA YZII 'YUOI', ’YU02', ’YU03',

’YU04’,

° 'YU05', ’YU06’, 'YU07', 'YU08‘, ’YU09', 'YUIOV,
* 'YUll’, ’YUl2', 'YUIJ', ’YUl4', ’YUl5', ’YUl6',
* 'YUI7', ’YUl8’, 'YUI9',

’YU20’, ’YU2l’, ’YU22’,

*
’YU23’,

'YU24’, ’YU2S‘, ’YU26’, ’YU27', ’YU28’,
°

’YU29’,
’YU30V, ’YU3l', ’YU32', ’YU33', ’YU34’,

* 'YU35’, ’YU36', ’YU37', 'YU38’, 'YUJ9', 'YU4U,
* ’YU41', ’YU42', 'YU43', 'YU44',

’YU4$',
’YU46’,

'
’YU47’,

'YU48’, ’YU49‘, ’YU5U/
DATA YZZI ’YV0l’, ’YV02', ’YV03’, ’YV04',
" ’YV05', ’Y'V06', ’YV07’, ’YVOß', ’YV09’,

'YVl0’, A
" ’YVll',

’YVl2’, ’YVl3’,
’YVl4’,

’YVl5‘,
'YVl6’,

* 'YVI7', 'YVIB', ’YVl9', ’Y'V20', 'YV2l’, ’YV22',
° 'YV23’, 'YV24’, ’YV25’, ’YV26’, 'YV27', ’YV28’,
" ’YV29', 'YV30', ’YV3l', 'YV32’, ’YVJ3', ’YVJ4’,
° 'YV35’, 'YV36', ’YV37', 'YV38', ’YV39’, 'YV40',
* ’YV4l', ’YV42', 'YV43', 'YV44', ’YV45‘, ’YV46’,
" 'YV47', ’YV48', ’YV49’,

’YV50‘
l

DATA Y23l 'YW0l’, 'YW02‘, 'YW03’, 'YW04',
* ’YW05', 'YW06’, 'YW07', ’YW08‘, 'YW09', 'YWIU,
' 'YWII', ’YWl2', 'YWIJ', ’YWl4', ’YWl5', 'YWIG',
*

’YWl7',
’YWI8‘, ’YWl9', ’YW2(Y, ’YW2l', 'YW22‘,

* ’YW23‘, ’YW24', ’YW25', ’\'W26’, 'YW27', ’YW28',
* 'YW29‘, 'YW30',

’YW3l’,
’YW32', ’YWJ3', ’YW34',

" 'YW3S‘, ’YW36’, ’YW37', 'YW38',
’YW39‘. 'YW40'„

* 'YW4l’, ’YW42', ’YW43’, ’YW44', ’YW45',
’YW46’,

* ’YW47', 'YW48', 'YW47, ’YW50' l
DATA Y24/ ’YXO|', ’YX02’,

’YX03‘,
’YX04’,

" 'YX05', 'YX06’, 'YX07’, 'YX08', 'YX09',
’YXl0’,

" 'YXII', ’YXl2', ’YXl3', 'YXl4’,
’YXl5‘,

’YXl6',
" ’YXl7', 'YX18’, ’YXl9’, 'YX20', 'YXZI', ’YX22’,
° 'YX23', ’YX24', 'YX25', ’YX26', ’YX27', 'YX28',
° ’YX29', ’YXJ<7, ’YX3I', 'YXJ2', 'YX33’, 'YXJ4’,
" 'YXJ5’, ’YXJ6', ’YX37', ’YX38', ’YX39’, ’YX40,
° ’YX4l', 'YX42', ’YX43', 'YX44', 'YX45', ’YX46’,
" 'YX47', ’YX4$', 'YX49', 'YXSUI
DATA Yßl 'Y\’0l’, ’YY02‘, 'YY03', 'YY04’,
' 'YY05‘, ’YY06', ’YY07', ’YY08', ’Y\'09’, ’YYIO',
° 'YYll’, ’YYl2', ’Y\’l3', 'YYI4', 'YYIS', 'Y'Yl6’.
* 'YYI7', 'YYI8', 'YYl9’, 'YY20, ’YY2l', 'YY22',
° ’Y'Y23', ’YY24’, 'YYZS', ’YY26', 'YY27', ’YY28',
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" ’YY29', ’YY30', ’YY3I', 'YY32‘, ’YY33', ’YY34',
* ’YY35', ’YY36', 'YY37', ’YY38', ’YY39', 'YY40',
' ’YY4I', ’YY42', 'YY43', 'YY44’, ’YY45', ’YY46', -" 'YY47', 'YY48', ’YY49', 'YY50'/
DATA Y26/ 'YZOI', ’YZ02', 'YZ03', 'YZ04',
' 'YZOS',

’YZ06’,
'YZOT', ’YZ08', 'YZ09‘, ’YZI0V,

° ’YZII', 'YZI2', 'YZI3', ’YZI4’, 'YZI5’, 'YZI6',
" ’YZI7", ’YZI8', 'YZI9’, ’YZ2<Y, ’YZ2I’, 'YZ22',
" 'YZ23', ’YZZ4’, 'YZ25', 'YZ26', 'YZ27', 'YZ28',
° ’YZ29', ’YZJO', 'YZJI', 'YZJ2’, 'YZ33’, 'YZ34',
" 'YZ.35', ’YZ36’,

’YZJ7‘,
’YZ38', ’\’Z39', 'YZ40',

' ’YZ4l', ‘YZ42', ’YZ43', 'YZ44', 'YZ45', ’YZ46',
° 'YZ47', ’YZ48’, ’YZ49', 'YZ50’/
DATA Y27/ ’ZAOI’, ’ZA02', 'ZA03', ’ZA04’,

" ’ZA05', ’ZA06’, ’ZA07', 'ZA08’, 'ZA09', ’ZAII7,
* ’ZAI1’, 'ZAI2’, ’ZAI3', ’ZAI4', ’ZAI5', 'ZAI6’,‘

'ZAI7', ’ZAl8', ’ZAI9', 'ZA20', ’ZA2I', ’ZAZ2',
" 'ZA23', ’ZA24', ’ZA25', 'ZA26', ’ZA27', ’ZA28',
* 'ZA29', 'ZAZW, ’ZA3I’, 'ZAJ2', ‘Z/U3', ’ZAJ4’,
' 'ZA35', 'ZAJ6’, 'ZAJT, ’ZA38', 'ZA39', ’ZA4U,
* 'ZA4I', ’ZA42’, ’ZA43’, ’ZA44', 'ZA4S', 'ZA46',
' ’ZA47', 'ZA48', 'ZA49‘, ' ZASOVl
DATA Y28/ 'ZBOI', 'ZB02', 'ZB03', 'ZB04’,
' 'ZBOS', 'ZB06', ’ZB07’, ’ZB08’, 'ZB09', ’ZBIO',
"

’ZBII’,
’ZBI2', 'ZBI3', 'ZBI4’, ’ZBI$', ’ZBI6’,

* 'ZBI7', 'ZBI8', 'ZBl9‘, ’ZB20’, 'ZB2I’, 'ZBZ2',
'

’ZBZ3’,
’ZB24‘, ’ZB25', 'ZBZ6', 'ZBZT, ’ZB28',

° 'ZB29', 'ZBJU, ’ZB3I', 'ZBJ2', 'ZB33’, 'ZB34’,
° ’ZB35', 'ZB36', 'ZB37', 'ZB38', 'ZB39‘, 'ZB40',
° 'ZB4I', ’ZB42’, 'ZB43', 'ZB44', ’ZB45’, ’ZB46’,
* 'ZB47', ’ZB48', ’ZB49', 'ZBSOII
DATA Y29l ’ZCOI', ’ZC02', ’ZC03', ’ZC04', _

* ’ZC05', 'ZC06', 'ZC07', 'ZCW, ’ZC09', ’ZCI0V,
" ’ZCII', 'ZCIZ', 'ZCI3',

‘ZCI4’, ’ZCIS’,
’ZCI6',

° 'ZCIT',
’ZCI8’,

’ZCl9’, ’ZC20', ’ZCZI’, ’ZC22',
° ’ZCZJ', ’ZC24’, ’ZC25', ’ZC26', ’ZC27', 'ZC28',
* 'ZC29', 'ZCJOV, ’ZCJI', ’ZCJ2', ’ZC33’, 'ZC34',
' 'ZCJ5', ’ZC36',

’ZCJ7’, ’ZC38’,
’ZC39', 'ZC40,

* 'ZC4I’, 'ZC42', ’ZC43', 'ZC44’, 'ZC45', ’ZC46’,
" 'ZC47', ’ZC48', 'ZC4¢, 'ZC50'/
DATA Y30/ 'ZDOI’, ’ZD02', ’ZD03', 'ZD04’,

* 'ZDOS', ’ZD06', 'ZD07’, ’ZD08', ’ZD09',
’ZDl0’,

" 'ZDlI’, 'ZDI2', ’ZDl3', 'ZDI4', ’ZDI5’, 'ZDI6',
* ’ZDI7‘, ’ZDI8', 'ZDI9', 'ZD20', ’ZD2l', 'Zl)22',
' 'ZDL3', ’ZD24’, 'ZD25', ’ZD26’, 'ZD27', ’ZD28’,
* 'ZD29’, 'ZD30', 'ZD3I’, 'ZDJ2', 'ZDJ3',

’ZD34’,

' 'ZD35’, 'ZD36', ’ZD37', 'ZD38', 'ZD39', 'ZD40',
* ’ZD4l’, 'ZD42', ’ZD43', ’ZD44', ’ZD45', 'ZD46',
' 'ZD47', 'ZD48', ’ZD49', 'ZDSOVI
DATA Y3I/ 'ZEOI’, ’ZE02', 'ZE03’, ’ZE04',
' ’ZEOS’, ’ZE06', 'ZE07', ’ZE08’, ’ZE09', 'ZEIO',‘

'ZEIl’, ’ZEI2', 'ZEI3’, 'ZEI4', 'ZEl$’, 'ZEI6',
* ’ZEI7’, 'ZEI8', ’ZEI9', ’ZE20', ’ZE2I’, ’ZE22’,
' 'ZEZJ', ’ZEZ4', 'ZE25', 'ZE26’, ’ZEZ7', ’ZE28’,
' ’Z£29’, 'ZE30', ’ZE3I', ’ZFJ2', ’ZEJ3’, ’ZE34',
" 'ZEJ5', 'ZE36', ’ZE37',

’ZE38’,
’ZE39', 'ZE40V,

" 'ZE4I', 'ZE42', 'ZE43', ’ZE44', ’ZE45', 'ZE46',
* ’ZE47‘, 'ZE48’, ’ZE49’, 'ZE$0V/
DATA Y32/ ’ZFOI’, ’ZF02', ’ZF03', ’ZF04’,

° ’ZF05', ’ZF06’, ’ZF07', 'ZF08’,
’ZF09’,

’ZI·“I0',
° ’ZFII', 'ZFI2’, ’ZFl3’, 'ZFI4', 'ZFI5', ’ZFI6',
° 'ZFI7', ’ZFI8’, ’Zl-'I9', ’ZF20', ’ZF2I', 'ZF22',
° ’ZFZ3', 'ZF24', 'ZFZS', ’ZF26', 'ZF27', 'ZF28',
* 'ZF29', 'ZFJO', 'ZFJI', 'ZF32', ’ZF33', ’ZF34',
" 'ZFJS', 'ZFJ6', 'ZP37', ’ZF38’, 'ZF39', 'ZF40',
* 'ZF4I', ’ZF42', ’ZF43’, ’ZF44', 'ZF45‘, ’ZF46',
' 'ZF47', 'ZF48', 'ZF4?‘, 'ZF50'/ ,
DATA YJ3/ 'ZGOI', ’ZG02', ’ZG03', ’ZG04',
' ’ZGOS',

’ZG06’, 'ZG07', 'ZGOß’, ’ZG09', 'ZGIOV,
° ’ZGII', ’ZGI2’, 'ZGIJ', ’ZGl4’, ’ZGI5', ’ZGl6',
°

’ZGI7’,
'ZGI8', 'ZGI9', 'ZG20', ’ZG2I’, 'ZG22',

* ’ZGZ3', ’ZG24', 'ZG25', 'ZG26’, 'ZG27', 'ZG28',
" 'ZG29’, 'ZGZW,

’ZG3I',
’ZG32', 'ZGJJ',

’ZG34’,

" ’ZG35', 'ZG36', ’ZG37', 'ZG38', ’ZG39’, 'ZG40',
° ’ZG4I’, 'ZG42', 'ZG43', ’ZG44', ’ZG45‘, ’ZG46’,
° ’ZG47", 'ZG48', ’ZG49', 'ZGSUI
DATA Y34/ ’ZlIOI’, 'ZH02', 'ZH03', 'ZH04’,

" ’ZH05', ’ZH06', ’ZHO*7', ’ZHOß’, ’ZH09', 'ZHIO',
* 'ZHII', ’ZHl2’,

’ZHI3’,
’Zlll4’, ’ZHI$', 'ZHI6',

° 'ZIIIT, 'ZHI8’, 'ZHW, ’ZH2(Y, ’Zl-{ZI', ’ZHZ2',
° 'ZH23', ’ZH24', 'ZHZS', ’ZH26', ’ZH27‘, 'ZH28',
° ’ZH29', 'ZHJO', ’ZH3I', 'ZHJ2', 'ZH33', ’ZH34',
°

’ZHJS',
’ZH36', ’ZH37', ’ZH38', 'ZH39', 'ZH40',‘

’ZH4l', 'ZH42', 'ZH43', 'ZH44’, ’ZH45',
’ZH46’,

" 'ZH47', ’ZH48’, ’ZH49‘, ’ZH5(7/
DATA Y35/ ’Zl0I’, ’ZI02', ’ZI03', ’ZI04',

* 'ZIOS', ’ZI06', 'ZI07', ’ZI06’, 'ZI09', 'ZIIO',
' 'ZIII’, 'ZIIZ', ’ZII3', ’ZII4', ’ZII5', 'ZII6’,
" ’Zll7’, 'ZH8', 'ZII9', ’Zl20', ’ZI2I', ’ZIZ2',
° ’ZI23', 'ZI24’, 'ZIZ5', 'ZI26', 'ZI27', 'ZIZS',
° 'ZI29', 'ZI30', ’ZUI',

'ZI32', 'ZIJ3’, 'ZD4',‘ 'ZI35', 'ZIJ6', 'ZIJ7', 'ZD8', 'ZD9', ’ZI40',‘ ’Zl4I’,
'ZI42', 'ZI43', 'ZI44’, 'ZI45', ’Zl46’,

" ’ZI47', 'Zl48', ’ZI49‘,
’ZI50'/

DATA Y36/ 'ZJOI’, 'ZJ02', 'ZJM', 'ZJ04',
* ’ZJOS', ’ZJ06', 'ZJ07’, ’ZJOß',

’ZJ09',
’ZJIO',
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* 'Z,JII’, 'ZJIZ', ’Z.II3’, ’ZJI4’, ’ZJl5', 'Z.Jl6’,
* 'ZJI7', 'ZJI8', 'ZJI9’, 'ZJZU, 'ZJ2l’, 'ZJ22’,
* 'ZJ23’, 'ZJ24’, ’ZJ25’, 'ZJ26’, 'ZJ27', ’ZJ28', .
" 'ZJ29', 'ZJ30', ’ZJ3l’, 'ZJ32', ’ZJ33', 'ZJ34’,
° ’Z.I3S', ’ZJ36’, ’ZJJ7’, ’ZJJ8’, 'ZJJ9', ’ZJ40',
" 'ZJ4I', 'ZJ42', ’ZJ43', ’ZJ44', ’ZJ45', 'ZJ46',
' 'ZJ47', ’ZJ48', 'ZJ49‘, 'ZJSOVI
DATA Y37/ ’ZK01', ’ZK02’, ’ZI(03', ’ZK04’,

" ’ZK05', 'ZK06', ’ZK07’,
’ZK08’,

'ZK09‘, 'ZKIOV,
" 'ZKlI’, 'ZKl2’,

’ZKIJ’,
’ZKI4', 'ZKI5', ’ZKl6’,

' 'ZK17’, 'ZKI8’,
’ZK19’,

’ZK20, ’ZK2I', 'ZK22',
" ’ZK23', 'ZK24’, 'ZK25', ’ZK26’, ’ZK27', ’ZK28',
* 'ZK29’,

’ZKJO’, ’ZKJ1’,
'ZK32', 'ZKJJ', ’ZKJ4’,

' 'ZK35’, 'ZKJ6',
’ZK37’,

’ZI(38’,
’ZKJ9’,

’ZK40',
' ’ZK41’, ’ZK42', 'ZK43', ’ZI(44’, ’ZK45’, ’ZK46’,
* 'ZK47',

’ZK48’,
’ZI(49’, 'ZK50’/

DATA Y38/ 'ZLOI', 'ZL02’, 'ZL03', ’ZL04’,
* ’ZL05', 'ZL06’, 'ZL07', 'ZL08’,

’ZL09’,
’ZLIO’,

* ’ZL11', ’ZLI2’, 'ZLl3', 'ZLl4’,
’ZL15’,

’ZL16’,‘
'ZLI7', ’ZL18', ’ZL19', 'ZL20', ’ZL2I', ’ZL22’,

" 'ZLZJ', ’ZL24’, ’ZL25', ’ZL26’, ’ZL27', ’ZL28',
' ’ZL29', 'ZL30', ’ZL3l', 'ZL32', 'ZL33', 'ZI.34’,
* 'ZL35‘, ’ZL36', 'ZLJ7', 'ZL38’, ’ZL39’, 'ZL40',
' ’ZL41', ’ZL42', 'ZL43', 'ZL44’, ’ZL4S', ’ZL46',
" ’ZL47', ’ZL48',

’ZL49’,
'ZL50'l

COMMON /T1I1/Q(1¢X)0),W(I(X)0),CC(I0),IEX.P(I0) ,WSIGN( 1000),
* P5IGN(I000),P(|000),I‘I(50),PC(10),PEXP(10)
COMMON /TII2/DELTAQ,COL,ROW,EID(50),STEP,IJ,NOOB,

* VAL(50l.DIFF(50)„RM(S0)
COMMON /TII3/TITLE(I6),GEL,AC’I‘(1500),lCOL(i300),SIGN(1300),

* COEF(lJ00),VARS(3,26),AC’I'I‘(l300) ,COMMON /T1I5/NSTEP(50),NOCO(500),NROW(50),NCOL(50),NEID(50)
COMMON /TII8/IDPV(50)
COMMON /TII9/IEID(50)
COMMON /Tl20/XSIGN,YSIGN,ZERO,JA,JB,JC
COMMON /TI25/ICOLX(1300),SINXT( l300),COFX( 1300),1/\LEN

C

C** SET UPYARRAYWITHC

CCC"' NUMBER OF Y’S I-[AS TO BE CONSISTENT WITH 'DATA" Y'S: FOR EXAMPLE
CCC** 3 FUNCTIONS (SUPPLY, DEMAND, BLEND) TIMES 8 REGIONS EQUALS
CCC"' 24 Y’S AND ACTUAL ARRAY I IS THE NUMBER OF STEPS.

DO I I=1, 50
. Y(I.I)=YI(I)

Y(Z„U*Y2(II
Y(3,I)•Y3(I)Y(4„l)•Y·*(!)
Y(S,I)¤Y5(I)
Y(6,I)¤Y6(I)Y(7„I|=Y7(l)
Y(8„I) ¤ Y8(I)
Y(9.I)=Y9(|)
Y(l0J)•Yl0(I)
Y(Il„I)=YlI(I)
Y(l2,I)=¤Y12(I)
Y( I3,I) ¤ Y13(I)
Y( 14,1) ¤ YI4(I)
Y(l5.I)•Yl5(I)
Y(16,I|¤Y16(Il
Y( 17,}) = Y17(I)
Y(18,I)¤Y18(I)
Y(l9,l)=Y19(I)
Y(Z0.l) ¤ Y20(I)
Y(2I.II=Y2l(Il
Y(22,I) = Y22(I)
Y(23.I) = YZ3(I)
Y(24,l) ¤ Y24( I)
Y(25.I)= Y25(I)
Y(Z6,I)¤Y26(I|
Y(27,I)=Y27(I)
Y(Z8,I)¤ Y28(I)
Y(29„I) =Y29(I)'
Y(30,I) ¤ Y30(I)
Y(Jl,I)=Y3l(I)
Y(32,I) ¤ Y32(I)
Y(3J,I) = Y33(I)
Y(34.I) ¤ Y34(I)
Y(35,I)= Y35(I)
Y«36,I)

-
YJ6(l)

Y(J7.I!-Y37(l)
1 Y(38„I)¤Y38(I)

C ""' INPUT THE ROW AND COLUMN DIMENSION FOR NON·AUGMENTED MATRIX
C

READ(5,4200) COL, ROW -|WRITEUI,4200) COL, ROW

SAVROW= ROW
C ** INPUT THE TITLE OF THE PROBLEM
C

READ(5,4l00)(TITLE(IA)„lA¤l„2l ‘ E ”'— ' ”’ " “
WRITE( 11,4100) (TITLE(IA),I.A¤ 1,2) 2
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C *' WRITE TITLE AND ’ROWS' INSTRUCTION TO NONAUG FILE (FILE I)C _ .
WRITE(I,415I) MPSINS(1,1), (TITLE(IA2),lA2- 1,2)
WRITE( 1,4152) MPSINS(I,2), MPSCT(4), ROWS(l)

C °* WRITE TO TERM TO SHOW STATUS (FILE 6)
C

WRITE(6,4I51) MPSINS(1,1), (’I'ITLE(IA2),IA2- 1,2)
WRITE(6,4152) MPSINS( 1,2), MPSCT(4), ROWS(l)

C ** INPUT VARIABLE (ACTIVITY) NAMES
C

I(END¤((COL-I)/11)+1
DO 2 K- I,KEND
KK1*((K-1)*11)+1
KK2- KK1+ 10

READ(5,4101) (ACT(IA), IA- KKLKK2)
7 7 .

WRITE(11,4101) (ACT(IA), IA- KKLKK2) 3
2CONTINUEC

C > > INPUT VARIABLE (ACTIVITY) VALUES
C "" INPUT VARIABLE (ACTIVITY) VALUES

-
COEFFICIENTS OF OBJECT FUNCTIONC .. VAR IBEND IS MOST NUMBER OF COLUMNS WILL HAVE TO READ FROM DATAC . FILE, READING UP TO FIVE COLUMNS PER LINE.C

IBEND
-

(COL /5) + I
DO 10 IB

-
I. IBEND

C
”

JB
-

BASE FOR ARRAYX, READING/TESTING UP TO 5 'RECORDS’ AT ONCEJB
-

((IB- I)"5) +1
JB4

-
JB + 4

READ (5.4600) (ICOL(KB), SIGN(KB), COEI·'(KB), KB
-

JB, JB4)
F

4
I

WRITE (11,4600) (ICOL(KB), SIGN(KB), COEF(KB), KB
-

JB, JB4)
DO 10 LB

-
JB, JB4

I
C "" ICOL(LB)

-
-999 —> SIGNALS END OF VALUES

C .. WHEN -999 REACHED LB WILL BE NUMBER OF NON-ZERO COLUMNS INC . OBJECTIVE FUNCTION ROW PLUS ONE.
IF (ICOL(LB) .EQ. -999) GOTO I1

10 CONTINUE
11 CONTINUE

NOOB
-

LB

C "° TEST IF NO CONSTRAINTS IN NON-AUGMENTED MATRIX
C "**" ROW IS EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS
C *°**' IN NONAUGMENTED MATRIX
C

IF (ROW .EQ. 0) GOT0 99

C "" INPUT COEFFICIENTS OF CONSTRAINTS IN NONAUGMENTED MATRIXC
IE\V ¤ 0

C °*° RECALL NOOB- LB
NOCIEW

-
NOOB

C '"' READ NON-ZERO COLUMNS FOR EACH NONAUG ROW
C

DO 45 IC
-

I, ROW
JCEND ¤ (COL / 5) + 1
DO 20 JC

-
I, JCEND

C "" KC
-

BASE FOR ARRAYX, READING/TESTING UP TO 5 ’RECORDS'KC
-

((JC- 1)* 5)+ 1 + NOCIEW
KC4

-
KC + 4

READ(5,4601) (ICOL(MC), SIGN(MC), COEF(MC), MC
-

KC, KC4)
WRITE(Il,460I) (ICOL(MC), SIGN(MC), COEF(MC), MC

-
KC, KC4) 5

DO 20 NC -
KC, KC4 %

IF (ICOL(NC) .LT. 0) GOTO 21
20 CONTINUE ' .21 CONTINUE

C *'** NOCO OR NOCIEW CONTAINS THE NO. OF NON-ZERO COEF. OF CONSTRAINTIEW
-

IEW + I
NOCOHEW) = NC
NOCIEW

-
NOCO(IEW)

IGEL
-

ICOL(NC) l (-100)
C "*°* WRITE THE ’ROWS' PORTION OF THE NON·AUGMENTED MATRIX TO FILEC °*"' (FILES 1 & 6)
C

ICI
-

IC + l
WR1TE(I,4153) MPSCTUGEL), ROWS(IC1)

C °"*" ECHO TO TERM TO SHOW STATUS
C

WRITE(6,4I53) MPSC'I'(IGEL), ROWSIICI) A
45 CONTINUE

IROWX
-

ROW+I
C
C PULL STUFF OUT OF ICOI.,SIGN,COEP ARRAYS INTO ICOLX,SINXT„COEFX
C ARRAYS FOR NON-AUG MATRIX (WILL BE CHECKED IN FILE 2)C
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DO 533 II- 1,NOCIEW
ICOLX(1I)

-
ICOLIII)

SINXT(II) ¤ SIGN(II) .
COFXQII)

-
COEF(II)

533 CONTINUE
C *' WRITE THE ’COLUMNS’ PORTIONS OF THE NON-AUGMENTED MATRIX TO FILE
C °** (FILES I & 6)
C

WRlTE(1.,4154)(MPSINS(ID,3),ID
-

1,2)
C *° ECHO TO TERM
C

WRITE(6.41S4)(MPSINS(ID,3),ID
-

1,2)
C .. NAROWS IS NUMBER OF ROWS WRITTEN TO NON-AUG FILE

NAROWS-0
C .. IALEN IS LENGTH OF USED PORTION OF ICOL, SIGN, AND COEF ARRAYXC . IS USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH KD TO SCAN WHOLE ARRAY FOR EACH COL

IALEN ¤ NC
DO 49 JD ¤ 1, COL

KD
-

0
IROW

-
I

46 KD
-

KD + 1
IF(1COL(KD).GT.0) GOTO 48

IROW
-

IROW + I
47 KD

- KD + I
IF(ICOL(KD).EQ.0) GOTO 47

48 IF(ICOL(KD).EQ.JD) WR1TE(1,4551) ACT(JD), ROWS(IROW), SIGN(KD)
" ,COEF|KD)

IF(ICOL(KD).EQ.JD) WR1TE(6,4551) ACT(JD), ROWS(IROW), SIGN(KD)
° „COEF(KD) „

IF(ICOL(KD).EQ.JD) NAROWS- NAROWS+ I
IF(KD.LE.IALEN) GOTO 46

49 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE

C "" WRITE ’RHS' PART OF NON-AUG. MAT TO FILE (FILES 1 61 6)
C

WRITE(I,4155) MPSINS(1,4) '
WRITE(6,4155) MPSINS(1,4)

IROW
-

1
DO 60 IE- I, IALEN

IF(ICOL(lE).GE.0) GOTO 60
IF(ICOL(IE).EQ.(-999)) GOTO 60

IROW - IROW + 1
WRITEU,4552) DEMC,AP,ROWS(IROW), SIGN(1E), COEF(1E)
WR1TE(6,45§2) DEMC,AP,ROWS(IROW), SIGN(IE), COEF(IE)

60 CONTINUE
99 CONTINUE —

C "* WRITE ENDATA TO SHOW END OF NONAUG INFO
C

WR1TE(1.4I99) (MPSINS(IZ,5),IZ- 1,2)
C °* ECHO TO TERM
C

WRITE(6,4199) (MPSINS(IZ,5),1Z- 1,2)
C
C > > GENERATE AUGMENTED SUBMATRIX USING VALUES AND EQUATIONS FROM NON~C AUGMENTED SUBMATRIX
C '* AUGMENTED SUBNIATRIX IS LINEAR ’EQUIVALAN'I' OF NON·LINEAR PROBLEM INC NON·AUGMENTED SUBMATRIX
C
C TEST IF THE PROBLEM NEEDS TO BE EXTENDED (CHECK EOF)

100 CONTINUE
JA

-
JA + I

READ(S,4602,END¤8(X)) EID(JA), RMUA), IDPVUA), VAL(JA), DII·'F(JA)
WRITEU1,4602) EID(JA), RM(JA), IDPV(JA), VAL(JA), DIFF(JA) 6

102IF
(IDPVUA) .EQ. 0) GOTO 103

GOTO 125
103 CONTINUE

C "' NOW CALL MLTCON
CALL MLTCON
GOTO 125

C SET UP NEW ACTIVI'I'IES ,Y'S, FOR AUGMENTED MATRIX
125 CONTINUE

DO 126 IG- l,STEP
IGCOL- IG + COL
ACTIIGCOL)

-
YIJAJG)

126 CONTINUE
C EXTENDING THE OBJECT FUNCTION
C "" THIS CASE NONZER0 COEFFICIENT IN OBJ. FN.

IQ
-

1
ICOL1

-
COL + 1

ICOLST: COL + STEP
DO 135 IP ¤ ICOL1, ICOLST

IPP
-

IP-COL
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SIGNIIP) IWSIGN(IPP)
IF(COEF(IP).LT.0.0) SIGN(IP)IXSIGN
COEFUP) I ABS(W(|Q)) .
ICOL(IP) I COL + IQ
IQ I IQ + I

135 CONTINUE

C STORE THE VALUES OF ROW, COL,STEPS AND EID (# OF ROWS NEEDED FOR
C ... FOR EACH STEP)

NROWUA) I ROW
NCOL(JA) I COL
NSTEP(JA)* STEP
NEID(.IA) I EID(.]A) 1

C „. EXTENDING THE CONSTRAINTS
IF (IDPVUA) .NE. 0) GOTO 160
IF (VAL(JA) .NE. 0) GOTO 160
NSTPJA I N5TEP(JA)
WRITE (3,4450) (Q(II),II¤ ],NSTPJA)

C UPDATE THE VALUES OF COL AND ROW
160 CONTINUE

COL I COL + STEP
IF (IDPV(.|A) .NE. 0) ROW I ROW + 4 _
IF (VAL(JA) .NE. 0) ROW I ROW + 3
GOTO HX)

C > > OUTPUT REMAINDER OF MATRIX IN MPS FORMAT '
C

SIX) CONTINUE
C DUMP TO JUNK FILE FOR TEST (FILE 7)

* C
JAM] I JA-]
DO 5(X) III I I, JAM]

WRITE(7,2(X)0) III,NROW(III),NCOL(III),NSTEP(III),NEID(III)
2(XX) FORMAT(’ FOR JAI',IJ,' : ’/4I4)

NCOL1 I NCOL(IlI)*1
NCOLSTI NCOL(III) + NSTEP(III)
DO 450 JJJ I NCOL1, NCOLST

WRITE (7,211)]) COEF(JJJ),ICOL(JJJ)
2(X)1 FORMAT(' COEF¤',E12.6,' COLI',I4)
450 CONTINUE
500 CONTINUEREWIND ALL THE FILES AND SHLEP IT ALL BACK TOGETHER

REWIND 1
REWIND 3
REWIND 4

C .. READ THE FIRST FEW LINES FROM THE NON-AUG FILE(FILE I) AND DUMP IT
C . TO FINAL OUTPUT FILE(FII.E 10).
C
CC" START WRITING 'ROWS" SECTION OF MPS INPUT FILE
CC" NOW BEGINS WITH NONAUGMENTED PORTION
cc}!

READ(1,4151) MPSX, (TITLE(IK),IKI1,2)
WR1TE(10,4151) MPSX, (TITLE(IK),IKI 1,2)
READ(1,4152) MPSX, MPSX1, MPSY
WRITE(10,4152) MPSX, MPSX], MPSY

C .. READ AS MANY ROWS AS THERE ARE IN NON·AUG ARRAY (SAVROW)
DO 513 IXI 1, SAVROW

510 READ(1,4153) MPSX1, MPSY
511 WRITE( 10,4153) MPSX1, MPSY
513 CONTINUE

CC" THIS TIME WRITES LHS OF AUGMENTED PORTION
C
CC" STILL WRITING 'ROWS" SECTION OF MPS INPUT FILE
C "" READSTUFF FOR ROWS FOR AUGMENTED MATRIX
C .. IRO IS THE CURRENT AUGMENTED ROW

IRO- NROW(1)
IRO I IRO + 1 .

C .. NUM IS THE NUMBER OF GIVEN COEFICIENTS FOR LOWER LEFT PART OF ARRAY
C . NUM1 IS THE RELATIONSHIP (IN ICOL) AND RHS. WE WANT THE
C . THE RELATIONSHIP (LE,EQ,GE) FOR NOW.
C

514 REÄD(3•55I4xEND*525I VALUE, DIF
5514 FORMAT(F5. 1,1*5.2)
515 READ(3,$16,END ¤ 525) NUM

ISTART I IALEN -•· 1
NUM] I NUM + [START

516 FORMATIIS)
CCC'"' READ & WRITE FIRST ROW FOR QUANTITY OF EACH REGION, STEP

READ(3,517) (ICOLXIJK), SINXT(JK), COFX(JK), JKI ISTART,NUM1)
517 FOR!)/1AT(I4,A1,E11.6)

IGELI ICOLX(NUM])/(•]00)
IROI IRO+ I
WRITE(10,4153) MPSCTQIGEL), ROWS(IRO)

CCC" READ I4 WRITE SECOND ROW FOR PRICE OF EACH REGION, STEP
READ(3,5]6,ENDI 525) NUM
NUM] I NUM+ ISTART
READU,517) (ICOLXUK), SINXTUK), COFX(JK),JK¤ ISTART,NUM1)
IGEL I ICOLX(NUM1)/(-100)
IROI IRO+ I
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WRITE(10,4153) MPSC'I'(IGEL), ROWS(IRO)
CCC" READ & WRITE THIRD ROW FOR CONVEXITY CONSTRAINT OF EACH REGION,CCC" STEP .IRO

-
IRO + 1

C ""* WRITE CONSTRAINT SIGNS
C ""' WRITE "E" FOR BLEND CASE, OTHERWISE 'L" THIS CASE

IF (DIF .GT. 0) GOTO 519
C ""' WRITE "L' FOR LESS THAN OR EQUAL

WRITE( 10,4153) MPSCT(1), ROWS(IRO)
GOTO 514

C *"" WRITE 'G" FOR GREATER THAN OR EQUAL
C "" WRITE 'E" FOR EQUALITY
519 WRITEHO,4153) MPSCT(2), ROWS(IRO)

GOTO 514
525 CONTINUECOLLECT STUFF FOR COLUMNS READ TO GET NEXT LINE

WRITE( 10,4154) (MPSINS(KK,3),KK- 1,2)
READ( 1,4154) MPSX. MPSY
DO 530 I-1,NAROWS

526 READ(1,4551) MPSX, MPSY, XSINXT, COEFZ
530 CONTINUE

C "° REREAD ACTIVITY NAMES FROM DATA FILE (FILE 11)
C *"° REWIND FILE 11 HERE
C

REWIND 11
READHI,4200) COL, ROW
READ(11,4100) (TITLE(IA),IA-1,2).
IENDK

-
(COL/11) + 1

DO 534 K- I,IENDKKK1-((K-1)*11)+1 _
KK2

-
KK1 + 10

READ(11,4101) (AC'I'I'(IA),IA- KKLKK2)
534 CONTINUE

550 CON'I'INUE
C ""' CHECK ICOLX AND IALEN ARRAY & WRITE TO FILE 2

WRITE (2,4653) (ICOLX(I),SINXT(I),COFX(I)„I,I- 1,IALEN)4653 FORMAT(I4,A1,E11.6,I4)
C *'° REWIND FILE2 HERE AND REREAD ALL ICOLX INFORMATION FROM FILE 2REWIND 2
C

READ(2,4653) (ICOLX(J),SINXT(J),COFX(J),K J- 1,IALEN)

CC"' STARTS WRITING "COLUMNS" SECTION OF MPS INPUT FILECC"' NOW BEGINS WITH NONAUGMENTED PORTION THEN LHS AUGMENTED PORTION
CC" NOTE:NONAUGMENTED PORTION OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IS INCLUDED HERE
C WRITE OUT INFO IN ICOLX, SINXT, COFX IN ORDER OF COLUMNS (FILE 10)
C (DONE LIKE SECTION FROM LINE NUMBERS 45-50).

DO 554 JT- 1,COL
KT-0
IROW-1—

551 KT- KT+ 1
IF(ICOLX(KT).GT.0) GOTO 553

IROW- IROW-•· I
552 KT- KT+ I

IF(ICOI.X(KT).EQ.0) GOTO 552
553 IF(ICOLX(KT).EQ.JT) WRITE( 10,4551) AC1T(J’I'),ROWS(IROW),

* SINXT(KT), COFX(KT)
IF(KT.LE.IALEN) GOTO 551

554 CONTINUE
C "" READ FILE GENERATED BY MLTCON. NO'I'ICE LINE WRITING ONE AFTER Q AND
C P. THIS IS TO ACCOMIDATE MLTCON. AGAIN, TESTING SHOULD BE DONE
C AFTER OTHER ROUTINES ARE ADDED.
C
C .. ICOL IS THE CURRENT COLUMN (ACTIVITY). WILL WRITE ALL AUGMENTED
C INFO FOR THIS COLUMN TOGETHER.
C .. IRO, IRO1, AND IRO2 ARE THE ROWS (IN ADDITION TO THE OBJECTIVE
C FUNCTION ROW) THAT INFORMATION IS NEED FOR.
C .

ICO
-

NCOL(1)” ICO
-

ICO + I
IRO

-
NROW(1)

IRO- IRO + 1+ 1
IRO1- IRO+ 1
IRO2 ¤ IRO + 2
IX-0

555 IX-1X+I
STEP =¤ NS'I°EP(IX)
ICEND- ICO+ STEP-1

C "' READ INFORMATION ONLY FOR THE NUMBER OF COLUMNS GENERATED BY AC PARTICULAR CALL TO MLTCON.
CC"' TIIIS TIME AUGMENTED PORTION OF OBJECTIVE FUNCTION AND RHS
CC"' AUGNIENTED PORTION

DO 570 IL- ICO,ICEND

C "' WRITE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION CELL FOR THIS COLUMN (FILE 10)
WRITE(I0,455l) ACT(IL), ROWS(1). SIGN(IL), COEF(IL1

C "" READ STUFF GENERATED BY MLTCON (FROM FILE 4 TO FILE I0)
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READ(4,556) SIGNQ, COEFQ, SIGNP, COEFP
556 FORMAT(2(A1,F15.6))

WRITE(10,4551) ACT(IL), ROWS(IRO), SIGNQ, COEFQ .
WR1TE(10,4551) ACT(IL), ROWS(IRO1), SIGNP, COEFP
WRITE( 10,4551) ACT(IL), ROWS(IRO2), YSIGN, ONER

570 CONTINUE

C "* NCOLUAMI) IS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF COLUMNS PROCESSED BY THE PROGRAM
C IF ICEND IS GREATER THAN THIS, WE'VE PROCESSED ALL COLUMNS SO LEAVE
E LOOP. ELSE UPDATE ICO AND IRO VALUES AND GO TO TOP OF LOOP

IF(ICEND.GT.NCOL(JAM1)) GOTO 575
ICO ¤ ICEND + 1
IRO

-
IRO+ 3

IROI
-

IRO + I
IRO2• IRO+ 2
GOTO 555

575 CONTINUE

E
WRI'I'E THE " RHS' PART OUT INCLUDING CONVEXITY ROW OF ONE (FILE I0)
WRITEI 10,4155) MPSINS(1,4)
READ(1,4155) MPSX
DO 500IXX-1, SAVROW

CC" NONAUGMENTED PORTION OF THE MATRIX
CC*°

576 READ(1,4552,END-501) DEMCX,APX,MPSX, SINXT(1), COFX(1)
WRITE(10,4552) DEMCX,APX,MPSX, SINXT(1), COFX(1)

500CONTINUE-
501 CONTINUE

C *"* REWIND FILE 3AGAIN.
502 REWIND 3

IRO
-

NROW(I)
IRO•1RO+ 1

CC" AUGMENTED PORTION OF THE MATRIXCctl
505 READ(3.5514,END-6(X)) VALUE,DIF

READ(3,516,END-600) NUM
NUM1

-
NUM + I

READ(3,517) (ICOLXIJK), SINXT(JK), COFX(JK), JK- I,NUM1)
IRO- IRO+ 1
WRlTE( 10,4552) DEMC,AP,ROWS(IRO), SINXT(NUM1), COFX(NUM1)
READ(3,516,END

-
6<X)) NUM

NUM1= NUM+ 1
READ(3,517) (ICOLX(JK), SINXTUK), COFX(JK),JK- I,NUM1)
IRO

-
IRO + 1 ·

WRITEUO,4552) DEMC„AP,ROWS(IRO), SINXT(NUM1), COFX(NUM1)
IRO- IRO+ I
WRITE( 10,4552) DEMC,AP,ROWS(IRO), YSIGN, ONER
GOTO 585

6(X) CONTINUE

C ** WRITE ’ENDATA' TO SHOW MPS END OF DATA (FILE 10)C
WRI'I'E(10,4199) (MPSINS(IX,5), IX- 1,2)
STOP

C "" FORMATS GALORE
C °"'°* FORMAT STATEMENTS ARE NUMBERED IN THE FORM [4XYY], WHERE:
C X ¤ 1 FOR ALL CHAR.; X

-
2 FOR ALL INT.;

C X
-

3 FOR MIXED CHAR, INT.; X
-

4 FOR ALL REAL;
C X

-
5 FOR MIXED CHAR, REAL; X

-
6 FOR MIXED INT., REAL;

C X
-

7 FOR MIXED CHAR, INT, REAL
C YY < 50 FOR INPUT; YY >

-
50 FOR OUTPUT;

4100 FORMAT (2A4)4101 FORMAT (JX, 11A7) _
4150 FORMAT (ZA4/3A4/16A4)
4151 FORMAT (A4„l0X,2A4)
4152 FORMAT (A4l1X,A1,2X,A4)
4153 FORMAT (1X,A1,2X,A4)
4154 FORMAT (A4„A3)
4155 FORMAT (A3)
4156 FORMAT (10(A4•2X))
4199 FORMAT (A4,A2)
4200 FORMAT (1X,ZX,2I5)
4450 FORMAT (5(E12.6))
4550 FORMAT (A0,F16.5)
4551 FORMAT (4X.A4.6X,A4,6X.A1,E11.6)
4552 FORMAT (4X,A4,A2,4X,A4,6X,A1,E11.6)
4600 FORMAT (5lI4„A1.F11.2))
4601 FORMAT (5(I4,A1,F11.2))
4602 FORMAT (I5,F10.2,I5,F5.1,F5.2)
4603 FORMAT (5(I4,1X,F9.2,1X))
4604 FORMAT (15,5(F9.2,F5.4))
4605 FORMAT (21*9.2.14)
4650 FORMAT (5(F10.2.I4))
4651 FORMAT (5(F10.5,I4))
4652 FORMAT (I4,A1,E11.6)

END

SUBROUTINE MLTCON
C *"* CALCULATES MULTIPLE CONSTRAINTS AND OBJECTIVE FUNCTION ,E.G. W,Q,
C " AND P
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INTEGER COL,ROW,EID,STEP
REAL IEXP,DIFF,VAL,PIIE,PIM,QIM,QII,PEXPC '*' MAKE SURE MAIN PROGRAM HAS THESE COMMONS -C COMMON /T111lQ( 1000),W( 1000),CC( 10),IEXP( I0),WSIGN(1000),
' PSIGN(1000),P(l000),I’I(50),PC(10),PEXP(l0)
COMMON lT112/DELTAQ,COI.,ROW,EID(50),STEP,IJ,NOOB,'VAL(50),DIFF(50)„RM(50)COMMON /'I'119/IEID(50)
COMMON /TI20/XSIGN,YSIGN,ZERO,JA,JB,JCCOMMON /T125/ICOLX( 1300),S1NXT(l300),COFX(1300),IALENC *'* THIS MLTCON LOOP READS CONSTRAINTS FOR ROWS FOR AUGMENTED MATRIXC

C "' LEID+1 IS NUMBER OF ROWS NEEDED FOR EACH REGION AND FUNCTIONS
C *' (USUALLY 2 FOR QUANTITY AND PRICE FUNCTIONS AND 1 FOR CONVEXITYC ' CONSTRAINT, HENCE LEID+ 1:3)

LEID : EID(JA)WRITE (3,99) VAL(JA), DIFF(JA)99 FORMAT(F5.1,FS.2)DO 200I3¤1,LEID-
READ(5,507) IEID(I3)MIEID : IEID(I3)MIEID1: MIEID + 1 + IALEN 7IALEN: IALEN + 1
READ(5,506) (ICOLX(I1),SINXT(I1),COFX(I1),I1: I.ALEN,MIEID1)

101 CONTINUE T
C*" WRITE OUT TO PERMANENT FILE (TAPE3)WRITE (3,507) IEID(I3)WRITE (3,516) (ICOLX(I1),SINXT(I1),COFX(I1),I1: IALEN,MIEID1)

IALEN : IALEN + MIEID
C '°' CREATE DUMMY FOR CONVEXITY ROW AFTER READING LAST FUNCTION (SUCHC " AS PRICE) ROW FOR EVERY REGION
C ' CHECK LAST ARRAY (I3) IS EQUAL TO LEID AND IF LAST THEN COPYC *" LAST (POSITIVE) ICOLX SETIING ZERO COEFFICIENT

IF (I3 .NE. LEID) GO TO 2(X)
MMI: M1EID1+1MMM: MIEID1-1ICOLX(MMl)¤ ICOLX(MMM)SINXT(MM1): SINXT(MMM)COFX(MMl)¤0.0C "' THIS TIME COPY LAST (NEGATIVE) ICOLX SE'I'I'ING ZERO COEFFICIENTC "" SEE OUTPUT FILE 2 FOR CHECKINGMM2= MIEID1+2«
ICOLX(MM2): ICOLX(MIEID1)SINXT(MM2): SINXT(MIElD1)COFX(MM2):0.0C*"' SINCE WE ADD TWO DUMMY ICOLX'S IALEN IS ADDED BY 2 NOWIALEN: IALEN+ 2 '

2(X) CONTINUE
C " READ INTEGRATED FUNCTION FOR OBJECTIVECC "* NEXT READ AND WRITE IS DEPENDING ON INPUT DATA FORMATTING

READ(5,598) IJ, (CC(IK), IEXP(II(), IK: 1,13)
WRITE(7,"') (IJ,CC(IK),IEXP(IK), IK: 1,IJ) 8

C"' PROCESS THE EXTENDING PROCEDURE
READ (5,509) Q(1),DELTAQ,STEP QT

C
WRITE(7,") Qjl),DELTAQLSTEPC

"' STARTS CALCULATING AREA(W), Q AND P FOR EACH INCREMENT STEP _
C " IF DIFF > 0 THEN CALCULATE "BLEND” STUFF

IF ( DIFF(JA) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 302DO 300 IL: 1,STEPW(IL):0.0P(IL)¤0.0 1 0DO 301 IM: 1,IJ
W(lL)= W(IL)+ CC(IM)*Q(IL)*'IEXP(IM)P(IL) = P(IL) + IEXP(1M)"(CC(1M)"Q(IL)'*IEXP(IM))/Q(IL)301 CONTINUE

Q(IL+1)' Q(IL)+ DELTAQ

300 CONTINUE
WRITE (7,2100) EID(JA), RM(JA), VAL(JA), DIFF(JA)WRITE (7,2101) (Q(lII),W(III),PI(III),P(III),III:1,STEP)2100 FORMAT(I5,F10.2,F5.1,F5.2)2101 FORMAT(4(E12.6,2X))GO TO 500302 CONTINUEC:::::CALCULATE POOL PRICE-P1IE:VAL: EST CLASS II P,PIM: MIN CLS I P
READ (SSG) N, (PC(IK),PEXP(IK),IK: 1,N)
WRITE (7.°) N„(PC(IK),PEXP(IK),IK: 1,N)mn: - VAL(JA) ”| °|
PIM: PIIE + D1F'F(JA)
QIM=0.0+ PC(1)
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DO 303 IM- 2,N
.1

1
QIM ¤ QIM + PC(IM)*PIM"*PEXP(IM)

303 CONTINUE .
DO 400 IL- 1,STEP
P(IL)-0.0
PI(IL)-0.0wm.)-0.0 1 2DO 401 IM- 1,IJ
W(IL)= W(IL) + CC(IM)*Q(IL)"*IEXP(IM)
PI(IL)

-
PI(IL) + IEXP(IM)*(CC(IM)*Q(lL)"IEXP(IM))lQ(IL)

W(IL)
-

0.0
401 CONTINUE _

C
C "" IF DEMAND (FLUID) PRICE IS LOWER THAN MARKETING ORDER MINIMUM
C ** CLASS I PRICE, THEN BLEND PRICE (P)-(PI"Q1+ PII"Q1I)/QA, WHERE
C " QA- QI+ QII
C

IF (PI(IL) .GE. PIM) GO TO 402
Qu*(Q(U-)·QIM)
P(1L)-(PIM"QIM+ PIIE'QII)/Q(IL)
GO TO 403 'I 3402 CONTINUE

P(IL) =¤ PI(IL)
403 CONTINUE

Q(IL+ 1)* Q(IL)+ DELTAQ
4(X) CONTINUE

WRITE(7,2l00) EID(JA),RM(JA),VAL(JA),DIFF(JA)
5(X) CONTINUE

C "°' DEFINE SIGNS OF W ,Q, AND P
C

DO 501 IN- I,STEP
WSIGN(IN) * YSIGN
IF(W(IN).GE.0.0) GO TO 502

WSIGNHN)¤ XSIGN
502 CONTINUE

Q(lN)
-

ABS(Q(IN))
P(IN)- ABS(P(IN))

501 CONTINUE
C
C "' IF WE DEAL WITH DEMAND FUNCTION (DIFF

-
-1) THEN COEFFICIENT

C *° OF PRICE SHOULD BE POSITIVE (REFER TO MATRIX TABLEAU)
IF (DIFF(JA) .EQ. -1.0) GO TO 503
WRITE (4,599) (XSIGN, Q(lL), XSIGN, P(IL), IL- 1,STEP)
GO TO 504

503 WRITE (4,599) (XSIGN, Q(IL), YSIGN, P(IL), IL- 1,STEP)

504 CONTINUE
C "'° FORMATS CAN BE MODIFIED DEPENDING ON DATA STRUCTURE
C
507 FORMAT (I5)
506 FORMAT (5(I4,A1,F11.2))
516 FORMAT (I4,A1.E11.6)
506 FORMAT (I5, 5(F10.4,F5.2))
598 FORMAT (I5. 4(F15.10,F5.2))
509 FORMAT (2F10.4.I5)
599 FORMAT (2(A1,F15.6))

RETURN
END
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E.2.3. Matrix Generator Input Explanation
I

Data input for the 1982 analysis is illustrated in this section. Each line corresponds to a line
on the monitor. Readers should refer te a linear programming model specification in the section
3.2 in Chapter IV and sections 2.1 and 2.2 in this appendix for data entry and format information.
The matrix generator input file is structured as follows. Each step is in a numbered box in the
following pages (see the section 2.4 in this appendix). Steps up to numbered box 5 are explained
in general and steps after numbered box 5 are explained in detail for the Northeast (first regen in
the program) region.

1982 Input Data ·

l. 156 columns and 83 rows in the nonaugrnented matrix.
2. Title. 4
3. Variable (activity) names. Activity variable names were defined as follows:

Ai represents the quantity of Grade A milk produced in region i;
Bi represents the quantity of Grade B milk produced in regen i;
Fj represents the quantity of fluid milk demanded in regen j;
PAi represents Grade A milk supply price in regen i;
PBi represents Grade B milk supply price in regen i;
PFj represents fluid milk demand price ir1 regen j;
PM represents raw milk demand price for manufactured milk;
Aij represents the quantity ef Grade A milk shipped from regen i to regen j;
AiM represents the quantity of Class II Grade A milk demanded in regen i;
BiM represents the quantity of Grade B milk demanded in regen i;
M12 represents the quantity of raw milk used for butter-powder production;
M3 represents the quantity of raw milk used for cheese production;
YB represents the quantity of commercial demand for butter;
YN represents the quantity of commercial demand for nonfat dry milk;
YC represents the quantity of commercial demand for cheese;
PYB represents butter market price;
PYN represents nonfat dry milk market price;
PYC represents cheese market price;
GDB represents the quantity of government purchases of butter;
GDN represents the quantity of government purchases of nonfat dry milk;
GDC represents the quantity of government purchases of cheese;
GSB represents the quantity ef government sales of butter;
GSN represents the quantity of govemment sales of nonfat dry milk;
GSC represents the quantity of government sales of cheese;
BSB represents the quantity of begnning stocks ef butter;
BSN represents the quantity ef begnning stocks of nonfat dry milk;
BSC represents the quantity of beginning stocks ef cheese;
ESB represents the quantity of ending stocks of butter;
ESN represents the quantity of ending stocks of nonfat dry milk;
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ESC represents the quantity of ending stocks of cheese; .
IMB represents the quantity of irnports of butter; ·
IMN represents the quantity of irnports of nonfat dry milk;
IMC represents the quantity of irnports of cheese;and
M4 represents the quantity of other milk products demanded.

4. Nonaugrnented portion of objective function (second line in equation (IV-39)). Transportation
costs, processing costs of butter-powder and cheese, and govemment expenditures are included.
5. Coeffients by columns, constraint types, and RHS values for linear institutional constraints as
specified in equation (IV·39) and explained in step 5 in the section E.2.1.

a. Fluid demand price constraints associated with ,16 in equation (IV-39). First line is for the
Northeast region and implies PF1 - PM 2 31.2 where PI° = PM + 31.2.
b. Raw milk price constraints in manufactured use associated with ,110 in equation (IV-39). First
line is for the East Northcentral region and implies PB2 - PM = 0.
c. Support and Purchase prices are exogenously given. PYB = 143.90, PYN = 90.69, PYC= 134.65 and PM = 126.0. A
d. Blend price alignment constraints associated with ,19 in equation (IV-39). First line is for the
Northeast region and implies PA4 - PAl S 11.80.
e. Grade A milk suppy constraints associated with ll in equation (IV-39). First two lines are
for the Northeast region and implies 1Al · 1AlI · 1A12 - 1A14 + 1AlM 2 0.
f. Grade B milk suppy constraints associated with A2 in equation (IV-39). First line is for the
Northeast region and implies lB2 · IBZM 2 0.
g and h. Quantity balance constraints for fluid milk use associated with ,13 in equation (IV-39).
First two lines in g and h are for the Northeast region and implies (1) lF1 + lA1M · 1All -1A2l · 1A3l S 0 and (2) 1.2F · 1A11- 1A21-1A31s 0.

i. Quantity balance constraints for manufactured milk associated with .14 in equation (IV-39).
lMl2 + 1M3 + IM4 - 21AiM — 21Bis 0.e a
j. Quantity balance constraints for butter, nonfat dry milk and cheese associated with 25 ir1
equation (IV-39). 1ESB + 1GDB + 1YB · (.448)Ml2 · IBSB - IGSB - 1IMB S 0 for butter.,
k. Capacity constraints of butter-powder and cheese plants associated with A7 and ,18 in
equation (IV-39). (.448)Ml2 S 12.57 for butter.
1. Qua.ntity balance constraints for beginning and ending stocks, irnports and export, and
govemment purchases of butter, nonfat dry milk, and cheese associated with ,15 in equation
(IV-39). These values are exogenously given. BSB = 4.290, BSN = 8.900, and BSC = 8.890;
ESB = 4.670, ESN = 8.972, and ESC = 9.820; IMB = 0.030, IMN = 0.020, and IMC =
0.180; GDB S900.0, GDN S 900.0, and GDC S 900; and GSB S900.0, GSN S 900.0, and
GSC S.

6. Grade A and Grade B milk supply information. Explanation for each coeflicient is based on
information for the Northeast region.

a. Number of rows in the LHS augmented portion of the matrix associated with each generated
activity in the RHS augmented portion of the matrix (EID= 2), the right hand side value for
the extended (convexity) row (RM = 0), single dependent variable function (IDPV= 0), flag for
’MLTCON’ subroutine (VAL= 1.00), and flag for not calculating ’blend’ price (DIFF = 0).
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b. Number of nonzero coeflicients in the LHS augmented portion of the matrix (IEID= 1).
c. Column (ICOL= 1), sign (SINXT= ’+ ’), value (COFX= 1), of nonzero coeflicients of theLHS augmented portion of the matrix and constraint type (ILOL=-200) and RHS Value
(SINXT= ’

+
’, COFX = 0).

d. Number of nonzero coeflicients in the LHS augmented portion of the matrix (IEID = 1).
e. Column (ILOL= 31), sign (SINXT= ’+ ’), value (COFX= 1) of nonzero coefficient of theLHS augmented portion of the matrix, constraint type (ICOL= -200) and RHS value
(SINXT= ’ + ’, COFX = 0).
f. Number of terms in the supply function (IJ = 1).
g. Integrated supply function,

fpdQ = f(.155359083)Q¢-°2° = (.05l4434057)Q3·°2°.
h. Step information of supply function initial value for Q (Q(l) = 24.0), increment of Q(DELTAQ = .40), and number of increment steps (STEP = 20).

7. Fluid milk demand information. Explanation for each coefiicient is based on information for the
Northeast region.

a. Number of rows in the LHS augmented portion of the matrix associated with each generated
activity in the RHS augmented portion of the matrix (EID = 2), the RHS value for the
convexity row (RM= 0), single dependent variable function (IDPV= 0), flag for ’MLTCON’
subroutine (VAL= 1.00), and flag for not calculating ’blend’ price (DIFF = -1.0).
b. Number of nonzero coefiicients (IEID= 1), in the LHS augmented portion of the matrix.
c. Colunm (ICOL= 19), sign (SINXT= ’+ ’), value (COFX= 1) of nonzero coefficients of the
LHS augmented portion of the matrix, constraint type (ICOL= -200) and RHS value
(SINXT= ’+ ’).
d. Number of nonzero coefficients (IEID= 1) in the LHS augmented portion of the matrix.
e. Column (ICOL=4l), sign (S1NXT=’-’), value (COFX= 1) of nonzero coefiicients of the
LHS augmented portion of the matrix, constraint type (ICOL= -200) and RHS value
(SINXT = ’

+
’, COFX = 0).

f. Number of terms in the demand function (IJ = 2).
g. Integrated demand function,

fpdQ = 'l.[1435.25 - (1 l4.03)Q]dQ = 1435.25Q — (114.03)Q2.

h. Step information of demand function initial value for Q (Q(l)= 11.0), increment of Q
(DELTAQ = .045), and number of increment steps (STEP = 20).

8. Information for a blend price constraint. Explanation for each coeflicient is based on information
for the Northeast region.
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a. Number of rows in the LHS augmented portion of the matrix associated with each generatedactivity in the RHS augmented portion of the matrix (E1D= 2), the RHS value for theconvexity rows (RM = 0), single dependent variable function (IDPV= 0), flag for ’MLTCON’subroutine (VAL= 126.0), and flag for calculatirng blend' price (DIFF = 31.2).
b. Number of nonzero coefficients in the LHS augnented portion of the matrix (IEID = 3).
c. Colunnrns (1COL= 51,56,63), signs (SINXT= ’+ ’), and values (COFX = 1) of nornzerocoefficients of the LHS augnented portion of the matrix, constraint type (ICOL=·200) andRHS value (SINXT= ’ + ’, COFX = 0).
d. Number of nonzero coefficients in the LHS augmented portion of the matrix (IEID = 2).
e. Column (ICOL= 31,51) sign (SINXT= ’+ ’), and value (COFX = 1), of nonzero coefficientsof the LHS augnented portion of the matrix, constraint type (ICOL= -200) and RHS value
(SINXT = ’ + ’, COFX = 0).
f. Number of terms in tlne demand function, (IJ = 2).
g. Integrated demarnd function,

fpdQ = 1435.25Q — (57.0l5)Q*
h. Step information of the demarnd function, initial value for Q (Q(1)= 22.0), irncrement of Q(DELTAQ = .5), and number of increment steps (STEP = 21).
i. Number of terms in the irnverse function of demand (IJ = 2). 1

j. inverse demand function,
_ _ _ 1435.25 — P _ _P - 1435.25 (1l4.03)Q, Q - l———r3) -— 12.5866 .0088P.
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E.2.4. Matrix Generator Input File (1982 Analysis)

011 156 83 ‘ l
A1 A2 A3 A4 A 2
B5 B6 B7 B8 B9 SB IM F1 F2 F3 F4F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 M GD ES PAI PA2 PA3

PA4 PAS PA6 PA7 PA8 PA9 PB PF1 PF2 PF3 PF4PF5 PF6 PF7 PF8 PF9 PM A11 A12 A14 A15 AIM
A21 A22 A24 A25 A23 A27 A2M A31 A32 A33 A34
A35 A36 A37 A3M A44 A46 A4M A54 A55 A57 ASM
A65 A66 A67 A68 A6M A79 A77 A7M A88 A89 A8MA97 A98 A99 A9M BZM B3M BSM B6M B7M B8M B9M 3
SBT IMT PB2 PB3 PBS PB6 PB7 PB8 PB9 A56 A76GS M12 M3 Y1 Y2 Y3 PY1 PY2 PY3 YB YN
YC PYB PYN PYC GDI GD2 GD3 GSI GS2 GS3 BSIBS2 BS3 IM1 lM2 IM3 GDB GDN GDC GSB GSN GSC
BSB BSN BSC ESB ESN ESC IMB IMN IMC ESI ES2ES3 M4 _

51- 0.0 S2- 12.15 53- 11.80 54- 16.84 SS- 0.0
56- 12.15 57- 0.0 S8- 16.91 59- 6.09 60- 16.77
61- 999.9 62- 0.0 63- 999.9 64- 16.77 65- 0.0
66- 19.78 67- 16.87 68- 12.% 69- 999.9 70- 0.0
71- 0.0 72- 13.97 73- 0.0 74- 7.84 75- 0.076- 999.9 77- 0.0 78- 16.66 79- 0.0 80- 999.0 481- 999.9 82- 0.0 83- 13.16 84- 0.0 85- 0.0
86- 0.0 87- 12.% 88- 0.0 89- 13.16 90- 12.%
91- 0.0 92- 0.0 93- 0.0 94- 0.0 95- 0.0
96- 0.0 97- 0.0 98- 0.0 99- 0.0109- 14.49
110- 12.60 138+ 143.90 139+ 90.69 140+ 134.65 141- 143.90
142- 90.69 143- 134.65 112- 10.962 113- 7.595-999 _

42+ 1.0 50- 1.0-300+ 24.1
43+ 1.0 50- 1.0-300+ 21.944+ 1.0 50- 1.0-300+ 36.0 a45+ 1.0 50- 1.0-3%+ 28.6
46+ 1.0 50- 1.0-300+ 29.9
47+ 1.0 50- 1.0-300+ 25.6
48+ 1.0 50- 1.0-300+ 19.2
42+ 1.0 50- 1.0-300+ 23.3
102+ .0 . .
103+ 1.0 50- 1.0-200- 0.0104+ 1.0 S0- 1.0-2(X)- 0.0 b105+ 1.0 50- 1.0-2%- 0.0
106+ 1.0 50- 1.0-200- 0.0
107+ 1.0 50- 1.0-2%- 0.0

JM; ],Q fg LQZQE 0.0
123+ 1.0-2%+ 143.90124+ 1.0-2%+ 90.69 C125+ 1.0-2%+ 134.65

+ .0
34+ 1.0 31- 1.0-1%+ 1 . I35+ 1.0 32- 1.0-1%+ 6.09
36+ 1.0 33- 1.0-1%+ 12.% d 534+ 1.0 35- 1.0-1%+ 7.8436+ 1.0 35- 1.0-1%+ 14.49 '

- +
1- 1.0 51+ 1.0 52+ 1.0 53+ 1. + .

-1%+ 0.02- 1.0 57+ 1.0 56+ 1.0 58+ 1.0 59+ 1.0
60+ 1.0 61+ 1.0-1%+ 0.0
3- 1.0 65+ 1.0 63+ 1.0 64+ 1.0 66+ 1.067+ 1.0 68+ 1.0 69+ 1.0-1%+ 0.0 Q4- 1.0 72+ 1.0 71+ 1.0-100+ 0.0
5- 1.0 75+ 1.0 74+ 1.0109+ 1.0-1%+ 0.0
6- 1.0 78+ 1.0 79+ 1.0 80+ 1.0 81+ 1.0

-1%+ 0.0
7- 1.0 83+ 1.0 84+ 1.0110+ 1.0-1%+ 0.0
8- 1.0 86+ 1.0 87+ 1.0-1%+ 0.0
10- 1.0 93+ 1.0-1 + .
11- 1.0 94+ 1.0-1%+ 0.0
12- 1.0 95+ 1.0-1%+ 0.013- 1.0 96+ 1.0-100+ 0.0 f I14- 1.0 97+ 1.0-1%+ 0.015- 1.0 98+ 1.0-1%+ 0.0 I+ + 0.0 119+ 1.0 51- 1.0 56- .0 + . . I-1%+ 0.0
20+ 1.0 S2- 1.0 64- 1.0 62+ 1.0 57- 1.0-1%+ 0.0
21+ 1.0 65- 1.0 60- 1.0 70+ 1.0-1%+ 0.022+ 1.0 S3- 1.0 58- 1.0 66- 1.0 71- 1.0 I74- 1.0 73+ 1.0-1%+ 0.0 ,23+ 1.0 54- 1.0 59- 1.0 67- 1.0 72- 0.0 g78- 1.0 77+ 1.0 75- 1.0-100+ 0.0
24+ 1.0 109- 1.0110- 1.0 79- 1.0 82+ 1.068- 1.0 72- 1.0-1%+ 0.025+ 1.0 84- 1.0 89- 1.0 85+ 1.0 69- 1.0 xy
61- 1.0 80- 1.0-1%+ 0.0
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26+ 1.0 88+ 1.0 86- 1.0 90- 1.0 81- 1.0-100+ 0.0 g27+ 1.0 83- 1.0 91- 1.0 87- 1.0 92+ 1.0 .-100+ 0.0
19+ 51- 5Q: 55+5.1i-100+0.0
20+ 1.20 52- 1.0 64- 1.0 62+ 0.0 57- 1.0-100+ 0.0
21+ 1.20 65- 1.0 60- 1.0 70+ 0.0-100+ 0.022+ 1.20 53- 1.0 58- 1.0 66- 1.0 71- 1.074- 1.0 73+ 0.0-100+ 0.0
23+ 1.20 54- 1.0 59- 1.0 67- 1.0 72- 0.0 h
78- 1.0 77+ 0.0 75- 1.0-100+ 0.0
24+ 1.20 109- 1.0 110- 1.0 79- 1.0 82+ 0.068- 1.0 72- 1.0-100+ 0.0
25+ 1.20 84- 1.0 89- 1.0 85+ 0.0 6% 1.061- 1.0 80- 1.0-100+ 0.026+ 1.20 88+ 0.0 86- 1.0 90- 1.0 81- 1.0 5-100+ 0.0
27+ 1.20 83- 1.0 91- 1.0 87- 1.0 92+ 0.0 „.1Q+ Q Q _ .

112+ 1.0 113+ 1.0 156+ 1.0 55- 1.0 62- 1.0 _
70- 1.0 73- 1.0 77- 1.0 82- 1.0 85- 1.0 ‘1
88- 1.0 92- 1.0 93- 1.0 94- 1.0 95- 1.096- 1.0 97- 1.0 98- 1.0 99- 1.0-100+ 0.0

- .44800 144- 1.0 141- 1.0 150- 1.0 147+ 1.0138+ 1.0 120+ 1.0-100+ 0.0 .112- .56069 145- 1.0 142- 1.0 151- 1.0 148+ 1.0 J139+ 1.0 121+ 1.0-11X)+ 0.0
113- 1.0100 146- 1.0 143- 1.0 152- 110 112+ 1.11. . + .0112+ .44800-100+ 12.57 k _
112 + .56069- 100+ 14.01

+ .0100-100+ . _
156+ 1.0-100+ 999.00
144+ 1.0-200+ 4.290
150+ 1.0-200+ 0.030
147 + 1.0-200 + 4.670
145+ 1.0-200+ 8.900
151+ 1.0-200 + 0.020
148 + 1.0-200 + 8.972146+ 1.0-200+ 8.890 1152+ 1.0-200+ 0.180
149+ 1.0-200+ 9.820
138+ 1.0-100+ 900.0
139+ 1.0-100+ 900.0
140+ 1.0-100+ 900.0141+ 1.0-100+ 900.01142+ 1.0-100+ 900.0 1+ .

1%- 2 1.0 0.0
1

C 1+ 1.0-200 0.0¤ 1 Northeast (Grade A)€
31+ 1.0-200 0.0‘1' 1·.0514434057 3.020

. 24.0 .40 20
2 1.0 0.0
1,1 hmm ao East Northcentral
1

32+ 1.0-200 0.0
1-3077799674 2.520 ( G r a d EA2

1.0 0.0 .¤ r hc ntral3+ 1.0-21X) 0.0 NO t e
1::+ 1.0-200 0.0 (Grade A) Ö
1-.0(ß84(X)692 4.077

201 · 2 1.0
'1 .4+ 1,0.200 0,0 South At1ä|’]t”IC

134+ 1.0-200 0.0
1-4.7572613204 2.429 ( G r a d eA2

1.0 0.0 115+ hmm ao East Southcentra
135+ 1.0-200 0.0 11-18.3214280306 2.015 ( G T a d E A

1

¤ ou hcentral6+ 1.0-200 0.0 W e S t S t
136+ 1.0-2(X) 0.0 (GY‘öd€ A)
1-2780042768 2.529
2 1.0 0.0 •1 Mounta1n
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71+ 1.0200 0.00-. ..0000 0.0 (Grade A) .° 1-L4015570673 3.092
4.3 .095 20 .

1:+ mw M Southwest
’1I000...00‘ä§°°0.000 °‘° ( G '“ G G BAi

1.0 0.001+ 1.0200 0.0 Northwest
G r a d eA2

1.0 0.0..€+
..0000 0.0 East Northcentral

1013.14620;;:11002.520 °‘° ( B V G G G B ) G
2 1.0 0.0

11+ 1_M1„ M west Northcentral
103+ 1.0200 0.0 (Grade B)1-.04586299% 4.077

i 1.0 0.0 +1
11+ MM M East Southcentra

1041+ 1.0200 0.0 (Grade B)
1-69.8188536382 2.015
2 1.0 0.0

1;+ 1_M1„ M Nest Southcentral
10;+ 1.0200 0.0 (Grade B)

1~553.76929849992.529

1 1.0 0.0 _
11+ 1.0200 0.0 MOunta1n

l0iÄ4.2032|11(‘;-9Bs(()03.092 M ( B V a d BB2
1.0 0.0

1%. ,+,,00 M Southwest
‘°l300..00Ja‘ä0ä‘ä°00.000 °‘° ( B r G G GBä

1.0 0.0
1%+ 1.0200 0.0 Northwest

108+ 1.0200 0.0 (Grade B)1-3939180806 1723.358

1; 1 ° 1.0 -1.0 B
E 11+ 1_M1111 M Northeast

. Q . _ _
· . •

Ü GB
1I0 00-57.015 2.0(F.IU1d911.0 .046 20

2 1.0 -1.02111 mm M East Northcentral
74%

1.0
0.0

-56.350 2.0 U Gi ll
k )

,1:. ,.,,1,,, M Nest Northcentral*’; 0%% ..0 °·°..„.... ..0 ( Fl 0 1 a Mi 1102},.
,_.„,,., 0., South Atlantic _

.,1 ,+,2,,., M (Fluid Milk)
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2 1037.68 1.0 -59.263 2.0 n

ao East Southcentral
*2 {020%*2 0.0 °‘°.000.000 0.0 ( Fl U i d Mi l k Y

0 west Southcentral21+ 1.0-200 0.0
1.0 0.0-82.122 2.0 U i k)

0.0000 0.0 M¤U h C e i h 7ß LMW 00 (Fluid Milk)2 1414.93 1.0 -224.553 2.0

1 L M Southwest2%+ 1.0-200 0.0
482

1.0 0.0404.365 2.0 U 1 d
ll

k ) •

2% Lmw 20 Northwest‘2 {02222 ..0 °‘°.00..„.0 0.0 ( Fl U i d Mi l l< Y
120 1.0-200 0.01+ Butter123+ 1.0-200 0.0 -•

2 1003.00 -61.155 2.0

121 1.0-200 0.0 .1+ ‘ Nonfat Dry Milk124+ 1.0-200 0.0
2 200.55 1.0 -12.269 2.0

122+ 1.0-200 0.0 _
..0000 Cheese

2 540.34 1.0 -9.828 2.0

156 1.0-2(X) 0.0 .1+ Other Milk Products50+ 1.0-200 0.0 .
2 483.95 1.0 -6.302 2.0

<$· 22
126.0 31.2

4
\

3 52+ 1.0 56+ 1.0 63+ 1.0200 0.0 Northeast I
. . - .0 .2 ’2* 14gg2glY0 22*2 00 ‘*°

gv 22.0 .500 21 (Blend)
2 12.5866 -.0088 1.0

:2 126.0 24.1 l
752+ 1.0 64+ 1.057+ 1.0-200 0.0 East Northcentra 8

2.0 0.0 ( Bl E Tl Cl
24.0 .400 25

55+ L0.;00 0_0 West NÜY°thC€ntY°a]
33+ 1.0 65+ 020-200 0.02 -133.411 2.0 ( B 'I E nd ) 2

1 . .
22:6::;+ 0.3.0 56+ 1.0 66+ 1.0 71+ 1.0 74+ SOU C 7
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34+ 1.0 71+ 0g0-200 0.0
2 1037.68 1.0 · 9.263 2.0...6 <B‘¤¤d> .2 8.75Q -.0(l\4 |„Q „i_,__ ,

1 6.0 28.6
· 6

54+ 1.0 59+ 1.0 67+ 1.0 72+ 0.0 78+ E a S t75+ 1.0-200+ 0.0z Southcentval35+ 1.0 75+ 0.0-200 0.0
2 1080.35 1.0 -286.965 2.01.5 .10 30 (Blend)2 1.8824 -.0017 1.0

10*;+ 10 79+ 10110+ 1068+ 1072+ west I4m. „ · ‘ ' Southcentral2 836+ 1.0 79+ 0.0-200 0.0
2 1083.88 1.0 -82.122 2.0 d _

5.0 0.19 40
2 6.5992 -.0061 1.0

.84+ ~l.0 89+ 1.0 69+ 1.0 61+ 1.0 80+4w+ ao Mounta1n
2:1+ 1.0 84+ 0.0200 0.0 ( B] end )2 1414.93 1.0 -224.553 2.0

4.3 .095 20

286+ 1.0 00+ 1.0200 0.0 Southwest
2

38+ 1.0 86+ 0.0-200 0.0
2 1407.81 1.0 -104.365 2.0 d )

12.6 .11 20—%*““LEäääJ&————————————————————--......
3

83+ 1.0 87+ 1.0 91+ 1.0-200 0.0 Northwest2
39+ 1.0 91+ 0.0-200 0.0

2 1315.71 1.0 -324.543 2.0
3.6 .07 20 ( B 1 E n d )

2 2.0270 -.0015 1.0 . .
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E.3. Mathematzcal Programmrng System (MPS) Input Fzle (1982 Analyszs)
In tl•Is sectlon matrix generator outpd ( MPS Input) tlle for the 1982 analysls Is Illustrated. Readers should reter to the sectlon 2 In thts appendtx.

Constratnt rows up to 83 are maaugnusnted porttoa (see step 5 In E.2.3) and rows alter 83 are augmented portlon (see steps 6,7, and 8 In 1-1.2.3.).
// EXEC LP
//LP.SYSlN DD "PROGRAM

INITIALZ
TITLE (PILOT RUN 82DATA')
MOVE IXDATA,'BASE82A')
MOVE (XPBNAME,’DATA')
CONVERT (CHECKTSUMMARY')
SETUP1'MAX’)
MOVE (XOBJ,'OBJ’)
MOVE (XRHS,’DEMCAP')
TRANCOL
VARIFORM
SOLUTION
EXIT
PEND

//GO.SYS1N DD "NAME BASE82A
ROWS
N OBJ -G tX)1
G 002
G 003
G 004
G 005
G 006
G (X)7
G (X3
G (X)9
E 010
E 011 “
E 012
E 013
E 014
E 015
E 016

- E 017
E 018
E 019
E 020
L 021
L 022
L 023
L 024
L 025
L 026
L 027
L 028
L 029
L 030
L 031
L 032
L 033
L 034
L 035
L 036
L 037
L 038
L 039
L 040
L 041
L 042
L 043
L 044
L 045 ‘
L 046
L 047
L 048
L 049
L 050
L 051
L 052
L 053
L 054
L 055
L 056
L 057
L 058
L 059
L M0
L M1
L 062
L 063
L M4
L M5
L 066
L M7
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L 068
E 069
E 070 _
E 071 '
E 072
E 073
E 074
E 075
E 076
E 077
L 078
L 079
L M0
L M1
L M2
L 083
E 084
E M5
L 086
E M7
E 088
L M9
E 090
E 091
L 092
E 093
E 094
L 095
E 096
E 097
L 098
E 099
E 1(X!
L 101
E 102
E 103
L 104
E 105
E 106
L 107
E 1M
E 109
L 110
E 111
E 112
L 113
E 114
E 115
L 116
E 117
E 118
L 119
E 120
E 121
L 122
E 123
E 124
L 125
E 126
E 127
L 128
E 129
E 130
L 131
E 132
E 133
L 134
E 135
E 136
L 137
E 138
E 139
L 140
E 141 6 _
E 142
L 143
E 144
E 145
L 146
E 147
E 148 .
L 149
E 150
E 151
L 152
E 153
E 154
L 155
E 156
E 157
L 158
E 159
E 160
L 161
E 162
E 163
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L 164
E 165
E166.
L 167
E 168
E 169
L 170
E 171
E 172
E 173
E 174
E 175
E 176
E 177
E 178
E 179
E 180
E 181
E 182
E 183
E 184
E 185
E 186
E 187
E 188
E 189
E 190
E 191E192_
E193_
E 194
E 195
E 196
E 197

COLUMNS
Al 027 ·.1(X)000E+0l
Al M4 4-.100000E+01
A2 028 -.100000E+01
A2 M7 +.100000E+01
A3 029 -.100000E+01
A3 090 + .100000E+01
A4 030 -.100000E+01
A4 093 + .100000E+01
A5 031 ·.100000E+01
A5 M6 + .100000E+01
A6 032 -.1(X)000E+0l
A6 M9 + .100000E + 01

. A7 033 -.10(XX)0E+01
A7 102 + .100000E+01
A8 034 -.100000E+01
A8 105 + .100000E+01
A9 035 ·.100000E+01
A9 1M + .100000E+01
B2 036 •.1M000E+01
B2 111 + .100000E+01
B3 037 ~.10M(X)E+01
B3 114 + .100000E+01
B5 038 -.100000E+-01
B5 117 + .100000E + 01
B6 039 ·.10MOOE+01
B6 120 + .100000E+01
B7 040 ·.100000E+01
B7 123 +.10(X)00E+01
B8 041 •.1000(X)E+01
B8 126 + .100000E+01
B9 042 -.100000E+01
B9 129 + .100000E+01 '
F1 043 + .100000E+01
F1 052 +.l20000E+01_ F1 132 +.100000E+01
F2 044 + .100000E + 01
F2 053 +.120000E+01
F2 135 + .100000E + 01
F3 045 + .100000E+01
F3 054 + .120000E+01
F3 138 + .100000E+01
F4 046 + .100000E+01
F4 055 + .120000E+01
F4 141 + .100000E+01
F5 047 + .100000E + 01
F5 056 + .120000E+01
F5 144 + .100000E+01
F6 048 + .100000E+01
F6 057 + .120000E+01
F6 147 + .100000E + 01
F7 049 + .100000E+01F7 058 + .120000E + 01
F7 150 + .10MOOE + 01
F8 050 +.1000(X)E+01
F8 059 +.12(XXX)E+01
F8 153 + .10MME+01
F9 051 + .10(XXX)E+01
F9 060 + .1200(X)E+01
F9 156 +.100000E+0l

PA1 021 -.100000E+01
PA1 085 + .100000E+01
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PA1 M6 + .0
PA1 172 + .100000E+01
PA2 022 ·.1M000E + 01 _
PA2 M8 + .100MOE + O1
PA2 M9 + .0
PA2 175 + .10MME+01
PA3 023 ~.1dX)00E + 01
PAJ 091 + .10MOOE + 01 ‘
PA3 092 + .0
PAJ 178 + .100000E + 01
PA4 021 +.1000ME+01
PA4 024 + .100000E+01
PA4 M4 + .100MOE + O1
PA4 M5‘ + .0
PA4 181 +.1000ME+01
PAS 022 + .100000E + 01
PAS 024 -.10MOOE + O1
PAS 025 ·.1MOME + O1
PAS M7 + .10MOOE + O1PAS 098 + .0
PAS 184 + .1000ME + 01
PA6 023 + .100000E + 01
PA6 025 + .1M000E + 01
PA6 026 + .10MME + 01
PA6 100 + .10MOOE +01.
PA6 101 + .0
PA6 187 + .1MdX)E + 01
PA7 026 -.1M000E + 01 _
PA7 103 + .1MOME+ 01
PA7 104 + .0
PA7 190 + .100000E + 01
PA8 106 + .1dX)O0E+ 01PA8 107 + .0
PA8 193 + .1000ME + 01
PA9 109 + .1MMOE+ 01
PA9 110 +.0
PA9 196 + .1MOME + 01
PA9 198 + .1000ME + 01
PF1 M1 + .100000E + 01
PF1 133 -.100000E + 01
PF1 134 -.0
PF2 M2 + .1MOME + 01
PF2 136 -.1OMME+ 01
PF2 137 -.0
PF3 003 + .1M000E + 01
PF3 139 -.100MOE + 01
PF3 140 -.0
PF4 M4 + .100MOE + O1
PF4 142 -.1000ME + 01
PF4 143 -.0
PFS 005 + .100000E + 01
PF5 145 -.10MME+ 01
PFS 146 -.0
PF6 006 + .1000ME + 01
PF6 148 -.1000ME + 01
PF6 149 -.0
PF7 M7 + .10MOOE + 01
PF7 151 -.1MOME + O1
PF7 152 -.0
PF8 008 + .1MMOE + 01
PF8 154 -.1000ME + 01
PF8 155 -.0
PF9 009 + .100000E + O1
PF9 157 -.100000E + 01
PF9 158 -.0PM M1 -.1MMOE+ 01 . ‘
PM M2 -.1M000E + 01
PM M3 -.10000011 + 01
PM M4 -.1000ME + 01
PM M5 -.100000E + 01
PM dä -.1M000E + 01
PM 007 ·.1MMOE + O1
PM dä ·.1MOME + 01
PM 009 •.100MOE + 01
PM 010 ·.1d)000E +01
PM 011 -.10MME + 01
PM 012 -.1000ME + 01
PM 013 -.1M000E + 01
PM 014 ~.1MOME+ 01
PM 015 -.100000E + 01
PM 016 -.100MOE + 01
PM 020 + .100000E + 01
PM 169 + .1000ME + 01PM 170 +.0

A11 OBJ -.0
A11 027 +.100000E+01
A11 043 -.1000ME + 01
A11 052 -. 10MOOE + 01
A11 171 +.1MOME+01
A 11 172 + .0
A11 173 + .0
A12 OBJ ·.12l500E+02
A12 027 + .1000ME+ 01
A12 044 -.1M000E + 01
A12 053 -.1MMOE + 01
A12 174 + . ldX)ME + 01
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A14 OBJ -.1180(X)E + 02 l
A14 027 + .100000E +01
A14 046 ·. l1X)01X)E + 01 .A14 055 -.100000E + 01
A14 180 + . 10000011 + 01
A15 OB.! -.16840015 + 02
A15 027 + .10000015 + 01
A15 047 -.1(X)000E + 01
A15 056 -.100000E + 01
A15 183 + .1000001] + 01
AIM OB.! -.0
AIM 043 + .100000E + 01
AIM 052 + .0
AIM 061 ·.1001X)0E + 01
A21 OB.! -.121500E + 02
A21 028 + .100000E + 01
A21 043 -.100000E + 01
A21 052 -. I0(XX)0E + 01
A21 171 +.100000E+0I
A22 OBJ -.0.
A22 028 + .100000E + 01
A22 044 -.10000011 + 01
A22 053 -.100000E + 01
A22 174 + .10(X)00E + 01
A22 175 + .0A22 176 + .0
A24 OBJ -.169100E + 02
A24 028 + .100000E + 01
A24 046 -.10000015 +01.
A24 055 -.100000E + 01
A24 180 + .100000E + 01
A25 OB.! -.609000E + 01
A25 028 + .100000E + 01
A25 047 ·.100000E + 01
A25 056 ·.10(X)00E + 01
A25 183 + .1000(I)E + 01
A23 OB.! -.167700E + 02
A23 028 + .100000E + 01
A23 045 -.100000E + 01
A23 054 -.1(X)000E + 01
A23 177 + .10000011 + 01
A27 OB.! -.999900E +03
A27 028 + .10000015 + 01
A27 049 -.10000015 + 01
A27 058 -.11X)000E + 01
A27 189 + .100000E + 01 .
AZM OB.! -.0
AZM 044 + .1000(X)E + 01
AZM 053 + .0
AZM 061 -.1000wE + 01
A31 OBJ -.999900E + 03
A31 029 + .10000015 + 01
A31 043 -.100000E + 01
A31 052 + .100000E + 01
A31 171 + .1000lX)E + 01
A32 OB.! -.167700E + 02
A32 029 + .10000()E + 01
A32 044 -.100000E + 01
A32 053 -.1(X)000E + 01
A32 174 + .100(X)0E + 01
A33 OB.! -.0
A33 029 + .1000(X)E + 01
A33 045 -.10000015 + 01
A33 054 -.100(X>0E + 01
A33 177 + .10(XX)0E + 01
A33 178 + .0A33 179 + .0
A34 OB.! -.1978(X)E + 02
A34 029 + .10000015 + 01
A34 046 -.10000015 + 01
A34 055 -.100000E + 01
A34 180 + .100000E + 01
A35 OB.! -.168700E + 02
A35 029 + .100000E + 01
A35 047 -.10000015 + 01
A35 056 -.100000E + 01
A35 183 + .100000E + 01
A36 OB.! -.120800E + 02
A36 029 + .100000E + 01
A36 048 -.100000E + 01
A36 057 -.100000E + 01
A36 186 + .10000015 + 01
A37 OB.! -.999900E + 03
A37 029 + .100000E + 01
A37 049 -.100000E + 01
A37 058 -.10000015 + 01
A37 189 + .1<X)(X)0E + 01
AJM OB.! -.0
AJM 045 + .101XXX)E+ 01
AJM 054 + .0
A3M 061 -.1(XXXX)E + 01
A44 OB.! -.0
A44 030 + .11X)0(X)E + 01
A44 046 -.100000E + 01
A44 055 -.10000015 + 01
A44 180 + .10(XXX)E + 01
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A44 181 + .0
. A44 182 + .0

A46 OB.! -. 13970011 + 02 .
A46 030 + . 1(X!00015 + 01
A46 047 -.0
A46 048 -.1000(l)E + 01
A46 056 -.0
A46 057 -. 111100015 + 01
A46 183 + .0
A46 186 + .100000E + 01
A4M OBJ -.0
A4M 046 + .1(X)0(X)E + 01
A4M 055 + .0
A4M 061 -.100000E + 01
A54 OBJ -.784(X)0E + 01
A54 031 + .100000E + 01
A54 046 -.100000E + 01
A54 055 -.10000015 + 01
A54 180 + .100000E + 01
A55 OBJ -.0
A55 031 + .100000E + 01
A55 047 -. 10(X)001?. + 01
A55 056 -.100000E + 01
A55 183 + . l(X)000E + 01
A55 184 + .0
A55 185 + .0
A57 OB.! -.999900E + (II
ASM OB.! -.0
ASM 047 + .1000(X)E + 01
ASM 056 + .0
ASM 061 -.100000E + 01
A65 OB.! ·.1666(X)E + 02
A65 032 + . 101X)00E + 01
A65 047 -.100000E + 01
A65 056 -.100000E + 01
A65 183 + .1000wE + 01
A66 OB.! -.0
A66 032 + .1000(X)E +01
A66 048 -.10000011 + 01
A66 057 -.100000E + 01
A66 186 + .10000015 + 01
A66 187 . + .0
A66 188 + .0
A67 OB.! -.999900E + 03
A67 032 + .1000(X)E + 01
A67 049 -.100000E + 01
A67 058 -.100000E + 01 ·A67 189 + .100000E + 01
A68 OB.! -.999900E + 03
A68 032 + .10000015 + 01
A68 050 -.10000015 + 01
A68 059 -.10000015 + 01
A6M OBJ -.0
A6M 048 + .1(XXXX)E + 01
A6M 057 + .0
A6M 061 -.100(X)0E + 01
A79 OB.! -.131600E + 02
A79 033 + .100000E + 01
A79 051 -.100000E + 01
A79 060 -.10000015 + 01
A79 195 + .100000E + 01
A77 OB.] -.0
A77 033 + .100000E + 01
A77 049 -.1(X)000E + 01
A77 058 -.1(X)000E + 01
A77 189 + . 100(X!015 + 01
A77 190 + .0
A77 191 + .0
A7M OB.! -.0
A7M 049 + .1(X)(X)0E +01
A7M 058 + .0
A7M 061 -.10(XX)0E + 01
A88 OBJ -.0
A88 034 + .100000E + 01
A88 050 -.100000E + 01
A88 059 -.100000E + 01
A88 192 + .10000015 + 01
A00 193 + .0
A80 194 + .0
A89 OB.! -.120000E + 02
A89 034 + .100000E + 01
A89 051 -. 10000011 + 01
A89 060 -.100000E + 01
A89 195 + .100000E +01*
A8M OB.! -.0
A8M 050 + .100000E + 01
AOM 059 + .0
A8M 061 -.100(X!0E + 01
A97 OB.! -.131600E + 02
A97 035 + .100(X)0E + 01
A97 049 ~.1(XXX)0E + 01
A97 058 -.1(XXlX1E + 01
A97 189 + .100000E + 01
A98 OB.! -.120800E + 02
A98 035 + .10000011 + 01
A98 050 -.1(XXXX)E + 01
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A98 059 -.10(XXX)E+01
A9S 192 + .100000E + 01
A99 OBJ -.0 .A99 035 +.10(X)00E+01
A99 051 -.100000E+01
A99 060 -.100000E+01
A99 195 +.100000E+01A99 196 +.0
A99 197 + .0
A9M OBJ -.0
A9M 051 + .1000®E+01
A9M 060 + .0
A9M 061 ·.10001X)E+01
BZM OB.! -.0
BZM . 036 + .100(XX)E+01
BZM 061 •.100000E+01
BJM OBJ -.0
B3M 037 + .100000E+01
B3M 061 -.100000E+01
BSM OBJ -.0
BSM 038 + .100000E + 01
BSM 061 -.100000E+01
B6M OBJ -.0
B6M 039 + .100000E+01
B6M 061 -.1000(X)E+01
B7M OBJ -.0
B7M 040 + .100000E+01
B7M 061 -.100000E+01
BSM OBJ -.0
BSM 041 +.1000(X)E+01
BSM 061 •.100000E+01B9M OBJ -.0<
B9M 042 + .1(X10(X)E+01
B9M 061 ·.100000E+01
PB2 010 + .10000015+ 01 ·PB2 112 +.100000E+01
PB2 113 +.0
PB3 011 +.100000E+01
PB3 115 + .1000001·Z+01PB3 116 +.0
PBS 012 +.100000E+01
PBS 118 +.1000(X)E+01PBS 119 +.0
PB6 013 + .10(X)00E+01
PB6 121 + .100000E+01
PB6 122 +.0
PB7 014 + .100000E+01
PB7 124 +.l00000E+01 —
PB7 125 + .0
PBS 015 + .100000E + 01
PBS 127 + .100000E+01
PBS 128 +.0
PB9 ‘ 016 + .100tX)0E + 01
PB9 130 + .100000E + 01
PB9 131 + .0
AS6 OBJ -.144900E+02
A56 031 + .100000E + 01
A56 048 -.100000E+01
A56 057 -.100000E+01
AS6 186 +.100000E+01
A76 OBJ -.126000E + 02
A76 033 + .100000E+01
A76 048 -.100000E+01
A76 057 -.100000E+01
A76 186 + .100000E+01
M12 OBJ -.109620E+02
M12 061 +.100000E+01
M12 062 -.448000E+(X)
M12 (53 -.S60690E+00
M12 065 + .448000E+00 _
M12 066 + .S60690E+(X)
M3 OBJ -.759500E + 01
M3 061 +.100000E+01
M3 064 -.101000E+01
M3 067 + .101000E+01

YB 062 +.100000E+01
YB 159 + .100000E+01
YN 063 +.100000E+0l
YN 162 + .100000E+01YC 064 + .100000E+01
YC 165 + .100000E+01
PYB 017 +.100000E+01
PYB 160 + .100000E+01
PYB 161 +.0
PYN 018 + .100000E+0I
PYN 163 + .100000E + 01PYN 164 +.0
PYC 019 +.l(XX)00E+01‘
PYC 166 + .1(X)0lX>E+01
PYC 167 +.0
GDB OBJ + .143900E+M
GDB M2 +.11IXXX)E+01
GDB 078 +.1(X)000E+01
GDN OBJ + .906900E+02
GUN 063 + .100000E +01
GUN 079 + .1(X)0(X)E+0l
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GDC OB.! + .134650E + M
GDC 064 + .100000E + 01
GDC MO + .1000ME + 01 .GSB OB.! -.14390012 + M
GSB 062 -.100000E + 01
GSB M1 + .1000ME + 01
GSN OB.! ·.9M900E + 02
GSN 063 -.100000E +01'
GSN M2 + .100000E + 01
GSC OBJ -.134650E + M
GSC 064 -.100000E + 01
GSC M3 + .100000E + 01
BSB 062 ·.100000E + 01
BSB 069 + .100000E +01”
BSN M3 -.1M000E + 01
BSN 072 + .100000E + 01
BSC 064 -.100000E + 01
BSC 075 + .100000E + 01
ESB 062 + .100000E + 01
ESB 071 + .100000E + 01
ESN 063 + . l00000E + 01
ESN 074 + .100000E + 01
ESC M4 + .l0MOOE + 01
ESC M7 + .100000E + 01
IMB 062 -.100000E + 01
IMB 070 +.1000ME+01
IMN M3 ·.10MOOE + 01
IMN 073 +.l00000E+01
IMC 064 -.100000E + 01
IMC 076 + .1000ME + 01
M4 M1 + .100000E + 01
M4 M8 + .100000E + 01 _
M4 168 + .100000E + 01

YA01 OBJ -.757824E + 03
YA01 M4 -.240000E + 02
YA01 M5 -.953595E + 02
YA01 M6 + .100000E + 01
YA02 OB.! -.796612E+M
YA02 M4 -.244000E + 02
YA02 M5 -.985971E + 02
YA02 M6 + .100000E + 01
YAM OB.! -.836707E + M
YAM M4 -.248000E + 02
YAM M5 ·. 101889E + M
YA03 M6 + .100000E + 01 -YA04 OB.! -.878129E + M
YA04 M4 -.252000E + 02
YA04 M5 -.105236E + 03
YA04 M6 + .100000E + 01
YA05 OB.! -.920901 E + 03
YA05 M4 -.25600015 + 02
YA05 M5 -.1M638E + 03
YA05 M6 + . l00000E + 01
YAM OB.! -.965044E + M
YAM M4 -.2600ME + 02
YAM M5 -.l12M4E+M
YAM M6 + .100000E + 01
YA07 OB.! -.101058E + 04
YA07 M4 -.264000E + 02
YA07 M5 -.115605E + M
YA07 M6 + .100000E + 01
YAM OB.! -.105753E + 04
YAM M4 -.268000E + 02
YAM M5 -.119170E + M
YAM M6 + .100000E + 01
YAM OB.! -.110593E + 04
YAM M4 -.272000E + 02
YAM M5 -.122790E + M
YAM M6 + .100000E + 01
YA 10 OB.! -.115577E + 04
YA10 M4 -.275999E + 02
YA10 M5 -.126465E + 03
YA10 M6 + .100000E +01·
YA11 OB.! ·.l207IOE+04
YA11 M4 -.279999E + 02
YA11 M5 -.130195E+M
YA 11 086 + .100000E + 01
YA12 OBJ -.125994E·•·04
YA12 M4 -.283999E + 02
YA12 M5 -.133979E + 03
YA12 086 + .100000E + 01
YAI3 OBJ -. l31429E + 04
YAI3 M4 -.287999E + 02
YAI3 M5 •.l37818E + M
YA13 086 + .100000E + 01
YA14 OB.! -.I37019E-+04
YA14 M4 ·.29l999E+02
YA14 M5 ·.l4l712E+03
YA14 M6 + .100000E + 01
YAIS OBJ -.142767E + 04
YAIS M4 -.295999E + 02
YA15 M5 -.l45661E+03
YAIS 086 + .1(XX)00E + 01
YAl6 OB.! -.148673E + 04
YA 16 M4 -.299999E + 02
YA16 M5 -.149665E + M
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YA16 M6 + .10MME +0l
YA17 OB.! -.154740E + 04
YA17 M4 -.303999E + 02
YAI7 M5 -.153723E+03 ‘
YA17 M6 + .10000013 + 01
YA18 OB.! ·.160971E+04
YA18 M4 -.307999E + 02
YA18 M5 -. I57836E + 03
YA18 M6 + .100000E + 01
YA19 OB.! ·.l67368E+04
YA19 M4 -.311999E + 02
YA19 M5 -.l62004E+03
YA19 M6 + .100000E + 01
YA20 OB.! -.173932E + 04
YA20 M4 -.315999E + 02
YA20 M5 -.166227E + 03
YA20 M6 + .100000E + 01
YB01 OBJ -.831371E+03
YB01 M7 -.230000E + 02
YB0l M8 -.910893E + 02
YB01 M9 + .100000E + 01
YB02 OBJ -.877671E + 03
YB02 M7 -.235000E + 02
YB02 M8 -.94I163E+02
YB02 M9 + . 100000E + 01
YB03 OB.! -.925493E + 03
\’B03 M7 -.240000E + 02
YB03 M8 -.971767E + 02
YB03 M9 + .100000E + 01
YB04 OB.! -.97485415 + 03
YB04 M7 -.245000E + 02
YB04 M8 -.1(X)271E+03YB04 089 + .100000E + 01
YB05 OB.! -.102577E + 04
YB05 M7 -.250000E + 02
YB05 M8 -.103398E + 03
YBOS M9 + .100000E +01_
YB06 OB.! -.107825E +04
YB06 M7 -.255000E + 02
YB06 M8 -.10655715 + 03
YB06 089 + .100000E + 01
YB07 OBJ -.l132J3E+04
YB07 M7 -.260000E + 02
YB07 M8 ·. 109749E + 03
YB07 M9 + .100000E + 01
YBM OB.! -.118801E +04_
YBM M7 -.265000E + 02
YBM M8 -.112973E+03
YBM M9 + .100000E + 01
YB09 OB.! -.12453lE+-04
YB09 M7 -.270000E + 02
YB09 M8 -.1l6229E + 03
YB09 M9 + .100000E + 01
YB10 OB.! ·.13042SE+04
YB10 M7 -.275000E + 02
YB10 M8 ·.ll9516E+03
YBI0 M9 +.100000E+01
YBll OBJ -. 136483E + 04
YB11 M7 -.280000E + 02
YB11 M8 ·.122835E+03
YB11 M9 +.100000E+01
YB12 OB.! -.1427ME +04
YB12 M7 -.28500015 + 02
YB12 M8 -.126184E+03
YBl2 M9 +.100000E+0l
YB13 OB.! ·.149102E+04
YB13 M7 -.290000E +02
YB13 088 -.129564E + 03
YB13 M9 + .100000E + 01
YB14 OB.! -.155665E + 04
YB14 M7 -.295000E + 02
YB14 M8 -. i32975E + 03
YB14 M9 + .100000E + 01
YBIS OB.! -.162400E + 04
YB15 M7 -.300000E + 02
YB15 M8 -.l36416E+03
YB15 089 +.100000E+01
YB16 OB.! -.169307E +04
YBl6 M7 -.305000E + 02
YB16 M8 -.139887E + 03
YB16 089 +.100000E+01
YBI7 OB.! -.176389E+04
YBI7 M7 -.310000E + 02
YB17 M8 -.143387E + 03
YB17 M9 + .100000E + 01
YB18 OBJ -.183647E + 04
YB18 M7 -.315000E +02
YBI8 M8 -.146917E + 03
YD18 M9 + . IMMOE + 01
YB19 OB.! -.19lM1E+04
YBI9 M7 -.320000E + 02
YB19 M8 -.150476E +03
YB19 M9 + .100(X)0E + 01
YB20 OB.! -.198695E + 04
YB20 M7 -.325000E + 02
YB20 M8 -.15406SE + 03
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YB20 089 + .1(X)0(X)E +01
YC01 OBJ -.253708E + 03 .
YC01 090 -.124000E + 02 .YC01 091 -.834169E + 02
YC01 092 + .100000E+ 01
YC02 OBJ -.263868E + 03
YC02 090 -.125200E + 02
YC02 091 -.859257E + 02
YC02 092 + .100000E+01
YC03 OBJ ·.274J33E + 03
YC03 090 -.126400E + 02
YC03 091 -.884852E + 02
YC03 092 + .100000E + 01
YC04 OBJ -.285107E+ 03
YC04 090 ~.127600E + 02
YC04 091 -.9109571-Z + 02
YC04 092 + .100000E + 01
YC05 OBJ •.296l98E + 03
YC05 090 -.128800E + 02
YC05 091 -.937576E + 02
YC05 092 + .100000E + 01
YC06 OBJ -.307611E + 03
YC06 090 ·.130000E +02
YC06 091 -.964714E + 02
YC06 092 + .100000E + 01
YC07 OBJ -.3193531] + 03
YC07 090 -.13120015 + 02
YC07 091 -.992379E + 02
YC07 092 + .10000015 +01_
YC08 OBJ -.331430E + 03
YC08 090 -.132400E + 02
YC08 091 -.102057E+03_
YCM 092 + .100000E + 01
YC09 OBJ -.343849E + 03
YC09 090 -.133600E + 02
YC09 091 -.104931E+03
YC09 092 + .100000E + 01
YC10 OBJ -.356615E + 03
YC10 090 -.134800E +02
YC10 091 -.107858E + 03
YC10 092 +.1(X)000E+01
YC11 OBJ -.36973611 + 03
YC11 090 —.136000E+02
YC11 091 -.1108391]+03
YC11 092 +.100000E+01
YC12 OBJ -.383219E+-03
YCl2 090 -.13720015 +02·
YC12 091 -.113876E+03
YC12 092 +.100000E+01
YC13 OBJ -.397069E + 03
YC13 090 -.13840015 + 02
YC13 091 -.116969E+03
YC13 092 +.l00000E+01
YC14 OBJ -.411Z94E+03
YC14 090 -.139600E + 02
YC14 091 ~.1201l8E+03
YC14 092 +.100000E+01
YC15 OBJ -.425900E + 03
YC15 090 -.140800E + 02
YC15 091 -.123324E + 03
YC15 092 +.1(X)000E+01
YC16 OBJ -.440893E+03
YC16 090 -.142000E + 02
YC16 091 -.1265861]+03
YC16 092 +.100000E+01
YC17 OBJ -.45628215 + 03
YC17 090 ,-.143200E+02
YC17 091 ·. 129907E + 03
YC17 092 +.100000E+01
YC18 OBJ -.47209415 + 03
YC18 090 -.14440015 + 02
YC18 091 -.133286E + 03
YC18 092 +.100000E+01
YC19 OBJ -.488274E+03
YC19 090 -.14560015 + 02
YC19 091 -.136724E + 03
YC19 092 +.l00000E+01
YC20 OBJ -.504889E + 03
YC20 090 -.14680015 + 02
YC20 091 -.140220E + 03
YC20 092 + .100000E + 01
YD01 OBJ -.864623E+02
YD01 093 -.33000015 + 01
YD01 094 -.636415E+ 02
YD01 095 + .100000E + 01
YD02 OBJ -.103243E+03
YD02 093 -.355000E + 01
YD02 094 -.70641515 + 02
YD02 095 + .100000E + 01
YD03 OBJ ·.121801E+03
YD03 093 -.380000E + 01
YD03 094 -.77856415 + 02
YD03 095 + .100000E + 01
YD04 OBJ -.142189E + 03
YD04 093 ·.405(XX)E + 01
YD04 094 -.852781E+02
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YDO4 095 + . l000(X)E + Ol
YDO5 OBJ -.164456E + 03
YDO5 093 -.430000E + Ol .YD05 094 -.928987E + O2
YDO5 095 + .l(X)000E + Ol
YD06 OBJ -.l88654E + O3
YD06 093 -.455000E + Ol
YDM 094 -. I(X77 IZE + O3
YDO6 095 + . IOOOOOE + Ol
YD07 OBJ -.2l4828E+O3
YD07 093 -.48000OE + Ol
YD07 094 -. lO87 IZE + 03
YD07 095 + . IOOOOOE + Ol
YDO8 OBJ -.243025E + O3
YDN 093 -.505000E + Ol
YDN 094 -. I16892E + O3
YD08 095 + . I000(X)E + Ol
YD09 OBJ -.273289E + 03
YD09 093 -.530000E + OI
YD09 094 -. l25249E +03
YD09 095 + .l00000E+Ol
YDl0 OBJ -.305664E + 03
YDIO 093 -.555000E + Ol
YDIO 094 ·.l33776E + 03
YDIO 095 + . l00000E + Ol
YDII OBJ -.340l9lE + O3
YDII 093 -.58000OE + Ol
YDII 094 -. I42469E + 03
YDII 095 +.lO0OO0E+Ol
YDIZ OBJ ·.3769l2E +03
YDII 093 -.605000E + Ol
YDII 094 -.I5l326E+O3_
YDIZ 095 +.lOO0O0E+Ol
YDl3 OBJ -.415867E + O3YDI3 093 ·.630000E + Ol
YDI3 094 -. l6034OE + 03
YDl3 095 +.l00000E+0I
YDI4 OBJ -.457095E + 03
YDI4 093 -.655000E + Ol
YDI4 094 —.l69509E + 03
YDI4 095 + .l00000E +0l
YDl5 OBJ -.500635E + O3
YDI5 093 -.680000E + Ol
YDl5 094 -.l7883OE + 03
YDl5 095 + . IOOOOOE + Ol
YDI6 OBJ -.546523E + 03YDl6 093 -.705000E + Ol
YDI6 094 -. l88298E + 03
YDI6 095 +.l00O00E+0l
YDI7 OBJ -.594795E + 03
YDI7 093 -.730000E + Ol
YDI7 094 ·.l979l2E+O3
YDI7 095 +.lO0O00E+Ol '
YDI8 OBJ -.64549OE + 03
YDI8 093 -.755000E + Ol
YDl8 094 -.207668E + 03
YDIB 095 + . IOOOOOE + Ol
YDI9 OBJ -.698642E + O3
YDI9 093 -.780000E + Ol
YDI9 094 -.2l7564E+03
YDI9 095 + . IOOOOOE + Ol
YDZO OBJ -.754283E +03
YD20 093 -.805000E + Ol
YD20 094 -.2Z7597E + 03
YD20 095 + .lO00O0E+0l
YEOI OBJ ·. I56564E + 03
YEOI 096 -.290000E + Ol
YEOI 097 -.l08785E + O3
YEOI 098 + .l00000E + Ol
YEO2 OBJ -.166508E + 03
YE02 096 -.299000E + Ol
YE02 097 ·.lI22l2E+03
YE02 098 + . IOOOOOE + Ol
YE03 OBJ -.l76762E + 03
YE03 096 -.308000E + Ol
YE03 097 ·.ll564lE+(B
YE03 098 + . IOOOOOE + Ol
YE04 OBJ ~.l87324E +03
YE04 096 -.317000E + Ol
YE04 097 ·.Il9072E+O3
YE04 098 + . lO0000E + Ol
YEO5 OBJ -.l98l9-IE + O3
YE05 096 -.326000E + Ol
YE05 097 -.122504E + 03
YE05 098 + . IOOOOOE + Ol
YEM OBJ -.209374E + O3
YEO6 096 ·.335000E + Ol
YEO6 097 -.l25937E + O3
YEO6 098 + . l00(X)0E + Ol
YE07 OBJ -.220863E + O3
YE07 096 -.343999E + Ol
YE07 097 ·. l29372E + 03
YE07 098 + .100000E + Ol
YEM OBJ -.23266lE+O3
YE08 096 ·.352999E + Ol
YEN 097 -.132808E + 03
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YEM 098 + .100(XX)E + Ol
YEM OBJ -.244768E + 03
YE09 M6 -.361999E+ 01 .YEM M7 -.136245E + 03
YE09 098 + .100000E + 01
YEIO OBJ -.257185E+03
YE10 M6 -.37099915 + 01
YEIO M7 -. 1396841:1 + 03
YE10 M8 4·.100000E+01
YE1l OBJ -.2699l1E+03
YE11 M6 -.37999915 4- 01
YE11 M7 -.143124E+03
YE11 M8 + .100000E 4- 01
YEIZ OBJ ·.282947E+03
YE12 M6 ·.388999E4-01
YE12 M7 •.l46565E+O3 .
YE12 M8 + .100000E + 01
YE13 OBJ -.296293E+ 03
\'El3 M6 -.397999E 4- 01
YE13 M7 -. 15000815 +03.YE13 098 + .100000E + 01
YE14 OBJ -.3M948E + O3
YE14 M6 -.406999E + 01
YE14 M7 -.153451E 4- O3
YE14 M8 +.100000E+0l
YEIS OBJ -.323914E + O3
YE15 M6 ·.415999E+O1
YE15 M7 ·.156896E+O3
YE1S M8 4- .100000E + 01
YE16 OBJ -.338 111915 + 03
YE16 M6 -.424999E + 01
YE16 M7 -.160042E+03 _ _YE 16 M8 + .100000E + O1
YE17 OBJ -.352775E + 03
YE17 096 -.43399915 + 01
YE17 M7 -.163789E + 03
YE17 M8 +.100000E+01
YE18 OBJ -.367671E + 03
YE18 M6 -.442999E 4- 01
YE18 097 •.167237E 4- 03
YE 18 098 + .100000E + O1• YE19 OBJ -.382878E + 03
YE19 M6 -.451999E+01
YE19 097 -.170686E 4- 03
YE19 M8 + .100000E +01-
YE20 OBJ -.39839515] + 03
YE20 M6 ~.46M98E + 01
YE20 M7 -.174136E + 03
YE20 M8 + .100000E 4- 01
YF01 OBJ -.162858E + 03
YF01 M9 -.500000E + 01
YFOI lm -.873733E + 02
YF01 101 +.100(XX)E+01
YF02 OBJ -.17896615 + 03 .
YF02 M9 •.5l9000E + 01
YF02 100 -.8720*711-Z + O2
YF02 101 + .1000001:1 + O1
YFO3 OBJ -.196002E +03
YFO3 M9 -.538000E + 01
YF03 1M -.92135515 4- 02
YF03 101 + .100000E + O1
YF04 OBJ -.21398315 + 03
YF04 M9 „ -.557000E + O1
YF04 100 -.971569E + 02
YF04 101 + .100000E+O1
YF05 OBJ -.232927E + 03
YFOS M9 -.576000E +01
YFOS 111) -.102270E + 03
YFOS 101 + .100000E 4- 01
YFI5 OBJ -.252852E + O3
YF06 M9 -.59$(X)0E + 01
YF06 100 -.107473E + 03
YF06 101 + .100000E+O1
YF07 OBJ -.27377215 +03
YF07 099 -.614000E + 01
YF07 100 -.112764E + 03
YF07 101 +.100000E+01
YF08 OBJ -.295707E + 03
YF08 099 -.633000E + 01
YF08 100 -.118|4JE4-03
YF08 101 + .100000E4-01
YFM OBJ -.318672E + 03
YFM M9 -.652000E + 01
YFM 100 -.123607E + O3
YFM 101 + .100000E + 01
YF1O OBJ -.342683E + 03
YF1O M9 -.671000E + 01
YF10 1(X) -.129l57E+03
YF10 101 +.100000E-•-01
YFII OBJ -.367757E + 03
YF11 M9 -.6900ME + 01
YF11 100 ·.134791E4-03
YF11 101 +.100000E+01
YF12 OBJ -.393909E + 03
YF12 099 -.709000E + 01
YF12 100 -.14050711 + 03
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YF12 101 +.10(XXX)E+01
YF13 OBJ ·.421155E+03
YF13 099 -.72799912 + 01 .
YF13 100 -.14630SE+ 03
YFU 101 + .1000001: + 01 ,
YF14 OBJ -.449510E + 03
YF14 099 -.746999E +01
YF14 1(X) -.152183E+03
YF14 101 +.100000E+01
YF15 OBJ -.478990E + 03
YF15 099 -.765999E + 01
YFIS 100 -.15814215 +03
YF15 101 + .10000012 +01
YF16 OBJ -.50960915 + 03
YF16 099 -.784999E + 01
YF16 100 -.164179E + 03
YF16 101 +.100000E+01
YF17 OBJ -.541382E + 03YF17 099 -.803999E + 01
YF17 100 -.170293E + 03
YF17 101 +.100000E+01
YF18 OBJ -.574325E + 03
YF18 099 -.822999E + 01
YF18 100 -.176485E + 03
YF18 101 +.100000E+01
YF19 OBJ -.608451E+03
YF19 099 -.84199912 + 01
YF19 100 -.182752E + 03
YF 19 101 + .10000015 + 01
YF20 OBJ -.6·43776E + 03
YF20 099 -.860999E + 01
YF20 100 -.189095E + 03
YF20 101 +.100000E+01
YG01 OBJ -.127437E+03
YG01 102 -.43000015 + 01
YG01 103 -.916358E + 02
YG01 104 + .100000E + 01
YG02 OBJ -.136345E + 03
YG02 102 -.439500E + 01
YG02 103 -.959222E + 02
YG02 104 + .10000015 + 01
YG03 OBJ . ·.145665E+03
YG03 102 -.449000E + 01
YG03 103 -.100311E+03
YG03 104 + .100000E + 01
YG04 OBJ -. 15540715 + 03
YG04 102 -.458500E + 01
YG04 103 -.10480215 + 03
YG04 104 + .100000E + 01
YG05 OBJ -.16558015 + 03
YGOS 102 -.46800015 + 01
YG05 103 •.109396E + 03
YGOS 104 + .100000E + 01
YG06 OBJ -.17619SE + 03
YG06 102 -.477500E + 01
YG06 103 -.114093E + 03
YG06 104 + .100000E + 01
YG07 OBJ -.187261E+03
YG07 102 -.487000E + 01
YG07 103 -. 1 1889412 + 03
YG07 104 + .100000E + 01
YGN OBJ -.198789E + 03
YG08 102 -.496500E + 01
YG08 103 -.123798E+ 03
YG08 104 + .100000E + 01
YG09 OBJ -.210786E +03
YG09 102 -.505999E + 01
YG09 103 ·.12880SE +03
YG09 104 + .100000E + 01
YG10 OBJ -.223265E+ 03
YG10 102 ·.515499E+01
YG10 103 -.133916E+03
YG10 104 +.1(X)000E+01
YG11 OBJ -.236233E+03
YG11 102 -.524999E + 01
YG11 103 -.139130E +03
YG11 104 +.100000E+01
YG12 OBJ -.2497021-Z + 03
YG12 102 -.534499E + 01
YG12 103 -.144449E+03
YG12 104 +.100000E+01
YG13 OBJ -.263681 E + 03
YG13 102 -.543999E + 01
YG13 103 -.149872E + 03
YG13 104 + . 10000015 + 01
YG14 OBJ -.278181E + 03
YG14 102 -.553499E + 01
YG14 103 -.15540015 +03
YG14 104 + .100000E+01
YG15 OBJ -.293210E+03
YG15 102 -.562999E + 01
YG15 103 ·.161032E+03
YG15 104 +.l00000E+01
YG16 OBJ -.308781E+ 03
YG16 102 -.572499E + 01
YG16 103 ·. 166769E +03
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YG16 104 +.10(XXI)E+01
YG17 OBJ -.324900E + 03
YG17 102 -.581999E + 01 .YG17 103 -.172610E + 03
YG17 104 +.100000E+01
YG18 OBJ -.341S80E+03
YG18 102 ·.591499E + 01
YGIS 103 ·.178557E + 03
YG18 104 +.100000E+01
YG19 OBJ -.35882915 + 03
YG19 102 -.600999E +01
YG19 103 -.18460915 + 03
YG19 104 +.100000E+01
YG20 OBJ -.376658E + 03
YG20 . 102 -.61049915 + 01
YG20 103 -. I90766E + 03
YG20 104 + .100000E+01
YH01 OBJ -. I98763E + 03
YH01 105 -.12600015 + 02
YH01 106 -.868405E + 02
YH01 107 + .1(XX)(X)E + 01
YH02 083 -.20ß5%E + 03
YH02 105 ·.1Z7100E + 02
YH02 106 -.903087E + 02
Y1102 107 + .100000E +01
YH03 OBJ ·.218635E + 03
YH03 105 -.128200E +02
YH03 1% ·.938836E + 02
YH03 107 + .10000015 + 01
YH04 OBJ -.229165E + 03
YH04 105 -.129300E + 02
YH04 106 -.97567815 +02_
YH04 107 + .100000E + 01
YH05 OBJ -.240104E + 03
YH05 105 -. 1304001-1 + 02
YH05 1% ·. I01363E + 03
YH05 107 + .100000E + 01
YH06 OBJ -.251469E+ 03
YH06 105 -.131500E +02‘ YH% 106 -.105273E + 03
YH% 107 + .100000E + 01
YH07 OBJ -.263267E + 03
YH07 105 -.13260015 + 02
YH07 106 -.109298E + 03
YH07 107 + .100000E + 01
YH08 OBJ -.275518E +03
YH08 105 -.13370015 + 02
YH% 106 -.11344215 + 03
YH08 107 + . 10000015 + 01
YH09 OBJ -.28823015 + 03
YH09 105 ·.134800E + 02
YH09 1% -.117708E+ 03
Y1109 107 + .100000E + 01
YH10 OBJ -.30141815 + 03
YH10 105 -.135900E + 02
Y1110 106 ·.122098E+03
YH10 107 +.1000lX)E+01
YHII OBJ ~.315096E+03
YH11 105 -.137000E + 02
YH11 106 -.126613E+03
YH11 107 +.100000E+0l
YHl2 OBJ -.32927815 + 03
YH12 105 -.1381mE + 02
YH12 106 -.131258E + 03
YH12 107 +.100000E+01
YH 13 OBJ -.343978E + 03
YH13 105 -.139200E + 02 ,YHI3 1% -.13603SE + 03
YH13 107 +.100000E+01
YH14 OBJ -.35921015 + 03
YH14 105 -.140300E + 02
YH14 1% -.14094415 + 03
YH14 107 + .10000015 + 01

· YH15 OBJ -.374990E + 03
YH15 105 -.141400E + 02
YH15 106 -.14599115 + 03
YH15 107 + .100000E + 01
YH16 OB.! -.39133315 + 03
YH16 105 -.142500E + 02
YH16 106 -.151178E + 03
Y1-{16 107 +.100000E+01
YH17 OBJ -.408254E + 03
YH17 105 -.14360015 + 02
YH17 106 ·.156S07E+03
YH17 107 +.100000E+01
YHIB OBJ -.425771E +· 03
YH18 105 -.144700E + 02
YH18 1% -.161981E+03YH18 107 +.1000001-1+01
YH19 OBJ -.443896E + 03
YH19 _ 105 -.1458wE + 02
YH19 1% -.167603E + 03
YH 19 107 + .100000E + 01YH20 OBJ -.462647E + 03
Y1120 105 -.146900E + 02
YH20 1% -.173375E + 03
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YH20 107 + .1(XXXX)E + 01
YI01 OBJ -.944560E + 02
YI01 IM ~.36000()E + 01 .
YI01 109 -.881064E + 02
YI01 110 +.100000E+01
YI02 OBJ -.100766E + 03
Y102 1M -.367000E + 01
YI02 109 -.921995E + 02
YI02 110 +.100000E+01
Y103 OBJ -.107366E + 03
Y103 1M -.374000E + 01
YI03 109 -.964002E + 02
YI03 110 +.100000E+01
YIO4 OBJ ·.114265E + 03
YI04 1M -.381000E + 01
YI04 109 -.100709E + 03
YIO4 110 +.100000E+01
YIOS OBJ -.121468E + 03
YI05 1M -.388000E + 01
YIOS 109 ·.105126E +03
YIOS 110 + .100000E+01
YI06 OBJ -.12898515 + 03
YI06 108 -.395000E + 01
YI06 109 -.109654E + 03
YI06 110 +.100000E+01
YI07 OBJ -.136822E + 03
YI07 1M -.4020(X)E + 01
YI07 109 -.114291E+03
YI07 110 + .100000E + 01
YIM OBJ ·. 144988E + 03
YIM 1M -.409000E + 01
YIM 109 -.11903915 + 03
YIM 110 + .1(I)000E +01I
Y109 OBJ -.153490E + 03
YI09 1M -.416000E + 01
YI09 109 -.123899E +03
YI09 110 +.100000E+01
YI10 OBJ -.162336E + 03
YI10 1M -.423000E + 01
YI10 109 -.128871E+03
YI10 110 +.100000E+01
YI11 OBJ -.171535E+03
YI11 108 -.430000E + 01
YI11 109 ~. 1339571-] + 03
YI11 110 +.100000E+01
YI12 OBJ -.181093E+03
YI12 1M -.437000E + 01
YI12 109 ·. 139156E + 03
YI12 110 +.10()000E+01
YI13 OBJ -.191019E+03
YI13 108 -.444000E + 01
YI13 109 -.144469E+ 03
YI13 110 +.100000E+01
YII4 OBJ -.201321E + 03
YI14 108 -.451000E + 01
YI14 109 -.149897E + 03
YI14 110 +.100000E+01
YI1S OBJ -.212008E + 03
YI15 108 -.458000E + 01
YI15 109 -.155441E +03
YIIS 110 +.1(X)000E+01
YI16 OBJ -.223086E + 03
YI16 1M -.465000E + 01
YII6 109 -.161l02E+03
Yl16 110 +.100000E+01
YI17 OBJ -.234564E + 03
YI17 108 -.471999E + 01
YI17 109 -.166879E + 03
YI17 110 +.100000E+01
YI18 OBJ -.246452E + 03
YI18 108 -.479000E + 01
YI18 109 -.172773E + 03
YI18 110 + .100000E + 01

- YI19 OBJ _ -.258755E+03
YI19 1M -.485999E +01
YI19 109 -.178786E + 03
YI19 110 +.100000E+01
YI20 OBJ -.271484E +03
Y120 1M -.492999E + 01
YI20 109 -.18-491815+03
YI20 110 +.100000E+01
YJ01 OBJ -.214441E +03
YJ01 111 -.600000E+01
YJ01 112 ~.9(X)6S1E+ 02
YJ01 113 + .100000E + 01
YJ02 OBJ -.22587815 + 03
YJ02 111 ·.612500E+01
YJ02 112 -.929326E + 02
YJ02 113 + . 1(I)00015 + 01
YJ03 OBJ -.237675E + 03
YJ03 111 -.625000E + 01
YJ03 112 -.958307E + 02
YJ03 113 +.1(XXXX)E+01
YJ04 OBJ -.249836E + 03
YJ04 111 -.637500E + 01
YJ04 112 -.987588E + 02
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YJ04 113 + .100000E + 01
Y.105 OBJ -.262365E + 03
YJ05 111 -.65000015 +01.
YJ05 112 -.101717E + 03
YJ05 113 + .100000E+01
YJ06 OBJ -.275267E + 03
YJ06 111 -.66250015 + 01
YJ06 112 -.104705E + 03
YJ06 113 + .100000E + 01
YJ07 OBJ -.28854315 + 03
YJ07 111 -.675000E + 01
YJ07 112 -.107723E+03
YJ07 113 + .10000015 + 01
YJ08 OBJ -.302199E + 03
YJN 111 -.687500E + 01
Y.108 112 -.11077015 + 03
Y.108 113 + .100000E+01
YJ09 OBJ -.316237E + 03
YJ09 111 -.700000E + 01
YJ09 112 -.11384511 +.03
YJ09 113 + .10000015 + 01
YJ10 OBJ -.33066215 + 03
YJ10 111 ~.712500E+01
YJ10 112 -.1169501-] + 03
YJ10 113 +.1(X)000E+01
YJ11 OBJ -.345476E + 03
YJ11 111 -.725000E+01
YJ11 112 -.120083E+03
YJ11 113 +.100000E+01
YJ12 OBJ -.360683E + 03
YJ12 111 -.737500E+01
YJ12 112 -.123244E+03 _YJ12 113 +.100000E+01
YJ13 OBJ -.376288E + 03
YJ13 111 -.750000E+01
YJ13 112 -.126433E+03
YJ13 113 +.100000E+01
YJ14 OBJ -.392293E+ 03
YJ14 111 -.762500E + 01
YJ14 112 -.129650E +03
YJ14 113 +.100000E+01
YJ15 OBJ —.408701E+03 •
YJ 15 111 -.775000E + 01
YJ15 112 -.132894E+03
YJ15 113 +.100000E+01
YJ16 OBJ -.425518E + 03
YJ 16 111 -.78750015 + 01
YJ16 112 —.136166E+03
YJ16 113 +.100000E+01
YJ17 OBJ -.442744E + 03
YJ17 111 -.800000E+01
YJ17 112 ·.139464E+03
YJ17 113 +.100000E+01
YJ18 OBJ -.460385E +03.
YJ18 111 -.812500E+01
YJ18 112 -.142790E +03 '
YJ18 113 +.100000E+01
YJ19 OBJ -.47844315 + 03
YJ19 111 •.825000E+01
YJ19 112 -.146143E+0J
YJ19 113 +.100000E+01
YJ20 OBJ -.496921E + 03
YJ20 111 -.837500E.+01 .
YJ20 112 -.149521E-+03
YJ20 113 + .100000E + 01
YK01 OB.! -.16044215 + 03
YK01 114 -.740000E + 01
YK01 115 -.883949E + 02
YK01 116 + .100000E+01
YK02 OBJ -.166721E + 03
YK02 114 -.747000E + 01
YK02 115 -.909933E + 02
YK02 116 + .100000E+01
YK03 OBJ -.17318215 + 03
YK03 114 -.7540005 + 01
YK03 115 -.936426E + 02
YK03 116 +.100000E+01
YK04 OBJ -. 179832E + 03
YK04 114 ~.761000E+01
YK04 115 -.963435E + 02
YK04 116 +.100000E+01
YK05 08.1 -.186672E +03
YK05 114 -.76800011 + 01
YK05 115 -.990965E+02
YK05 116 +.100000E+01
YK06 OBJ -.193706E + 03
YK06 114 -.775000E + 01
YK06 115 -.101902E+ 03
YK06 116 + .100000E + 01
YK07 OBJ -.20093915 + 03
YK07 114 ·.782000E + 01
YK07 115 -.1047611]+03
YK07 116 +.10(X)00E+01
YK08 OBJ -.206374E + 03
YK08 114 -.789000E + 01
YKN 115 -.10767315 +03
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YKM 116 +.1000(X)E+01
YK09 OBJ ·.216015E+03
YK09 114 -.796000E +01_
YK09 115 ·.110640E+03
YK09 116 +.100000E+01 _
YK10 OBJ -.22386515 +03
YK10 114 -.803000E + 01
YK10 115 -.113661E+03
YK10 116 +.100000E+01
YK11 OBJ -.23192915-+03
YK11 114 -.810000E + 01
YK11 115 ·.116738E+03
YK11 116 +.100000E+01
YK12 OBJ -.240210E+03
YK12 114 -.817000E +01
YK12 115 -.119870E + 03
YK12 116 +.100000E+01
YK13 OBJ -.248711E+03
YK13 114 -.824000E + 01
YK13 115 -.123058E+03
YK13 116 + .10000015 + 01
YK14 OBJ -.257438E + 03
YK14 114 -.831(X)0E+01
YK14 115 ·.126303E+03
YK14 · 116 +.100000E+01
YK15 OBJ -.26639515 + 03
YK15 114 ~.838000E+01

. YK15 115 -.129605E +03
YK15 116 +.100000E+01
YK16 OBJ -.27558515 +
03‘

YK16 114 -.845000E+01
YK16 115 -.132966E+03
YK16 116 +.10lX)00E+01 ’
YK17 OBJ ·.285011E+03
YK17 114 -.85199915 +01
YK17 115 -.13638415-HD
YK17 116 +.100000E+01
YK18 OBJ ·.Z94679E + 03
YK18 114 ·.858999E+01
YK18 115 ·.139861E+03
YK18 116 + .1001X)0E +01
YK19 OBJ -.304593E + 03
YK19 114 -.865999E+01
YK19 115 ~.143398E+03
YK19 116 +.100000E+01
YK20 OBJ -.314757E + 03
YK20 114 -.872999E+01
YK20 115 -.14699515 +03
YK20 116 +.100000E-1-01
YL01 OBJ -.249429E + 02
YI.01 117 -.600000E+(X)
Y1.01 118 -.837667E + 02
YL01 119 +.1000001’Z+01
YL02 OBJ -.25617615 + 02
YL02 117 -.608000E + 00
YL02 118 -.8490041-] + 02
YL02 119 + .100000E + 01
YL03 OBJ -.263013E + 02
YL03 117 ~.616000E+(X)
YL03 118 ·.860343E + 02
YL03 119 +.100000E+01
YL04 OBJ -.26994115 + 02
YL04 117 -.62400012 + (X)
YL04 118 -.87168515 + 02YL04 119 +.100000E+01
YL05 OBJ -.27696015 + 02
YL05 117 -.632000E + 00
YL05 118 -.88303015 + 02
YL05 119 +.100000E+01
YL06 OBJ -.28407015 + 02
YL06 117 -.64000015 + 00
YL06 118 -.894376E + 02
YL06 119 + .100000E+01
YL07 OBJ -.291270E + 02
YL07 117 -.64-8000E + 00
YL07 118 -.90572415 + 02
YL07 119 +.100000E+01
YL08 OBJ -.29856111 + 02
YL08 117 -.65600015 + 00
Y1.08 118 -.917075E + 02
YL08 119 +.100000E+01
YL09 OBJ -.30594315 + 02
YL09 117 -.66400011 + 00
YL09 118 -.92842711 + 02
YL09 119 +.100000E+01
YL10 OBJ -.3134161-1+02
Y1.10 117 -.67200015 + 00
YL 10 118 -.93978215 + 02
YL10 119 +.1(XXXX)E+01
YL11 OBJ -.320980E +02
YL11 117 ·.68(X)00E+00
YL11 118 -.951139E+02
YL11 119 +.1(X)(X)0E+01
YL12 OBJ -.32863415 + 02
YL12 117 -.688000E + 00
YL12 118 -.962497E + 02
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YL12 119 + .1(XXXX)E+ 01
YL13 OBJ ~.336380E + 02
YL13 117 -.696000E + (X) _
YL13 118 -.97385815 +02
YL13 119 +.100000E+01
YL14 OBJ -.34421615 + 02
YL 14 117 -.703999E + 00
YL14 118 -.98522115 + 02
YL14 119 + .100000E + 01
YLIS OBJ -.352143E + 02
YL15 117 -.711999E+w
Y1.15 118 -.996585E+02
YL15 119 +.100000E+01
YL16 OBJ -.36016115 + 02
YL16 117 -.719999E + 00
YL16 118 -.100795E + 03
YL16 119 +.100000E+01
YL17 OBJ -.368270E + 02
YL17 117 -.72799915 +N
Y1.17 118 -.101932E + 03
YL17 119 +.100000E+01
YL18 OBJ -.3764701-] + 02
YL18 117 -.735999E+00
YL18 118 ~. 103069E + 03
YL18 119 +.100000}:1+01
YL19 OBJ -.384761E + 02
YL19 117 -.743999E+M
YL 19 118 -.104206E + 03
YL19 119 +.100000E+01
YL20 OBJ -.393143E +02
YL20 117 -.751999E + (X)
YL20 118 -.10534415 + 03
YL20 119 + .10000015 +
01‘

YL21 OBJ ~.401616E +02
YL21 117 -.759999E + 00
YL21 118 -.106481E+03
YL21 119 +.100000E+01
YL22 OBJ -.4101805 + 02
Y1.22 117 -.767999E + (X)
YL22 118 ·. 107619E + 03 ‘
YL22 119 +.100000E+01
YL23 OBJ -.418835E + 02
YL23 117 -.775999E + 00
YL23 118 •.108757E+03
YL23 119 + .100000E+01
YL24 OBJ -.4275811-I+02
Y1.24 117 -.78399915 + (X)
YL24 118 -.109895E + 03
YL24 119 +.100000E+01
YL25 OBJ -.436418E+02
YL25 117 -.791999E + (X)
Y1.25 118 -.111033E + 03
YL25 119 +.100000E+01
YL26 OBJ -.445346E + 02
YL26 117 -.799999E + 00
YL26 118 ~.112172E+03
YL26 119 +.100000E+01
YL27 OBJ ·.454365E + 02
YL27 117 -.807999E +(X)
YL27 118 -.l13310E+03
YL27 119 + .100000E + 01
YL28 OB.! -.46347615 + 02
YL28 117 -.815999E+ 00
YL28 118 -.114449E + 03
YL28 119 +.100000E+01
YL29 OBJ ~.472677E + 02
YL29 117 ·.823999E+00
YL29 118 -.115S88E+03
YL29 119 + .100(X!0E + 01
YL30 OBJ ~.481970E + 02
YL30 117 -.831999E + 00
YL30 118 -.116727E + 03
YL30 119 +.100000E+01
YL31 OBJ -.491353E+ 02 ·YL31 117 -.839999E+00
YL31 118 -.11786715 + 03
YL31 119 +.100000E+01
YL32 OBJ -.50082815 + 02
YL32 117 -.847999E+00
YL32 118 -.119006E+0J
YL32 119 +.100000E+01
YL33 OBJ -.510394E + 02
YL33 117 -.855999E + 00
YL33 118 -.120146E +03
YL33 119 + .100000E+01
YL34 OBJ -.52005215 + 02
YL34 117 -.863999E + 00
YL34 118 -.121285E+03
YL34 119 + .100000E+01
YL35 OBJ -.52980012 + 02
YL35 117 -.871999E+ 00
YL35 118 -.122425E + 03
YL35 119 +.100000E+01
YL36 OBJ -.539640E + 02
YL36 117 -.87999915 + 00
YL36 118 -.123565E+03
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YL36 119 + ,10001X)E + 01
YL37 OBJ -.549570E + 02
YL'17 117 -.88799815 + (X) _ .
YL37 118 -.124706E + 03
YL37 119 + .100000E + 01
YLJ8 OBJ -.559592E + 02
YL38 117 -.89599815 + 00
YL38 118 -.125846E +03
YL38 119 +.100000E+01
YL39 OBJ -.569706E + 02
YL39 117 -.903998E + 00
YL39 118 -.126987E + 03
YL39 119 +.100000E+01
YL40 OBJ -.57991015 + 02
YL40 117 -.911998E+00
YL40 118 -.128127E+03
YL40 119 + .100000E + 01
YL41 OBJ -.590206E + 02
YL41 117 ·.919998E+00
YL41 118 ~.129268E+03 .YL41 119 +.100000E+01
YL42 OBJ -.600593E + 02
YL42 117 -.92799811 + 00
YL42 118 ·.130409E+03
YL42 119 + .100000E + 01
YL43 OBJ -.611071E+02
YL43 117 -.935998E + 00
YL43 118 -.13155015 + 03
YL43 119 + .100000E + 01
YL44 OBJ -.621641E + 02
YL44 117 -.943998E + (X)
YL44 118 -.132692E + 03 _
YL44 119 +.100000E+01
YL45 OBJ -.632302E+ 02
YL45 117 -.951998E-+00
YL45 118 ~. 13383315 + 03
YL45 119 + .100000E+01
YM01 OBJ -.590178E + 01
YM01 120 -.166(X)0E + 00
YM01 121 -.89913215 + 02
YM01 122 +.100000E+01
YM02 OBJ -.602846E + 01
YM02 120 -.167400E + 00
YM02 121 ~.910752E + 02
YM02 122 + .100000E + 01
YM03 OBJ -.615679E + 01
YM03 120 -.168800E + 00
YM03 121 -.922424E + 02
YM03 122 + .100(X)0E+01
YM04 OBJ -.628675E+01
YM04 120 -.170200E + 00
YM04 121 -.93414715 + 02
YM04 122 + .100000E + 01
YM05 OB.! -.641835E + 01
YM05 120 -.17160015 + 00
YM05 121 ·.945921E + 02
YM05 122 + .100000E + 01
YMM OBJ -.655161E + 01
YM06 120 -.173000E + 00
YM06 121 -.95774715 + 02
YM06 122 + .100000E + 01
YM07 OBJ -.668652E + 01
YM07 120 -.174400E + 00
YM07 121 -.96962215 + 02
YM07 122 +.100000E+01
YMN OBJ -.682310E + 01
YM08 120 -.17580015 + (X)
YM08 121 -.981548E+02
YM08 122 +.100000E+01
YM09 OB.] -.696135E + 01
YM09 120 -.177200E + 00
YM09 121 -.993524E + 02
YM09 122 + .100000E+01
YM10 OBJ -.710129E +01 ‘ _
YM10 120 -.178600E + 00
YM10 121 ·.1005S5E+03
YM10 122 +.100000E+01
YM11 OBJ -.724291E+01
YM11 120 ·.180000E+00
YM11 121 -.10176JE+03
YNII1 122 + .10000015 + 01 .
YM12 OBJ -.738623E + 01
YM12 120 -.181400E + 00
YM12 121 -.102976E+03
YM12 122 +.100000E+01
YM13 OBJ -.753124E + 01
YN113 120 -.182800E +00
YM13 121 ~.104193E +03
YM13 122 + .100(DOE + 01
YM14 OBJ -.767796E + 01
YM 14 120 -.184200E + 00
YM14 121 ·.105416E+03
YM14 122 + .1000001: +01
YM15 OBJ -.78264115 + 01
YM15 120 -.185600E + 00
YM15 121 -.106643E+03
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YM15 122 + .1000(X)E+01
YM 16 OBJ ·.797656E + 01
YM16 120 -.187000E + 00 .YM16 121 -. 1078761*1 + 03
YM16 122 + .10000015 + 01
YM17 011.1 ·.812845E+01
YM17 120 -.18840015 + 00
YM17 121 •.10911JE+03
YM17 122 +.1(X)000E+01
YM18 OBJ -.82821015 + 01
YM18 120 -.189800E + 00
YM18 121 -.110355E-O-03
YM18 122 +.100000E+01
YM19 OBJ -.84374615 + 01
YM19 120 -.191200E + 00
YM19 121 -.111602E+03
YM19 122 +.100000E+01
YM20 OBJ ·.8594S8E + 01
YM20 120 -. 19260015 + (X)
YM20 121 -.112854E+03
YM20 122 + .10000015 + 01
YM21 OBJ -.87534415 + 01
YM21 120 -.194000E + 00
YM21 121 -.114111E+0J
YM21 122 + .10001X)E+01
YM22 OBJ -.8914091]+01
YM22 120 -.195400E + (X)
YM22 121 -.115372E+03
YM22 122 + .1000(X)£+01
YMZJ OB.] -.90764915 + 01 _
YMD 120 -.19680015 + 00
YM23 121 -.116639E+03 _YM23 122 + .100000E +01
YM24 OBJ ·.924068E+01
YM24 120 ·.198200E + 00
YM24 121 -.117910E-+03
YM24 122 + .100000E + 01
YMZS OBJ -.940663E + 01
YM25 120 -. 1996001-1 + 00
YM25 121 -.11918SE+-03
YMZS 122 +.100000E+01
YM26 OBJ . -.95743815 + 01
YM26 120 -.201000E +00
YM26 121 -.12046615 + 03
YM26 122 + .100000E + 01
YM27 OBJ -.97439SE + 01
YM27 120 -.20240015 + (X)

. YM27 121 ·.121751E·•-03
YM27 122 +.1(X)000E+01
YM28 OBJ -.99153015 + 01
YM28 120 -.203800E + (X)
YM28 121 -.123041E+03
YM28 122 + .10®00E+ 01
YM29 OBJ -. 1(X)88515 + 02
YM29 120 -.205200E + 00
YM29 121 ·.124336E +03Y
YM29 122 +.100000E+01
YM30 OBJ -.102634E + 02
YM30 120 -.206600E + 00
YMJ0 121 -.125635E + 03
YM30 122 + .100000E + 01
YM31 OBJ ·.104402E+02
YMJ1 120 -.208000E + 00
YM31 121 -.12603915 + 03
YM31 122 + .100000E + 01
YM32 OBJ ~.106189E+02
YMJ2 120 ~.209400E + 00
YM32 121 ~.128248E + 03
YM32 122 + .100000E + 01
YM33 OBJ -.107993E + 02
YM33 120 -.210800E + (X)
YM33 121 -.129561E + 03
YMJ3 122 + .100000E + 01
YM34 OBJ -. 10981715 + 02
YM34 120 -.212200E + (X)
YM34 121 -.13088015 + 03
YM34 122 +.100000E+01
YMJ5 OBJ -.111658E + 02
YMJ5 120 -.213600E +00
YMJS 121 -.132202E + 03
YM35 122 +.100000E+01
YM36 OBJ -.11351BE +02
YMJ6 120 -.215000E + 00
YM36 121 -.133529E + 03
YM36 122 + .100000E+01
YM37 OBJ -.11539715 + 02
YMJ7 120 -.21640015 + 00
YM37 121 -.13486IE-+03
YMJ7 122 + .10000015 + 01
YM38 OB.! -.1 1729415 + 02
YM38 120 -.217800E + 00
YM38 121 -.136197E + OJ
YM38 122 + .100000E + 01
YM39 OBJ -.119210E + 02
YM39 120 ·.2192(X)E + 00
YM39 121 -.13753815 + 03
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YM39 122 + .1000005 + 01
YM40 OBJ -.1211455 + 02
YM40 120 -.2206005 4- 00 _
YM40 121 -.1388835 + 03
YM40 122 +.1000005+01
YN01 OBJ -.3844985 + 02
YN01 123 -.1380005+01
YN01 124 -.8614985 + 02 ‘
YN01 125 + .1000005+01
YN02 OBJ -.3918675 4- 02
YN02 123 -.1388505 + 01
YN02 124 -.8726355 + 02
YN02 125 + . 1000005+01" YN03 OB.] -.3993325 + 02
YN03 . 123 -.1397005 4- 01
YN03 124 -.8838475 + 02
YN03 125 + .1000005 + 01
YN04 OBJ -.4068915+02
YN04 123 -.1405505 + 01
YN04 124 -.8951335 + 02
YN04 125 + .1000005 + 01
YN05 OBJ -.4145475 + 02
YN05 123 -.1414005 + 01
YN05 124 -.9064955 4- 02
YN05 125 + .1000005 + 01 .
YN06 OBJ -.4223015 + 02
YN06 123 -.1422505 + 01
YN06 124 -.9179315 + 02
YN06 125 + .1000005 + 01
YN07 OBJ -.4301515+02
YN07 123 -.1430995 + 01
YN07 124 -.9294425 + 02
YN07 125 + .1000005 +01‘
YN08 OBJ -.4381005 4- 02
YN08 123 -.1439495 +01
YN08 124 -.9410275 4- 02
YN08 125 + .1000005 + 01
YN09 OBJ -.4461475 + 02
YN09 17.3 -.1447995 + 01
YN09 124 -.9526895 + 02
YN09 125 + .1000005 4- 01
YN 10 OBJ -.4542945 + 02
YN10 123 -.1456495 4- 01
YN10 124 -.9644245 + 02
YN10 125 +.1000005+01
YN11 OB.! -.4625415 4- 02
YN11 123 -.1464995+01
YN11 124 -.9762355 + 02
YN11 125 +.100(X)05+01
YN12 OBJ -.4708885 + 02
YN12 123 -.1473495 + 01 ·
YN12 124 -.9881215+02
YN12 125 +.1000(X)5+01 —
YN13 OBJ -.4793375 + 02
YN13 123 -.14819954-01
YN13 124 -.1000085+03
YN13 125 +.1000005+01
YN14 OBJ -.4878885 +02
YN14 123 -.1490495 + 01
YN14 124 -.1012125 + 03
YN14 125 + .1000005 4- 01
YN15 OB.] -.4965425 + 02
YN15 123 -. 1498995+01
YN15 124 -.1024235 + 03
YN15 125 +.1000005+01
YN16 OBJ -.5052985 + 02 ‘
YN16 123 -.150‘7495+01
YN16 124 -. 1036425+03
YN16 125 +.1000005-0-01
YN 17 OBJ -.5141605 + 02
YN17 123 -.1515995+ 01
YN17 124 -.1048685 + 03
YN17 .125 +.1000005+01
YN18 OBJ -.5231255 + 02
YN18 123 -.1524495+01
YN18 124 ·.1061015+03
YN18 125 +.1000005+01
YN19 OBJ -.5321955 + 02
YN19 123 -.1532985 +01
YN19 124 -.1073435 + 03
YN19 125 +.1000005+01
YN20 OBJ -.541J715+02
YN20 123 -.1541485-+01
YN20 124 -.1085915+ 03
YN20 125 + .1000005 + 01
YN21 OBJ -.5506545+ 02
YN21 123 -.1549985+01
YN21 124 -.1098485+ 03
YN21 125 + .1(XX)005 +01'
YN22 OB.] -.5600435 + 02
YN22 123 -.1558485 + 01
YN22 124 -.1l111254·03
YN22 125 + .1000005 + 01YN23 OBJ -.5695415 + 02
YN23 123 -.1566985 + 01
YN21 124 -.1123835+03
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YN23 125 + .100(XX)E + 01
YN24 OBJ -.579147E + 02
YN24 123 ·. 15754815 + 01 .YN24 124 -.113662E+03
YN24 125 + .100000E + 01
YN5 OBJ -.588862E + 02
YN25 123 -.158398E + 01
YN25 124 -.114949E + 03
YN25 125 + .100000E+01
YN26 OBJ -.598687E +02
YN26 123 -.159248E +01
YN26 124 ·.116243E+03
YN26 125 + . I00000E + 01
YN27 OBJ -.608622E + 02
YN27 123 -.1600981-Z + 01
YN27 124 ·.117544E+03
YN27 125 + . l0(X)00E + 01
YN28 OBJ -.618667E + 02
YN28 123 -.160948E + 01
YN28 124 -.118853E+ 03
YN28 125 + .100000E + 01
YN29 OBJ -.628825E + 02
YN29 123 -.161798E + 01
YN29 124 -.120170E + 03
YN29 125 + .1(Xl000E + 01
YN30 OBJ -.639095E+ 02
YN30 123 -.162648E +01
YN30 124 -.12149SE + 03
YN30 125 + .100000E + 01 _ .YN31 OBJ -.649477E + 02
YN31 15 -.16349711 + 01
YN31 124 -.122827E+03 _YN31 125 +.100000E+01
YN32 OBJ -.659973E + 02
YN32 123 -.164347E +01
YN32 124 -.12416615 +03
YN32 125 +.100000E+01
YN33 OBJ -.670584E + 02
YN33 15 -.165197E + 01
YN33 124 -.1551315 + 03
YN33 125 + .100000E+01
YN34 OBJ -.681309E+-02
YN34 15 -.166047E + 01
YN34 124 -.126868E + 03
YN34 125 + .100000E + 01
YN35 OBJ -.692149E + 02 .YN35 123 ·. 166897E + 01
YN35 124 -.128230E + 03
YN35 125 + .100000E+01
YN36 OBJ -.703105E + 02
YN36 123 -.167747E + 01
YN36 124 -.12960015 + 03
YN36 15 +.100000E+01
YN37 OBJ -.714179E + 02
YN37 123 -.168597E + 01
YN37 124 -.130978E + 03YN37 15 + .100000E + 01
YN38 OBJ -.7537015 + 02
YN38 123 -.169447E + 01
YN38 124 -.13236315 + 03
YN38 125 + .100(XX)E + 01
YN39 OBJ -.736679E + 02
YN39 15 -.17029715 + 01
YN39 124 -.133755E + 03
YN39 125 +.100000E+01
YN40 OBJ -.748106E + 02
YN40 123 -.171147E + 01
YN40 124 -.13515615 + 03
YN40 125 + .100000E + 01
YO01 OBJ -.857542E + 01
YO01 126 -.535000E + (X)
YO01 127 -.88238615 + 02
YO01 128 +.100000E+01
YO02 OBJ ·.869075E + 01
YO02 126 -.536300E + 00
YO02 127 -.892086E + 02
YO02 128 + .10000015 + 01
YO03 OBJ -.880736E + 01
YO03 126 -.537600E + 00
YO03 127 -.9018691]+ 02
YO03 128 + .100000E + 01
YO04 OBJ -.892524E + 01
YO04 126 -.538900E + 00
Y004 127 -.911736E+02
YO04 128 + .100(X)0E + 01
YO05 OBJ -.90444115 + 01
YO05 126 -.540200E + 00
YO05 127 -.921686E + 02
YO05 128 + .10000015 + 01
YO06 OBJ -.916488E+01
YO06 126 -.541500E + 00
YO06 127 -.93172015 + 02
YO06 128 + .10(X)00E + 01
YO07 OBJ -.928665E + 01
YO07 126 -.542800E + (X)
YO07 127 -.941839E ·•- 02
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YO07 128 + .100000E + 01
YO08 OBJ -.94097515 + 01
Y008 126 -.54410015 + 00
YO08 127 -.952043E +02YOM

128 + .100000E + 01
YO09 OBJ -.95341911 + 01
Y009 126 -.54540011 + 00
YO09 127 —.96U3SE + 02
YO09 128 + .100000E + 01
YO10 OBJ -.965996E+01
YO10 126 -.54670015 + 00
YO10 127 -.972711E+02
YO10 128 +.100000E+01
YO11 OBJ -.978709E+01
YO11 126 -.54800015 + 00
Y011 127 -.983174E + 02
YO11 128 +.100000E+01
YO12 OBJ -.991559E + 01
YO12 126 -.54930015 + 00
YO12 127 -.99372515 + 02
YO12 128 +.100000E+01
YO13 OBJ -.10045515 + 02
Y013 126 -.550600E + 00
YO13 127 -.10043615 + 03
YO13 128 +.100000E+01
YO14 OBJ -.101767E +02
YO14 126 -.551900EZ + 00
YO14 127 ·. 10150915+ 03
YO14 128 +.100000E-+01
YO15 OBJ -.10309415 + 02
YO15 126 -.55320015 + (X)
YO15 127 -.102$91E+03
YO15 128 +.100000E+01
YO16 OBJ -.10443515 + 02
Y016 126 ~.554SOOE + 00
YO16 127 -.103681E+03
YO16 128 + .100000E +01
YO17 OBJ -.105790E + 02
YO17 126 ·.555800E+00
YO17 127 -.104781E+03
YO17 128 +.100000E+01
YO18 OBJ -.107159E+ 02
YO18 126 -.557100E + 00
YO18 127 -. 10588912+ 03
YO18 128 +.100000E+01
Y019 OBJ -.108543E+02
YO 19 126 . -.558400E + (X1
Y019 127 -.107007E-+03
Y019 128 +.100000E+01
YO20 OBJ -.109941E+02
YO20 126 —.S59700E + 00
YO20 127 -.108134E + 03
YO20 128 + .100000E + 01
YO21 OBJ -.111354E+02
YO21 126 -.561000E + 00
YO21 127 -.10927015 + 03
YO21 128 +.100000E+01
Y022 OBJ -.11278215 +02
Y022 126 -.562300E + (D
Y022 127 ~.110415E+03
Y022 128 +.100000E+01
YOU OBJ •.114225E + 02
YOU 126 —.S63600E+ 00
YOU 127 -.111570E + 03
YOU 128 + .10000015 +01
YO24 OBJ -.11568JE + 02
YO24 126 -.56490015 + 00
YO24 127 -.112734E+03
YO24 128 +.100000E+01
YO25 OBJ -.117156E+02
YO25 126 -.566199E + 00
YO25 127 -.113907E+03
YOZS 128 +.100000E+01
YO26 OBJ -.11864415 +02 4
YO26 126 -.567499E + 00
YO26 127 -.115090E + 03
YO26 128 +.100000E+01
Y027 OBJ ·. 120148E +02
Y027 126 -.568799E + 00
Y027 127 -.116283E+0J
Y027 128 + .100000E + 01
YO28 OBJ -.121668E + 02
YO28 126 -.57009915 + 00
YO28 127 -.11748515 + 03
YO28 128 + .100000E +01
YO29 OBJ -.123203E+02
YO29 126 -.57139915 +(X)
YO29 127 -.118697E+03
YO29 128 + .100000E + 01
YO30 OBJ -.1247545 + 02_ YO30 126 -.5726991Z + (X)
YO30 127 -.119918E+03
YO30 128 + .10(XXX)E + 01
YO31 OBJ -.126321E+02
YO31 126 -.573999E + 00
YO31 127 -.121149E-+03
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YO31 128 +.1(X)000E+01
YO32 OBJ -.127904E+02
YO32 126 -.575299E + 00 _
YO32 127 -.122390E + 03
YO32 128 +.100000E+01
YO33 OBJ -. 12950315 + 02
YO33 126 -.576599E + (X)
Y033 127 -.123641E+03
YO33 128 +.100000E+01
Y034 OBJ -.131118E +02
YO34 126 -.577899E + 00
YO34 127 -.124902E+03
YO34 128 + .10000015 + 01
YO35 OBJ -.13275015 + 02
YO35 126 -.579199E + (X)
YO35 127 -.126173E+03
YO35 128 +.100000E+01
YO36 OBJ -.13439915 + 02
YO36 126 -.580499E + (X)
YO36 127 -.127453E + 03
YO36 128 + .100000E+01
YO37 OBJ -.136064E + 02
YO37 126 -.581799E + 00
YO37 127 -.128744E + 03
YO37 128 + .100000E +01
YO38 OBJ -.137746E + 02
YO38 126 -.583099E + (X)
YO38 127 -.130045E + 03
YO38 128 + .10000015 + 01
YO39 OBJ -.13944515 +02'
YO39 126 -.584399E + (X)
YO39 IN -.131357E + 03
YO39 128 + .100000E + 01
Y040 OBJ -.141161E+02
YO40 126 -.58569915 + 00
YO40 127 -.13267815 + 03
YO40 128 + .100000E + 01
YP01 OBJ -.318646E +01
YP01 129 -.120000E + 00
YP01 130 -.89167815 + 02
YP01 131 +.100000E+01
YP02 OBJ -.324028E + 01
YP02 129 -.120600E + (X)
YP02 130 -.902227E + 02
YP02 131 +.100000E+01
YP03 OBJ -.329472E + 01
YP03 129 -.12l200E+00
YP03 130 -.91284515 + 02 _
YP03 131 + .100000E+01
YP04 OBJ -.334981E + 01
YP04 129 -.121800E+ 00
YP04 130 -.923536E + 02

- YP04 131 + .100000E + 01
YP05 OBJ -.340555E + 01
YP05 129 -.122400E + (X)
YP05 130 -.934300E + 02
YP05 131 + .100000E + 01
YP06 OBJ -.34619315 + 01
YP06 129 -.12300015 + 00
YP06 130 -.945135E + 02
YP06 131 + .100000E + 01
YP07 OBJ -.351897E + 01
YP07 129 -.123600E + 00
YP07 130 -.956043E + 02
YP07 131 + .10000015 + 01
YP08 OBJ -.357665E + 01
YPM 129 -.12420015 + (X) ‘
YPM 130 -.967020E + 02
YPM 131 +.100000E+01
YP09 OBJ -.363499E + 01
YP09 129 -.12480015 +<X) '
YP09 130 -.97807111 + 02
YP09 131 + .100000E+ 01
YP10 OB.] -.36940115 +01
YP10 129 ·. 125400E + 00
YP10 130 -.989195E + 02
YP10 131 +.100000E+01
YP11 OBJ -.375369E + 01
YP11 129 -.126000E+00
YPII 130 -.100039E+03
YP11 131 +.100000E+01
YPIZ OBJ -.381406E+01
YP12 129 ·.126600E+00
YP12 130 -.10116615 +03
YP12 131 +.100000E+01
YP13 OB.! -.387510E + 01
YP13 129 -.127200E + 00
YP13 130 -.102300E + 03
YPI3 131 +.100lX)0E+01
YP14 OBJ -.393682E + 01
YP14 129 -.12780015 + (X)
YP 14 130 -.10344215 + 03
YP14 131 + ,10(X)(X)E+01
YP15 OB.! -.399923E +01
YP15 129 -.128400E +00
YP15 130 -.104591E +03
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YP15 131 + .1000ME + 01
YP16 OB.! -.4062325 +01
YP 16 129 -.129M05 +M.
YP16 130 -.1057475 + 03
YP16 131 +.100000E+01
YP17 OBJ -.4126125+01
YP17 129 -.1296M5+M
YP17 130 -.1069105 +03'
YP17 131 +.IOOM05+01
YP18 OBJ -.4I90615+01
YP18 129 -.1302M5 + M
YP18 130 -.1080815+03YP1s 131 +.100000E+01
YP19 OB.! -.4255815 + 01 K
YP19 129 -.1308ME + M

· YP19 130 -.1092595 + 03
YP19 131 +.100(E05+01
YP20 OB.! -.4321725 + 01
YP20 129 •.1314M5+M
YP20 130 -.1104445 +03
YP20 131 +.1000M5+01
YP21 OB.! -.4388355+OI
YP21 129 -.132000E+M
YP21 130 -.111637E+03
YP21 131 +.100000E+01
YP22 OB.! -.4455685 + 01
YP22 129 -.1326ME +M
YP22 130 -.1128375+03
YP22 131 +.100MOE+01
YP23 OB.! -.4523755 + 01
YP23 129 -.1332005+M
YP23 130 -.1140455 + 03 .
YP23 131+.1000M5+01YP24

OBJ -.4592535 + 01
YP24 129 -.1338ME + M
YP24 130 -.1152605 + 03
YP24 131 +.100000E+01
YP25 OB.! -.4662065 + 01
YP25 129 -.1344ME + M
YP25 130 -.1I64825+03
YP25 131 +.100M05+01
YP26 OBJ -.4732325 + 01
YP26 129 -.1350M5 + 00
YP26 130 -.1177125 + 03
YP26 131 + . IOOM05 + 01
YP27 OB.! -.4803305 + 01
YP27 129 -.1355995-•·M
YP27 130 -.1l89495 + 03
YP27 131 +.I000M5+01
YP28 OBJ -.4875055 + 01
YP28 129 -.1361995+M
YP28 130 -.1201945 + 03
YP28 131 +.1000(E5+01
YP29 OBJ -.4947545 + 01
YP29 129 -.1367995 + M
YP29 130 -.1214475 + 03
YP29 131 +.1MOME+01
YP30 OB.! -.5020795 + 01
YP30 129 -.1373995 + M
YP30 130 -.1227065 + 03
YP30 131 +.IOOM05+01
YP31 OBJ -.5094775 + 01
YP31 129 -.137999E+M
YP31 130 -.1B9735 + 03
YP31 131 +.1MM05+01
YP32 OB.! -.5169545 +01-
YP32 129 -.1385995 + M
YP32 130 -.1252485 + 03
YP32 131 +.I000M5+01
YP33 OB.! -.5245085 + 01
YP33 129 -.1391995 + M
YP33 130 -.1265315 + 03
YP33 131 +.100M05+01 ·
YP34 OB.! -.5321385 + 01
YP34 129 -.1397995 + M
YP34 130 -.1278205 + 03
YP34 131 +.lM(E05+01
YP35 OBJ -.5398455 + 01
YP35 129 -.1403995 + M
YP35 130 -.1291175-+03
YP35 131 +.100M05+01
YP36 OBJ -.5476325 + 01
YP36 129 -.1409995 + M
YP36 130 -.1304225 + 03
YP36 131 +.I000M5+01
YP37 OBJ -.5554965 + 01
YP37 129 -.1415995 + M
YP37 130 -.1317355 + 03
YP37 131 + . IOMIEE + 01
YP38 OBJ -.5634405 + 01
YP38 129 -.1421995 + M
YP38 130 -.1330555 + 03
YP38 131 +.1MOME+01
YP39 OB.! -.571463E+0I
YP39 129 -.1427995 + M
YP39 130 -.1343825 + M
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YP39 131 + .1(XXXX)E +01‘
YP40 OBJ -.579565E + 01
YP40 129 -.143399E + (X) _
YP40 130 ~. 13571715 + 03
YP40 131 +.100000E+01
YQ01 OBJ +.888893E+04
YQ01 132 -.11000015 + 02
YQ01 133 +.180921E+03
YQ01 134 + .10000015 + 01
YQ02 OBJ +.889696E+04
YQ02 132 -.110450E + 02
YQ02 133 + .175789E + 03
YQ02 134 + .100000E +01
YQ03 OBJ + .89047615 + 04
YQ03 132 -.110900E + 02
YQ03 133 + .170659E+03
YQ03 134 + .100000E + 01
YQ04 OBJ +.891232E+04
YQ04 132 -.1113501-1+02
YQ04 133 +.165S26E+03 _
YQ04 134 + .100000E + 01
YQ05 OBJ + .891965£+04
YQ05 132 -.111800E+ 02
YQ05 133 + .160396E+03
YQ05 134 + .10000015 + 01
YQ06 OBJ + .802675E + 04
YQ06 132 -.112250E + 02
YQ06 133 +.155265E.-+03
YQM 134 + .100(X)0E + 01
YQ07 OBJ + .89336215 + 04
YQ07 132 ·.112700E+02
YQ07 133 +.150133E+03
YQ07 134 + .100000E + 01
YQ08 OBJ + .894027E + 04
YQ08 132 -.11315015 + 02
YQ08 133 + .145002E + 03
YQ08 134 + .100000E + 01
YQ09 OBJ + .894668E + 04
YQ09 132 ·.113600E+ 02
YQ09 133 + .139870E + 03
YQ09 134 + .10000015 + 01
YQ10 OBJ +.895286E+ 04
YQ10 132 -.114050E+02
YQ10 133 +.13474011 + 03
YQ10 134 +.100000E+01
YQ11 OBJ +.895880E+04 _
YQ11 132 -.114500E+02
YQ11 133 +.129609E+03
YQ11 134 +.100000E+01
YQ12 OBJ +.896452E+04
YQ 12 132 -.114950E + 02
YQ12 133 +.124477E+03
YQ12 134 +.100000E+01
YQ13 OBJ + .a97000E + 04
YQ13 132 -.115400E+02
YQ13 133 +.119346E+03
YQ13 134 +.100000E+01
YQ14 OBJ + .897526E+04
YQ 14 132 ·.115850E + 02
YQ14 133 +.114214E+03
YQ14 134 +.100000E+01
YQ1S OBJ +.ß9s029E+04
YQ15 132 -.116300E+02
YQ15 133 +.109083E+03
YQ15 134 +.100000E+01
YQ16 OBJ +.898508E+04
YQ16 132 -.11675015 + 02
YQ16 133 + .103953E + 03
YQ16 134 +.100000E-+01
YQ17 OBJ +.898964E-+04
YQ17 132 -.117200E + 02
YQ17 133 + .9882 101-Z + 02
YQ17 134 +.100000E+01
YQ18 OBJ +.899397E + 04
YQ 18 132 •.117650E + 02
YQ18 133 + .936885E + 02
YQI8 134 +.100000E+01
YQ19 OBJ +.899807E + 04
YQ19 132 -.118100E + 02
YQ19 133 + .885586E + 02
YQ19 134 +.100000E+01
YQ20 OBJ +.90019415 + 04
YQ20 132 -.118550E + 02
YQ20 133 + .a34270E + 02
YQ20 134 + .100000E +01
YR01 OBJ +.880627E+04
YR01 135 -.10900015 + 02
YR01 136 +.193701E+m
YR01 137 + .100000E + 01
YR02 OBJ +.881955E+04
YR02 135 ·.109’700E + 02
YR02 136 + .18581115 +03
YR02 137 +.1(XJ(XX)E+01
YR03 OBJ +.883229E+04
YR03 135 -.110400E + 02
YR03 136 + .17792315 + (I3
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YRM 137 + .1000(X)E + 01
YR04 OBJ + .884446E + 04 -
YR04 135 -.111100E+02 .
YR04 136 + .170033E+M
YR04 137 +.100000E+01
YR05 OBJ + .88560915 + 04
YR05 135 -.1118(X)E +02
YR05 136 +.162144E + 03
YR05 137 + .10000015 + 01
YR06 OBJ +.886716E+04
YR06 135 -.112500E + 02
YR06 136 + .154256E + 03
YR06 137 + .100000E + 01
YR07 OBJ + .887768E + 04
YR07 135 -.113200E + 02
YR07 136 + .146366E + M
YR07 137 + .100000E + 01
YR08 OBJ + .888765E + 04
YRM 135 -.113900E + 02
YR08 136 +.138477E+M
YRM 137 + .100000E + 01
YR09 OBJ + .889707E + 04
YR09 135 -.114600E + 02
YR09 136 + .130589E + 03
YR09 137 + .100000E + 01
YR10 OB.! + .890593E + 04
YR 10 135 -.115300E + 02
YR10 136 +.122699E+M
YR10 137 +.1000001-1+01
YR11 OBJ +.8914251*]+04
YR11 135 ·.116000E+02
YR11 136 +.114810E+03
YR11 137 +.100000E+01
YR12 OBJ +.892201E+04
YR12 135 -.116700E + 02
YR12 136 +.106922E+M
YR12 137 + .100000E + 01
YR13 OBJ +.892922E+04
YRl3 135 ·.1174(X)E+02
YR13 136 + .990327E + 02
YR13 137 + .10000012 + 01
YR14 OBJ _ +.893S87E+04
YR14 135 -.118100E+02
YR14 136 +.91l433E+02
YR14 137 +.100000E+01
YR15 OB.] +.894198E+04
YR15 135 -.118800E+ 02 ·
YR15 136 + .832546E + 02
YR15 137 +.1000(X)E+01
YR16 OBJ + .1194753E + 04
YR16 135 -.119500E + 02
YR16 136 + .753655E + 02
YR16 137 +.100000E+01
YR17 OBJ + .895253E+04
YR17 135 -.120200E + 02
YRI7 136 + .6747661-1+02
YR 17 137 + .10000015 + 01
YR18 OBJ + .89569811 + 04
YR18 135 -.120900E +02
YR18 136 + .59587615 + 02
YR18 137 +.100000E+01
YR 19 OBJ + .896087E-+04
YR19 135 -.121600E + 02
YR19 136 + .51699215 + 02YR19 137 +.100(XX)E+01
YR20 OB.! +.896421E+04_ YR20 135 -.122300E + 02
YR20 136 + .438103E + 02
YR20 137 + .100000E + 01
YS01 OBJ + .346437E + 04
YS01 138 —.450000E + 01
YS01 139 +.169511E+03
YS01 140 +.100000E+01
YS02 OB.! +.346771E+04
YS02 138 -.452000E + 01
YS02 139 +.164176E+M
YS02 140 +.100000E+01
YS03 OBJ +.347094E + 04
YS03 138 -.45400011 + 01
YS03 139 + .15884015 + 03
YS03 140 + .1(X)000E + 01
YS04 OBJ + .34740615 + 04
YS04 138 -.45601X)E + 01
YS04 139 + .15350215 + M
YS04 140 + .100000E + 01‘ YS05 OB.! + .347708E + 04
YS05 138 ·.458(XDE + 01
YS05 139 +.148167E+03
YS05 140 + .1M000E + 01
YS06 OB.! +.3479991*; + 04
YS06 138 -.460000E + 01
YSM 139 + . 14283015 + 03
YSM 140 + .1(X)000E + 01
YS07 OB.! + .348279E + 04
YS07 138 -.46200015 + 01
YS07 139 + .13749315 + M
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YS07 140 + .1¢X)0(X)E + 01
YS13 OBJ + .348549E + 04
YS08 138 -.464lX)0E + 01 .YS06 139 +.132158E+ 03
YS08 140 + .100000E + 01
YS09 OBJ + .34880715 + 04
YS09 138 ·.466(X)0E + 01
YS09 139 +.126821E+03
YS09 140 + .100000E + 01
YS10 OBJ + .349056E + 04
YS10 138 -.468000E + 01
YS10 139 +.l21484E+03
YS10 140 +.100000E+01
YS11 OBJ + .349293E +04
YS11 138 -.470(X)0E + 01
YS11 139 +.116149E+03
YS11 140 +.100000E+01
YSl2 OBJ + .3495201-]+04
YS12 138 -.471999E + 01YS12 139 +.110a12E+03
YS12 140 + . 1000001-1 + 01
YS13 OBJ + .349737E+04
YS13 138 -.473999E + 01
YS13 139 +.105476E+03
YS13 140 +.100000E+01
YS14 OBJ + .349942E + 04
YS14 138 -.475999E + 01
YS14 139 + .l00139E+03
YS14 140 + .1(X)000E+01
YSIS OBJ + .35013715 + 04
YS15 138 -.477999E+ 01
YS15 139 +.948027E+02
YS15 140 +.100000E+01
YS16 OBJ +.3S0321E+04
YS16 138 -.479999E + 01
YS16 139 + .894663E+02
YS16 140 +.100000E+01
YS17 OBJ + .3504951-Z + 04
YS17 138 —.481999E+01
YS17 139 + .841304E + 02
YS17 140 +.100000E+01
YS18 OBJ + .350658E + 04
YS18 138 -.48399915 + 01
YS18 139 + .787942E + 02
YS18 140 +.100000E+01
YS19 OBJ +.350811E+04
YS19 138 -.48599915 + 01
YS19 139 + .734578E+02 .
YS19 140 +.100000E+01
YS20 OBJ + .350952E + 04
YS20 138 -.487999E + 01
YS20 139 + .681218E + 02
YS20 140 +.100000E+0I *
YT01 OBJ + .43384815 + 04
YT01 141 -.690000E + 01
YT01 142 +.2l9851E+03
YT01 143 + .100000E + 01
YTOZ OBJ + .4353svE + 04
YT02 141 -.697(X)0E + 01
YT02 142 +.211553E+03
YT02 143 + .10000012 + 01
Y103 OBJ + .436809E + 04
YT03 141 -.70400015 + 01
YT03 142 + .203257E + 03
YT03 143 + .100000E + 01
YT04 OBJ + .438203E + 04
Y'1'04 141 -.711000E + 01
YT04 142 + .19496015 + 03
YT04 143 + .10(X>00E + 01
YT05 OBJ + .43953915 +04_
YT05 141 -.71800015 + 01
YT05 142 + .186663E + 03
YTOS 143 + .10000015 + 01
YT06 OBJ + .440816E + 04
YT06 141 ·.72S000E + 01
YT06 142 + .178366E+03
YT06 143 + .100000E + 01
YT07 OBJ + .44203615 + 04
YT07 141 -.732000E + 01
YT07 142 + .170070E + 03
YT07 143 + .10000015 + 01
YT08 OBJ +.443197E+04
YT08 141 -.739000E + 01
YT08 142 + .161773E + 03
YT08 143 + .100000E + 01
YT09 OBJ + .444301E + 04
YT09 141 -.74600015 + 01
YT09 142 + .153477E + 03
YT09 143 + .100(X)0E +01‘
YT10 OBJ +.445346E+04
YT10 141 -.753000E + 01
YT10 142 + .145180E + 03
YTl0 143 + .100(XX)E + 01
YT11 OBJ + .4·46333E+04
YT11 141 -.760000E+01
YT11 142 + .136883E + 03
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YT11 143 + .1000ME + 01
YT12 OB.] + .44726215 + 04
YT12 141 -.767000E + 01 _
YT12 142 + .128587E +03
YT12 143 + .10000015 + 01
YT13 OBJ + .448134E+04
YT13 141 -.774000E + 01
YT13 142 +.120290E+03
YT13 143 +.100000E+01
YTI4 OBJ + .448946E + 04
YT14 141 ·.78 100015 + 01
YT14 142 +.111993E+03
YT14 143 + .100000E+01
YT15 OBJ + .449701E+04
YT15 141 -.78800015 + 01
YT15 142 + .103696E + 03 -YT15 143 + .100000E+01
YT16 OBJ + .450398E + 04
YT16 141 -.79500015 + 01
YT16 142 + .953992E + 02YT16 143 +.100000E+01YT17 OB.! + .4510371: + 04
YT17 141 -.801999E+01
YT17 142 + .871021E + 02
YT17 143 + .100000E + 01
YT18 OBJ +.451618E+04
YT18 141 -.808999E +01
YT18 142 + .788054E + 02
YT18 143 +.100000E+01
YT19 OBJ + .452140E+04
YT19 141 -.815999E + 01
YTI9 142 + .70508815 +02_
YT19 143 +.100000E+01 7
YT20 OBJ + .452605E + 04
YT20 141 -.822999E + 01
YT20 142 + .622119E + 02
YT20 143 + .10000015 + 01
YU01 OBJ + .992280E+03
YU01 144 -.159000E + 01
YU01 145 + . 167801 E + 03
YU01 146 +.100000E+01

· YU02 OB.! +.9934-41E+03
YU02 144 -.159700E + 01
YU02 145 + . 16378315 + 03
YU02 146 +.10lX)00E+01 ~
YU03 OBJ + .99457315 + 03
YU03 144 -.160400E + 01
YU03 145 + . 15976615 + 03
YU03 146 + .100000E + 01
YU04 OB.! + .99567715 + 03
YU04 144 -.161100E+01
YU04 145 +.155748E + 03
YU04 146 + .100000E + 01
YU05 OBJ +_.996753E + 03
YU05 144 -.161800E + 01
YU05 145 +.15173lE+03
YU05 146 + .100000E + 01
YU06 OBJ + .997802E + 03
YU06 144 -.162500E + 01
YU06 145 +.147714E+03
YU06 146 + .100000E + 01
YU07 OBJ + .998822E + 03

. YU07 144 -.16320015 + 01
YU07 145 + .14369615 + 03
YU07 146 + .10000015 + 01
YUM OBJ + .99981315 -•· 03
YUM 144 -.163900E + 01
YUM 145 + .139678E + 03
YUM 146 + .100000E + 01
YU09 OB.] +.100(Y78E+04
YU09 144 -.164600E + 01
YU09 145 +.13566lE+03
YU09 146 + .100000E + 01
YU10 OB.! +.100171E+04
YU10 144 -.165300E + 01
YU10 145 +.131644E+03
YU10 146 +.100000E+01
YU11 OBJ +.100Z6ZE+04
YU11 144 -.166000E+0l
YU11 145 +.127626E+03
YU11 146 +.1(X)000E+01
YU12 OBJ +.100350E·•·04
YU12 144 -.166700E + 01
YU12 145 +.123609E+03
YU12 146 +.l00MOE+01
YU13 OB.! +.100435E+04
YU13 144 ·.167400E + 01
YU13 145 +.119591E+03
YU13 146 +.10001X)E+01
YU14 OB.! +.100517E+04
YU14 144 -.1681(X)E + 01
YU14 145 +.115574E +03
YU14 146 +.1000001;+01
YU15 OB.! +.100597E+04
YU15 144 -.1688001-Z +01
YU15 145 +.11lSS7E+03
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YU15 146 +.100(X)0E+01
YU16 OB.! + .l00674E+04
YU16 144 -. 169500E + 01 _
YU16 145 + .107539E +03
YU16 146 +.100000E+01 _
YU17 OB.! + .100747E+04
YU17 144 --170200E + 01
YU17 145 +.103521E+03
YU17 146 +.100000E+01YU18 OB.! +.100818E+04
YU18 144 -.170900E+ 01
YU18 145 + .995037E + 02
YU18 146 +.100000E+01
YU19 OBJ + .100887E + 04
YU19 144 -.171600E + 01
YU19 145 + .954861E+02YU19 146 + .100000E+01
YU20 OB.! +.1(X)952E+04
YU20 144 -.172300E + 01
YU20 145 + .91469015 + 02
YU20 146 + .1(X)000E + 01
YV01 OBJ + .344199E + 04
YV01 147 -.532000E + 01
YV01 148 + .210103E+ 03
YV01 149 + .100000E + 01
YV02 OBJ + .34522915 + 04
YV02 147 -.537000E + 01
YV02 148 + .201891E+03
YV02 149 + .100000E + 01
YV03 OB.! +.346218E+04
YV03 147 -.542000E + 01
YV03 148 + .193678E + 03
YV03 149 + .100000E +
01“

YV04 OB.! + .347 16615+04
YV04 147 -.54700015 + 01
YV04 148 + .185466E + 03
YV04 149 + .1(X)000E + 01
YV05 OB.! + .34807215 + 04
YV05 147 -.552000E + 01
YV05 148 + .177254E + 03
YVOS 149 + . 1(X)0001?. + 01
YV06 OB.! + .34893815 + 04
YV06 147 -.557000E + 01
YV06 148 + .169042E + 03
YV06 149 + .100000E + 01
YV07 OB.! + .349763E + 04
YV07 147 -.56200015 + 01
YV07 148 + .160830E + 03
YV07 149 + .100000E + 01
YV08 OB.! + .350546E + 04
YV08 147 -.566999E + 01
YV08 148 + .152617E +03
YV08 149 + .100000E + 01
YV09 OBJ +.35128915-+04
YV09 147 -.571999E + 01
YV09 148 +.144406E + 03
YV09 149 + .100000E + 01
YV 10 OB.! + .351990E + 04
YV10 147 -.576999E + 01
Y'V10 148 +.136194E+03
YV10 149 +.100000E+01
YV11 OBJ +.J$26s1E+04
YV11 147 -.581999E-+-01
YV11 148 +.127982E+03
YV11 149 +.100000E+01
YV12 OB.! + .353270E + 04
YV12 147 -.586999E+01
YV12 148 +.119770E+03
YV12 149 +.10(X)00E+01
YV13 OB.! +.353849E+ 04
YV13 147 -.591999E + 01
YV13 148 +.111557E+03
YV13 149 +.1(X)000E+01
YV14 OBJ +.354386E+04
YV14 147 -.596999E + 01
YV14 148 +.103346E+03
YV14 149 + .100000E+01YV15 OB.! + .35488215 + 04
YV15 147 -.601999E +01
YV15 148 + .9513351: +02
YV15 149 +.100000E+01
YV16 OB.! + .35533715 + 04
YV16 147 -.60699915 + 01
YV16 148 + .869209E+02
YV16 149 +.100000E+01
YV17 OB.! +.355751E+04
YV17 147 •.611999E+01
YV17 148 + .787090}:+02
YV17 149 +.100000E+01
YV18 OB.! +.356124E+04
YV18 147 •.616999E + 01
YV 18 148 + .70496815 + 02
YV18 149 +.1(X)000E+01
YV19 OB.! +.356456E+04
YV19 147 -.621999E+01
YV19 148 + .62285415 + 02
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YV19 149 + . 1(XXXX)1! +0l
YV20 OBJ + .356747E+04.
YV20 147 -.626999E +01.
YV20 148 + .540‘735E+02
YV20 149 +.100000E+01
YW01 OBJ + .219638E+04
YW01 150 -.277000E+0l
YW01 151 + .170906E+03
YW01 152 + .100000E + 01
YW02 OBJ + .219782E + 04
YW02 150 -.277850E+ 01
YW02 151 +.167090E+03
YW02 152 + .100000E+01
YW03 OBJ + .219922E+04
YW03 150 -.278700E + 01
YW03 151 + .163272154-03 VYW03 152 +.100000E+0l
YW04 OBJ + .220060E+04
YW04 150 -.279550E +01
YW04 151 + .159456E+03
YW04 152 + .100000E+01
YW05 OBJ +.220193E+04
YW05 150 -.280400E+-01
YW05 151 + .15563811 + 03
YW05 152 + .100000E + 01
YW06 OBJ + .220324E+04
YW06 150 ·.281250E+01
YW06 151 +.151822E+03
YW06 152 +.100000E+01
YW07 OBJ +.220451E+04”
YW07 150 ·.282100E+01
YW07 151 +.148(X)5E+03
YW07 152 + .100000E+01
YW08 OBJ +.220576E+04
YW08 150 -.282949E+01
YW08 151 +.144188E+03
YW08 152 + .10(X)(X)E + 01
YW09 OBJ + .220697E+04
YW09 150 ·.283799E+01‘ YW09 151 +.140371E+03
YW09 152 + .100000E+01
YW10 OBJ +.220s14E+04
YW10 150 -.284649E+01
YW10 151 +.136553E+03
YW10 152 +.100000E+01
YW11 OBJ +.22092911-+04
YW11 150 -.285499E+01
YW11 151 +.132736E+03
YW11 152 +.100000E+01
YW12 OBJ +.22l040E+04
YW12 150 -.286349E+01Yw12 151 +.128919E+03
YW12 152 + .100(X)0E+01
YW13 OBJ +.221148E+04
YW13 150 ·.287199E+01
YW13 151 +.125102E+03
YW13 152 +.100000E+01
YW14 OBJ + .221252E+04
YW14 150 -.288049E+01
YW14 151 +.121286E+03
YW14 152 + .100000E+01
YW15 OBJ + .221354E+04
YW15 150 -.288899E+01
YW15 151 +.117468}:+03
YW15 152 +.100000E+01
YW16 OBJ + .221452E+04
YW16 150 -.289749E+01 · _
YW16 151 +.l13650E+03
YW16 152 + .100000E+01
YW17 OBJ +.221547E+04
YW17 150 -.290599E+-01
YW17 151 +.109833E+03
YW17 152 + .100000E+01
YW18 OBJ + .22163915+-04
YW18 150 ·.291449E+0l
YW18 151 +.106018E+03
YW18 152 + .100000E+01YW19 OBJ + .221727E+04
YW19 150 -.292299E+01
Y\V19 151 + .102200E+03
YW 19 152 + .100000E + 01
YW20 OBJ +.2Z1812E+04
YW20 150 ·.293148E+01
YW20 151 + .983833E+02
YW20 152 + .100000E+01
YX01 OBJ + .467313E+04
YX01 153 -.590000E+01
YX01 154 + .176303E+03
YX01 155 + .1(X)000E+01
YX02 OBJ + .467661E + 04
YX02 153 —.592000E+01
YX02 154 +.172129E +03
YX02 155 + .11XXX)0E + 01
YX03 OB.! + .468002E+04
YX03 153 -.594000E + 01
YX03 154 + .167954E-+03
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YX03 155 + .101X)(X)5 + 01
YX04 OB.! + .4683335 + 04
YX04 153 -.5960005 + 01 ,
YX04 154 +.16378l5+03
YX04 155 + . 1000005 + 01
YX05 OBJ + .4686575 + 04
YX05 153 -.5980005 + 01
YXOS 154 +.1S96065+03
YX05 155 + .1000005-+01
YX06 OBJ + .4689715 + 04
YX06 153 -.6000005 +01‘
YX06 154 +.1554315+03
YX06 155 + .1000005 + 01
YX07 OBJ + .4692795 + 04
YX07 153 •.6020005 + 01
YX07 154 +.1512565+03
YX07 155 + .1000005 + 01
YX08 OBJ + .4695775 + 04
YX08 153 -.6040005 + 01
YX08 154 + .1470825 + 03
YX08 155 +.l000005+01
YX09 OBJ +.4698665+04
YX09 153 -.6060005 + 01
YX09 154 + .1429075 + 03
YX09 155 + .1000(X)5 + 01
YX10 OBJ +.4701485+04
YX10 153 -.6080005+01
YX10 154 +.1387335+03
YX10 155 +.1000005+01
YX11 OB.! +.47042l5+04
YX11 153 -.6099995 + 01
YX11 154 +.1345585-+03
YX11 155 +.1000005+01 '
YX12 OBJ +.47068754-04
YX12 153 -.6119995 + 01
YX12 154 + .1303855+03
YX12 155 +.1000005+01
YX13 OBJ + .4709435 + 04
YX13 153 -.6139995+ 01
YXIJ 154 + .1262105 + 03
YX13 155 + .1000005 + 01
YX14 OB.! +.4711915%-04
YX14 153 -.6159995 +01
YXI4 154 +.1220355+03
YX14 155 +.1000005 + 01
YX15 OBJ +.4714315+04
YX15 153 -.6179995+ 01
YX15 154 +.1178615+03
YX15 155 +.100000E+01
YX16 OBJ +.4716625+04
YX16 153 -.6199995 + 01
YX16 154 +.1136865+03
YX16 155 +.1000005+ 01
YX17 OBJ +.47l8865+04
YX17 153 -.6219995 + 01
YX17 154 +.1095115+03
YX17 155 + .1000(X)5+01
YX18 OBJ +.4721015 + 04
YX18 153 -.6239995 + 01
YX18 154 + .1053375+03
YX18 155 + .1(X)0005 + 01
YX19 OB.! + .4723075+ 04
YXI9 153 -.62.59995 + 01
YX19 154 +.l01163E+03
YX19 155 + .1000005 + 01YX20 OBJ +.4725055 + 04
YX20 153 -.6279995 + 01
YX20 154 + .9698785 + 02
YX20 155 + .1000005 + 01
YY01 OB.! +.1309295+-04
YY01 156 -.1754005 + 01
YY01 157 + .1772135 +03
YY01 158 +.1(XJ0005+01_ YY02 OBJ +.I310435+04
YY02 156 -.1760505 + 01
YY02 157 + .1729955 + 03
YY02 158 + .1000005 + 01
YY03 OBJ +.1311545+04
YY03 156 -.1767005 + 01
YY03 157 + .1687775 + 03

. YY03 158 +.100000E+01
YY04 OBJ +.13l2635+04
YY04 156 -.1773505 + 01
YY04 157 +.1645595+lB
YY04 158 + .1000005 + 01
YY05 OB.! +.1313685+04
YY05 156 -.1780005 + 01
YY05 157 + .1603395 + 03
YY05 158 + .1000005 + 01
YY06 OB.! +.13147l5+04
YY06 156 -.1786505 +01
YY06 157 +.1561z1£+03
YY06 158 + . 10(I)005 + 01
YY07 OBJ +.13I5715+04
YY07 156 -.1793005 + 01
YY07 157 +.1519025+03
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YY07 158 + .101X)00E+01
”

YYM OBJ + .13I668E+04
YYM 156 ·.179949E+01 _
YY08 157 + .14768315+ 03
YYN 158 +.100000E+01
YY09 OBJ + .13176315 + 04
YY09 156 -.180599E + 01
YY09 157 + .143465E+03
YY09 158 + .100000E + 01
YY10 OBJ + .131855E+04
YY10 156 -.181249E+01
YY10 157 +.139Z47E+03
YY10 158 +.100000E+01
YY11 OBJ +.131944E+04
YYII 156 -.181899E+01
YY11 157 + .135028E+03
YY11 158 +.100000E+01
YY12 OBJ + .132030E-0-04
YY12 156 -.182549E+01
YYIZ 157 +.130810E+0J_
YY12 158 + .100000E + 01
YY13 OBJ +.132114E+04
YY13 156 -.183199E+ 01
YY13 157 + .126590E + 03
YY13 158 +.100000E+01
YY14 OB.! + .1J2195E+04
YY14 156 -.l83849E+01
YY14 157 +.122371E+03
YY14 158 +.100000E+0l

_ YY15 OBJ +.1322731-]+04
YY15 156 -.184499E+01
YYIS 157 +.118154E+03
YY15 158 + .100000E+01
YY16 OBJ + .132349E+04
YY16 156 -.185149E+01
YY16 157 + .113935E+0J
YY16 158 +.100000E+01
YY17 OBJ +.1J2421E+04
YY17 156 —.185799E+01
YY17 157 +.109717E+03
YY17 158 + .100000E + 01
YY18 OBJ +.132491E+04 •
YY18 156 ·.186449E+ 01
YY18 157 + .105497E+03
YYI8 158 +.100000E+01
YY19 OBJ + .132558E+04
YY19 156 -.187099E+01
YY19 157 +.101279E+03
YY19 158 + .100000E + 01
YY20 OBJ +.13262.1E+04
YY20 156 -.187749E+01
YY20 157 + .970608E+02
YY20 158 + .100000E+01
YZ01 OBJ + $9357015+04 .
YZ01 159 ·.650000E+01
YZ01 160 -.207985E + 03 ’
YZ01 161 + .100000E+01
YZ02 OBJ + .39459415+ 04
YZ02 159 -.655000E+01
YZ02 160 -.201870E+0J
YZOZ 161 +.100000E+01
YZ03 OBJ + .395589E + 04
YZ03 159 -.660000E+01 .
YZOJ 160 -.195755E+03
YZ03 161 + .100000E+01
YZ04 OBJ + .396552E+04
YZ04 159 —.665000E+01
YZ04 160 -.189639E+03
YZ04 161 +.100000E+01
YZ05 OBJ + .397485E + 04
YZ05 159 -.670000E+ 01
YZ05 160 -.183524E+03
YZ05 161 +.100000E+01
YZ06 OBJ + .398387E+04
YZ06 159 -.675000E +01
YZ06 160 -.177408E+M
YZ06 161 -•-.100000E+01
YZ07 OBJ + .399Z59E+04
YZ07 159 -.680000E+01
YZ07 160 —.171293E+0J
YZ07 161 + .100(X)0E+0l
YZ08 OBJ + .400100E+04
YZ08 159 -.684999E + 01
YZ08 160 ·.165177E+03
YZ08 161 + .100000E+01
YZ09 OBJ +.400911E+04
YZ09 159 -.689999E+01
YZ09 160 ·.159062E+0J
YZ09 161 + .100000E+01
YZ10 OBJ + .401691E +04
YZ10 159 -.694999E+01
YZl0 160 -.152946E-+03
YZ10 161 +.1(X)000E+01
YZ11 OBJ + .402440E+-04
YZ11 159 -.699999E-+01
YZ11 160 •.146832E+03
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YZ11 161 +.100000E+01
YZ12 OBJ +.403159E+-06
YZ12 159 -.704999E + 01 .
YZ12 160 -.140'l16E+03
YZ12 161 +.100000E+01 .
YZ13 OBJ +.403847E+04
YZ13 159 -.709999E + 01
YZ13 160 -.134600E + 03
YZ13 161 +.100000E+01
YZ14 OB.! + .40450512 + 04
YZ14 159 -.714999E + 01
YZ14 160 -.128485E+ 03
YZ14 161 +.100000E+01
YZl5 OBJ +.405132E+04
YZ15 159 -.719999E + 01
YZ15 160 -. 12237015 + 03
YZ15 161 +.100000E+01
YZ16 OBJ +.405729E+04
YZ16 159 -.724999E + 01
YZ16 160 -.1162S4E+03
YZ16 161 +.100000E+01
YZ17 OBJ +.406295E+04
YZ17 159 -.729999E + 01
YZ17 160 -.11013911 + 03

· YZ17 161 +.100000E+01
YZ18 OBJ + .406830E + 04
YZ18 159 -.734999E + 01
YZ18 160 -.104023E + 03
YZ18 161 + .1000001-Z + 01
YZ19 OBJ + .40733515 + 04
YZ19 159 ~.739999E + 01
YZ19 160 -.979077E +02_
YZ19 161 +.100000E+01
YZ20 OBJ + .407809E + 04
YZ20 159 -.74499915 + 01
YZ20 160 -.917920E + 02
YZ20 161 +.100000E+01YZ21 OBJ + .408253E + 04
YZ21 159 -.749998E + 01
YZ21 160 —.856777E + 02
YZ21 161 +.100000E+01
YZ22 OBJ + .40866615 + 04
YZ22 159 -.75499815 + 01
YZ22 160 -.795615E+ 02
YZ22 161 +.100000E+01
YZ23 OBJ + .409049E + 04
YZ23 159 -.759998E + 01
YZ23 160 -.734463E + 02
YZ23 161 + .1(X)000E + 01
YZ24 OB.! + .409400E + 04
YZ24 159 -.764998E + 01
YZ24 160 -.673306E + 02
YZ24 161 + .100000E + 01
YZ25 OBJ + .409721E + 04
YZ25 159 -.769998E + 01
YZ25 160 -.612153E+02YZ25 161 + .100000E + 01
YZ26 OBJ +.410012E+04
YZ26 159 ·.774998E + 01
YZ26 160 -.550999E + 02
YZ26 161 +.100000E+01
YZ27 OBJ +.4102‘73E+04
YZ27 159 -.779998E + 01
YZ27 160 -.48985115 + 02
YZ27 161 +.1000(X)E+01' YZ28 OBJ +.410502E+04
YZ28 159 -.784998E + 01
YZ28 160 ~.428691E + 02
YZ28 161 + .100000E + 01
YZ29 OBJ +,410701E+04
YZ29 159 -.78999815 + 01
YZ29 160 -.367529E + 02
YZ29 161 +.100000E+01
YZ30 OBJ + .410870E + 04
YZ30 159 -.794998E + 01
YZ30 160 -.306389E + 02
YZ30 161 +.100000E+01
YZ31 OBJ +.411008E+04
YZ31 159 -.799998E+01
YZ31 160 -.245234E + 02
YZ31 161 +.100000E+01
YZ32 OBJ +.411115E+-04
YZ32 159 -.804998E + 01
YZ32 160 -.184080E + 02YZ32 161 +.100000E+01
YZ33 OBJ +.411192E+04
YZ33 159 -.809998E + 01
YZ33 160 -.122925E + 02
YZ33 161 + .100000E + 01
YZJ4 OBJ +.4112JsE+04
YZ34 159 -.814997E + 01
YZ34 160 -.617676E + 01
YZ34 161 +.100000E+01YZ35 OBJ +.411254E+04
YZ35 159 -.819997E + 01
YZ35 160 ·.620120E·01
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YZ35 161 +.1M000E+01
YZ36 OBJ +.411239E+04
YZ36 159 -.82499712 + 01 .
YZ36 160 -.605322E + 0l
YZ36 161 + .10000015 + 01
YZ37 OBJ +.411193E+04
YZ37 159 -.82999715 + 01
YZ37 160 -.121697E + 02
YZ37 161 +.100000E+01
YZ38 OBJ +.411117E+04
YZ38 159 -.834997E + 01
YZ38 160 -.182847E + 02
YZ38 161 +.100000E+01
YZ39 OBJ +.4110l0E+04
Y7;19 _ 159 -.83999715 + 01
YZ39 160 -.244006E + 02
YZ39 161 + .100000E + 01
YZ40 OBJ +.41M73E+04
YZ40 159 -.84499715 + 01
YZ40 160 -.305154E + 02
YZ40 161 +.100000E+01
YZ41 OBJ + .41070515 + 04
YZ41 159 -.849997E + 01
YZ41 160 -.36631lE+ 02
YZ41 161 +.100000E+01
YZ42 OBJ +.410507E+04
YZ42 159 -.854997E + 01
YZ42 160 -.427463E + 02
YZ42 161 + .100000E + 01
YZ43 OBJ + .4102781] + 04
YZ43 159 -.859997E + 01
YZ43 160 -.488613E +02_
YZ43 161 +.100000E+01
YZ44 OBJ +.410018E+04
YZ44 159 -.86499*lE + 01
YZ44 160 -.549775E + 02
YZ44 161 + .100000E + 01 }YZ45 OBJ + .409728E +04
YZ45 159 -.869997E + 01
YZ45 160 -.61M18E + 02 ‘
YZ45 161 + .100000E + 01
YZ46 OBJ + .409407E + 04
YZ46 159 -.874997E + 01
YZ46 160 -.672078E + 02
YZ46 161 +.100000E+01
YZ47 OBJ + .40905615 + 04
YZ47 159 -.879996E + 01
YZ47 160 -.733232E + 02
YZ47 161 + .100000E+01
YZ48 OBJ + .4M674E + 04
YZ48 159 -.884996E + 01
YZ48 160 -.794385E + 02
YZ48 161 +.100000E+01
YZ49 OBJ + .4M262E + 04
YZ49 159 -.88999615 + 01
YZ49 160 -.855535E + 02
YZ49 161 +.100000E+01
YZ50 OBJ +.407819E+04
YZ50 159 -.894996E + 01
YZ50 160 -.916694E + 02
YZ50 161 + .1M000E + 01
ZA01 OBJ + .352024E + 03
ZA01 162 -.200000E + 01
ZA01 163 -.151474E + 03
ZA01 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA02 OBJ + .370024E + 03
ZA02 162 -.212000E +01
ZA02 163 -.1485291] + 03
ZA02 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA03 OBJ + .387671E + 03
ZA03 162 -.224000E + 01
ZA03 163 -.145585E + 03
ZA03 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA04 OBJ +.40496413 + 03 ·ZA04 162 -.236000E + 01
ZA04 163 -.142640E + 03
ZA04 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA05 OBJ + .421905E + 03
ZA05 162 -.248000E + 01
ZA05 163 -.139696E + 03
ZA05 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA06 OBJ +.43849|E+03
ZA06 162 -.260000E + 01
ZA06 163 -.136751E + 03
ZA06 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA07 OBJ + .45472515 + 03
ZA07 162 ·.272000E + 01
ZA07 163 -.133807E + 03
ZA07 164 + .100000E +01‘
ZA06 OBJ + .470604E + 03
ZAM 162 -.2841XDE +01
ZAM 163 •.13M62E + 03
ZAM 164 + .10000015 + 01
ZA09 OBJ + .486132E +03
ZAM 162 -.296000E + 01
ZAM 163 -.127918E +03
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ZA09 164 + .100(lX)8 + 01
ZA10 OBJ +.$013058+03
ZA10 162 -.3080008 +01.
ZA10 163 -.1249738 + 03 ”
ZA10 164 +.100000E+01
ZA11 OB.! +.516125E+03
ZA11 162 -.3200008 + 01
ZA11 163 -.1220288 + 03
ZA11 164 +.1000008+01
ZA12 OBJ +.530591E+03
ZA12 162 -.3320008 +01
ZA12 163 -.1190848 + 03
ZA12 164 +.100000E+01
ZA13 OB.] +.5447058+03
ZA13 162 -.3440008 + 01
ZA13 163 -.1161398 + 03
ZA13 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZA14 OB.! + .5584658 + 03
ZA14 162 -.3560008 + 01
ZA14 I63 ·.1131958+03
ZAI4 164 +.100000E+01
ZA15 OBJ + .5718728 + 03
ZAI5 162 -.3680008 + 01
ZA15 163 -.1102508+03
ZA15 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZA16 OBJ + .5849258 + 03
ZA16 162 -.3800008 + 01
ZA16 163 -.10*73068 + 03
ZA16 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZA17 OBJ + .5976258 + 03
ZA17 162 -.3920008 + 01
ZA17 163 -.1043618 + 03
ZA17 164 + .1000008 +01 ”
ZA18 OB.! +.6099728 + 03
ZA18 162 -.4040008 + 01
ZA18 163 -.1014168 +03
ZA18 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZA19 OBJ +.621965E+03
ZA19 162 -.4160008 + 01
ZA19 163 -.9847198 + 02
ZA19 164 +.l00000E+01
ZA20 OBJ +.6336058 + 03
ZA20 162 -.4280008 + 01
ZA20 163 -.9552748 + 02
ZA20 164 + .10(X)00E + 01
ZA21 OBJ +.6448918+03
ZA21 162 -.4400008 + 01
ZA21 163 -.9258288 + 02
ZA21 164 +.1000008-+01
ZA22 OBJ + .655825E + 03
ZA22 162 -.4520008 + 01
ZA22 163 -.8963838 + 02
ZA22 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZA23 OBJ + .6664058 + 03
ZA23 162 -.4640008 + 01
ZA23 163 -.8669388 + 02
ZA23 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZA24 OBJ + .6766318 + 03
ZA24 162 -.4760008 + 01
ZA24 163 -.8374928 + 02
ZA24 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZA25 OB.! +.6865058 + 03
ZA25 162 -.4880008 + 01
ZA25 163 -.8080478 + 02
ZA25 164 + .100000E+01
ZA26 OBJ + .6960258 + 03
ZA26 162 -.5000008 + 01
ZA26 163 -.7786018 + 02
ZA26 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZA27 OB.! +.7051918+03
ZA27 162 -.5120008 + 01
ZA27 I63 ·.749155E + 02
ZA27 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZA28 OBJ + .7140048 + 03 · _
ZA28 162 -.5240008 + 01
ZA28 163 -.7197108 + 02
ZAZ8 164 + .1000(X)E + 01
ZA29 OB.! + .7224641; + 03
ZA29 162 -.5360008 + 01
ZA29 163 -.6902658 + 02
ZA29 164 + .1000008 + 01 _
ZA30 OBJ + .7305718 + 03
ZA30 162 -.5480008 + 01
ZA30 I63 -.6608198 + 02
ZA30 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZA31 OBJ + .738324E+03
ZA31 162 -.560000E+01
ZA31 163 -.6313738 + 02
ZA31 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZAJ2 OBJ + .7457248 + 03
ZA32 162 -.5720008 + 01
ZA32 163 -.6019278 + 02
ZA32 164 + .1000008 + 01
ZA33 OB.! + .7527708 + 03
ZA33 162 -.5840008 + 01
ZA33 163 -.5724828 + 02
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ZA33 164 + .1(XX)00E + 01
ZA34 OBJ + .75946315 + 03
ZA34 162 -.596000E + 01 .
ZA34 163 -.543037E + 02
ZA34 164 + .10000015 + 01
ZA35 OBJ + .7658031:1 + 03
ZA35 162 -.608000E + 01
ZA35 163 -.513591E + 02
ZA35 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA36 OBJ + .771790E + 03
ZA36 162 -.620000E + 01
ZA36 163 -.48414515 + 02
ZA36 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA37 OBJ + .777423E+03
ZA37 162 -.632000E + 01
ZA37 163 -.454700E + 02
ZA37 164 + .10000011 + 01
ZA38 OBJ + .782702E + 03
ZA38 162 -.644000E + 01
ZA38 163 -.425254E + 02
ZA38 164 + .100000E + 01ZAJ9 OBJ + .787629E + 03
ZA39 162 -.65600015 + 01
ZA39 163 -.395808E + 02
ZA39 164 + .100000E + 01
2A40 OBJ + .792201E + 03
ZA40 162 -.668000E + 01
ZA40 163 -.366364E + 02
ZA40 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA41 OBJ +.796421}:+03 _
ZA41 162 -.68000015 + 01
ZA41 163 -.336918E + 02
ZA41 164 + .100000E+01‘
ZA42 OBJ + .800288E + 03
2A42 162 -.692000E + 01
ZA42 163 -.307472E + 02
ZA42 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA43 OBJ + .803800E + 03
ZA43 162 -.704000E + 01
ZA43 163 -.278027E + 02
ZA43 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA44 OBJ + .806960E +03•
ZA44 162 -.716000E + 01
ZA44 163 -.248581E + 02
ZA44 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA45 OBJ + .809767E + 03
ZA45 162 -.72799915 + 01
ZA45 163 -.219135E + 02
ZA45 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA46 083 +.81Z219E+03
ZA46 162 -.739999E + 01
ZA46 163 -.18969015 + 02
ZA46 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA47 OBJ +.814319E+03
ZA47 162 -.751999E + 01
ZA47 163 -.160245E +02’
ZA47 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA48 OBJ +.816065E+03
ZA48 162 -.763999E + 01
ZA48 163 -.13079915 + 02
ZA48 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA49 08.1 +.817458E + 03
ZA49 162 -.776000E + 01
ZA49 163 -.101353E + 02
ZA49 164 + .100000E + 01
ZA50 OBJ + .818498E + 03
ZA50 162 -.787999E + 01
ZA50 163 -.71907215 + 01
ZA50 164 + .100000E + 01
ZB01 OBJ + .589380E + 04
2801 165 -.150000E + 02
ZB01 166 -.24550011 + 03
ZB01 167 + .10000015 + 01
2B02 08.1 + .595215E + 04
ZB02 165 -.152400E + 02
2802 166 ·.240783E + 03
2802 167 + .1000(X)FZ + 01
ZB03 OBJ + .600937E+04 ‘ . Ö
2803 165 -.154800E + 02
ZB03 166 -.236065E + 03
ZB03 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB04 OBJ +.606546E + 04
ZB04 165 -.157200E + 02
2804 166 -.23134815 + 03
2804 167 +.100000E+01
ZB05 OBJ + .61204ZE + 04
2805 165 -.159600E + 02
2805 166 ~.226630E + 03
2805 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB06 OBJ + .617424E +04
ZB06 165 -.162000E + 02
ZB06 166 -.22191315 +03
2806 167 + .1(X)000E + 01
2807 08.1 + .622693E + 04
ZB07 165 -.164400E + 02
ZB07 166 -.217195E +03
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ZB07 167 + .100000E + 01
ZBM OBJ + .62785015 + 04
ZBM 165 -.166800E + 02 _
ZBN 166 -.212479E+03
ZBOB 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB09 OBJ + .63289215 + 04
ZB09 165 -.169200E + 02
ZB09 166 -.20776115 + 03
ZB09 167 + .100000E+01
ZB10 OBJ +.637821E+04
ZB10 165 -.17160015 + 02
ZB10 166 -.203044E + 03
ZB10 167 ·•-.100000E+017 ZB11 OBJ +.642637E+04
ZB11 165 ·.173999E+ 02
ZB11 166 -.198327E+03
ZB11 167 +.1(X)000E+01
ZB12 OBJ + .64734015 +04
ZB12 165 -.176399E + 02
ZB12 166 -.l93609E+03
ZB12 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB13 OBJ +.651931E+04
ZBl3 165 -.17879915 + 02
ZB13 166 -.188893E + 03
ZB13 167 + .100000E + 01 .
ZB 14 OBJ + .656408E + 04
ZB14 165 •.181199E+02
ZB14 166 -.184175E+03
ZB14 167 +.100000E-1-01
ZB15 OBJ +.660771E+04 ‘
ZB15 165 -.183599E + 02
ZB15 166 -.17945815 + 03
ZB15 167 +.100000E+01 ‘
ZB16 OBJ +.665021E+04
ZB16 165 -.18599915 + 02
ZB16 166 -.17474lE + 03
ZB16 167 + .1000(X)E+01
ZB17 OB.! +.669158E+04
ZB17 165 -.188399E + 02
ZB17 166 ~. 170023E + 03
ZB17 167 +.100000E+01
ZB18 OBJ + .673182E+04
ZB18 165 -.190799E+ 02
ZB18 166 -.165306E+03
ZBIS 167 + .100000E + 01
ZBI9 OBJ +.6770<12E+04
ZB19 165 -.19319915 + 02
ZB19 166 -.160589E + 03
ZB19 167 +.100000E+01
ZB20 OBJ + .680890E + 04
ZB20 165 -.19559915 + 02
ZB20 166 -.155872E + 03
ZB20 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB21 OBJ +.684573E+04
ZB21 165 -.197999E + 02
ZB21 166 -.151154E+03
ZB21 167 +.100000E+01
ZB22 OBJ + .68814515 + 04
ZB22 165 -.20039815 +02
ZB22 166 -.14643715 + 03
ZB22 167 + .1000(X)E + 01
ZB23 OBJ +.691602E+04
ZB23 165 -.202798E + 02
ZB23 166 -.141720E + 03
ZB23 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB24 OBJ + .694947E + 04 ‘
ZB24 165 -.20519812 + 02
ZB24 166 -.137002E + 03
ZB24 167 4-.100000E+01
ZB25 OBJ + .698179E + 04
ZB25 165 -.207598E + 02
ZB25 166 •. 1322851-1 + 03

. ZB25 167 + .100000E +01
ZB26 OBJ + .70129715 + 04
ZB26 165 -.209998E + 02
ZB26 166 -.127568E + 03
ZB26 167 +.100000E+01
ZB27 OBJ +.704301E + 04
ZB27 165 -.212398E + 02
ZB27 166 -.12285115 + 03
ZB27 167 + .100000E+01
ZB28 OBJ +.707194E+04
ZB28 165 -.21479812 + 02
ZB28 166 -.118134E+-03
ZB28 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB29 OBJ + .709972E + 04
ZB29 165 -.217 19815 + 02
ZB29 166 -.113416E + 03
ZB29 167 +.11X)0(!)E+01
ZB30 OBJ +.712637E+04
ZB30 165 -.219598E + 02
ZB30 166 -.10869915 + 03
ZB30 167 +.100000E + 01
ZBJ1 OBJ +.715189I-2+04
ZB31 165 -.221998E +02
ZB31 166 -.1(Il982E + 03
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ZB31 167 + .1(X)lX)0E+01ZB32 OBJ + .717628E +04
ZBJ2 165 -.22439712 + 02 .
ZB32 166 -.992646E + 02
ZB32 167 + .100000E+01
ZB33 OBJ +.719954E+04 ·
ZB33 165 -.22679711 + 02
ZB33 166 -.945476E +
02”

ZB33 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB34 OBJ +.722i66E+04
ZB34 165 -.229197E + 02
ZB34 166 -.898298E + 02
ZB34 167 + .100000E + 01 _
ZB35 OBJ + .724266E +04
ZB35 165 -.231597E + 02

· ZB35 166 -.851133E + 02
ZB35 167 + .100000E + 01ZBJ6 OBJ + .72625212 + 04
ZB36 165 -.233997E + 02
ZB36 166 -.803955E + 02
ZB36 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB37 OBJ +.728124E+04
ZB37 165 -.23639715 + 02
ZB37 166 -.75678715 + 02
ZB37 167 + .100000E + 01ZB3a OBJ + .729884E + 04
ZB38 165 -.238797E + 02
ZB38 166 -.709612E+02.
ZB38 167 + .100000E-•·01
ZB39 OBJ + .731530E+ 04
ZB39 165 -.241197E + 02
ZB39 166 -.662441E +02_
ZB39 167 + .100000E+01
ZB40 OBJ + .73306315 + 04
ZB40 165 -.24359715 + 02
ZB40 166 -.615266E + 02
ZB40 167 + .10000015 + 01
ZB41 OBJ +.734483E+04
ZB41 165 -.245997E + 02
ZB41 166 -.568093E + 02
ZB41 167 +.100000E+01
ZB42 OBJ + .735790E + 04
ZB4Z 165 -.248396E + 02
ZB42 166 -.520923E + 02
ZB42 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB43 OBJ + .736984E+04
ZB43 165 -.250796E + 02
ZB4J 166 -.473748E + 02
ZB43 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB44 OBJ +.738064E+04
ZB44 165 -.25319615 + 02
ZB44 166 -.426575E + 02
ZB44 167 +.100000E+0l
ZB45 OBJ +.7390J1E+04
ZB45 165 -.255596E + 02
ZB45 166 -.379404E + 02
ZB45 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB46 OBJ + .739ßa5E + 04
ZB46 165 -.257996E + 02
ZB46 166 -.332236E + 02
ZB46 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB47 OBJ +.740626E+04
ZB47 165 -.260396E + 02
ZB47 166 -.285063E + 02
ZB47 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB48 OBJ + .741253E +04
ZB48 165 -.262796E + 02
ZB48 166 -.237886E + 02
ZB48 167 + .100000E + 01
ZB49 OBJ +.741768E+04
ZB49 165 -.265196E + 02
ZB49 166 -.19071815 + 02
ZB49 167 +.100000E-+01 ·
ZB50 OBJ +.742169E+04
ZB50 165 -.267596E + 02
ZB50 166 -.I43542E + 02
ZB50 167 + . 10000015 + 01
ZC01 OBJ + .8322541-1 + 04
ZC01 168 -.260000E + 02
ZC01 169 -.156246E + 03
ZC01 170 +.100000E+01
ZC02 OBJ +.835968E +04
ZC02 168 -.262400E + 02
ZC02 169 -.153221E + 03
ZC02 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC03 OBJ + .839609E + 04
ZC03 168 ·.264·8¢X)E + 02
ZC03 169 -.150196E + 03
ZC03 170 + .100()00E + 01
ZC04 OBJ + .843177E + 04
ZC04 168 -.2672(X)E + 02
ZC04 169 -.147171E+03
ZC04 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC05 OBJ +.846672E+04
ZC05 168 -.269600E + 02
ZC05 169 -.144146E+ 03
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ZC05 170 +.10(X)00E4·01 r
ZC06 OBJ + .850096E + 04
ZC06 168 -.272000E + 02 .
ZC06 169 -.141122E + 03
ZC06 170 4- .100000E + 01
ZC07 OB.! + .85344615 + 04
ZC07 168 -.274399E + 02
ZC07 169 -.13809715 + 03
ZC07 170 +.100000E+01
ZC08 OB.! + .856724E 4- 04
ZC08 168 -.276799E + 02
ZC08 169 -.13507215 + 03
ZC08 170 +.100000E+01
ZC09 OB.! 4- .859930E + 04
ZC09 168 -.279199E + 02
ZC09 169 -.132048E+ 03
ZC09 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC10 OB.! + .86306215+ 04
ZC10 168 —.281599E+02
ZC10 169 -.129023E+ 03
ZC10 170 + .1000()0E +
01‘

ZC11 OB.! +.866122E-+04
ZCl1 168 -.283999E+02
ZC1l 169 ·.125998E+03ZC11 170 +.100000E+01
ZC12 OB.! +.869110E-+04
ZC12 168 -.286399E + 02
ZC12 169 -.122973E + 03
ZC12 170 +.100000E+01
ZC13 OB.! 4- .87202SE+04
ZC13 168 -.288799E+02
ZC13 169 -.11994«8E+03 _
ZC13 170 + .100000E+0l
ZC14 OBJ +.874867E+04
ZC14 168 -.291199E+02
ZC14 169 -.1I6923E+03
ZC14 170 +.100000E+01ZCIS OB.! +.877637E + 04
ZC15 168 -.293S99E+02
ZC15 169 -.113898E+03
ZC15 170 +.100000E4·01
ZC 16 OB.! + ,880334E + 04
ZC16 168 -.295999E + 02
ZC16 169 -.110874E + 03
ZC16 170 + .100000E+01
ZC17 OB.! + .882959E+04 .
ZC17 168 -.298398E+02
ZC17 169 -.107849E + 03
ZC17 170 4-.100000E+01
ZC18 OBJ +.88S5l1E+04
ZC18 168 -.300798E + 02
ZC18 169 -.104824E + 03
ZC18 170 4·.100000E+01
ZC19 OB.! + .88799015 4- 04
ZC19 168 -.303198E +02
ZC19 169 -.101799E + 03
ZC19 170 +.100000E+01
ZC20 OB.! + .89039611 + 04
ZC20 168 -.305598E + 02
ZC20 169 -.987742E + 02
ZC20 170 +.100000E+01
ZC21 OB.! +.892731E+04
ZC21 168 -.307998E + 02
ZC21 169 -.957493E 4- 02
ZC21 170 +.100000E+01
ZC22 OB.! +.894993E +04
ZC22 168 -.310398E + 02
ZC22 169 -.927241E + 02
ZC22 170 4- .100000E+01
ZC23 OB.! +.897181E+04
ZC23 168 ·.31Z798E+02
ZC23 169 -.896995E + 02
ZC7.3 170 +.100000E+01
ZC24 OB.! 4- .899298E +04
ZC24 168 -.315198E+ 02
ZC24 169 -.866750E + 02
ZC24 170 +.100000E4·01ZC25 OB.! + .901342E + 04
ZC25 168 -.31759812 4- 02
ZC25 169 ·.836497E + 02
ZC25 170 + .100000E+01
ZC26 OB.! + .903313E+04
ZC26 168 -.319998E + 02
ZC26 169 -.806252E +02
ZC26 170 +.100000E+01
ZC27 OB.! +.90S212E4-04
ZC27 168 -.322397E 4- 02
ZC27 169 ·.776(X)3E + 02
ZC27 170 4·.100000E4·01
ZC28 OB.! + .907037E + 04
ZC28 168 -.324797E 4- 02
ZC28 169 -.745752E + 02
ZC28 170 4-.100000E4-01
ZC29 OB.! +.908791E-+04
ZC29 168 -.327197E + 02
ZC29 169 -.715508E 4- 02
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ZC29 170 + .1000(X)E + 01
ZC30 OBJ +.910472E+04 -ZC30 168 -.3295971} + 02 .
ZC30 169 -.685259E + 02
ZC30 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC31 OBJ +.912080E+04
ZC31 168 -.33199715 + 02
ZC31 169 -.655010E + 02
ZC31 170 +.1000001-}+01
ZC32 OBJ +.913616E+04
ZC32 168 -.334397E + 02
ZC32 169 -.624761E + 02
ZC32 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC33 OBJ +.915079E-+04
ZC33 168 -.33679715 + 02
ZC33 169 -.594514E + 02
ZC33 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC34 OBJ +.916470E+-04
ZC34 168 -.339197E + 02
ZC34 169 -.564263E + 02
ZC34 170 + .100000E + 01ZC35 OBJ +.917787E +04
ZC35 168 -.341597E + 02
ZC35 169 -.534014E + 02
ZC35 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC36 OBJ +.919032E+04
ZC36 168 -.3439971} + 02
ZC36 169 -.503765E + 02
ZC36 170 +.100000E+01
ZC37 OBJ + .920205E + 04
ZC37 168 -.346396E + 02
ZC37 169 -.473516E +02_
ZC37 170 +.1000001·}+01
ZC38 OBJ +.921305E+04
ZC38 168 -.348796E + 02
ZC38 169 -.443271E + 02
ZC38 170 + .1(X)0001}+01
ZC39 OBJ +.9Z2333E+04
ZC39 168 -.351196E + 02
ZC39 169 -.413022E + 02
ZC39 170 + .100000E+01
ZC40 OBJ +.923288E+04
ZC40 168 ‘ -.353596E + 02
ZC40 169 -.382776E + 02
ZC40 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC41 OBJ + .9241701-} + 04
ZC41 168 -.35599612 + 02 ·ZC41 169 -.352527E + 02
ZC41 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC42 OBJ + .924980E + 04
ZC42 168 -.358396E + 02
ZC42 169 -.322280E + 02
ZC42 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC43 OBJ + .925717E+04
ZC43 168 -.360796E + 02
ZC-43 169 -.292031E+02
ZC43 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC44 OBJ + .9263821*} + 04
ZC44 168 -.363196E + 02
ZC44 169 -.261782E + 02
ZC44 170 +.100000E+01
ZC45 OBJ + .926973E + 04
ZC45 168 -.36559615 + 02
ZC45 169 -.23153112 + 02
ZC45 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC46 OBJ + .9274931-} + 04_ ZC46 168 -.367996E + 02
ZC46 169 -.201282E + 02
ZC46 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC47 OBJ + .9279401} + 04
ZC47 168 -.370396E + 02
ZC47 169 -.171035E + 02
ZC47 170 +.100000E+01
ZC48 OBJ +.928313E+04
ZC48 168 -.372795E + 02
ZC48 169 -.140786E + 02
ZC48 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC49 OBJ +.928615E-+04
ZC49 168 -.375195E + 02
ZC49 169 -.110537E + 02
ZC49 170 + .100000E + 01
ZC50 OBJ + .92884515 +04~
ZC50 168 -.377595E + 02
ZC50 169 -.802881E + 01
ZC50 170 + .1000001} + 01ZD01 OBJ + .0
ZD01 171 -.2200(X)E + 02
ZD01 172 -.1418881:} + 03
ZD01 173 + .10(X)(X)E+ 01ZD02 OBJ + .0
ZD02 171 ·.225(Xl0E + 02
ZD02 172 -.1415351-} + 03
ZD02 173 + .100000E +01
ZD03 OBJ + .0
ZD03 171 -.230000E + 02
ZD03 172 -.141197E + 03
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ZD03 173 + .1(X)0(X)E + 01
ZD04 OBJ + .0
ZD04 171 -.235000E + 02 .
ZD04 172 -.140874E + 03
ZD04 173 + .100000E + 01
ZD05 OBJ + .0
ZD05 171 -.240000E + 02
ZD05 172 -.140564E + 03
ZD05 173 + .1(X)000E + 01
ZDN OBJ + .0
ZD06 171 -.245000E + 02
ZD06 172 -.1402671-Z + 03
ZDN 173 + .100000E + 01
ZD07 OBJ + .0
ZD07 171 -.250000E + 02
ZDO'7 ” 172 -.139982E + 03
ZD07 173 + .100000E + 01
ZD08 OBJ + .0
ZD08 171 -.255000E + 02
ZDOB 172 -.139707E + 03
ZD08 173 + .1000(X)E + 01
ZD09 OBJ + .0
ZD09 171 -.260000E + 02
ZD09 172 -.139444E + 03
ZD09 173 + .100000E + 01
ZD10 OBJ + .0
ZD10 171 -.26500015 +02
ZD10 172 -.139190E + 03
ZD10 173 +.1<X)000E+01
ZD11 OBJ + .0
ZD11 171 ·.270000E + 02
ZD11 172 -.13894615 +03_
ZD11 173 +.100000E+01
ZD12 OBJ + .0
ZD12 171 -.275000E+ 02
ZD12 172 ·.138711E+03
ZD12 173 +.100000E+01
ZD13 OBJ + .0
ZD13 171 -.28000015 + 02
ZD 13 172 -.138484E + 03
ZD13 173 + .100000E + 01
ZD14 OBJ + .0
ZD 14 171 -.285(X)0E+02
ZDI4 172 -.13826515 + 03
ZD 14 173 + .100000E + 01
ZD15 OBJ + .0
ZD15 171 ·.29(X)00E+02
ZD15 172 -.13805315 +03A
ZD15 173 +.100000E+01ZD16 OBJ + .0
ZD16 171 -.295000E + 02
ZD16 172 -.137840E + 03
ZD16 173 +.100000E+01 ·ZD 17 OBJ + .0
ZD 17 171 -.300000E + 02
ZD17 172 -.137651E + 03
ZD17 173 + .100000E + 01
ZD18 OBJ + .0
ZD18 171 -.305(X)0E+ 02
ZD18 172 -.13746015 + 03
ZD18 173 +.1000(X)E+01
ZD19 OBJ + .0
ZD19 171 ·.310000E+02
ZD19 172 -.137275E + 03
ZD19 173 + .1000NE+ 01
ZD20 OBJ + .0
ZD20 171 ~.315000E +02
ZD20 172 -.13709615 + 03
ZD20 173 + .100000E+01
ZD21 OBJ +.0.
ZD21 171 ~.320000E+02
ZD21 172 -.136923E + 03
ZD21 173 + .100000E+01
ZE01 OBJ + .0
ZE01 174 -.240000E + 02
ZE01 175 -. 13733015 + 03
ZE01 176 + .100000E+01
ZE02 OBJ + .0
ZE02 174 ·.244000E + 02
ZE02 175 -.137144E + 03
ZE02 176 + .100000E + 01
ZE03 OBJ + .0
ZE03 174 ·.248(X)0E + 02
ZE03 175 -.136965E + 03
ZE03 176 + .100000E + 01
ZE04 OBJ + .0
ZE04 174 ~.252000E + 02
ZE04 175 -.136790E + 03
ZE04 176 + .1(XX)(X)E+01 ’
ZE05 OBJ + .0
ZE05 174 -.256(X)0E + 02
ZE05 175 -.136622E + 03
ZE05 176 + .100000E+01
ZE06 OBJ + .0
ZEN 174 -.2600(X)E + 02
ZEN 175 -.136458E + 03
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I ZE06 176 + . l(XXXX)E + 01
ZE07 OB.! + .0
ZE07 174 -.264000E + 02 .
ZE07 175 -.13630015 + 03
ZE07 176 + .1(I)000E + 01
ZE08 OBJ + .0
ZEN 174 -.268000E + 02
ZEN 175 -.136146E + 03
ZEN 176 + .100000E + 01
ZE09 OB.! + .0
ZE09 174 -.272000E + 02
ZE09 175 ·. 135997E + 03
ZE09 176 + .100000E + 01
ZE10 OB.! +
.07

ZE 10 174 -.27599911 + 02
ZE10 175 -.135852E + 03 -ZE10 176 + .100000E+ 01
ZE11 OB.! + .0
ZE11 174 -.279999E+02
ZE11 175 -.1357l1E+03
ZE11 176 +.100000E+01
ZE12 OBJ + .0
ZE12 174 -.283999E+02
ZE12 175 -.13557515 + 03
ZE12 176 +.100000E+01
ZE11! OB.! +.0
ZE13 174 -.287999E + 02
ZEl3 175 -.135442E + 03
ZE13 176 + .1000lX>E+01
ZE14 OB.! + .0
ZE14 174 -.291999E+02
ZE14 175 -.135312E +03_ AZE14 176 +.100000E+01
ZE15 OB.! + .0
ZE15 174 -.295999E + 02
ZE15 175 -. 135186E + 03
ZE15 176 +.100000E-+01
ZE16 OB.! + .0
ZE16 174 -.299999E+02
ZE16 175 -.135064E + 03
ZE16 176 + .100000E+01
ZE17 OB.! + .0
ZE17 174 -.303999E + 02
ZE17 175 -.134945E -•· 03
ZE17 176 +.100000E+01 -
ZE18 OB.! + .0
ZE18 174 -.307999E + 02
ZE18 175 -.134828E-+03
ZE18 176 +.100000E+01
ZE19 OB.! + .0
ZE19 174 -.311999E+ 02
ZE19 175 ·.134715E+03
ZE19 176 + .100000E+01
ZE_20 OB.! + .0
ZE20 174 -.31599915 + 02
ZEZ0 175 -.134605E + (B
ZE20 176 + .1000!X)E+01
ZE21 OB.! + .0
ZE21 174 -.319999E + 02
ZE21 175 -.134497E + 03
ZE21 176 + .100000E+0l
ZE2z OB.! + .0

A ZEZ2 174 -.32399915 + 02
ZE22 175 -.134393E + 03
ZE22 176 + .10000015 + 01
ZE23 OB.! + .0
ZE23 174 -.327999E + 02
ZE23 175 -.13429015 + 03
ZE23 176 + .100000E + 01
ZE24 OBJ + .0
ZE24 174 -.331999E + 02
ZE24 175 -.134190E + 03
ZE24 176 + .100(I)0E + 01
ZE25 OB.! + .0
ZE25 174 -.335999E + 02
ZE25 175 -.134093E + 03
ZE25 176 + .1(X)000E + 01
ZF01 OBJ + .0
ZF01 177 -.950®0E + 01
ZF01 178 -.136577E + 03
ZF01 179 +.100000E-+01
ZF02 OB.! +.0
ZF02 177 -.965000E + 01
ZF02 178 -.136412E + 03
ZF02 179 + .100000E + 01ZF03 OBJ + .0
ZF03 177 -.980000E + 01
ZF03 178 -. 136253E + 03
ZF03 179 + .1000lDE + 01
ZF04 OB.! + .0
ZF04 177 -.995000E + 01
ZF04 178 -.136098E + 03
ZF04 179 + .1000(X)E + 01
ZP05 OBJ + .0
ZF05 177 ·.101000E +02
ZF05 178 -.135948E + 03
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ZFOS 179 + .10000015 + 01
ZF06 OBJ + .0
ZF06 177 -.102500E + 02 .
ZF06 178 ·.135803E + 03
ZF06 179 :1- . l0(I)00E + 01
Z1-'07 OBJ + .0
ZF07 177 -.104(I!0E +02
ZF07 178 -.13566113 + 03
ZF07 179 + . 10(IME + 01
ZFM OBJ + .0
ZF08 177 -.10550015 + 02
ZF08 178 -.135524E + 03
ZF08 179 + .100000E + 01
ZF09 OB.! + .0
ZF09 177 -.107000E + 02
ZF09 178 -.135391E + 03
ZF09 179 + .100000E + 01
ZF10 OB.! + .0
ZF10 177 ·.1085(I)E + 02
ZF10 178 -.135261E +03
ZF10 179 +.l00000E+01
ZF11 OBJ + .0
ZF11 177 -.110000E+02
ZFII 178 -.13Sl34E+03
ZF11 179 +.10(I)00E+01
ZF12 OBJ + .0
ZF12 177 -.111500E+02
ZF12 178 ·.135012E+03
ZF12 179 + . MIME + 01
ZF13 OBJ + .0
ZF13 177 -.113000E +02
ZF13 178 -.134892E + 03
ZF13 179 +.10(IME+01ZF14 OB.! + .0
ZF14 177 ~.114SOOE+02
ZF 14 178 -.13477515 + 03
ZF14 179 +.1(IIII)E+01
ZF15 OB.! + .0
ZF15 177 ·.116(II)E+02
ZFIS 178 —.134662E +03
ZFIS 179 +.100(I)0E+01
ZF16 OBJ + .0
ZF16 177 -.117500E+02
ZF16 178 -.13455lE+03
ZF16 179 + .100000E + 01
ZF17 OBJ + .0
ZF17 177 -.119000E+02
ZF17 178 -.134444E + 03
ZF17 179 + .1(I)000E+01
ZF18 OBJ + .0
ZF18 177 -.120500E +02
ZF18 178 -.134338E + 03
ZFI8 179 +.10(I)00E+01
ZF19 OB.! + .0
ZF19 177 -.122(II)E + 02
ZF19 178 -.134236E + 03
ZF19 179 +.100000E+01
ZF20 OBJ + .0
ZF20 177 -.123500E+02
ZF20 178 -.134136E+03
ZF20 179 + .11III)0E+01
ZFZ1 OB.! + .0
ZF21 177 ·.125000E+02
ZF21 178 ·. 134038E + 03
ZF21 179 + .10(I)00E + 01
ZF22 OBJ + .0
ZF22 177 ·. 12650015 + 02
ZF22 178 -.13394315 + 03
ZF22 179 + .100000E + 01
ZFZJ OBJ + .0
ZF23 177 -.128(I)0E + 02
ZF23 178 -.133850E + 03
ZF23 179 + . MIME+ 01
ZF24 OBJ + .0
ZF24 177 -.129500E + 02
ZF24 178 -. 1337591-1 + 03
ZF24 179 + .10(I)00E+01
ZFZS OBJ + .0
ZF25 177 -.131000E + 02
ZF25 178 -.133670E + 03
ZFZ5 179 + .100000E+01
ZF26 OBJ + .0
ZF26 177 -.132500E + 02
ZF26 178 -.133583E + 03
ZF26 179 + .100(I)0E+01
ZF27 OBJ + .0
ZF27 177 -. l34(II)E + 02
ZF27 178 -.133498E + 03
ZF27 179 + .100000E + 01
ZF28 OBJ + .0
ZF28 177 ~.13S5(I)E + 02
ZF28 178 -.1334lSE + 03
ZF28 179 + .10fI!00E + 01
ZF29 OB.! + .0
ZF29 177 -.137000E+ 02
ZF29 178 -. 133334E + 03
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ZF29 179 + .1<X)000E + 01
ZF30 OB.! +.0_
ZF30 177 -.138500E + 02 _
ZF30 178 -.133255E + 03
ZP30 179 + . 10000015 + 01
ZF31 OB.! + .0
ZF31 177 ·.140000E+02
ZF31 178 -.133177E+03
ZF31 179 +.1w000E+01ZF32 OB.! + .0
ZF32 177 -. 1415(X)1-I + 02
ZF32 178 -.1331011:} + 03
ZF32 179 + .100000E+01ZFJJ OB.! + .0
ZF33 177 •.1430(1)E + 02
ZF33 178 ~. 133026E +03
ZF33 179 + .10000015 + 01
ZF34 OB.! + .0
ZF34 177 -.144500E + 02
ZF34 178 -.132954E + 03
ZF34 179 + .10000015 + 01 ‘
ZP35 OB.! + .0
ZF35 177 -.146000E + 02
ZF35 178 -.132882E + 03
ZF35 179 + .10000015 + 01
ZF36 OBJ + .0
ZF36 177 ~. 1475001*1 + 02
ZF36 178 -.132812E + 03
ZF36 179 + .100000E + 01
ZF37 OB.! +.0'
ZF37 177 -.149000E + 02
ZF37 178 -.132744E + 03
ZF37 179 + .1(X)000E + 01
ZF38 OB.! + .0
ZF38 177 -.150500E + 02
ZF38 178 -.132676E + 03
ZF38 179 + .100000E + 01
ZF39 OBJ + .0
ZF39 177 -.15200015 + 02
ZF39 178 -.132610E + 03
ZF39 179 + .1000001:1 + 01
ZF40 OB.! +.0
ZF40 177 -.15350011 + 02
ZF40 178 -.132546E + 03
ZF40 179 + .100000E + 01
ZG01 OB.! + .0
ZG01 180 -.700000E + 01
ZG01 181 -.207998E+03
ZG01 182 + .1000001-Z + 01
ZG02 OB.! + .0
ZG02 180 -.720000E + 01
ZG02 181 -.184292E + 03
ZG02 182 + .10(X)00E + 01
ZG03 OB.! + .0
ZG03 180 -.740000E + 01
ZG03 181 ·.161971E+03
ZG03 182 + .100000E + 01
ZG04 OB.! + .0
ZG04 180 -.760000E + 01
ZG04 181 -.161024E+03
ZG04 182 + .1(X)000E + 01
ZG05 OB.! + .0
ZG05 180 —.780000E + 01
ZG05 181 -.160126E + 03
ZGOS 182 + .100000E + 01
ZG06 OB.! + .0
ZG06 180 -.800000E + 01 -ZG06 181 -.159273E+03 ‘
ZG06 182 + .10000015 + 01
ZG07 OBJ + .0
ZG07 180 -.820000E + 01
ZG07 181 •.158461E+03
ZG07 182 + .10000013 + 01
ZG08 OB.! + .0
ZG08 180 -.840000E + 01
ZGN 181 -.157689E + 03
ZG08 182 + .100000E + 01
ZG09 OB.! + .0
ZG09 180 -.860000E + 01
ZG09 181 -.1S69S2E+0J
ZG09 182 + .10(X)00E + 01
ZG10 OB.! + .0
ZG10 180 ·.880(X)0E + 01
ZG10 181 -.15624815 +03
ZG10 182 + .100000E + 01
ZG11 OB.! + .0
ZG11 180 -.9000(X)E + 01
ZG11 181 -.155576E+03
ZGl1 182 +.10(XX)0E+01 ‘
ZG12 OB.! + .0
ZG12 180 •.92(XX)0E+01
ZG12 181 -.15493315 +03
ZG12 182 +.100000E+01
ZG13 OB.! + .0
ZG13 180 -.94®(X}E + 01
ZG13 181 -.154317E + 03
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ZG13 182 + .1(XXXX)E+01ZG14 OBJ + .0
ZG14 180 -.9600001-Z + 01 .
ZG14 181 -.153727E+ 03
ZG14 182 +.100000E+01ZG15 OB.! + .0
ZG15 180 -.98000015 + 01
ZG1S 181 -.153162E+03
ZG15 182 + .100(X)0E+ 01
ZG16 OB.! + .0
ZG16 180 -.100000E+02
ZG16 181 -.152618E+03
ZG16 182 + .100000E+ 01
ZG17 OB.! + .0
ZG17 180 ·.102000E + 02
ZG17 181 -.152096E +03
ZG17 182 +.100000E+01
ZG18 OBJ + .0
ZG18 180 -.104000E + 02
ZG18 181 -.151595E + 03
ZG18 182 + .1001XX)E+ 01
ZG19 OBJ + .0
ZG 19 180 -.106000E + 02
ZG19 181 ·.151112E+03
ZG19 182 + .10(X)00E+ 01
ZG20 OB.! + .0
ZG20 180 ·.1080(X)E + 02
ZG20 181 -.150647E + 03
ZG20 182 + .100<XX)E+01
ZG21 OB.! + .0
ZG21 180 -.1100(X)E+02
ZG21 181 -.150199E + 03
ZG21 182 +.1(I)000E+01
ZG22 OB.! + .0
ZG22 180 -.112000E+02
ZG22 181 •. 149766E + 03
ZG22 182 +.1000(X)E+01
ZG23 OB.! + .0
ZG23 180 ·.114000E + 02
ZG23 181 -.14934915 + 03
ZGZ3 182 + .1000(X)E + 01
ZG24 OB.! + .0
ZG24 180 ~.116(XX)E + 02
ZG24 181 -.14894711 + 03
ZG24 182 +.100000E+01
ZG25 OB.! + .0
ZG25 180 -.1180001-Z + 02
ZG25 181 -.148558E + 03
ZGZS 182 + .100000E + 01
ZG26 OBJ + .0
ZG26 180 -.120000E + 02
ZG26 181 -.148182E + 03
ZG26 182 + .10000015 +01'
ZG27 OB.! + .0
ZG27 180 -.122000E + 02
ZG27 181 -.14781815 + 03
ZG27 182 +.100(X)0E+01
ZG28 OBJ + .0
ZG28 180 -.124000E + 02
ZG28 181 -.14746615 + 03
ZG28 182 + .100(X)0E+01ZG29 OBJ + .0
ZG29 180 -.126000E + 02
ZG29 181 -.147126E+03
ZG29 182 +.1000(X)E+01
ZGJ0 OB.! + .0
ZG30 180 -.12800012 + 02
ZG30 181 -.14679615 + 03
ZG30 182 + .100000E+01
ZG31 OBJ + .0
ZG31 180 -.130000E + 02
ZG31 181 -.146476E+03
ZG31 182 +.100000E+01_ ZG32 OB.! + .0
ZG32 180 -. 13200015 + 02
ZG32 181 -.1461651)+-03
ZG32 182 +.100000E+01
ZG33 OBJ + .0
ZG33 180 -. 1340001-1 + 02
ZG33 181 -.145864E + 03
ZGJ3 182 + .100(X!)E + 01
ZG34 OB.! + .0
ZG34 180 -.13600015 + 02
ZG34 181 -.1455721-l +03
ZG34 182 + .100000E + 01
ZGJS OB.! + .0
ZGJS 180 -.13801X)E + 02
ZG3S 181 -.14528915 + 03
ZG35 182 + .100(X)0E + 01
ZG36 OB.! + .0
ZG36 180 -.140(XX)E + 02
ZG36 181 -.14501JE +03
ZG36 182 + .100000E + 01
ZGJ7 OB.! + .0
ZG37 180 -.142000E + 02
ZG37 181 -.14474SE + 03
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ZG37 182 + .10(XXX)5+01
ZG38 OBJ + .0
ZG38 180 -.144(X)05 + 02 -ZG38 181 -.1444855 +03
ZG38 182 +.1000005+OlZG39 OBJ + .0
ZG39 180 -.1460005 + 02
ZG39 181 ·.1442325 +03
ZG39 182 + .1000005+0i
ZG40 OBJ + .0
ZG40 180 -.1480005 + 02
ZG40 181 -.1439855+ 03
ZG40 182 + .1000005 + 01
ZH01 OBJ + .0
ZH01 183 -.1500005 + 01

. ZH01 184 -.2194555 +03·
ZH01 185 + .1(X)0005 + 01
ZH02 OBJ + .0
ZH02 183 -.1600005 + 01
ZH02 184 -.1620625 +03_
ZH02 185 + .1000005 + 01ZH03 OB.! +.0·
ZH03 183 -.1700005 + 01
ZH03 184 -.1532475 + 03
ZH03 185 + .1000005 + 01
ZH04 OBJ + .0
Z1104 183 -.1800005 + 01
ZH04 184 -.1517335 + 03
ZH04 185 + .100000E+01
ZH05 OBJ + .0
ZH05 183 -.1900005 + 01
ZH05 184 -.1503795 +03.
ZHO5 185 + .1000(X)E+01
ZH06 OB.! + .0
ZH06 183 -.2000005 + 01
ZH06 184 -.1491605 + 03
ZH06 185 + .1000005 + 01
ZH07 OBJ + .0
Z}107 183 -.210000E+01
ZH07 184 -.1480575 + 03
ZH07 185 +.1000005+01
ZH08 OBJ + .0 •
ZH08 183 -.2200005 + 01
ZH08 184 -.1470545 + 03
ZH08 185 + .1000005 + 01
ZH09 OBJ + .0
ZH09 183 -.2300005 + 01
ZH09 184 -.1461395 + 03
ZH09 185 + .1000005+0l
ZH10 OBJ + .0
ZH10 183 -.2399995 + 01
ZH10 184 -.1453005 + 03
ZH10 185 +.100000E+01
ZH11 OBJ + .0 .
ZH11 183 -.2499995 +01
ZH11 184 -.144528E+03
ZH11 185 +.1000005+01
ZH12 OBJ + .0
ZH12 183 -.2599995 + 01
ZH12 184 -.1438155 + 03
ZH12 185 +.1000005+01
ZH13 OBJ + .0
ZH13 183 -.2699995 + 01 .
ZH13 184 -.143156E+03
ZH13 185 + .1000(X)5 + 01
ZH14 OBJ + .0
ZH14 183 -.2799995 + 01
ZH14 184 -.1425435+ 03
ZH14 185 +.1000()05+01
ZH15 OBJ + .0
ZH15 183 -.2899995 + 01
ZH15 184 ·.141972E+03
ZH15 185 +.100000E+01
ZH16 OBJ + .0
ZH16 183 -.2999995 + 01
ZH16 184 -.1414405 + 03
ZH16 185 +.100000E+01
ZH 17 OB.! + .0
Z}117 183 -.3099995 +01
ZH17 184 -.1409425+-03
ZH17 185 +.1000005+01
ZH18 OBJ + .0
ZH18 183 -.31999954-01
ZH18 184 -.1404755+ 03
ZH18 185 +.1000(X)5+01
ZH19 OBJ + .0
ZH19 183 -.3299995-+01
ZH19 184 ·.14(X)36E+03
ZH19 185 + .1(XXXX)5 + 01
ZH20 OB.! + .0
ZH20 183 -.3399995 + 01
ZH20 184 -.1396245 + 03
ZH20 185 + . 1000001-1 + 01
ZH21 OBJ + .0
ZH21 183 -.3499995 + 01
ZH21 184 -. 1392345 + 03
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ZH21 185 + .100lXX)E+ 01
ZH22 OBJ + .0
ZH22 183 -.35999915 + 01 -ZH22 184 -.13886715 + 03
ZH22 185 + .100000E +01.
ZH23 OBJ + .0
ZH23 183 -.369999E +01
ZH7.3 184 -.138519E+03
ZH23 185 + .10000015 + 01
ZH24 OBJ + .0
ZII24 183 -.379999E+ 01
21-124 184 -.13818915 + 03
ZH24 185 +.100000E+01
ZH25 OBJ + .0
ZH25 183 -.389999E + 01
ZH25 184 -.137877E + 03
ZH25 185 + .100MOE +01
ZH26 OBJ + .0
ZH26 183 -.399999E + 01
ZH26 184 -.1375801-I + 03
21126 185 + .10000015 + 01
ZH27 OB.! + .0
ZH27 183 -.409999E + 01
ZH27 184 -.137298E + 03
ZH27 185 + .100(X)0E + 01
ZH28 OBJ + .0
ZH28 183 ·.419998E + 01
ZH28 184 -.137029E + 03
ZH28 185 + .100000E +01
ZH29 OBJ + .0
ZH29 183 -.42999811 + 01
ZH29 184 -.13677211 + 03
ZH29 185 + .100000E + 01
ZH30 OB.! + .0
ZH30 183 -.439998E + 01
ZII30 184 -.136527E + 03
ZH30 185 + .100000E + 01
Z101 OB.! + .0
Z101 186 -.5M000E + 01
Z101 187 -.262660E + 03
Z101 188 + .100000E+01
Z102 OBJ + .0
ZI02 186 ‘ -.519000E + 01
Z102 187 -.23145415 + 03
ZI02 188 + .100000E + 01
ZI03 OBJ + .0
Z103 186 -.5380ME + 01
Z103 187 -.200248E + 03
Z103 188 + .10000012 + 01
ZI04 OBJ + .0
ZI04 186 -.557000E + 01
ZI04 187 ~.169041E+03
ZI04 188 + .1000(l)E + 01
Z105 OBJ + .0
Z105 186 -.5760ME + 01
Z105 187 -.15532015 + 03
Z105 188 + .100000E + 01
Z106 OBJ + .0
ZI06 186 ·.5950(X)E +01
ZI06 187 -.154383E + 03
ZI06 188 + .100000E + 01
Z107 OBJ + .0
Z107 186 -.614000E + 01
Z107 187 ·.153505E +03
Z107 188 + .100(X)0E + 01
ZIM OBJ + .0
ZIM 186 -.63300015 + 01
ZIM 187 -.152680E + 03
ZIM 188 + .100000E + 01
Z109 OBJ + .0
Z109 186 -.652000E + 01
Z109 187 -.1519021:] + 03
ZI09 188 + .100000E + 01
Z110 OBJ + .0
Z110 186 -.671000E + 01
Z110 187 -.15116915 +03
Z110 188 +.10000OE+01
Z111 OBJ + .0
Z111 186 ·.690000E+01
Z111 187 -.150476E + 03
Z111 188 +.100000E+01
Z112 OB.1 + .0
ZI12 186 -.709000E+ 01
ZI12 187 -.14982015 + 03
ZI12 188 +.100000E+01
Z1 13 OBJ + .0
Z113 186 -.72799915 + 01
ZI13 187 -.149198E+03
ZI13 188 + .100000E+01
Z114 OBJ + .0
ZI14 186 -.746999E + 01
Z114 187 -.1486ME +03
Z114 188 +.1000ME+01
Z115 OBJ + .0
ZI15 186 -.765999E + 01
ZIIS 187 -.148047E + 03
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2115 188 + .1(XJ(XX)E+01
ZI!6 OB.! + .0
2116 186 -.784999E + 01 .
2116 187 -.147514E + 03
2116 188 +.100000E+01
2117 OB.! + .0
2117 186 -.8039991-I + 01
2117 187 -.1470051-Z + 03
2117 188 +.100000E+01
Z118 OB.! + .0
2118 186 -.82299915 + 01
2118 187 -.146520E +03
2118 188 +.100000E+01
2119 OB.! + .0
2119 186 ~.841999E + 01
2119 ' 187 -.146057E + M
2119 188 +.100000E+01
2120 OB.! + .0
2120 186 -.860999E + 01
2120 187 ·.145615E + 03
2120 188 + .100000E + 01
2121 OB.! + .0
2121 186 -.879999E + 01
2121 187 -.145191E+03
2121 188 +.100000E+01
ZI22 OB.! + .0
2122 186 ·.898999E + 01
2122 187 -.144785E + M

. 2122 188 + .1(X>000E+01
2123 OB.! + .0
2123 186 -.917999E+ 01
2123 187 -.14439711 + 03
2123 188 + .10001X)E + 01
2124 OBJ + .0
2124 186 -.936999E + 01
2124 187 ·.144024E + M
2124 188 + .10(X)00E+01
Z125 OBJ +.0
2125 186 -.955999E + 01
2125 187 -.143665E +03 ’
2125 188 + .100MOE + 01
Z126 OB.! + .0
2126 186 -.974999E + 01
2126 187 -. 143321E + M
2126 188 + .1000(X)E + 01
ZIZ7 OB.! + .0
2127 186 -.993999E + 01
2127 187 -.14299015 + 03
2127 188 + .100000E + 01
2128 OB.! + .0
2128 186 -.101300E + 02
2128 187 -.142671E + 03
2128 188 + .100000E + 01
Z129 OB.! + .0
2129 186 -.103200E + 02
2129 187 -.142364E + M
2129 188 + .100000E + 01
2130 OBJ + .0
2130 186 -.105100E + 02
2130 187 -.142069E + 03
2130 188 + .100(XJOE +01
2131 08.1 + .0
2131 186 -.107000E + 02
2131 187 -.141783E + M
2131 188 + .1000(X)E + 01
2132 OB.! + .0
2132 186 -.108900E +02_
2132 187 -.141508E +03
2132 188 + .100000E + 01
ZU3 OBJ + .0
2133 186 -.110800E + 02
2133 187 -.141242E+M
2133 188 + .100(X)0E + 01
2134 011.1 + .0 ·2134 186 -.112700E+02
2134 187 -.140985E + 03
2134 188 + .10000011 + 01
ZI35 OB.! + .0
2135 186 -.114600E + 02
2135 187 -.140737E +03
2135 188 + .100000E + 01
ZIJ6 OB.! + .0
2136 186 -.116500E + 02
2136 187 -.140496E + M
2136 188 + .10001X)E + 01
2137 OB.! + .0
2137 186 ·.1184(X)E + 02
2137 187 -.140264E + M
2137 188 + .100000E + 01
2138 OBJ + .0
2138 186 -.1203ME +02
2138 187 -.14(XJ38E+M
Z138 188 + .100000E + 01
2139 OB.! + .0
2139 186 -. IZZZWE + 02
2139 187 -.139820E +03
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Z139 188 + .100(XX'1E + 01
Z140 OBJ + .0
Z140 186 -.124100E + 02 .
Z140 187 ·. 139609E + 03
Z140 188 + .100000E + 01
Z.101 OBJ + .0
ZJ01 189 -.430000E + 01
Z.101 190 •.14Z771E+03
Z.101 191 + .100000E+01
Z.102 OBJ + .0
ZJ02 189 -.439500E + 01
2..102 190 -.142409E + 03
Z.102 191 + .100(lX)E + 01
Z.103 OB.! + .0
Z.103 189 -.449000E+ 01
ZJO.'1 190 -.14206ZE + 03
ZJ03 191 + .10000015 + 01
Z.!04 OB.! + .0
Z.104 189 -.458500E + 01
2..104 190 -.141729E + 03
2..104 191 + .10000012 + 01
ZJ05 OB.1 + .0
ZJ05 189 ·.468000E + 01
Z.105 190 -.141410E + 03
Z.105 191 + .100000E + 01
Z.!06 OB.! + .0
Z.106 189 -.477500E + 01
2.106 190 —.141103E + 03
ZJM 191 + .100000E+01
Z.!07 OB.! + .0
Z.107 189 -.48700015 + 01
2.107 190 ·. 140808E +03_
ZJ07 191 + .100000E + 01
ZJ08 OBJ + .0
ZJ08 189 -.496500E + 01
ZJ08 190 -.140525E + 03
ZJ08 191 + .100000E+01
Z.109 OBJ + .0
Z.109 189 -.505999E+ 01
Z.109 190 -.140252E + 03
Z.109 191 + .1000(X)E + 01
Z.1 10 OBJ + .0
ZJ10 189 -.515499E+01
Z.110 190 -.139990E + 03
ZJ10 191 +.100000E+01
Z.111 OBJ +.0
Z.111 189 -.524999E+ 01
ZJ11 190 -.13973715 + 03
Z.111 191 +.100000E+01
ZJ1z OBJ + .0
ZJ12 189 -.534499E + 01
ZJ12 190 ·. 139492E + 03
ZJ12 191 +.100000E+01ZJ13 OBJ + .0
Z.113 189 ~.54J999E+ 01
Z.113 190 -.139257E + 03
ZJ13 191 +.100000E+01
ZJ 14 OB.! + .0
Z.114 189 -.553499E + 01
Z.114 190 -.139029E + 03
Z.114 191 +.100000E+01
Z.115 OBJ + .0
ZJ 15 189 -.562999E +01
ZJ15 190 -.138809E + 03
ZJ15 191 +.100000E+01
Z.116 OBJ + .0
Z.116 189 -.572499E + 01
Z.1 16 190 -.138597E + 03
Z.116 191 +.100000E+01
ZJ17 OBJ + .0
Z.117 189 -.581999E + 01
Z.117 190 ~.138391E + 03
7..117 191 +.100000E+01
Z.118 OBJ + .0 - _
ZJ 18 189 -.591499E + 01
ZJ18 190 -.138192E +03
Z.118 191 + .100000E + 01
ZJ19 OBJ + .0
Z.119 189 -.600999E +01
ZJ19 190 -.138000E + 03
Z.119 191 +.100000E+01 .
Z.!20 OB.! + .0
Z.120 189 -.61049915 + 01
ZJ20 190 -.137813E + 03
Z.120 191 +.100000E+01
ZK01 OBJ + .0
ZK01 192 -.1260(X)E + 02
ZK01 193 -.135215E + 03
ZK01 194 + .100(X10E+01
ZK02 OB.! + .0
ZK02 192 —.1271(X)E + 02
ZK02 193 -.135136E+ 03
ZK02 194 +.100000E+01
ZK03 OB.! + .0
ZK03 l92 -.128200E + 02
ZK03 193 -.135057E + 03
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ZK03 194 + .1(XX)00E 4- 01
ZK04 OBJ +.0ZK04 192 -.12930011 + 02 -ZK04 193 -.134980E + 03
ZK04 194 + .10000015 + 01
ZK05 OBJ + .0
ZK05 192 -.130400E + 02
ZK05 193 -.134904E 4- 03
ZK05 194 + .100000E + 01
ZKM OBJ + .0
ZKM 192 -.131500E. + 02
ZKM 193 -. 13483015 + 03
ZKM 194 + .1(XXXl)E + 01
ZK07 OBJ + .0
ZK07 192 -.132600E + 02
ZK07 193 -.134757E + 03
ZK07 194 4- .100MOE+01
ZKM OB.! + .0
ZKM 192 -.133700E + 02
ZKM 193 -.134685E + 03
ZKM 194 + .100MOE + 01
ZK09 OB.! + .0
ZKM 192 -.134800E + 02
ZKM 193 -.13461415 + 03
ZKM 194 + .100000E + 01
ZK10 OB.! +.0
ZK10 192 ·.135900E + 02
ZK10 193 -.13454415 + 03
ZK10 194 + .10000015 + 01
ZK11 OBJ + .0 .
ZK11 192 -.13700015 + 02
ZK11 193 -.13447511 + 03 .
ZK11 194 +.100000E+01
ZK12 OBJ + .0
ZK12 192 -.138100E+ 02
ZK12 193 -.1344ME+ 03
ZK12 194 4·.1(XJ000E4-01ZK13 OB.! + .0
ZK13 192 -.13920015 + 02
ZK13 193 ·. 13434215 + 03
ZK13 194 + .100MOE 4- 01
ZK14 OBJ +.0°
ZK14 192 -.1403005 + 02
ZK14 193 •. 134276E + 03
ZK14 194 + .100000E + 01
ZK15 OBJ + .0
ZK15 192 -.141400E + 02
ZK15 193 -.134212E+03
ZK15 194 +.l00000E+01
ZK16 OBJ + .0
ZK16 192 -.142500E + 02
ZK16 193 -.134148E+ 03
ZK16 194 +.1000(X)E+01
ZK17 OB.! + .0
ZK17 192 -.143600E+02
ZK17 193 ·. 134086E + 03
ZK17 194 + .100000E+-01
ZK18 OBJ 4- .0
ZK18 192 -.144700E 4- 02„ ZKI8 193 -.134024E + 03
ZK18 194 +.100000E+01
ZK19 OBJ + .0
ZK19 192 -.14580015 4-02·
ZK19 193 -.133964E + 03
ZK19 194 +.100000E+01
ZK20 OBJ + .0
ZK20 192 -.146900E + 02
ZK20 193 -.133904E 4- 03
ZK20 194 + .100000E + 01
ZL01 OBJ + .0
ZL01 195 -.360000E + 01
ZL01 196 -.13767015 + 03
ZL01 197 +.1000(X)E+01
ZL02 OBJ + .0
ZL02 195 -.367000E + 01
ZL02 196 -.137447E + 03
ZL02 197 + .1M000E + 0121.01 0111 + .0 O
ZL03 195 -.374000E + 01
ZL03 196 -.13723JE + 03
ZL03 197 + .100000E 4- 01
ZL04 OBJ + .0
ZL04 195 -.381000E + 01
ZL04 196 -.1370261-] + 03
Z1.04 197 + .1MOME + 01
ZL05 OBJ + .0
ZL05 195 ·.388MOE + 01
Z1.05 196 -.13682815 4- 03
ZL05 197 + . IMMOE+ 01
ZLM OBJ + .0
ZLM 195 -.J9S(XX)E + 01
ZLM 196 -.136636E + M
ZL06 197 + .100000E + 01
ZL07 OBJ 4- .0
ZL07 195 ·.40Z(XX)E + 01
ZL07 196 -.136450E + 03
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ZL07 197 + .MIME+ 01
ZL00 OBJ +.0
ZL08 195 -.409(II)E + 01 .
ZL08 196 -.136272E + 03
ZLOB 197 + .100000E + 01
ZL09 OB.! + .0
ZL09 195 -.416000E+ 01
ZL09 ‘ 196 -.136099E-+03
ZL09 197 + .1(II)00E+01
ZL10 OBJ + .0
ZL10 195 -.423000E + 01
ZL10 196 -.135932E+03
ZL10 197 + .100(II)E + 01
ZL11 OB.! + .0
ZL11 195 -.430000E +01
ZL11 196 -.135770E + 03
ZL11 197 +.100tII)E+01
ZL12 OB.! + .0
ZL12 195 -.4370ME + 01
ZL12 196 -.135613E+03
ZL12 197 + .10(II)0E + 01
ZL13 OB.! + .0
ZL13 195 -.444000E + 01
ZL13 196 -.135462E + 03
ZL13 197 + .100000E+01 ·
Z1.14 OBJ + .0
ZL14 195 -.451000E + 01
ZL14 196 ·.135315E+03
ZL14 197 + .1MMOE + 01
ZL 15 OB.! +.0·
ZL15 195 -.4580ME + 01
ZL15 196 -.135173E + 03
ZL15 197 +.10(IME+01
ZL16 OB.! + .0
ZL16 195 •.465MOE +
01‘

ZL16 196 -.135035E + 03
ZL16 197 +.100000E+01
ZL17 OB.! + .0
ZL17 195 -.471999E + 01
ZL17 196 -.134901E-+03
ZL17 197 +.100MOE+01
ZL18 OB.! + .0
ZL18 195 -.4790001-] + 01
ZL18 196 -.134771E+03
ZL18 197 +.100MOE+01
ZL19 OB.! + .0
ZL19 195 -.485999E + 01
ZL19 196 -.134644E + 03
ZL19 197 +.10MOOE+01
ZL20 OBJ + .0
ZL20 195 -.492999E + 01 '
ZL20 196 -.134521E + 03
ZL20 197 + .1MMOE + 01

RHS
DEMCAP M1 + .3120ME + 02
DEMCAP 002 +.241MOE+02
DEMCAP 003 + .219000E+02
DEMCAP (I)4 + .36MME+ 02
DEMCAP 005 + .2860ME + 02
DEMCAP M6 +.299000E+02
DEMCAP 007 +.256000E+02
DEMCAP 008 + .192MOE+02
DEMCAP M9 + .233MOE+02
DEMCAP 010 ·•· .0
DEMCAP 011 -.0
DEMCAP- 012 -.0

”
DEMCAP 013 -.0 .
DEMCAP 014 -.0
DEMCAP 015 -.0
DEMCAP 016 -.0
DEMCAP 017 +.143900E+03
DEMCAP 018 + .91590015 +02

~ DEMCAP 019 + .134650E + 03
DEMCAP 020 + .1260ME + 03
DEMCAP 021 +.118000E+02
DEMCAP 022 +.609000E+01
DEMCAP 023 + .1208ME + 02
DEMCAP 024 + .784000E+01
DEMCAP 025 +.144900E+02
DEMCAP 026 +.126(II)E+02
DEMCAP 027 + .0
DEMCAP 028 + .0
DEMCAP 029 + .0
DEMCAP 030 + .0
DEMCAP 031 + .0
DEMCAP 032 + .0
DEMCAP 033 + .0
DEMCAP 034 + .0
DEMCAP 035 + .0
DEMCAP 036 + .0
DEMCAP 037 + .0
DEMCAP 038 + .0
DEMCAP 039 + .0
DEMCAP 040 + .0
DEMCAP 041 + .0
DEMCAP 042 + .0
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DEMCAP 043 + .0
DEMCAP 044 +.0 '
DEMCAP 045 + .0 .
DEMCAP 046 + .0
DEMCAP 047 + .0
DEMCAP 048 +.0
DEMCAP 049 + .0
DEMCAP 050 + .0
DEMCAP 051 + .0
DEMCAP 052 + .0
DEMCAP 053 + .0
DEMCAP 054 + .0
DEMCAP 055 + .0
DEMCAP 056 + .0
DEMCAP 057 + .0
DEMCAP 058 + .0
DEMCAP 059 + .0
DEMCAP 060 +.0
DEMCAP 061 + .0
DEMCAP 062 + .0
DEMCAP 063 + .0
DEMCAP 064 + .0
DEMCAP 065 + .1257(X)E+02
DEMCAP 066 +.140100E+-02
DEMCAP 067 +.275200E+02
DEMCAP 06a +.9990001;+03
DEMCAP 069 +.429000E+01
DEMCAP 070 + .300000E·01
DEMCAP 071 +.467000E+01 .
DEMCAP 072 + .890000E +01
DEMCAP 073 + .200000E-01
DEMCAP 074 +.897200E+01 _
DEMCAP 075 + .889000E+01
DEMCAP 076 + .180000E.+00
DEMCAP 077 + .982000E+01
DEMCAP 078 + .900000E+03
DEMCAP 079 + .900000E+03
DEMCAP 080 +.900000E+03
DEMCAP (B1 +.900000E+03
DEMCAP N2 +.900000E+03‘
DEMCAP 083 + .900000E+03
DEMCAP 084 .0
DEMCAP M5 · .0
DEMCAP 086 + .1(XX)00E+01
DEMCAP 087 .0
DEMCAP . M8 .0
DEMCAP 089 +.101X)00E+01
DEMCAP 090 .0
DEMCAP 091 .0
DEMCAP 092 + .1(XX)(X)E+01
DEMCAP 093 .0
DEMCAP 094 .0
DEMCAP 095 +.100000E+01
DEMCAP 096 .0
DEMCAP 097 .0
DEMCAP 098 +.100000E+01
DEMCAP 099 .0
DEMCAP 100 .0
DEMCAP 101 + .10001X)E+01
DEMCAP 102 .0
DEMCAP 103 .0
DEMCAP 104 + .1000®E+01
DEMCAP 105 .0
DEMCAP 106 .0
DEMCAP 107 + .10001DE+01
DEMCAP 108 .0
DEMCAP 109 .0
DEMCAP 110 +.10(XXX)E+01
DEMCAP 111 .0
DEMCAP 112 .0
DEMCAP 113 + .1(XX)(I)E+01
DEMCAP 114 .0
DEMCAP 115 .0
DEMCAP 116 + .1001XX)E+01 '
DEMCAP 117 .0
DEMCAP 118 .0
DEMCAP 119 +.10(X)00E+01
DEMCAP 120 .0
DEMCAP 121 .0
DEMCAP 122 + .10(X)(X)E+01
DEMCAP 123 .0
DEMCAP 124 .0
DEMCAP 125 + .10(XX)0E+01
DEMCAP 126 .0
DEMCAP 127 .0
DEMCAP 128 +.10(XX)0E+01
DEMCAP 129 .0
DEMCAP 130 .0
DEMCAP 131 + .11XXII)E+01
DEMCAP 132 .0
DEMCAP 133 .0
DEMCAP 134 +.11X7lXX)E+0l
DEMCAP 135 .0
DEMCAP 136 .0
DEMCAP 137 + .101XXX)E+01
DEMCAP 138 .0
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